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Moreland’s Children, Young People and Families Plan 2021- 2025 (the ‘Plan’) aims to improve 
health, wellbeing and educational outcomes. 

The Plan’s vision is that all children, young people and families live in a community where they are 
healthy, resilient, empowered, safe and belong. This vision sets an ambitious goal to improve 
outcomes across a range of areas to ensure children and young people have the best start in life, 
engage in educational opportunities, actively contribute to their community and transition into 
further training and employment. The Plan is focused on children and young people from birth to 
adulthood (0-24 years) and their families. 

The Plan was informed by extensive community engagement and consultation, evidence-based 
research and policy analysis which resulted in three outcome areas: 

• Outcome 1: Inclusive City and Community 
• Outcome 2: Improved Health and Wellbeing 
• Outcome 3: Lifelong Learning and Participation.   

In each outcome area, there are a series of objectives which provides details of the key focus of 
work that will be undertaken. The Plan brings together a range of different areas that impact 
children and young people’s outcomes from early childhood, supporting parents, engagement in 
education and community to employment pathways. A whole of Council approach and alignment 
with existing plans and strategies will assist the implementation of the Plan.  

Council will work in collaboration with community, partner organisations and state government for 
improved health, wellbeing and educational outcomes for children, young people and families.  
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The Children, Young People and Families Plan 2021-2025, also known as 
the ‘Plan’ aims to improve health, wellbeing and educational outcomes of all 
children, young people and families in Moreland. The Plan explicitly includes 
families, acknowledging they are central to the lives of children and young 
people. The Plan details the key outcomes and objectives needed to 
achieve this goal. 

To improve children and young people’s health, wellbeing and educational 
outcomes, a collective approach is needed. Collaboration between Council 
and partner organisations will support children to have the best start in life 
and young people will have opportunities to reach their full potential. The 
Plan offers opportunities for involvement, collaboration and partnerships, 
recognising that to improve outcomes, we need to work together. 

 

             

 

The Plan’s development marks an important milestone. It is Council’s first integrated Plan to 
support children, young people and families in Moreland.  

There were previously two key strategies which provided direction for programs, services and 
activities for children and young people; Moreland Early Years Strategy 2016-2020 and Full 
Potential: A Strategy for Moreland’s Young People. As the Moreland Early Years Strategy 2016-
2020 was coming to an end, a new strategy was needed. Insights from Full Potential: A 
Strategy for Moreland’s Young People will inform the new Plan. Integrating the two strategies 
into one unified Plan provides opportunities for collaborative planning to improve outcomes for 
children and young people from birth to adulthood, including a greater focus on transitions 
between services and educational systems.  

There were many stages to developing the Plan. The latest research was analysed to better 
understand what improves children and young people’s health, wellbeing and educational 
outcomes. Data and statistics on children and young people were reviewed. The plans and 
strategies of other Councils and service providers were examined. Most importantly, children, 
young people and families were asked what they thought was important and what would make 
a difference to health, wellbeing and educational outcomes. The lived experience and wealth of 
knowledge of Moreland’s community has shaped the Plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Plan’s vision:  
A community 

where children, 
young people and 

families are 
healthy, resilient, 
empowered, safe 

and belong. 
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A community where children, young people and families are healthy, resilient, empowered, safe 
and belong. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Objective 1.1: Develop 
inclusive and accessible 
activities, programs and 
services. 

Objective 2.1: Increase 
knowledge of support 
services and referral 
pathways. 
 

Objective 3.1: Involve 
children, young people 
and families in decision 
making on matters that 
impact them. 

Objective 1.2: Increase 
opportunities for social 
cohesion. 
 

Objective 2.2: Increase 
engagement and 
participation in 
preventative health and 
wellbeing programs.  

Objective 3.2: Increase 
participation in learning 
and education from birth 
to adulthood. 

Objective 1.3: Progress 
the child-friendly cities 
and communities 
initiative. 

Objective 2.3: Advocate 
for increased services to 
support mental health 
and resilience.  

Objective 3.3: 
Collaborate with 
education providers to 
support quality settings. 

Objective 1.4: Develop 
and activate child, young 
people and family-
friendly places and 
spaces. 

Objective 2.4: Provide 
opportunities for 
participation in physical 
and creative activities. 

Objective 3.4: Increase 
opportunities for training 
and employment 
pathways. 

Objective 1.5: Provide 
infrastructure which 
meets the needs of the 
growing population. 

Objective 2.5: Collaborate 
with partner 
organisations to increase 
safety in the community 
and home. 

   

     Plan       |       Provide       |       Engage       |       Collaborate       |       Advocate   
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Council’s role is to plan, provide, engage, collaborate and advocate with and on behalf of 
children, young people and families. 

  
Council works in many ways to improve children and young people’s outcomes through 
planning for future services and infrastructure, providing services, engaging with children, young 
people and families, as well as collaborating and advocating on issues that impact children, 
young people and families.  

Council does this work by: 

 
 

Upholding 
the rights of 
children, 
young 
people and 
families 

 
Supporting 
children, 
young people 
and families 
experiencing 
vulnerability 

 
Planning and 
delivering 
high quality, 
universal and 
targeted 
services 

 
 

Effective 
communication 
and teamwork 

 
Community 
engagement 
and 
partnerships 

 
Developing a 
skilled 
workforce 

 

 

 
There are two key approaches to improving 
outcomes which influence the Plan; ecological 
systems theory and life course approach.  

Ecological systems theory recognises that outcomes 
for children and young people are influenced by a 
range of factors including family, community, 
educational institutes and broader economic, political 
and social influences, also called ‘systems’.1 Rather 
than a single factor influencing outcomes for children 
and young people, it is the influence of these different 
systems and their collective impact.  

At the centre of the ecological model is the child and 
young person, they are influenced by their immediate 
family, culture and experiences. The next layer of 
influence are extended family, peers, cultural leaders 
and places of worship. The community environments, 
networks and services system include local 
neighbourhood amenities such as parks and open space,           Figure 1: Ecological systems model2 

 

Plan Provide Engage Collaborate Advocate
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early childhood education and care, schools, health services and how children, young people 
and families can access and participate in these services. The final system is the social, political, 
economic and environmental influences which impact children and young people’s outcomes. 
The Plan recognises how these systems are interrelated and how they collectively impact 
children and young people.  

A life course approach compliments ecological systems theory as it highlights critical periods 
where additional interventions can be effective. These interventions can be targeted at 
important stages of life such as transition to primary school and secondary school, transition 
from school to employment, leaving the parental home and the transition to parenthood.3 
Interventions during these transition points focus on minimising risks and enhancing protective 
factors and need to be adaptive to the age and development of the child and young person.4 For 
example, when a child commences primary school, they are transitioning to a new system and 
this is also a critical time in their life, this presents an opportunity to strengthen the relationship 
between the child, family, kindergarten and school to support this transition.  

An ecological systems, life course approach is about understanding how different systems 
interact and support children and young people to move between institutions and services and 
during critical life stages. The Plan’s outcomes and objectives seek to strengthen these different 
systems acknowledging a multi-level, collective approach is needed to improve outcomes.  

 

 

Pre-conception to 
birth, early 
childhood 

Early education 
and transition to 
school 

Primary school 
entry 

Transition to 
secondary school 

Secondary school 
entry to adulthood 

Transition to 
training and 
employment 

 

Figure 2: Key life stages and intervention opportunities5 

 

 

 
There is a strong evidence base on the factors which make a difference to the lives of children 
and young people. The general factors which support all children and young people are being 
loved and safe, material basics such as housing and food, being healthy, learning, participating 
and having a positive sense of identity and culture.6 There is also evidence of specific needs at 
various stages of development in infancy, childhood, middle years, adolescence and young 
adulthood. 

 

Antenatal and Infancy (0-2 years) 

The first 1000 days (from conception to two years of age) is a critical period in early childhood 
development and presents an opportunity to shape health and wellbeing.7 The research tells us 
that during the first 1000 days, children are impacted by family, community and environmental 
factors.8 This highlights opportunities to support new parents in their parenting role with a 

Young 
AdulhoodAdolescenceMiddle YearsChildhoodPre-

schoolers
Antenatal 

and infancy
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focus on attachment, safety and parental health and wellbeing. It is also important during the 
first 1000 days to reduce parental stressors through access to support services when needed.9 
There is also evidence that suggests the initiation and duration of breastfeeding decreases the 
likelihood of obesity and developing allergies in later life.10 It is also recognised that parents can 
experience barriers to breastfeeding and all infant feeding methods need to be supported. 

 

Pre-schoolers and childhood (3-7 years)  

Early childhood is a significant period of development. It is during this time that early life 
experiences create the foundations for lifelong learning, behaviour and development.11 Parents 
have the most important role in influencing children’s outcomes, although other professionals 
involved in care and education also shape the lives of children.12 This evidence points to the 
need for children to access quality learning experiences across early childhood education and 
care. It is also during this period of childhood that children transition to primary school, 
providing an opportunity to strengthen the relationship between parents, service providers and 
schools. 

 

Middle years (8-11 years) 

The ‘middle years’ are increasingly being recognised as a critical period in childhood where 
interventions can be made to improve outcomes. A recent Australian study into student 
wellbeing and learning, found that around 10% of children in the middle years self-reported low 
wellbeing and over 20% in Years 3 to 5 reported they were bullied across two or all three 
years.13 The research suggests interventions can be made within school settings and needs to 
focus on wellbeing and mental health. 

 

Adolescence (12-17 years) 

Adolescence is an important time with an increased focus on identity, sexual health and 
relationships. 14 This can also be a period of increased risk of mental health concerns and 
alcohol and drug use. This suggests the need for knowledge of available support services and 
referral pathways for both adolescents and parents. The transition to secondary school also 
presents an opportunity for additional interventions to strengthen the relationship between 
young people, schools and parents. 

 

Young Adulthood (18-24 years) 

Young adulthood is a time of transition, from formal schooling to further training, education and 
employment. This presents an opportunity to keep young adults engaged and participating in 
community. During this period, young adults benefit from a range of diverse training and 
employment pathways to assist transitioning to the workforce.  
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In 2019, the population of 
people aged 0-24 was 

55,256.15 This is forecast to 
grow to 66,285 in 2036, an 
increase of 11,019 people 

aged 0-24.16 
 

 
 

One third (33%) of people 
aged 0-24 speak a language 
other than English at home, 

with the most common being 
Arabic, Urdu and Greek.17 

 
 

337 people aged 0-24 who 
identified as Aboriginal, Torres 

Strait Islander or both 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander in 2016.18 
 

 
 

68.4% of children beginning 
primary school were reported 

to have attended their 3.5 year 
Maternal and Child Health 

check in 2019.19 
 

 
89% of eligible children were 

participating in 4-year-old 
Kindergarten in 2019.20 

 
 

 

 

 
 

20% of children at school 
entry were experiencing 

developmental vulnerability in 
one or more domains of 

physical, social, emotional, 
language and communication 

in 2018.21 
 

 
 

1,626 young people aged 15-
24 (8.1%) were ‘disengaged’, 
neither studying or working in 

2016.22 
 

 
 

Almost 9 out of 10 people 
(87.5%) aged 18-24 had 

completed Year 12 or 
equivalent in 2016.23 

 
 

37% of people aged 0-24 
years lived in rental dwellings 

and 10% lived in group 
housing in 2016.24 
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Moreland’s community was central to creating the Plan. Children, young people, parents, 
residents and service providers all contributed ideas about what would improve outcomes for 
children and young people. Involvement and feedback were invited in many ways, from 
completing the community survey or children’s activity to participating in the workshop, focus 
group or network conversation.  

Over 400 children, young people, parents, community members and partner organisations 
provided ideas on how children and young people’s outcomes can be improved. 

Figure 3: Community engagement activities which informed the Plan 

 

Community engagement activities: 

• The community survey provided an opportunity for parents, residents and partner 
organisations to respond to a range of questions on access to services, local facilities and 
open questions on how to improve children and young people’s outcomes. 

• The children’s activity invited children from 0-12 years to complete a drawing or write a 
response about what is important to them in their community. This broad theme provided 
children an opportunity to respond in a diverse way to the central theme of community. 

• Focus groups were held with existing groups in Moreland, enabling participants to explore in 
greater detail questions on how to improve children and young people’s outcomes.  

Children, 
Young 

People & 
Families Plan 

Community 
Survey

Children’s 
Activity

Focus Groups

Network 
Conversations

Stakeholder 
Workshop

Youth 
Workshop
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• A series of network conversations provided an opportunity for service providers to respond 
to broad questions and were held in existing networks in Moreland. 

• The youth workshop provided an opportunity for young people, aged 12-24 years of age to 
participate in a facilitated workshop where four key themes on community, place, resilience 
and opportunity were discussed.  

• The stakeholder workshop included participants from Moreland’s Family and Children’s 
Services Advisory Committee and the Plan’s Steering Group members. Similar to the youth 
workshop format, four key themes on community, place, resilience and opportunity were 
discussed.  

The range of activities provided many opportunities for children, young people, families, 
residents and services providers to have input into the Plan’s development. Following the 
activities, the responses were analysed for key themes which have informed the Plan’s 
outcomes and objectives. 

 

 
There are four key emerging issues that impact children, young people and families; population 
growth, equity, impact of the global pandemic and recovery, and climate change. 

Population growth 

The population of children and young people is increasing in Moreland. As the population grows, 
additional early years infrastructure will be required to meet the demand for maternal and child 
health centres and early childhood education and care, such as childcare, kindergarten and 
playgroups. In particular, the roll-out of funded three-year-old Kindergarten from 2022 will 
increase pressure on these services. Young people will also be impacted, and multi-use 
infrastructure may need to be explored to address these gaps. 

Equity 

Analysis of demographics highlights differences in socio-economic disadvantage and 
developmental vulnerability. In the Northern suburbs of Moreland, there are areas with higher 
concentrations of socio-economic disadvantage and higher rates of developmental vulnerability 
and youth disengagement. An equitable approach to infrastructure, services and programs will 
be needed to ensure there are opportunities for children, young people and families across 
Moreland. 

Impact of pandemic and recovery 

The impact of the global pandemic has had a significant impact on community, with children and 
young disproportionately vulnerable to its impacts.25 The pandemic’s effect on mental health 
and wellbeing, family relationships, disrupted education and lack of employment in common 
workplaces for young people such as retail and hospitality are still being experienced. Recovery 
from the pandemic will require tailored interventions and collaborative approaches to meet the 
needs of children, young people and families.  
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Climate change 

The impact of climate change has a direct influence on the health and wellbeing of children, 
young people and families. Children are particularly vulnerable to heat stress and increases in 
thermal temperatures.26 School grounds where common features include concrete courtyards 
can also contribute to thermal discomfort and strategies such as urban greening and increasing 
tree canopy and shade can reduce the impacts. Further action will be needed to address climate 
change and reduce its impacts on children, young people and families. 

 

 

Moreland will be an inclusive and accessible city and community where children, young people and 
families engage in activities, programs and services. There will be respect, acknowledgement and 
celebration of diverse cultures and identities, recognising the benefits diversity brings to the 
community. Places and spaces will be accessible and meet the needs of children, young people and 
families. 

 

What community told us: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What we will do: 

1.1 Develop inclusive and accessible activities, programs and services. 

1.2 Increase opportunities for social cohesion. 

 

Families are extremely 
diverse and services 
need to cater for and 
be accessible to all.                   

Parent, Coburg  

 

It was hard to get our 
child into a childcare 

near us.              
Parent, Brunswick 

West 

Food caravans and 
live music where we 
can meet our family 

friends would be 
awesome!   6 and 9 
year old, Moreland. 
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1.3 Progress the child-friendly cities and communities initiative. 

1.4 Develop and activate child, young people and family-friendly places and spaces. 

1.5 Provide infrastructure which meets the needs of the growing population. 

 

 

 

Moreland will have increased participation in health and wellbeing programs with a focus on early 
intervention and prevention. Children, young people and families will have increased knowledge of 
support services and how to access them. Partner organisations will be supported to strengthen 
referral pathways and collaborate to improve the health and wellbeing of children, young people 
and families. Moreland remains committed to the safety of children and young people. 

 

What community told us: 

 

 

 

                                              

 

 

 

What we will do: 

2.1 Increase knowledge of support services and referral pathways. 

2.2 Increase engagement and participation in preventative health and wellbeing programs. 

2.3  Advocate for increased services to support mental health and resilience.  

2.4 Provide opportunities for participation in physical and creative activities. 

2.5 Collaborate with partner organisations to increase safety in the community and home. 

 

 

 

I participated in the 
first Men of Moreland 
program which was 

sensational!                  
Parent, Coburg North. 

 

I like playing at the 
playground with my 

sister.                            
4 year old, Fawkner. 

 

Families want the very best 
for their children, however 
they are not always sure of 
where to go, what to do, or 

what is available.       
Service Provider, Moreland. 
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Moreland will have high quality learning opportunities from birth to adulthood. 
This will include children learning through play in the early years and progressing to formal 
schooling and beyond. Children, young people and families will be supported when transitioning 
between education settings such as starting primary school and moving to secondary school. There 
will be opportunities for young people to engage in further training and pathways to employment.  

Children and young people will be involved in decisions that impact them. They will be consulted in 
age-appropriate ways and their opinions will be valued. 

 

What community told us: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What we will do: 

3.1 Involve children, young people and families in decision making on matters that impact them. 

3.2 Increase participation in learning and education from birth to adulthood. 

3.3 Collaborate with education providers to support quality settings.  

3.4  Increase opportunities for training and employment pathways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Girls want to be 
involved in community 

[and need to] have 
access to the same 

things. Young Person, 
Moreland. 

It’s been a focus on 
courses, learning and 
less on placements 

and work experience. 
Young Person, 

Moreland. 

 

I would like to see it 
easier for teenagers to 
gain part-time work. 
Parent, Pascoe Vale. 
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The Plan aligns with a range of International, Federal, State and local Moreland policies 
which focus on children and young people’s rights and responsibilities, supporting early 
childhood development, frameworks for improving health and wellbeing and increasing the 
participation of children and young people in decision making. The policy context has been 
analysed and alignment with the Plan’s key outcomes is evident (see Figure 4). 

 

  

Policy Alignment with 
Plan Outcome 

International United Nations Conventions on the Rights of the Child27 
  

 
 
 
Federal 

Belonging, Being and Becoming: The Early Years Learning 
Framework28  

National Youth Policy Framework (currently being finalised – 
alignment with Interim Report)29  
National Action Plan for the Health of Children and Young 
People 2020-203030   

 
 
 
 
State 

Early Childhood Reform Plan: Ready for Schools, Ready for 
Life31  

Roadmap for Reform: Strong Families, Safe Children32 
 

Victorian Early Learning and Development Framework33 
 

Maternal and Child Health Framework34 
 

Victorian Youth Strategy (under development - alignment 
with Discussion Paper Outcomes)35  

 
Moreland 
City Council 

Council Plan 2021-2025 (under development – alignment 
with Key Issues Topic Papers)36  
Moreland Human Rights Policy 2016-202637 

 

 
Plan 
Outcomes 

                                                                                 
Inclusive City and                   Improved Health             Lifelong Learning 
     Community                          and Wellbeing                and Participation 

 

Figure 4: The Plan outcomes and alignment with local, state, federal and international policy 
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An Implementation Plan will be developed with a series of actions to address each objective. 
These actions will include the timeframe for completion and resources required. The 
resources may be within existing budgets or require additional resources such as grants to 
complete.  

Monitoring and evaluation of the Plan is an important part of understanding its impact on the 
three outcomes. A monitoring and evaluation framework with defined measures will be 
developed. This will include a schedule for undertaking regular reviews of the Plan to 
monitor its progress and ensure accountability. There will also be annual Council Reports on 
the actions taken and progress made towards achieving the outcomes. 

 

1 Department of Education and Training 2016, Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework, 
State of Victoria: Melbourne. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Jacob, C., Baird, J., Barker, M., Cooper, C., and Hanson, M 2017, The Importance of a Life Course Approach to 
Health: Chronic disease risk from preconception through adolescence and adulthood, World Health 
Organisation: Geneva. 
4 Department of Health 2019, National Action Plan for the Health of Children and Young People 2030-2040 
Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
5 Ibid p. 5. 
6 Australian Research Alliance for Children and Youth (ARACY) 2014, The Nest action agenda: Improving the 
wellbeing of Australia’s children and youth while growing our GDP by over 7%, ARACY: Canberra. 
7 Moore, T.G., Arefadib, N., Deery, A. and West, S 2017, The First Thousand Days: An Evidence Paper, Centre 
for Community Child Health, Murdoch Children’s Research Centre: Parkville. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 National Scientific Council on the Developing Child 2007, The Science of Early Childhood Development: 
Closing the gap between what we know and what we do, Centre on the Developing Child, Harvard 
University: Cambridge. 
12 Ibid. 
13 The Centre for Adolescent Health 2018, Student Wellbeing, Engagement and Learning across the Middle 
Years, Murdoch Children’s Research Institute, Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
14 Department of Health 2019, National Action Plan for the Health of Children and Young People 2020-2030, 
Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
15Australian Bureau of Statistics 2019, Estimated Resident Population, Regional Population Growth. 
16 Forecast.id 2017, Moreland Population Forecasts 2036. 
17 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016, Population Census. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Department of Education and Training 2019, Outcomes for Victorian Children at School Entry: Findings 
from the School Entrant Health Questionnaire Moreland, State of Victoria: Melbourne.  
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20 Department of Education and Training 2020, Moreland Kindergarten Participation, Early Years Compact 
Data Pack (not publicly available). 
21 Australian Early Development Census 2019, Community Profile 2018: Moreland, Commonwealth of 
Australia: Canberra.  
22 Ibid. 
23 Australian Bureau of Statistics 2016, Population Census. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Department of Premier and Cabinet 2020, What Matters to Young People in Victoria: Victorian youth 
strategy discussion paper, State of Victoria: Melbourne. 
26 Antoniadis, D., Katsoulas, N & Papanastasiou, D 2020, ‘Thermal Environment of Urban Schoolyards: 
Current and Future Design with Respect to Children’s Thermal Comfort’, Atmosphere, 11, 1144, pp. 1-26. 
27 United Nations Human Rights 1989, United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, UNHCR: 
Geneva. 
28 Department of Education, Skills and Employment 2007, Belonging, Being and Becoming: the Early Years 
Learning Framework, Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
29 Department of Health 2019, Youth Taskforce Interim Report, Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
30 Department of Health 2019, National Action Plan for the Health of Children and Young People 2020-2030, 
Commonwealth of Australia: Canberra. 
31 Department of Education and Training 2017, Early Childhood Reform Plan: Ready for Schools, Ready for 
Life, State of Victoria: Melbourne. 
32 Department of Health and Human Services 2016, Roadmap for Reform: Strong Families, Safe Children, 
State of Victoria: Melbourne. 
33 Department of Education and Training 2016, Victorian Early Learning and Development Framework, State 
of Victoria: Melbourne. 
34 Department of Health and Human Services 2019, Maternal and Child Health Framework, State of Victoria: 
Melbourne. 
35 Department of Premier and Cabinet 2020, What Matters to Young People in Victoria: Victorian youth 
strategy discussion paper, State of Victoria: Melbourne. 
36 Moreland City Council 2021, Imagine Moreland: Key issues topic papers, MCC: Coburg. 
37 Moreland City Council 2016, Human Rights Policy 2016-2026: One community, proudly diverse, MCC: 
Coburg. 
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This report provides an overview of feedback received from the community engagement 
processes conducted as part of this project. There were two separate stages of 
consultation. The first stage of consultation for the project involved hearing people’s 
thoughts and ideas about the Draft Concept Plan and responses to different options 
presented.  The second stage of the consultation involved presenting a revised/final concept 
plan back to the community, which included changes made in response to the initial 
feedback received on the draft plan. The first stage was conducted online, owing to 
restrictions associated with the Covid-19 pandemic which applied at the time, while the 
second stage included face to face public consultation, in addition to digital engagement, as 
restrictions had eased by this point. At both stages the concept plan was made available on 
Council’s Conversation Moreland webpage and residents within 500m were notified directly 
via postcard and invited to provide feedback and ask questions of officers. It is noted that 
public engagement for this project was developed prior to Council’s adoption of the new 
community engagement policy and that unlike other similar projects a first ‘aspirational’ 
stage of engagement was not conducted due to design constraints which exist for the site.   
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ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW 

The draft concept design for the new park at 14 frith street was developed prior to the 
commencement of the community engagement for this project, as certain elements of the 
structural / built form and factory floor have to be retained to meet planning and heritage 
requirements. These elements of the design are not open to significant change as they 
address the site’s complex heritage and planning requirements and therefore an initial 
aspirational stage of engagement was not conducted, as it was felt that this would not 
constitute and open and honest process with the community. For this reason, a two stage 
process was conducted for this project and additional elements of voting polls were 
included in the process for specific elements within the park. 

ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW 
The draft concept plan (see appendix A) was made available for comment through the 
Conversations Moreland web platform from 3 December 2020 until 10 February 2021. 
Postcards were sent out to properties within 500m of the project site directing people to the 
website to provide comments.  15 written responses were received while 335 votes were 
cast for the polling options. In addition to the draft concept plan, a set of storey boards and 
artist impressions were also provided to assist the community understanding the context of 
the site and the importance of the heritage elements (a copy of these story boards can be 
found at appendix D).  
 
FEEDBACK OVERVIEW 
Feedback from the initial consultation has been categorised into four areas of interest: 

 Things people like about the draft concept plan 
 Things that can be improved 
 Things people want included in final concept plan 
 Polling results on preferred options 

 

Although there were less than 20 written responses, the feedback received brought up a lot 
of similar issues. Many shared their appreciation for creating a new park for locals, with 
most preferring to see more planting and lawn with a preference for native trees and plants. 
A recurring theme in the ideas that people presented could be summarised as “less 
concrete, more green” – a need to soften the impact of hard, reflective surfaces with more 
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greenery throughout the park. A complete copy of the public comments received can be 
found at appendix E. 
 
Polling on the various options for activities or other in designated areas, had a high level of 
participation with an average of 84 votes cast (335 in total) for preferences by those who 
registered. 
 
Things people like: 

 Frith St park “a great initiative” 
 Appreciate new green space in built-up area 
 Like that park is close by to residents 
 Lots of good ideas, but “too busy” 
 Support “all ages” activities 
 Basketball court good for teenagers, also for older kids & adults 
 Support food trucks and coffee vans 
 Sun steps good in winter 

 
Things that can be improved: 

 Reduce area for activities or facilities, “more greenery” 
 Increase shade and amount of “green” space 
 More lush lawn, less native vegetation 
 Plant deciduous trees in lawn, improves quality of turf 
 Reduce concrete, less “hardscape” 
 Reduce reflective surfaces, more dense planting 
 Fewer noise-generating activities, such as ping-pong, basketball 
 Keep food trucks on street, free up park space 
 Plant trees into ground, not in planters 
 Sun steps on north side could be reversed, have sun on your back 
 Protect hard edges from skaters 

  
Things that could be included: 

 More “greenery”; create jungle feel; maximise shade 
 Use climbers on walls 
 Indigenous native planting 
 Varied height of trees, shrubs, grasses   
 Some roof cover desirable 
 Make flexible spaces for different activities 
 Have park dog-free 
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 Include hit-up wall 
 
Polling results – as shown on website 

 Area A – the voting on these options shows the most contested outcome, with no 
clear preference indicated since there is little to separate the voting for options 1, 3 & 
4, while option 2, for enclosed dog off-leash space, scored the lowest. 

 Area B – while voting was strong for each option, there is a clear majority for ping-
pong. 

 Area C – Basketball is the clear winner over Mini Futsal. 
 Area D – Voting for water play and nature play was almost equal. 
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RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK 
Polling (as shown on Conversations Moreland website) 
 

Options have been nominated for these areas in the draft concept plan 

Quick Poll - Area A 

Which element would you like to see in 
Area A? 

This poll has concluded. 

A.1 - Bouldering wall with rubber mats 
26% (17 votes) 

A.2 - Small enclosed dog off-leash area 
18% (12 votes) 

A.3 - Community garden 
25% (16 votes) 

A.4 - More green space 
31% (20 votes) 

 
Total Votes: 65  

Quick Poll - Area B 

Which element would you like to see in 
Area B? 

This poll has concluded. 

B.1 - Ping pong tables 
54% (46 votes) 

B.2 - Fitness equipment 
46% (39 votes) 

 
Total Votes: 85 

  

Quick Poll - Area C 

Which element would you like to see in 
Area C? 

This poll has concluded. 

C.1 - Basketball half-court 
71% (58 votes) 

C.2 Mini Futsal half-court 
29% (24 votes) 

 
Total Votes: 82 
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Quick Poll - Area D 

Which play element would you like to see in 
Area D? 

This poll has concluded. 

D.1 - Water play 
38% (39 votes) 

D.2 - Nature Play 
37% (38 votes) 

D.3 - Playful climbing structures 
16% (16 votes) 

D.4 - Contemporary play equipment 
10% (10 votes) 

 
Total Votes: 103 

 

 

 
Referring to the polling results, shown above, voting shows a clear preference for some of 
the options presented. In those instances where voting may not be as decisive, Council 
needs to make the final decision about what it considers the best outcome for the overall 
park plan. In doing so, we are also considering the wider context, as one park on its own 
can’t provide facilities that cater for all possible types of activities. 
 
Area A – Although votes are higher for “green space” than any of the other options, more 
green space can be provided readily in other areas of the park through revision of the plan. 
Community gardens have polled strongly but this only amounts to 16 people, and even this 
might not be a true indication of just how many people would become actively involved in 
the establishment and maintenance required for it to work. Council would prefer to explore 
other locations in Brunswick that might be more suitable in terms of space available for this 
activity as part of future projects. Options for consideration could include the Saxon Street 
community facility or investigating reuse of some car park land that might be re-allocated or 
trialled for community gardening. 
 
On balance, it is decided to have this area allocated to a bouldering wall to provide a popular 
activity for older children and young people, as these sorts of facilities aren’t present in 
many other parks in the area.  
 
Area B – polling doesn’t show a dramatic difference between the two choices, confirming 
the popularity of both these types of activity. The votes for ping-pong tables outweigh 
those for fitness equipment by about 18% and it is decided this space will be allocated for 
ping-pong on this basis. 
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Area C – the voting for Basketball is more than double that for Futsal, consistent with 
Council usually receiving many calls for basketball facilities whenever there is open space 
being redeveloped, confirming that this area will be allocated for a basketball half-court. 
 
Area D – most voting was for either nature play or water play, with votes nearly equal. The 
proposed “Foundry-themed” water play will remain in place as an integral part of the 
scheme, which also responds to the heritage significance of the location. The adjacent 
native garden bed to the north of this play area can be revised to include nature play, so that 
both preferences are catered for within the design. 

RESPONSE TO FEEDBACK – CHANGES TO THE DRAFT PLAN 
 
After hearing and considering all that’s been said and written about the plans for this new 
park, we asked our design consultants to revise the draft concept plan to incorporate the 
key messages expressed in the feedback and polling. 
 
A crucial aspect of making any sort of change to the earlier plans, is the impact they will 
have on the Heritage significance of the existing built assets on the land. While there are 
considerable constraints on what can or cannot be done as part of the redevelopment of 
this site, Council embraces the opportunity to contribute to conservation of what is a 
significant part of Brunswick’s industrial past. The revised park design has been put forward 
for further public examination and it has received “in principle” support for the changes, 
provided suitable construction methods are employed to protect the Heritage assets.  
 
The following key changes have been made to the plans in direct response to community 
feedback: 
 

 More “greenery” – increase in lawn & garden bed area from 730m² to 1,520m² (more 
than doubled) 

 More trees and shade – increase from 38 trees to 49 trees to be planted 
 Less hard surfaces - reduced extent of gravel path and concrete surfaces, replaced 

with lawn, garden beds and trees 
 Indigenous species of plants – northern portion of park (facing Howarth St) planted 

with primarily native evergreen and semi-deciduous tree species, along with native 
shrubs and sedges in a nature play space abutting timber deck 

 Fewer trees in planters – areas of concrete floor in southern “Foundry” portion 
(facing Lobb St) cut out for planting of trees in ground. This should result in greater 
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overall canopy growth and avoid some of the impacts included trees being root-
bounded by smaller pots/planter beds. 

 Space for activities – retention of basketball, ping-pong & bouldering wall in 
response to voting on preferences 

 Space for play – both water and nature play (nested in native garden space) now 
included in response to voting on preferences 

 Inclusion of shelter – pergola with roof over BBQ & picnic tables 
 Public toilets – bespoke toilet building (not an Exaloo) 
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ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW 
The purpose of stage 2 of the engagement process was to gauge the community’s response 
to the changes made to the design and allow the community to ask questions about the 
design itself. The final concept plan (see appendix B) which included the changes listed 
above, was made available for comment through the Conversations Moreland web platform 
from 30 April 2021 until 5pm Monday 17 May 2021. Two face to face pop ups were held on 
7 May 2021 at the Albert Street Woolworths and 15 May 2021 at Café Project281.  
 
Postcards were sent out to properties within 500m of the project site directing people to the 
website and notifying them of the face to face pop ups (a copy of the post card can be 
found at appendix C).  Signs were also put up on the site to capture passers-by who may 
not have received the postcard. 
 
Four questions were asked through the website on various elements of the design (a 
complete record of these questions and responses can be found at appendix F). The face to 
face pop ups resulted in approximately 60 direct interactions with members of the public, 
that included both people responding to the postcard invitations and also passers-by.  
 
A copy of the final concept plan was available for viewing and officers responded to 
questions and suggestions from the community.  
 
FEEDBACK OVERVIEW 
Feedback from the pop ups was overwhelmingly supportive. The increase in the amount of 
garden and lawn areas was seen as the key change. The inclusion of water play was also 
widely commended. There was also strong support for the  
 
The following comments were also raised during the pop ups, which will be passed onto the 
design team for consideration in the detailed design phase of the project: 
 

 Give careful consideration to the proposed lighting to the space to ensure that the 
park is safe to traverse at all hours but doesn’t encourage anti-social behaviour. 

 Consider ways to ameliorate sound from the basketball courts to the surrounding 
residential area. 

 Consider the maintenance regime of the climbing wall to ensure it remains safe and 
attractive to use. 

 Consider including a multisport basketball/soccer goal to allow flexibility for sports 
which can use the designated space. However, it was also suggested leaving it as 
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basketball only was preferable, to avoid conflict between users seeking to utilise the 
space. 

 Consider desire lines for the entry and exit points to avoid “goat tracks” on the lawn 
areas. 

 Consider changing/removing the location of the sun seat along Howrath Street as 
this area will likely be in shade for most of the year due to the existing, and likely 
future developments directly north of the park. 

 

 
Image - Council Officers at the Woolworths Pop Up. 

NEXT STEPS 
This report will form an attachment to a Council Report seeking Council endorsement of the 
engagement process and final concept design.  
 
Officers will continue with preparation of detailed plans for construction, tendering of the 
works programmed for the second half of this year. It is planned to have contractors 
appointed for construction before the end of this year with demolition and construction to 
be carried out during 2022. 
 
Updates on progress with this project will be made via the news feed on the Conversations 
Moreland website with email notifications going out to those registered on the website. 
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APPENDIX A – Draft Concept Plan 
APPENDIX B – Final Concept Plan 
APPENDIX C – Post Card for Final Concept Plan 
APPENDIX D – Consultation Material - Story Boards 
APPENDIX E – Stage 1 Public Comments 

APPENDIX F – Stage 2 Q&A
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FEEDBACK COMMENTARY (from Conversations Moreland website) 

Date 
Submitted 

Screen 
Name Title Description / Feedback 

Feb 05, 
2021, 05:29 
PM 

Park Life More natural 
spaces 

Love the thought of more open space in Brunswick. 
Totally needed as a reprieve from hard urban living. 
As a family we attend local parks all the time and 
felt the strain that was placed on local open spaces 
during lockdown. My kids (young teenagers) 
struggled to get a go at the basketball half courts 
then, so appreciating the proposed half court . 
Brunswick is gritty so it would be good to make the 
park as big and green, shady and as indigenous as 
possible. Food trucks should stay on the street, 
maximise potential space. Maybe incorporate extra 
street trees to reduce thermal massing in Summer 
complimenting the park. 

Feb 05, 
2021, 04:14 
PM 

Roberta Less gravel and 
noisy activities, 
more green 

Respite from noise is becoming every bit as 
important as green/open spaces to enjoy. Given the 
size of this pocket of space, I'm not sure that ping 
pong or fitness equipment should be high priorities. 
(How many gyms are there in Brunswick these 
days?) And please, no bouldering wall! More green 
spaces - some shaded, some not - overall please. 

Jan 07, 
2021, 02:13 
PM 

paul_son_ofanders Indigenous trees, 
shrubs and 
grasses 

Would be good to see native plants that are 
indigenous to Brunswick used. A mixture of tall 
native trees, head high shrubs and knee high 
grasses would encourage native fauna to the area.  
 
I like that the red bricks are being re-used on the 
site. 

Dec 26, 
2020, 06:49 
PM 

Rufus Fresh and green Getting outdoors is about being amongst greenery - 
bring it on. Play space for stretching the legs and 
lungs and places to sit and watch the activity; it's 
good for the soul. Reduce the concrete, increase 
wooden seating. The 'sun steps' will be great in 
winter but having your back to the sun is brilliant. I 
agree with my neighbours - real trees and shrubs; 
less hardscaping. How about making it food truck-
friendly for local events and gorgeous evenings? 

Dec 24, 
2020, 09:08 
PM 

Michael Face in, not out The "north facing sun steps" is just seating on the 
footpath, facing the street and parked cars. That's 
not appealing at all. People want to face into the 
park and look across the views, not put their backs 
to the park. 
Please also consider planting the trees in the earth 
and not in tubs - it is far nicer to sit under or against 
a tree trunk, not next to a dirty planter that dogs 
have urinated all over and has graffiti on it. 
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Date 
Submitted 

Screen 
Name Title Description / Feedback 

Dec 24, 
2020, 08:57 
PM 

Michael Go more lush This design will lead to a park that is hot and dry, 
with too many hard, reflective surfaces that absorb 
and hold heat, and eucalyptus also dry out the soil. 
Please revise the designs with greener, denser 
plantings - there's an opportunity here to use the 
walls for climbing plants and create a lush jungle 
feel which is a perfect antidote to the hot 
impermeable surfaces of the surrounding area. 

Dec 21, 
2020, 07:19 
PM 

megjoshjack More green I agree with the previous commenters- less is more. 
We need space and green, and it has been so 
apparent during the lockdowns this year how little 
there is around. 

Dec 21, 
2020, 04:55 
PM 

Nancy Less concrete, 
more green stuff 

I agree with others who say there's too much 
concrete.  This is a small area and we need green 
space. We can see how much people enjoy sitting 
under a tree on some grass or a bench, with a 
pleasant view. The trees should be planted, not 
small trees in pots as proposed for the south end. 
Plenty of bench space. Have space for games and 
activities, but for all ages, and flexible in its use. 
Spend a bit of money on nice plants, grass, 
watering systems as needed. Walls could have art 
displays, and the history of the site like at Tip Top. 
Don't give away public space for a coffee shop or 
other stuff that can go elsewhere. People can bring 
their coffee, it's close to shops, and it should all be 
public space, not just for those with money. Food 
vans can park on the road. Dogs can go to Fleming 
Park. Covid has also shown us the value of having 
some roofed space. 

Dec 21, 
2020, 01:08 
PM 

JaneD More green 
space needed, 
less concrete. 

Great to have more parks but looks like a lot of 
concrete still included. Less concrete please, more 
green space, we are already surrounded by 
concrete. 

Dec 16, 
2020, 11:39 
AM 

tim_p Less is more Lots of good ideas but overall too busy. The park is 
an otherwise welcome respite from cluttered 
surrounds. In my view the fitness equipment and 
ping pong should go altogether although I support a 
basketball court and lawns which give cooped up 
kids and grown-ups a proper chance to run and 
stretch. Big skies and expansive space are at a 
premium in this neck of the woods, please maximise 
them. 
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Date 
Submitted 

Screen 
Name Title Description / Feedback 

Dec 06, 
2020, 12:13 
PM 

SkMcIver Rope and water 
play 

Delighted this is happening as live around the 
corner. It would be good to look at the rope park 
near Royal Children’s hospital which has water 
play/nature play and rope climbing. I like that the 
design has ‘all ages’ features in climbing wall, 
basketball, and play/nature/water/climbing. Another 
idea could be a to paint a tennis net on a an existing 
wall so can have a hit on to the wall. Good to have 
space for coffee, food, ice cream truck too! I hope 
the toilet is not the hideous stainless steel one - can 
it be more like what Ceres has? 

Dec 03, 
2020, 12:39 
PM 

Tatiana All of Moreland 
deserves parks 

This is a great initiative. Now if someone could tell 
your CEO and Sports division that we all value open 
greenspaces. In Coburg North instead of prioritising 
parks, the council wants to tear up our existing park 
and replace it with a plastic pitch for the near-
exclusive use of private sports clubs. Residents are 
having to band together to fight to save our park. 

Dec 03, 
2020, 12:28 
PM 

Festooned No eucalypts over 
the lawn! 

I know that there's a push to have native vegetation 
in parks, but please for the love of god don't wreck 
this opportunity to let people enjoy a new lawn. 
 
You only need to look as far as the nearby 
Randazzo park to see that eucalypts are completely 
antithetical to picnicking and lying on grass. The 
areas under the tree are devoid of uniform grass 
cover, the ground is hard, and there is sharp woody 
debris. 
 
Either use deciduous species as in Princes Park, or 
keep the lawns free of trees. 

Dec 03, 
2020, 12:25 
PM 

pjh More green, less 
fittings and 
concrete 

Hi what amazing news some green space amongst 
all the massive apartment buildings going up.   
 
Probably a lot more concrete that I would have 
thought - perhaps less fixtures and concrete and 
more greenery and park would be nicer? 
 
Couple of things, make sure the hard edges aren't 
breakable by skaters. 
 
Having a basketball court amongst so many 
residential buildings is going to be very loud for 
them and noisy Putting more park instead? 
 
 For safety will need CCTV and be very well lit at 
night. 
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Date 
Submitted 

Screen 
Name Title Description / Feedback 

Dec 03, 
2020, 11:57 
AM 

hamptonac Historical 
Brunswick 

The new park will be close to the rear of the site of 
the (former?) business known as "Penny Black". I 
have a theory that the building was the original Post 
Office and Telephone/Telegraph office and 
exchange. The building has a foundation stone on 
Sydney Rd which supports my view. 
The "new" Telstra", et al, exchange from the days of 
the PMG fronts to Frith St to the North of the park. 
It would be great to have a display showing the rich 
history of postal and telecommunications in 
Brunswick. 
Maybe Telstra/NBN would contribute (MAYBE). 
Image included of frontage of existing telephone 
exchange building. That frontage may be especially 
"Brunswick"; I notice the exchanges, such as they 
are, and I have not seen the like, nor had my former 
PMG colleague. 
Whilst recreation, child play and greening ought to 
be the priorities for the park, it is a shame to see 
heritage fade away unlamented. 
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FEEDBACK COMMENTARY (from Conversations Moreland website) 
 

 

Date 

Submitted 
Screen 
Name 

Title Description / 

Feedback 
Officer response 

 Shannon Is water play 

sustainable? 

I assume water play 

features use potable 

water for safety 

reasons. How does 

MCC ensure this is 

done in a sustainable 

way, given Victoria's 

near-perpetual 

drought conditions 

(which will only 

worsen with climate 

change)? 

Thanks for the question Shannon, 

 

Sustainability is important to Moreland and 

our design team will be looking at ways to 

incorporate water sensitive urban design 

elements into the park, including 

opportunities for passive irrigation of lawn 

and gardens beds. 

 

Water and nature play offers a unique and 

stimulating play experience, particularly for 

younger children, and is strongly desired 

and supported by the community. We see 

the inclusion of this type of experience 

within the new park as a different play 

offering to some of our other parks and also 

an education opportunity, as the design of 

the water play will reference the historical 

elements of the former foundry. Our design 

team will also give consideration as to how 

the water play elements will function 

without water so that playability will still be 

possible in times of drought and limited 

access to water. 

 Helen What is the 

lighting 

strategy for 

the park? 

How well light will the 

park be at night? Will 

the facilites have 

lighting for use? Could 

the toilets be located 

in the SW corner to 

enable the middle 

section of the park to 

be open - better 

sightlines. Also prefer 

not to have toilets 

adjacent bbq / picnic 

tables.. 

Hi Helen, thanks for the questions and 

suggestions. 

 

Council's design team will work through the 

lighting design for the project in accordance 

with Council's Public Lighting Policy. In our 

parks and open spaces we generally light 

paths and access ways, but not the parks 

themselves, particularly in urban locations 

where encouraging late night activity can be 

disruptive to the amenity of the surrounding 

residential area. 

 

You can find a copy of our policy here 

https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/about-

council/publ... if you wish to find out more 

about it. 
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Date 

Submitted 
Screen 
Name 

Title Description / 

Feedback 
Officer response 

The design for the park, including the 

position of the toilets, has been carefully 

laid out in regards to the engineering and 

functionality of the space, and in response 

to the heritage requirements for the site. 

We have considered alternate options for 

the toilet location, however this is the 

location which has ultimately been selected 

by the design team. 

 

 Festooned Which species 

of plants and 

where? 

It's great to see that 

there will be more 

green space and 

grassy areas in this 

revised version. I 

would very much like 

to know which plant 

species are planned in 

different areas of the 

park. 

Thanks for the question Festooned. 

 

We won't know the final plant species 

selection until closer to the construction of 

the park, as factors like plant availability and 

time of year for planting influence the 

choice. I have however provided some 

further information below regarding the 

proposed approach to planting and 

selection of species for the project, which 

may be of interest. 

 

 

 

APPROACH TO TREE SPECIES & PLANTING 

 

The proposed species at Frith Street Park is 

to be a range of predominantly native and 

some exotic species that will provide a 

balance of shade, colour, amenity and 

biodiversity. They have been selected based 

on their suitability to perform well in the 

below and above ground conditions that will 

vary across the site. Ensuring the significant 

heritage elements are not impacted by root 

or aerial incursion is important part of this 

selection. The predominantly native and 

mostly evergreen north side of the park will 

complement the deciduous exotic planting 

on the south side, highlighting the two 

approaches to the Park that is reflected in 

the design and materials selections 

throughout. 

 

 

In the main lawn area adjacent to Howarth 

Street, large, clean-trunked native eucalypts 

are proposed as they will be planted in 

natural ground, and have the aerial space to 
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Date 

Submitted 
Screen 
Name 

Title Description / 

Feedback 
Officer response 

facilitate the large spreading trees that will 

form the key shade trees for the site. 

 

 

Nearer to the commercial building, in the 

play area and towards the east wall, 

medium-sized, evergreen native trees are 

proposed, that will still provide shade, and 

will not have any detrimental impact on 

adjacent walls or footings. 

 

 

On the south side of the main lawn, 

medium-sized, deciduous or partly 

deciduous, flowering native species will be 

used to continue the biodiversity, and also 

allow for improved solar access and 

seasonal interest. 

 

 

The foundry area has primarily trees in 

containerised situations and as such a range 

of small-medium deciduous trees will be 

used as they are best suited to these 

conditions. This will be a range of flowering, 

ornamental species that will provide colour 

and interest all year round, and when 

without leaf, will highlight the dramatic 

walls of the foundry. 

 

 

Understorey planting will typically be kept 

low to ensure safe sightlines are 

maintained, and this will be typically be 

made up of hardy native and indigenous 

species, that may showcase the types of 

species that residents can use at home, or 

on balconies , that also contribute to 

biodiversity. 

 Nancy More details 

please? 

This certainly looks 

better but can you 

give new sketches of 

the south side please, 

and also list what is 

included and what is 

not included please 

compared to the list 

of options on the 

previous design. Is 

that a cafe on the 

Hi Nancy, 

 

 

 

Thanks for your contribution. We have 

uploaded a copy of the plan into the 

document library which has a legend that 

indicates the elements of the park. 

 

In regards to the heritage building, the 

details for this element of the project are 
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Date 

Submitted 
Screen 
Name 

Title Description / 

Feedback 
Officer response 

corner, and if so will 

non-customers not be 

allowed to sit there? 

(BTW I have been 

asked who I want to 

respond, the only 

choice is Richard 

Tolliday, I don't know 

who that is . . .) 

still being resolved. We will provide further 

information once a deicsion is made. 

 

I hope that helps with your understanding! 
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De Carle Street Example Cross Sections 

  

(Moreland Road to The Grove) 

 

 

(The Grove to Rennie Street) 

 



 

 

Summary of Council’s accessibility audits and accessibility upgrades in 
Moreland Activity Centres 

Note - This is not an exhaustive list of all of accessibility audits and accessibility upgrades that 
Council undertakes. Council undertakes accessibility audits and accessibility upgrades in other 
areas of Council such as Building Projects that are not relevant for this report. 

 

 Moreland City Council Urban Design team undertakes at least 1-2 major urban 
precinct upgrades per year. All projects undertake accessibility audits before 
and after completion and vastly improve disability access to these areas. 

 Moreland City Council Urban Design team have a major streetscape upgrade 
in train for Louisa Street, Coburg. Community consultation is commencing in 
2021 with completion expected in 2024/25. This upgrade will meet disability 
access compliance standards. 

 In 2012, Council commissioned an accessibility audit of the Glenroy Major 
Activity Centre, including some other shopping strips in Moreland. All capital 
works recommendations from this report have recently been completed (with 
the exception of the area around the Glenroy level crossing removal) improving 
disability access to these sites. 

 In 2016, the Moreland Transport Team commissioned an audit report to assess 
the Brunswick principal pedestrian network. This audit highlighted accessibility 
issues around the Brunswick Major Activity Centre and has guided much of the 
accessibility improvement works over the last few years around this location. 

 Moreland City Council Transport team administers funding of $80,000 per year 
that is specifically allocated for disability access improvement works for 
Moreland’s pedestrian network. This funding responds directly to community 
requests and is being successfully utilised.  

 In 2019, accessibility audits were undertaken for 65 bus stops in Moreland. The 
Moreland Council transport team administers an annual $60K budget allocation 
that responds to requests for bus shelters by bus passengers. This fund is 
primarily used to provide seats and bus shelters at stops without passenger 
waiting facilities. Whenever Council installs a bus shelter it also upgrades the 
concrete pad and waiting area to make them more accessible and bringing 
them into compliance with disability public transport standards. Part of budget 
allocation is also used to make accessibility upgrades to existing bus stops and 
shelters to bring them into compliance with disability public transport standards.  

 From 2021/22, Council will cease the installation of new roundabouts (MITS 
action) thereby improving safety and accessibility outcomes for pedestrians 
and cyclists. Additionally, from 2021/22 Council has an ongoing program to 
modify existing roundabouts to improve accessibility through and around these 
sites. It is planned to modify the roundabout at Munro Street and Louisa Street 
in line with the Urban Design project to improve Louisa Street. Construction is 
planned to occur in 2023/24. 

 Moreland upgrades approximately 2% of the municipality’s footpath network 
every year. These upgrades improve pedestrian accessibility and are compliant 
with disability access standards. 
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ROAD MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW REPORT 2021 
 

1. Introduction 

An internal review of Moreland City Council’s Road Management Plan (RMP) 2017 has been 
undertaken pursuant to section 54 (5) of the Road Management Act 2004 and section 8 (3) of the 
Road Management (General) Regulations 2016 (Regulations). It should be noted that the 
Regulations have not been updated to reflect the Local Government Act 2020; however, the 
previous timetable for completion of the review by 30 June has been ensued. 

The Regulations only require that the review be completed by 30 June, and that a report (this 
report) be published summarising the review, including any proposed amendments. 

Following public notice of this report and receipt of any public submissions, an amended RMP will 
be drafted for Council endorsement. 

 

2. RMP Review Process 

An RMP Review Committee was established comprising members of Council’s asset, road 
maintenance, transport and risk management staff where responsibility for the plan applies. 

The review committee met on 5 occasions between March & April 2021, which involved the 
following activities and actions: 

a. Review of the Road Management (General) Regulations 2016, and confirmation of any 
amendments since the last review of the RMP (of which there are nil); 

b. Review of the provisions of the Moreland RMP in accordance with the Regulation 9 (1), which 
is to “ensure that the standards in relation to, and the priorities to be given to, the inspection, 
maintenance and repair of the roads and classes of road to which the plan applies are 
appropriate”;1  In reviewing its appropriateness, the committee examined: 

• Current activities and performance in relation to meeting the requirements of the RMP; 

• Management systems, operational objectives and maintenance standards i.e. intervention 
and response times, and any administrative / document reference updates necessary; 

• Advice received from Council’s Integrity, Risk and Resilience team on any necessary 
improvements/enhancements to Council’s current RMP, including results of a recent MAV 
audit report (2020) and statistical information; and 

• Benchmarking of other Council’s RMP’s, specifically intervention levels and inspection 
frequencies. 

 

3. RMP Review Outcomes  

Following a review of the appropriateness of the current RMP as outlined above, the 
following amendments to the RMP are proposed. 

3.1 Calendar Days 

It was the intention of the 2017 review that where response timeframes were in days, 
these days would be calendar days. It is noted that the 2017 RMP has omitted the unit 
of day. It is proposed to rectify this omission and clarify that “day” means “calendar day”. 

  

 
1 Road Management (General) Regulations 2016 S.R. No. 11/2016 Part 3- road management plans 



 

 

3.2 Non-Road Areas – Off-Street Carparks 

In reviewing the status of these assets, including advice from Council’s insurer, it is 
considered more appropriate not to include off-street car parks within the Register of 
Public Roads. Previously defined as ancillary areas, this action will remove the ambiguity 
of the maintenance obligations of these car parks from the RMP. 

A register of off-street car parks along with their levels of service (maintenance 
requirements) will be developed.  

3.3 Driveway Cross-Overs 

In the 2017 RMP, the following diagram was included to clarify maintenance 
responsibilities between landowners and Council for these cross-overs.  

 

Whilst the above diagram is purposefully simplified, Council’s operations teams have 
identified through experience some ambiguity with respect to the delineation of 
responsibility on the older ‘Type 1’ style crossovers2.  The diagram is proposed to be 
updated to include a note to the effect that the full kerb radius of this older ‘Type 1’ style 
crossover is included within the landowner’s responsibility.  

3.4 Unmade Rights of Way & Laneways 

Within Council’s Rights of Way Strategy 2011-2021, Council previously determined a 
standard of maintenance for unmade Rights of Way. Maintenance is limited to 

• Removal of dumped rubbish 

• Vegetation control 
 
To avoid ambiguity, this maintenance standard is to be included in the RMP via 
reference to the above strategy. 

3.5 Retaining Walls  

Within the Schedule of Inspection Frequencies (Item 7.6, Appendix A), all retaining walls 
are to be inspected every 7 months.  

There are more than 500 Council owned retaining walls and as no minimum height is 
prescribed, this requirement in the current RMP is considered excessive when compared 
to the risk which the majority of these walls pose. 

Building Regulations require walls taller than 1.5m to have a building permit.  Based on 
this, the following is proposed (in lieu of Item 7.6): - 

• Retaining walls (height greater than 1.5m)  - 7 monthly inspection 

• Retaining walls (height 1.0 to 1.5m)  - 25 monthly inspection 

• Retaining walls (height less than 1.0m)  - in response to a CRS  



 

 

3.6 Level Crossing Inspections 

Within the Schedule of Inspection Frequencies (Item 7.3, Appendix A), all level 
crossings are to be inspected every 7 months. The scope of the inspection is not defined 
in the RMP. It is noted that at these locations, the level crossing assets (path over the 
tracks, lights, gates and most signs) are the responsibility of the rail authority. Council’s 
assets related to the level crossings are 

• Any advance warning signs on the footpath. 

• Any advance warning signs on the local road. 

These inspections are proposed to be carried out as part of regular proactive road and 
footpath inspections. This better reflects the risk associated with these assets. 

3.7 Electrical Hardware / Traffic Signals Inspections 

Within the Schedule of Inspection Frequencies (Item 7.7, Appendix A), all electrical 
hardware and traffic signals are to be inspected every 4 months. 

It is noted that inspection of the electronic hardware is undertaken regularly under the 
maintenance contract requirements. As the functioning of these assets is highly visible, 
any malfunction will also likely be quickly reported to Council through a CRS, eliminating 
the need for additional proactive Council inspections.  

These inspections are proposed to be carried out as part of the routine maintenance 
contract on these items and in response to any customer requests. This better reflects 
the risk associated with these assets. Item 7.7 is to be amended accordingly. 

3.8 Pathway adjoining private paths or driveway cross-overs 

The current RMP identifies an intervention level where a vertical displacement equal to 
or greater than 30mm or linear cracks equal to or greater than 20mm in width exist 
within the footpath section of a vehicle crossing (section 3.5.11 of the RMP), similar to 
all footpaths. This intervention level is proposed to include the interface where any edge 
of a pathway adjoins a private path or driveway construction, provided that the cause of 
the defect is the subsiding or heaving of Council’s pathway. 

The above is to expand on Item 4.5 of Appendix A. 

3.9 Inspection Frequencies / Intervention Levels / Response Times 

No further amendments to the existing standards on road pavement or footpaths are 
proposed. 

  



 

 

3.10 Management Systems 

No changes are required to the Asset Management System (Assetic) to maintain the 
road network within the municipality at the current resourcing and service levels.  

In the existing RMP, there is a requirement that defects should be “made safe within 3 
days”. (Appendix B). This terminology is to be amended as shown in the yellow box in 
the flow chart below. This enables a risk-based approach to be used and allows 
appropriate prioritising of resources.  

A guide to the assessment of road asset risks plus training of relevant staff is to be 
developed. 

 



 

 

4. Conclusion 

It is proposed that Council’s current RMP (version June 2017) be amended to include: 

• The use of calendar days in setting response times; 

• A practical approach to setting achievable inspection standards for  

1 Retaining walls 

2 Level crossings 

3 Electrical hardware / traffic signals  

consistent with available resources given Council’s competing priorities; 

• A clarification to the limits of responsibility for maintenance of driveway cross-overs 
to better reflect construction history and usage; 

• The identification of defects along the line between Council paths and private paths/ 
cross-overs; 

• An update to the Register of Public Roads that removes ‘Off-Street Carparks’ from 
the Register - consistent with the Road Management Act 2004 and advice from MAV 
Insurers; 

• Inclusion of maintenance standards for unmade Rights of Ways and laneways, 
consistent with Council’s existing policy; 

• Amendment to Appendix B (Management System) to enable a risk based 
assessment of the defect in order to prioritise necessary works in a timely manner; 
and 

• Other editorial and formatting changes as required.  

Should it be determined to amend the RMP, Council is to give notice in accordance with the 
Road Management (General) Regulations 2016 prior to adopting a revised RMP. 

The following key dates are proposed: 

21 June 2021 Public Notice of Decision to amend RMP  (Newspaper) 

24 June 2021 Public Notice of Decision to amend the RMP  (Gazettal) 

24 June – 22 July 2021  Public Notice Period (min 28 days) 

8 September 2021 Council Meeting – Adopt amended Plan 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
 

Green Factor Trial 
 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING dated the 21st day of April 2021 
 
 
BETWEEN 
 
 
Melbourne City Council of Town Hall 90 Swanston Street, Melbourne (‘Council’) 
 
and 
 
Moreland City Council of 90 Bell Street, Coburg (‘Moreland’) 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (‘MOU’) is to provide a general 
framework for ongoing cooperation between the parties in testing and trial use of the 
Green Factor tool in other local government areas, in the Green Factor Trial Project  
(‘Project’). 
 
The Melbourne Green Factor Tool is the first online tool of its kind in Australia. The 
Melbourne Green Factor Tool has been designed to support developers to deliver 
green infrastructure that makes a meaningful and effective contribution to the 
municipality’s climate and biodiversity emergency response by encouraging a greater 
quantity and quality of green infrastructure on new developments. It will provide a 
consistent assessment methodology for greening on buildings for applicants, planners 
and referral experts.  
 
Green Factor is a simple online interface (www.GreenFactor.com.au), for designers to 
input information about a proposed development—such as plant numbers, soil depths 
and accessibility—and receive a Green Factor score. The score represents the 
proportion of a site covered by greenery, and weighted for provision of prioritised 
functions.  
 
Weightings were determined by an assessment of priority functions based on City of 
Melbourne policy and the effectiveness of lot-scale ecosystem services. The seven 
priority functions are:  
 

1. urban temperature regulation, 
2. habitat for biodiversity,  
3. runoff mitigation,  
4. food supply,  
5. recreation,  
6. place values and social cohesion, and  
7. aesthetic benefits.  

 
The Melbourne Green Factor Tool was tested and calibrated during its pilot phase (July 
2019–February 2020) through use by select users (Landscape Architects, Architects 
and ESD consultants). 
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The tool entered the voluntary use phase following an online launch in May 2020. Since 
that time, development permit applicants have been encouraged to use the tool and to 
submit a Green Factor scorecard with their applications.  
 
Research and monitoring of the tool’s use during the voluntary phase will inform its 
next iteration as a regulatory tool, in line with the progress of the Sustainable Building 
Design Amendment C376. The application of the Melbourne Green Factor as a 
regulatory tool is expected to facilitate green infrastructure industry growth, including 
the creation of design, construction and maintenance jobs.  
 
This MOU has been prepared to record the understanding and intention regarding: 
 

1.1. Use of City of Melbourne IP for the Project 
1.2. Principles governing participation in the Project. 
1.3. The term of this MOU. 

 
2. Definitions 
 
In this MOU: 
 
‘Effective Date’ means the date appearing on page 1 of this MOU. 
 
‘Term’ means the period of 12 months from the Effective Date unless extended by 
mutual agreement between the parties. 
 
‘Parties’ means a Local Government Authority and excludes Third Party Users of the 
Green Factor tool 
 
‘Third Party User’ includes but is not limited to applicants, developers, ESD consultants 
and landscape architects. 
 
3. Support of Parties  
 
The parties acknowledge and support the Project and further acknowledge and agree 
that they will work in a co-operative manner with the common intention of achieving 
the Project in accordance with the principles described in this MOU. 
 
The parties will: 
 

3.1. exercise their rights and perform their obligations under this MOU in a co-
operative, consultative and transparent manner 
 

3.2. work together to operate within the principles specified in this MOU 
 

3.3. at all times act in good faith in their dealings with each other. 
 
4. Key Principles 
 
The key principles of the MOU are as follows: 
 

4.1. The Green Factor tool is made available for trial use by Moreland during the 
Term  

4.2. The Project provides for use the most current version of the tool located at 
https://www.greenfactor.com.au 

4.3. No customisation of the Green Factor algorithm is possible in the Project 

https://www.greenfactor.com.au/
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4.4. The Council is responsible for maintaining the accessibility of the online 
Green Factor tool located at https://www.greenfactor.com.au so that is 
available during business hours  

4.5. The Green factor web interface will be amended by Council to include the 
municipality and suburbs appropriate for Moreland for the Term 

4.6. Moreland is responsible for providing sufficient full time equivalent (FTE) 
resourcing to cover administrative tasks related to the assessment of Green 
Factor applications received by or associated with Moreland 

4.7. The Council is responsible for providing technical support that is beyond the 
expertise of the representative of Moreland within reasonable limits  

4.8. The Council retains all IP related to the Project 
4.9. All user inputs and supporting information or documentation related to 

planning applications, such as development and landscape plans and 
associated reports, remain the IP of the third party user 

 
5. Public and Media Relations 
 
The Council will be the primary contact for any public or media enquiries relating to the 
Project.  However, any planned media events, media releases or correspondence 
related to the Project will be prepared in consultation with Moreland. 
 
6. Openness between the Parties 
 
The parties acknowledge that they have a mutual interest in the successful delivery of 
the Project.  Nevertheless, it is recognised that the views and objectives of the parties 
may not always coincide.  The parties will work openly and constructively to resolve 
any differences which emerge. 
 
The parties will aim, where reasonably possible, to share information relevant to the 
Project with each other.  In the normal course of events, the parties will work on the 
assumption that information should be freely exchanged. 
 
7. Termination and Amendment 

 
7.1. Subject to clause 7.2, this MOU commences on the Effective Date and 

continues for the Term.  
 

7.2. This MOU may be terminated: 
 

7.2.1. immediately by written agreement of the Parties; or 
 
7.2.2. by either Party providing 30 days written notice to the other to 

that effect. 
 

7.3. This MOU may be amended only by written agreement between the 
Parties.  

 
8. Representatives of the Parties 
 
The parties have each nominated representatives who are responsible for any 
consultation and monitoring required under this MOU and to whom all notices and 
communications are to be sent.  Where applicable, nominated representatives may 
also be granted delegation to authorise the extension of the Term of this MOU. 
 
 

https://www.greenfactor.com.au/
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These representatives are: 
 
THE COUNCIL 
Title  Fiona Finlayson,  

Manager of Open Space Planning and Green Infrastructure, 
  Melbourne City Council 
Address Town Hall Administration building, 120 Swanston Street, Melbourne, 
  VIC 3000 
 
MORELAND 
Title  Team Leader Environmental Sustainable Development Referrals and 
  Capital Works 
  Moreland City Council 
Address 90 Bell Street, Coburg VIC 3058 
 
9. Confidentiality 
 

9.1. The parties may exchange Confidential Information relevant and 
necessary to give effect to this MOU. 

 
9.2. Each Party undertakes to treat as confidential all Confidential 

Information obtained from the other Party and undertakes not to 
divulge any Confidential Information to any person without first 
obtaining the consent of the other Party in writing. 

 
9.3. Each Party will take such reasonable steps to provide for the safe 

custody of any and all Confidential Information in its possession and to 
prevent unauthorised access to or use of Confidential Information.  
 

9.4. At any time upon the written request of a Party, the other Party must 
return any documents which embody Confidential Information and 
must not keep any copies in any form. 

 
9.5. For the purposes of this MOU Confidential Information means 

information that: 
 
(a) is by its nature confidential; 
(b) is designated by the parties as confidential; or 
(c)    the Parties know or ought to know is confidential and includes 

without limitation all information about the parties, their 
employees, agents, policies and operations which is made 
available or which becomes known during the Term or as a 
result of executing this MOU;  

 
but does not include information which: 

 
(i) is or becomes public knowledge other than by breach of this 

MOU;  
(ii) has been independently developed or acquired by either Party; 

or 
(iii) is required by Law to be made available. 

 
10. General 
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With the exception of clauses 7 and 9, this MOU is not intended to create legal 
relations and is not legally binding upon the Parties.   
 
 
 
 
EXECUTED as an agreement. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SIGNED by Fiona Finlayson, Manager of Open Space Planning and Green 
Infrastructure for and on behalf of the  
MELBOURNE CITY COUNCIL 
under an instrument of delegation dated   
21st of April 2021 in the presence of: 
 
 
LIBBY PHILLIPS 
………………………………………………….. 
Witness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SIGNED by Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures Moreland City Council in the 
presence of: 
 
 
 
…………………………………………………….. 
Witness 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Medium Density Typology 
Provide the following solar PV system for each dwelling:  

• A minimum 3kW for each 1-2-bedroom dwelling 
• An additional 1kW per additional bedroom 

Apartment Typology 
• Provide a solar PV system with a capacity of at least 25W per square meters of the development’s site 

coverage, OR 
• 1kW per dwelling.  

*Capacity of solar PV system in kW = Site coverage (m2) x 25 (W/m2) 
1000(W/kW) 

Industrial & Warehouse Typology 
• All roofs must be structurally designed to be able to accommodate full PV coverage, excluding areas set 

aside for plant equipment or areas significantly shaded by other structures; and 
• Include a solar PV system that is: 

− Sized to meet the energy needs of the building(s) services (lightning, air-conditioning, industrial 
processes); or 

− Maximized based on the available roof area; or  
− When no industrial process is proposed, minimum 1.5kW per tenancy plus 1kW for every 150m2 of 

gross floor area must be provided. 

 
Medium Density Typology 
Each dwelling must be designed to be EV ready by: 

• Including infrastructure and cabling to each garage that can support Level 2 (Mode -3) 32Amp EV car 
charging 

• Including load management system to ensure EV charging occurs outside of peak electricity demand hours 
*The inclusion of an EV charger unit is not a required. 
Apartment Typology 
Required Capacity 
Electrical infrastructure capable of supplying: 

• 12kWh of energy for charging during off peak periods; and 
• A minimum Level 2 (Mode 3) 7kW, 32Amp single phase EV charging outlets to all residential car parking 

spaces 
EV infrastructure and cabling must be provided and may include, for example, distribution boards, power use 
metering systems, scalable load management systems, and cable trays or conduit installation. 
Shared Space EV Charging 

• Where one or more visitor/shared parking spaces are provided in a development a minimum of one enabled 
EV charging unit(s) is required to be installed at a shared parking space.  

• Shared Communal EV charging space(s) should be located in highly visible, priority locations, to encouraged 
EV uptake. 

• Clear signage indicating that EV charging is available at the shared space(s). 
Motor cycle, moped, electric bicycle or scooter parking 

• Where space is provided for motor cycle, moped, bicycle or scooter parking a 10 or 15A charging outlets is 
to be provided at the parking/storage area.  

• A charging outlet is to be provided for every six vehicle parking spaces to facilitate charging of electric 
bicycles, scooters, mopeds or motorcycles. 

Parking Facilities 
Parking facilities for these low and zero emission vehicles should be located in a prominent, accessible location to 
encourage their easy access for use on short trips, ahead of higher emission and less space efficient vehicles. 
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ELEVATING ESD TARGETS 
PLANNING POLICY AMENDMENT – STAGE 1 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
 

 

For support and resources associated with Stage 1 of the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Policy Amendment 
Project (‘the Project’). 

 
 

DATE XX / June / 2021 
 
 

BETWEEN 
 

The Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) of Level 12, 60 Collins St, Melbourne on behalf of 
Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment (CASBE) 

 
(Referred to as ‘CASBE’) 

 

AND 

AND 

 
Moreland City Council, 90 Bell Street, Coburg VIC 3058 

Yarra City Council, 333 Bridge Road, Richmond VIC 3121 

(Referred to, collectively, as the ‘Initiating Councils’) 

AND 

INSERT COUNCIL NAME… and address 
INSERT COUNCIL NAME… and address 
INSERT COUNCIL NAME… and address 
etc 

 
(Referred to, collectively, as the ‘Participating Councils’) 

 
(Both,  ‘Initiating  Councils’  and  ‘Participating  Councils’  may  collectively  be  referred  to  as  ‘Councils’ where 
relevant) 

 
 

(All, collectively, referred to as the ‘Parties’ or a ‘Party’ to this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) where 
relevant) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. The Municipal Association of Victoria is the statutory peak body for local government in Victoria. It is 
incorporated by the Municipal Association Act 1907, which defines the MAV’s purpose and how the 
organisation operates. The MAV is governed by a State Council comprised of representatives of member 
councils. 

 

1.2. The Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment (CASBE) is a collective of Victorian municipal 
governments committed to the creation of a more sustainable built environment both within and beyond 
their municipalities. CASBE is auspiced by the MAV as an unincorporated governance system. A key 
strategic goal for CASBE is to elevate environmental targets for new development. 

 

1.3. Moreland City Council is a local government authority in Victoria. Moreland City Council has committed to 
Achieve Zero Carbon in the Planning Scheme. This is reflected in Moreland City Council’s Zero Carbon 
Moreland – Climate Emergency Strategy and Action Plan, Councillor Motions and Executive decision 
making, as well as, the submission of a statutory climate change pledge pursuant to the Climate Change 
Act 2017 (Vic). 

 
1.4. Yarra City Council is a local government authority in Victoria. Through the adoption of its first Climate 

Emergency Plan, Yarra City Council committed to working with local and state government partners to 
amend the planning scheme to introduce zero carbon standards for new commercial and residential 
developments. Yarra is a key CASBE member working with partner councils to develop a zero-carbon 
development framework and build a strong evidence-base and strategic justification for zero carbon 
building standards. 

 
1.5. The Participating Councils are local government authorities in Victoria. An invitation to participate in this 

Project was extended to all Victorian councils in April 2021. Participation in the Project is subject to the 
council being a member of CASBE. Membership to CASBE is formalised by a separate Memorandum of 
Understanding. 

 
1.6. The Project draws on the previous success of local government collaboration to bring about a local 

Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) Policy in a number of municipal Planning Schemes in 
Victoria. A brief account of the historical milestones and rationale for pursuing such a Planning Scheme 
Amendment has been provided in Annex A – Background. 

 

1.7. The entirety of the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Policy Amendment Project is proposed in 2 stages: 
 

Stage 1 – Finalise the evidence base for proposed policy objectives and standards 
Entails the preparation of a draft amendment and background evidence. 

 
Stage 2 – Planning Scheme Amendment Process – subject to a separate agreement. Not part of this 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
Entails the amendment process itself. Stage 2 will be conducted as a group amendment. It is envisaged 
that the process for Stage 2 will be similar to that of the joint amendment process that was undertaken in 
2014 for the original local ESD Policy. 

 
1.8. This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) will remain operational from the date of signing until 31 

December 2022 or until such time as the Parties deem Stage 1 of the Project to be complete, whichever 
occurs earlier. 

http://www.mav.asn.au/about-us/state-council-representatives
https://www.yarracity.vic.gov.au/about-us/sustainability-initiatives
https://www.yarracity.vic.gov.au/about-us/sustainability-initiatives
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2. PURPOSE OF THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

 

2.1. The purpose of this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is to provide a general framework for a 
collaborative and cooperative partnership between the parties in the development and delivery of Stage 
1 of an Elevating ESD Targets Planning Scheme Amendment Project (the Project) that both introduces 
standards for zero carbon development and elevates Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) 
targets that seek to deliver sustainable, resilient and healthy buildings. 

 

2.2. The purpose is also to define the governance of the Project, including operational activities, financial 
contributions and the decision-making framework. 

 
2.3. Specifically, this document has been prepared to establish: 

 
2.3.1. A Party’s commitment to the Project; and 

 
2.3.2. The roles and responsibilities of each Party. 

 
 

3. SUPPORT OF PARTIES FOR THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

 

3.1. The Parties acknowledge and support this MoU and further acknowledge and agree that they will work in 
a co-operative manner with the common intention of achieving the MoU’s objectives in accordance with 
the principles described in this MoU. 

 
 

4. KEY PRINCIPLES OF THE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

 

4.1. The key principles of the MoU are as follows: 
 

4.1.1. The Parties will work collaboratively to achieve the desired outcomes; 
 

4.1.2. The Parties will monitor the success or otherwise of the initiatives entered into as a result of the 
MoU; 

 
4.1.3. The Parties will work collaboratively to solve problems as they arise. 

 
4.1.4. The Parties will make every effort to respond and action items as required to ensure the expedient 

delivery of the Project. 
 
 

5. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 

5.1. The key objectives of the Project are as follows: 
 

5.1.1. To pursue a collective, joint Council, Planning Scheme amendment that introduces standards for zero 
carbon development and elevates Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) targets; 

 
5.1.2. To enable a collective contribution towards achieving CASBE’s Strategic Plan – Goal 1 ‘Elevate 

environmental standards for new development’; 
 

5.1.3. To support each Council’s emission reduction targets and associated ESD policies, action plans, 
pledges, strategies or agendas, as well as, climate change emergency declarations, where relevant; 
and 
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5.1.4. To facilitate consistency and harmony between Councils’ Planning Schemes throughout the State. 
 
 

6. PROJECT COMPONENTS 

 

6.1. This MoU relates to Stage 1 of the Project being to Finalise the evidence base for proposed policy objectives 
and standards. The Project components of Stage 1 include: 

 
6.1.1. Finalising the draft revised and elevated ESD Policy objectives and standards; 

 
6.1.2. Undertaking a peer and legal review of the revised and elevated ESD objectives and standards; and 

 
6.1.3. Undertaking cost benefit, technical feasibility and viability analyses to support the justification for 

revised and elevated ESD objectives and standards. 
 

6.2. A list of key Project milestones include: 
 

Milestone 1 - Finalisation of the consultant briefs and appointment of consultants. 
Milestone 2 - Completion of the Technical Feasibility, Financial Viability and Cost Benefit Analyses 
Milestone 3 - Completion of the peer and legal review of the revised and elevated ESD objectives and 
standards 
Milestone 4 – Completion of the final draft Planning Scheme Amendment 

 
6.2.1. The Project goal is to complete these Milestones in the 2021 calendar year. 

 
6.3. In the event that standards for zero carbon development and elevated ESD targets within a Planning 

Scheme are proven, justified and supported by an evidentiary basis, the Parties, at their own discretion, 
may enter into a second agreement to participate in Stage 2 of the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Scheme 
Amendment Project. A separate agreement will be enacted for Stage 2 which is not the subject of this 
Memorandum of Understanding. 

 
 

7. OPERATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 

 

7.1. Representatives of the Parties 
 

7.1.1. The Parties agree to nominate a representative(s) for the Project, which may change from time to 
time. 

 
7.2. Decision making 

 
7.2.1. The decision-making forum for the Project is a committee comprised of a representative of each of 

the Parties to this Memorandum of Understanding. This committee will be known as the Project 
Group. Refer to Appendix 2 for the Terms of Reference for this group. 

 
7.2.2. Day to day management of the Project will be delegated to a subset of the Project Group being the 

Elevating Targets Working Group. This group will comprise of representatives from the MAV, the 
Initiating Councils, and up to four additional representatives from the Participating Councils. 

 

7.2.3. Nominations for the four additional members of the Elevating Targets Working Group will sought 
from the Project Group. Members will be selected by the Project Group. 

 

7.3. Funding arrangements 
 

7.3.1. The Project will be jointly funded by the contributions made by the Parties. 
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7.3.2. The MAV, through the CASBE Executive Officer, and in consultation with the Project Group, will 
collect and manage the Project funds on behalf of the Parties. 

 
7.3.3. The MAV will not contribute funding to the Project funds, other than funding from the CASBE budget 

as agreed by the CASBE Steering Committee. 
 

7.3.4. The Project Group will determine the division of the financial contributions made by each Party. 
 

7.3.5. Financial contribution will be sought for tasks and projects that have commenced on or after 1 May 
2021. The financial contribution will be retrospectively applied, regardless of a Party’s effective 
signing date, with adjustments made between the Parties or as otherwise agreed. 

 

7.3.6. CASBE’s financial contribution to Stage 1 will be limited to $21,000 as per the Steering Committee 
decision on the 24th  February 2021. 

 
7.4. In-kind support 

 
7.4.1. The Parties will make every effort to provide in-kind support for the Project. This support may include 

the provision of technical expertise and assistance with tasks associated with achieving the Project 
outcomes. 

 
7.5. Reporting requirements 

 
7.5.1. The Elevating Targets Working Group will report back to the Project Group monthly for the duration 

of this MoU. 
 

7.5.2. The MAV, through the CASBE Executive Officer, will provide quarterly Project financial reports to the 
Project Group. 

 
 

8. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES 

 

8.1. Councils’ rights. 
 

8.1.1. The Councils have the right to receive timely communication from the MAV and be allowed adequate 
time for considerations around decision making. 

 
8.1.2. The Councils have the right to publish Project Group approved public information regarding the joint 

Project. 
 

8.2. Councils’ obligations. 
 

8.2.1. The Councils agree to cooperate in carrying out the Project and to use their best endeavours to 
ensure that work is carried out. 

 
8.2.2. The Councils agree to maintain an up to date contact for their Project Group representative to whom 

all notices and communications are sent. 
 

8.2.3. The Councils agree to pay their financial contribution to the Project as determined by the Project 
Group. 

 
8.3. MAV and Initiating Councils’ rights. 

 
8.3.1. The Elevating Targets Working Group will consist of three permanent members that includes the 

MAV and the Initiating Councils. 
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8.4. MAV and Initiating Councils’ obligations. 
 

8.4.1. MAV, through the CASBE Executive Officer, and the Initiating Councils agree to cooperate with the 
parties in carrying out the Project and to use their best endeavours to ensure that work is carried 
out. 

 
8.4.2. MAV agrees to issue invoices to councils and receive council financial contributions. 

 
8.4.3. MAV agrees to manage the Project funds in accordance with MAV procedures, and to provide 

quarterly reports on the Project finances to the Project Group. Any interest on the Project funds in 
holding will be retained by the MAV. 

 
 

9. SUPPORT AND OPENNESS BETWEEN THE PARTIES 

 

9.1. The Parties acknowledge and support the objective to ultimately achieve and deliver the Project. 
 

9.2. The Parties will: 
 

9.2.1. Exercise their rights and perform their obligations with the common intention to support the 
objectives under this MoU in a co-operative, consultative and transparent manner; 

 
9.2.2. Work together to operate with regard to the undertakings specified in this MoU; 

 
9.2.3. At all times act in good faith in their dealings with each other; and 

 

9.2.4. Work openly and constructively to resolve any differences which emerge, recognising that the views 
and objectives of the Parties may not always coincide. 

 
9.3. The Parties will aim, where reasonably possible, to share information relevant to achieving the Project. In 

the normal course of events, the Parties will work on the assumption that information should be freely 
exchanged. 

 
 

10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

 

10.1. During the course of the Project materials will be created. The Intellectual Property (IP) of materials will 
be as follows: 

 
10.1.1. The IP created by external consultants will rest with the Party that engages the consultant. 

 
10.1.2. The IP of materials created by a Party will rest with that Party. 

 
10.2. All Parties that own materials created for the Project from the 1 May 2021 grant the other Parties a non- 

exclusive, royalty-free licence (including the right to sub-license) for the term of this MoU to use, copy or 
adapt materials solely for the purpose of supporting the Project. 

 
10.3. Each party represents and warrants that the use by the other party of any IP generated prior to this MoU 

will not breach the Intellectual Property Rights of any third party; and all information and material 
provided to the other party under this MoU will be correct, complete and not misleading. 
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11. PUBLIC AND MEDIA RELATIONS 

 

11.1. The Initiating Councils and the CASBE Executive Officer will all be the primary contacts for any public or 
media enquiries relating to the joint Project work. 

 

11.2. The Initiating Councils and the CASBE Executive Officer must inform and seek input from the Participating 
Councils of any public or media enquires relating to the joint Project work prior to engaging with respective 
public or media authorities to ensure consistent messaging and communications. 

 
11.3. Participating Councils can communicate publicly about their role in the Project. 

 
11.4. Any planned media events, media releases or correspondence will be prepared in consultation with the 

Parties. 
 
 

12. CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

12.1. The Parties must not: 
 

12.1.1. Use, or permit any person to use, confidential information for any purpose other than for purposes 
agreed to by the Parties which is in accordance with this MoU. 

 

12.1.2. Disclose or in any way communicate to any other person any confidential information except as 
authorised by a Party who has disclosed the confidential information. 

 
12.1.3. Make, or assist any person to make, any unauthorised use of confidential information. 

 
12.1.4. Confidential information means any information provided by one Party to another Party pursuant to 

the MoU, which that Party specifies as being confidential, or if disclosed, would be contrary to the 
public interest or would damage the commercial interests of the Party which provided the 
information. 

 
 

13. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

13.1. The parties agree to resolve disputes quickly to minimise any delay to the work of CASBE. If any dispute 
arises between the parties: 

 
13.1.1. The parties must meet within 5 business days of being notified in writing of a dispute to endeavour 

to resolve the matter promptly; 
 

13.1.2. If the matter cannot be resolved between the parties and remains unresolved within two weeks of 
notification of a dispute the matter may be referred to an independent mediator at the request of 
either party; 

 
13.1.3. An independent mediator will be selected by agreement of all parties but if such agreement is not 

obtained, then MAV will, after consultation with the parties, select the mediator; 
 

13.1.4. If the matter cannot be resolved by mediation and remains unresolved within two weeks of 
mediation the matter may be referred to an independent arbiter; 

 

13.1.5. An independent arbiter will be selected by agreement of all parties but if such agreement is not 
obtained, then MAV will, after consultation with the parties, select the arbiter; and 

 
13.1.6. The decision of the arbiter will be binding on all parties. 
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14. WITHDRAWAL AND TERMINATION 

 

14.1. If a Party wishes to cease being a Party, they will notify the Parties in writing of their intention to exit from 
the MoU, providing 28 days’ notice. 

 

14.2. In the event that a Party withdraws from the MoU, any due but unpaid funding contributions will be 
payable but no future funding contributions will be payable. 

 
14.3. In the event that a Party withdraws from the MoU, the withdrawing Party will fulfil any obligations 

committed to up until the time of exit and provide the remainder of the Parties with the information 
required to fulfil any obligations beyond the time of exit. 

 
14.4. The MoU may be extended as agreed by the Parties. 

 
14.5. The MoU may be terminated as agreed by the Parties. 

 
 

15. INDEMNITY 

 

15.1. If third parties, such as ESD, planning, technical, financial or legal consultancies or firms, are sought to 
provide services with the delivery of the objectives, such third parties will be obligated to indemnify the 
Parties and their staff against all liability, particularly with respect to any breach of contract by a third party 
or in any way connected with the performance or purported performance of the services required. 

 
 

16. AMENDMENT 

 

16.1. This document may only be varied or replaced by a document as agreed by the Parties. 
 
 

17. LEGAL EFFECT 

 

17.1. The Parties acknowledge and agree that this MoU is not legally binding on any Party. 
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18. SIGNATORIES 

 

 
.......................................................... 
Kirsten Coster 
Director City Futures 
Moreland City Council 

 
DATE: .................................................. 

.......................................................... 
XXXXXXXXXX 
Title 
Yarra City Council 

 
DATE: .................................................. 

 
.......................................................... 
XXXXXXXXXX 
Title 
XXXXXXX Council 

 
DATE: .................................................. 

 
 

.......................................................... 
XXXXXXXXXX 
Title 
Municipal Association of Victorian on 
behalf of CASBE 

 
DATE: .................................................. 

 
.......................................................... 
XXXXXXXXXX 
Title 
XXXXXXX Council 

 
DATE: .................................................. 

 
 

.......................................................... 
XXXXXXXXXX 
Title 
XXXXXXX Council 

 
 
DATE: .................................................. 
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ANNEX A – BACKGROUND 

 

The Current ESD Policy 
 

A.1. In 2009, several Victorian councils commenced coordinating their efforts to develop and introduce a 
consistent Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) local planning policy (‘ESD Policy’) into their 
respective Planning Scheme. 

 
A.2. In November 2015, six councils consisting of Banyule, Moreland, Port Phillip, Stonnington, Whitehorse and 

Yarra (the ‘Joint Councils’) were successful in having their ESD Policy gazetted as a part of their Planning 
Scheme. A joint Planning Panel and Advisory Committee was established for a combined set of 
amendments to streamline and effectuate the process. 

 
A.3. Since 2015, emanating from the success of the Joint Councils, 13 other councils gazetted an ESD Policy 

within their respective Planning Scheme which has since resulted in a total of 19 councils having an ESD 
Policy within their Planning Scheme as at February 2021. 

 

ESD Policy Review 
 

A.4. In 2019, the Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment (‘CASBE’) with Moreland City Council 
coordinated work for planning experts to undertake a review of Councils’ common ESD Policy. The planning 
experts found that the consistent approach to a Council’s ESD policy was having a positive cultural shift on 
ESD issues at the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) and within the development industry. 
This was notwithstanding the shortfalls identified that would improve development outcomes. Constraints 
were subject but not limited to quantitative, well-articulated and express objectives associated with each 
of the thematic ESD categories within a Council’s ESD Policy and the need to align with industry changes 
evidenced through global, State and Local Government objectives, transitioning towards a zero carbon 
economy. 

 
A.5. The ESD Policy shortfalls that were identified, as well as, the impetus for State and Local Government 

Authorities, including industry, to address relevant climate change objectives, motivated several Councils 
to pursue a Planning Scheme amendment that elevates the ESD requirements and targets. The amendment 
is sought to update several Councils’ current ESD Policy within their respective Planning Scheme, as well as, 
enable zero carbon development and foster a zero carbon economy. 

 

Elevating ESD Targets and Achieving Zero Carbon within the Planning Scheme 
 

A.6. In 2019, CASBE established an Elevating Environmental Targets Working Group (‘Working Group’) for 
Councils to work collaboratively to review their current ESD Policy and to establish the necessary Planning 
Scheme ESD objectives and standards that will enable both elevated ESD targets and zero carbon 
development. The outcomes achieved by the Working Group also align with Goal 1, ‘Elevate environmental 
standards for new development’, of the CASBE Strategic Plan that was agreed upon by CASBE member 
Councils. 

 
A.7. In 2020, several Councils, a part of the Working Group, participated in discussions, workshops and 

consultations with members of the CASBE Network Group and Steering Committee to expedite outcomes. 
The outcomes assist with a future Planning Scheme amendment to ensure the delivery of zero carbon 
development, as well as, incorporate aspects of Climate Resilience, Social Sustainability and Innovation as 
a regenerative set of principles that aim to redefine and affirm the meaning of ‘Best Practice’ articulated 
within the existing ESD Policy framework – hence, collectively termed, Elevating ESD Targets. 
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ANNEX B – PROJECT GROUP Terms of Reference 

 

Elevating ESD Targets Planning Policy Amendment PROJECT GROUP 

Terms of Reference 2021 
Date: May 2021 

Revision: * 

Purpose 

To govern Stage 1 of the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Scheme Amendment Project (the Project). 
 

Role of committee 

To provide a decision-making forum for the Project, including but not limited   to: 

▪ Defining, reviewing and guiding the implementation of the   Project; 
▪ Reviewing the Project finance strategy  budget; 
▪ Working collaboratively to achieve the desired outcomes and solve problems as they   arise. 
▪ Monitoring the success or otherwise of initiatives entered  into. 
▪ All material provided for discussion and consideration is confidential unless otherwise agreed by the Project 

Group. 

Membership and Decision making 

▪ Each party to the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Policy Amendment – Stage 1 - Memorandum of Understanding 
- 2021 (the MoU) must nominate one representative. 

▪ Each party has one vote of equal weighting. A party may designate in writing, another party to cast their vote 
by proxy. 

▪ To achieve quorum, at least 33% of parties are to be present in the room or in attendance via video 
conferencing. Quorum may include votes made by proxy. 

▪ Decision making at meetings will be made by majority vote of parties present and proxy’s received prior to 
meeting. 

▪ For an Out of Session decision to be passed, at least 33% of parties must respond in writing, and of those who 
have responded, a majority vote reached. Out of Session decisions can be made on financial variations up to 
$10,000 ex GST. Expenditure on financial variations made by Out-of-Session decisions must be reported to the 
next Project Group meeting. 

▪ Members are encouraged to engage in decision making processes in an expedient way. 
▪ Members of the Project Group must comply with MAV’s policies, including Conflict of Interest Policy. 

Meeting Frequency and Location 

▪ The Project Group will meet monthly for the duration of the Memorandum of Understanding. 
▪ Notice of meetings to be at least 10 business days. 
▪ Agenda documentation must be circulated at least 7 business days prior to the meeting 
▪ Special meetings for particular purposes may be convened from time to time. 
▪ Meetings will be conducted online or face to face at the MAV or other locations as agreed by parties. 
▪ Participants other than parties may be invited to attend the meetings from time to time as the need arises. 

Review 

▪ The Project Group will review its progress annually. 
▪ The Project Group will conclude at the conclusion of the MoU. 
▪ This Terms of Reference is to be reviewed on an as needs basis. 

Secretariat and Chair 

▪ The Project Group will be convened by a member of the Elevating Targets Working Group. 
▪ Agendas and meeting notes will be provided through the Elevating Targets Working Group. 
▪ Meetings will be chaired by a member of the Elevating Targets Working Group. 

Reporting 

▪ The Project Group will report to the CASBE Steering Committee at each CASBE Steering Committee meeting 
for the duration of the MoU. 
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ANNEX C – Elevating Targets WORKING GROUP Terms of Reference 

 

Elevating ESD Targets Planning Policy Amendment WORKING GROUP 

Terms of Reference 2021 
Revision: * 

Date: May 2021 
 

Purpose 

To collectively manage the implementation of Stage 1 of the Elevating ESD Targets Planning Scheme Amendment 

Project (the Project). 
 

Role of Working Group 

▪ To provide recommendations to the Project Group and implement all aspects of  the Project, including but  
not limited to: 

o Engaging and liaising with  consultants. 
o Engaging and liaising with  stakeholders. 

▪ The Working Group will communicate on an agreed social media   platform. 
▪ The Working Group will provide recommendations to the Project Group on the Project’s finance strategy and 

budget. 
▪ Members of the Working Group must comply with MAV’s policies, including Conflict of Interest Policy. 

Membership 

▪ The Working Group is to be a subset of the Project Group. 
▪ Membership of the Working Group will comprise of a representative of the MAV, the Initiating Councils, and 

up to four additional representatives from the Participating Councils. Each member will have one vote of equal 
weighting. 

▪ A member may designate another member to cast their vote by proxy. 

Meeting Frequency and Location 

▪ The Working Group will meet on an agreed scheduled basis. 
▪ To achieve quorum, at least 50% of members are to be present. 
▪ Special meetings for particular purposes may be convened from time to time. 
▪ Meetings will be conducted online or face to face at the MAV or other locations as agreed by parties. 
▪ Participants other than parties may be invited to attend the meetings from time to time as the need arises. 

Review 

▪ The Project Group will review its progress annually. 
▪ The Project Group will conclude at the conclusion of the MoU. 
▪ This Terms of Reference is to be reviewed on an as needs basis. 

Secretariat and Chair 

▪ The Working Group will be convened by a member of the Elevating Targets Working Group. 
▪ Agendas and meeting notes will be provided through the Elevating Targets Working Group. 
▪ Meetings will be chaired by a member of the Elevating Targets Working Group. 

Reporting 

▪ The Working Group will report back to the Project Group monthly. 
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Lawyers 
Collins Square, Tower Two 
Level 25, 727 Collins Street 
Melbourne VIC 3008 
Australia 

Telephone 61 3 9258 3555 
Facsimile 61 3 9258 3666 

info@maddocks.com.au 
www.maddocks.com.au 

DX 259 Melbourne 

 
Date           /          / 
 
 

Heads of Agreement 
Sale and redevelopment of 2-12 Wilkinson Street, Brunswick 
 
 
 
Moreland City Council 
ABN 46 202 010 737 
and 
 
 
 

 
Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd 
ACN 630 001 446 
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Heads of Agreement 

Date           /          / 

Parties 

Name Moreland City Council (ABN 46 202 010 737) 
Address 90 Bell Street, Coburg, Victoria   
Contact 

Email 
Kirsten Coster 

kcoster@moreland.vic.gov.au 
Short name Council  

 
 

Name Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd (ACN 630 001 446)  
Address 90 Bell Street, Coburg, Victoria   
Contact Chairperson 
Email chair@mah.org.au 
Short name  MAH 

 
 

Background 

A. In February 2020, Council entered a Memorandum of Understanding to engage with MAH 
either directly or through partnership with other organisations. 

B. The agreement supports the express intentions of MAH outlined in its constitution to achieve 
through accepting by way of transfer, lease or other mechanisms, land from Council for 
development for the purpose of increasing the range of affordable housing in the City of 
Moreland.  

C. Council is the owner in fee simple of the Council Land. 

D. On 9 September 2020 Council considered a report on the planned actions by MAH and 
Council towards its first affordable housing developments which was unanimously resolved 
that Council (amongst other things):  

D.1 Notes that MAH will lodge a planning application for the Council Land, designed to 
meet the requirements of the Moreland Design Excellence Scorecard and subject 
to MAH agreeing to enter into a binding agreement with Council to develop the 
Council Land for affordable housing in perpetuity, as required by Council.  

D.2 Receives the project feasibility report by February 2021 including the 
comprehensive assessment of development options provided by Moreland 
Affordable Housing Ltd on five feasibility sites, including the Council Land.  
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D.3 Endorses a change in scope of the feasibility to be undertaken by MAH such that 
the Council Land site only considers a land transfer option (subject to the inclusion 
of a 173 Agreement on the land that, amongst other matters, requires its use for 
affordable housing in perpetuity) and does not include a lease option.  

D.4 Council further resolved to write to Minister for Housing encouraging direct State 
Government support.  

E. Council and MAH have agreed on the Key Terms and have agreed to enter into this 
Agreement to establish the process for concluding the Contract Documentation, comprising: 

E.1 the Contract of Sale; and  

E.2 Section 173 Agreement (subject to the inclusion of a Section 173 Agreement on 
the land that, amongst other matters, requires its use for affordable housing in 
perpetuity), 

subject to Council complying with its statutory obligations in respect of the proposed sale of 
the Council Land.  

F. These Heads of Agreement establish a procedure for negotiation and execution of, but do 
not commit either Council or MAH to enter into, the Contract Documentation. 
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The Parties Agree 

1. Definitions 

1.1 In this document unless expressed or implied to the contrary: 

Affordable Housing has the meaning in the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) (and 
includes Social Housing). 

Agreement means this heads of agreement.  

Business Day means Monday to Friday excluding public holidays in Victoria. 

Consultant means any person or corporate body directly or indirectly engaged by MAH. 

Contract Documentation means either the: 

(a) Contract of Sale; and 

(b) Section 173 Agreement; and  

and any other supporting documentation reasonably required by Council in a form agreed by 
the parties to document the commitment to the delivery of the Development by MAH. 

Contract of Sale means the contract of sale for the Council Land on the terms set out in the 
Contract of Sale Terms Sheet.  

Contract of Sale Terms Sheet means the terms sheet attached as Schedule 1 of this 
Agreement. 

Council Land means the land contained in certificates of title:  

(a) volume 3169 folio 608; 

(b) volume 4180 folio 907; 

(c) volume 5537 folio 271; and 

(d) volume 8061 folio 911, and 

known as 2-12 Wilkinson Street, Brunswick and shown on the plan contained in Schedule 3. 

Council's Representative means Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures. 

Development means the development of the Council Land as Affordable Housing in 
accordance with the Contract of Sale and the Section 173 Agreement. 

Key Terms means the terms set out in the Contract of Sale Terms Sheet and the Section 
173 Agreement Terms Sheet. 

MAH’s Representative means the Chairperson of MAH. 

Negotiation Period means the period of two months commencing on the date of this 
Agreement or as otherwise agreed in writing between the parties. 
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Section 173 Agreement means the agreement in respect of the Council Land on the terms 
set out in the Section 173 Agreement Terms Sheet. 

Section 173 Agreement Terms Sheet means the terms sheet attached as Schedule 2 of 
this Agreement.  

Social Housing has the meaning as in section 4(1) of the Housing Act 1983 (Vic). 

2. Appointment of Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd 

2.1 Appointment 

Subject to MAH observing and performing all of its obligations under this Agreement and 
entering into the Contract Documentation, Council appoints MAH as its preferred purchaser 
to undertake the Development. 

2.2 Acceptance of Appointment 

MAH accepts the appointment referred to in clause 2.1. 

3. Purpose of Agreement  

The parties acknowledge and agree that the purpose of this Agreement is to: 

3.1 identify the conditions precedent to the parties entering into the Contract Documentation;  

3.2 identify the Key Terms;  

3.3 establish a procedure for negotiation and execution of the Contract Documentation; and 

3.4 otherwise govern the relationship between the parties during, and specify any other matters 
relevant to, the period between the appointment of MAH as the preferred purchaser by 
Council and execution of the Contract Documentation.  

4. Acknowledgement 

The parties acknowledge that: 

4.1 if the Contract Documentation is agreed by the parties, submission of signed Contract 
Documentation constitutes an irrevocable offer by MAH to enter into the Contract 
Documentation; and 

4.2 neither Council nor MAH is bound to enter into the Contract Documentation and either party 
may terminate this Agreement by notice in writing at any time, in which event neither party is 
entitled to claim any costs, losses, expenses or damages against the other for the 
termination of this Agreement. 
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5. Process 

5.1 Drafting & Negotiation of Contract Documentation  

MAH and Council agree to progress the drafting and negotiation of the Contract 
Documentation in good faith with the intention of ensuring the finalisation of the Contract 
Documentation within the Negotiation Period, subject to clauses 5.5 and 6. 

5.2 Conduct of Negotiations 

5.2.1 Council's Representative may convene negotiation meetings with MAH to progress 
the negotiation and drafting of the Contract Documentation. 

5.2.2 Each party agrees to promptly respond to all reasonable requests of the other party 
for meetings and submission of documentation with the intention of finalising the 
Contract Documentation as quickly as possible. 

5.3 Form of Contract Documentation  

5.3.1 The terms of the Contract Documentation will reflect the Key Terms (as varied by 
agreement between the parties). 

5.3.2 Council and MAH acknowledge and agree that the Key Terms are not exhaustive 
and are to be used as the basis for negotiation of the Contract Documentation. 

5.3.3 The parties acknowledge that Council will be responsible for preparing the Contract 
Documentation.  

5.4 Execution of Contract Documentation 

If the Contract Documentation is agreed by the parties, MAH must execute the Contract 
Documentation and provide Council with a duly executed copy of the agreed Contract 
Documentation on or before the date that is 14 days after receipt from Council of execution 
copies of the Contract Documentation.  MAH acknowledges that submission of the signed 
Contract Documentation to Council will constitute an offer by MAH to enter into the Contract 
Documentation.  

5.5 Termination if Contract Documentation cannot be agreed 

If the Contract Documentation is not agreed by the parties within the Negotiation Period, 
then either party may terminate this Agreement by notice in writing at any time after the end 
of the Negotiation Period and prior to the parties reaching agreement on the Contract 
Documentation, in which event neither party is entitled to claim any costs, losses, expenses 
or damages against the other for the termination of this Agreement. 

6. Conditions precedent to execution of the Contract Documentation by Council 

6.1 This Agreement is subject to and conditional upon Council complying with its statutory 
obligations pursuant to the Local Government Act 1989 (Act) in respect of the proposed sale 
of the Council Land, including to: 

6.1.1 obtain a valuation of the Council Land  which is made not more than 6 months prior 
to the sale, in accordance with section 189 of the Act;  
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6.1.2 give public notice of its intention to sell the Council Land at least 4 weeks prior to 
selling the subject land and invite submissions from the public in respect of the 
proposed sale in accordance with section 189 of the Act; and 

6.1.3 consider any submissions received in respect of the proposed sale in accordance 
with section 223 of the Act. 

6.2 If, after having complied with sections 189 and 223 of the Act, Council decides (in its absolute 
discretion) not to proceed with the sale of the Council Land, Council shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement by giving notice in writing to that effect to MAH. 

6.3 Upon termination of this Agreement pursuant to clause 6.2, MAH acknowledges that it shall 
have no action, right, claim or demand against Council under this Agreement or arising from 
or out of the termination by Council pursuant to this clause 6. 

7. Communication 

7.1 All enquiries by MAH in respect of any aspect of the sale or development of the Council Land 
must be directed to Council's Representative. 

7.2 MAH is prohibited from directly contacting any councillor, member of Council's staff or 
consultant of Council to discuss any aspect of the sale or development of the Council Land 
without the prior approval of Council's Representative.  A breach of this requirement will be 
sufficient cause for MAH to be disqualified from further involvement in the sale and 
development of the Council Land. 

7.3 Where MAH considers it necessary or desirable to meet with councillors, or members of 
Council's staff or consultant of Council for any reason, such a request must be facilitated 
through Council's Representative in order to ensure that all probity requirements are met. 

8. No Fettering of Council's Powers  

This Agreement does not fetter or restrict the power or discretion of Council to make any 
decision including requirements or conditions in connection with any use or development of 
the Council Land or the granting of any planning approval, the approval or certification of any 
plans of subdivision or consolidation applicable to the Council Land, or the issue of a statement 
of compliance in connection with any such plans, or any other power or discretion of Council 
under any law or Act (including the Local Government Act 1989, Local Government Act 2020, 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 or Subdivision Act 1988.   

9. Conflicts of Interest 

9.1 Declaring Potential Conflicts of Interest 

MAH must declare any actual or potential conflicts of interest that may arise in respect of the 
Development in relation to: 

9.1.1 MAH and Council; and/or 

9.1.2 Council and any consultant or subcontractor that MAH proposes to engage for the 
Development. 
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9.2 Council's Right to Terminate 

9.2.1 If Council considers that MAH may or will have a conflict of interest in relation to 
the Development or Council, then Council may in its sole discretion terminate this 
Agreement. 

9.2.2 If Council exercises its right under clause 9.2.1 to terminate this Agreement, MAH 
acknowledges that Council has complete discretion to do so and that MAH is not 
entitled to claim any costs, losses, expenses or damages against Council for the 
termination of this Agreement. 

10. Probity 

10.1 Probity 

MAH agrees to comply with any probity requirements of Council or any probity advisor 
appointed by Council during the process covered by this Agreement. 

10.2 Canvassing 

10.2.1 MAH, its employees or Consultants must not approach, or request any councillor, 
member of Council's staff or consultant engaged by Council: 

(a) to solicit support for its proposal; or 

(b) otherwise seek to influence the outcome of the negotiation between the 
parties.  

10.2.2 MAH will, to the extent practicable and reasonable, avoid socialising with any 
councillor, member of Council's staff or consultant engaged by Council and, where 
such socialising occurs, refrain from discussing its proposal or the Development. 

11. Confidentiality 

The parties acknowledge and agree that: 

11.1 the terms and existence of this Agreement are confidential and must not be disclosed to any 
third party without the prior written consent of the other party (which must not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed), except: 

11.1.1 to consultants engaged by either party in connection with the proposed sale and 
development of the Council Land; and 

11.1.2 in respect of Council, to the extent that it is required to disclose information 
regarding the Agreement under the Local Government Act 1989 (Vic) or Local 
Government Act 2020 (Vic) or any other law; 

11.2 no press release or public statement about the terms of this Agreement or the Contract 
Documentation will be made by either party without the prior written consent of the other 
party which must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed; and 

11.3 they will work together to develop mutually satisfactory press releases or public statements. 
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12. Breach  

12.1 If either party breaches this Agreement and remains in breach after 14 days of having 
received a written request from the other party to rectify the breach, the party not in breach 
may terminate this Agreement by providing 7 days written notice to the party in breach. 

12.2 If either party exercises its right under clause 12.1 to terminate this Agreement or this 
Agreement terminates pursuant to clause 5.5, the other party is not entitled to claim any 
costs, losses, expenses or damages against the terminating party for the termination of this 
Agreement.  

13. Binding Agreement 

13.1 MAH and Council agree that this Agreement is intended to be a legally binding agreement 
enforceable by the parties. 

13.2 MAH represents and warrants to Council that it has full legal capacity and power to enter 
into, exercise its rights and perform its obligations under, this Agreement. 

13.3 Council represents and warrants to MAH that it has full legal capacity and power to enter 
into, exercise its rights and perform its obligations under, this Agreement.  

14. Dispute Resolution 

14.1 Reasonable Endeavours 

Each of the parties must use its reasonable endeavours to co-operatively resolve a dispute 
or difference arising under or in connection with this Agreement or the form of the Contract 
Documentation (dispute). 

14.2 Notice 

If a dispute arises, notice in writing must be given by the party claiming dispute and the 
dispute must be referred to MAH’s Representative and Council's Representative for 
resolution. 

14.3 Dispute Notice 

If the dispute is not resolved within 5 Business Days after being referred to the 
representatives of each party under clause 14.2, either party may refer the dispute to an 
independent expert agreed by the parties (or failing agreement within 5 Business Days, an 
independent expert nominated by the Law Institute of Victoria (or equivalent professional 
body) (Dispute Expert).  

14.4 Instructions to Dispute Expert 

The parties must instruct the Dispute Expert to: 

14.4.1 call for any information or make any investigation that the Dispute Expert considers 
appropriate;  

14.4.2 place relative weightings on the information or findings of the investigation that the 
Dispute Expert sees fit;  
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14.4.3 act as an expert and not as an arbitrator;  

14.4.4 determine the dispute in any manner which the Dispute Expert considers 
appropriate;  

14.4.5 consider matters of occupational and public health and safety and transport policy 
as paramount; 

14.4.6 make a determination as soon as possible; and 

14.4.7 inform the parties to the dispute in writing of the determination.  

14.5 Determination binding 

Any determination of the Dispute Expert is binding on all parties in the absence of fraud or a 
manifest error.  

14.6 Costs of Dispute Expert  

The parties must pay the costs and the expenses of the Dispute Expert equally unless 
otherwise determined by the Dispute Expert.  The parties may be legally represented during 
this process.  

14.7 Obligations to continue 

Both parties must continue to comply with their obligations pursuant to the terms of this 
Agreement during the currency of the dispute resolution procedure pursuant to this clause.  

15. GST 

15.1 Definitions 

In this clause 15: 

15.1.1 words and expressions that are not defined in this Agreement but which have a 
defined meaning in the GST Law have the same meaning as in the GST Law; 

15.1.2 GST means GST within the meaning of the GST Law and includes penalties and 
interest. If under or in relation to the National Taxation Reform (Consequential 
Provisions) Act 2000 (Vic) or a direction given under section 6 of that Act, the supplier 
makes voluntary or notional payments, the definition of GST includes those voluntary 
or notional payments and expressions containing the term ‘GST’ have a 
corresponding expanded meaning; and 

15.1.3 GST Law has the meaning given to that term in the A New Tax System (Goods and 
Services Tax) Act 1999. 

15.2 GST Exclusive 

Except as otherwise provided by this clause, all consideration payable under this Agreement 
in relation to any supply is exclusive of GST. 

15.3 Increase in Consideration 

If GST is payable in respect of any supply made by a supplier under this Agreement (GST 
Amount), the recipient will pay to the supplier an amount equal to the GST payable on the 
supply. 
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15.4 Payment of GST 

Subject to clause 15.5 the recipient will pay the GST Amount at the same time and in the same 
manner as the consideration for the supply is to be provided under this Agreement. 

15.5 Tax Invoice 

The supplier must provide a tax invoice to the recipient before the supplier will be entitled to 
payment of the GST Amount under clause 15.4. 

15.6 Reimbursements 

If this Agreement requires a party to reimburse an expense or outgoing of another party, the 
amount to be paid or reimbursed by the first party will be the sum of: 

15.6.1 the amount of the expense or outgoing less any input tax credits in respect of the 
expense or outgoing to which the other party is entitled; and  

15.6.2 if the payment or reimbursement is subject to GST, an amount equal to that GST. 

15.7 Adjustment events 

If an adjustment event occurs in relation to a taxable supply under this Agreement: 

15.7.1 the supplier must provide an adjustment note to the recipient within 7 days of 
becoming aware of the adjustment; and 

15.7.2 any payment necessary to give effect to the adjustment must be made within 7 days 
after the date of receipt of the adjustment note. 

16. General 

16.1 Amendment 

This Agreement may only be varied or replaced by a document duly executed by the parties. 

16.2 Entire Understanding 

This Agreement contains the entire understanding between the parties as to the subject 
matter contained in it. All previous agreements, representations, warranties, explanations 
and commitments, expressed or implied, affecting this subject matter are superseded by this 
Agreement and have no effect. 

16.3 Further Assurance 

Each party must promptly execute and deliver all documents and take all other reasonable 
action necessary or desirable to effect, perfect or complete the transactions contemplated by 
this Agreement. 

16.4 Legal Costs and Expenses 

Each party must pay its own legal costs and expenses in relation to the negotiation, 
preparation and execution of this Agreement and other documents referred to in it, unless 
expressly stated otherwise. 
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16.5 Waiver and Exercise of Rights 

16.5.1 A single or partial exercise or waiver of a right relating to this Agreement does not 
prevent any other exercise of that right or the exercise of any other right. 

16.5.2 No party will be liable for any loss or expenses incurred by another party caused or 
contributed to by the waiver, exercise, attempted exercise, failure to exercise or 
delay in the exercise of a right. 

17. Notices 

17.1 Service of Notice 

A notice or other communication required or permitted, under this Agreement, to be served 
on a person must be in writing and may be served: 

17.1.1 personally on the person; 

17.1.2 by leaving it at the person’s current address for service; 

17.1.3 by posting it by prepaid post addressed to that person at the person’s current 
address for service; or 

17.1.4 by email to the person’s nominated email address for service. 

17.2 Particulars for Service 

17.2.1 The particulars for service of each party are set out on page one of this Agreement 
under the heading Parties. 

17.2.2 Any party may change the address, facsimile or email number for service by giving 
notice to the other parties. 

17.2.3 If the person to be served is a company, the notice or other communication may be 
served on it at the company’s registered office. 

17.3 Time of Service 

A notice or other communication is deemed served: 

17.3.1 if served personally or left at the person’s address, upon service; 

17.3.2 if posted within Australia to an Australian address, two Business Days after posting 
and in any other case, seven Business Days after posting; or 

17.3.3 if received after 6.00pm in the place of receipt or on a day which is not a Business 
Day, at 9.00am on the next Business Day. 

18. Interpretation 

18.1 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed by and is to be construed in accordance with the laws of 
Victoria.  Each party irrevocably and unconditionally submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction 
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of the courts of Victoria and waives any right to object to proceedings being brought in those 
courts. 

18.2 Persons 

In this Agreement, a reference to: 

18.2.1 a person includes a firm, partnership, joint venture, association, corporation or 
other corporate body; 

18.2.2 a person includes the legal personal representatives, successors and permitted 
assigns of that person; and 

18.2.3 any body which no longer exists or has been reconstituted, renamed, replaced or 
whose powers or functions have been removed or transferred to another body or 
agency, is a reference to the body which most closely serves the purposes or 
objects of the first-mentioned body. 

18.3 Joint and Several 

If a party consists of more than one person, this Agreement binds them jointly and each of 
them severally. 

18.4 Legislation 

In this Agreement, a reference to a statute includes regulations under it and consolidations, 
amendments, re-enactments or replacements of any of them. 

18.5 This Document, Clauses and Headings 

In this Agreement: 

18.5.1 a reference to this Agreement or other document includes the Agreement or other 
document as varied or replaced regardless of any change in the identity of the 
parties; 

18.5.2 a reference to a clause, schedule, appendix or annexure is a reference to a clause, 
schedule, appendix or annexure in or to this Agreement all of which are deemed 
part of this Agreement; 

18.5.3 a reference to writing includes all modes of representing or reproducing words in a 
legible, permanent and visible form; 

18.5.4 headings and sub-headings are inserted for ease of reference only and do not 
affect the interpretation of this Agreement; 

18.5.5 where an expression is defined, another part of speech or grammatical form of that 
expression has a corresponding meaning; and 

18.5.6 where the expression including or includes is used it means 'including but not 
limited to' or 'including without limitation'. 

18.6 Severance 

18.6.1 If a provision in this Agreement is held to be illegal, invalid, void, voidable or 
unenforceable, that provision must be read down to the extent necessary to ensure 
that it is not illegal, invalid, void, voidable or unenforceable. 
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18.6.2 If it is not possible to read down a provision as required in this clause, that 
provision is severable without affecting the validity or enforceability of the 
remaining part of that provision or the other provisions in this Agreement. 

18.7 Counterparts 

This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts all of which taken together 
constitute one instrument. 

18.8 Currency 

In this Agreement, a reference to '$' or 'dollars' is a reference to Australian dollars. 

18.9 Business Day 

If a payment or other act is required by this document to be made or done on a day which is 
not a Business Day, the payment or act must be made or done on the next following 
Business Day. 

18.10 Number and Gender 

In this Agreement, a reference to: 

18.10.1 the singular includes the plural and vice versa; and 

18.10.2 a gender includes the other genders. 
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Signing Page 
 
Executed as a deed: 
 
 
Signed by Kirsten Coster the delegate for and on 
behalf of Moreland City Council in the presence 
of: 

) 
) 
) ………………………………………………… 
) Kirsten Coster 
 
  

       
 
 
 .........................................................................   ....................................................................  
Witness (signature) Witness (print name) 
 
 
 
 
 
Executed as a deed by Moreland Affordable 
Housing Limited ACN 630 001 446 in accordance 
with s 127(1) and s 127(3) of the Corporations Act 
2001: 

) 
) 
) 
) 

 
    

 
Signature of Director /Company Secretary 
 
 
Anthony (Tony) Nippard ....................................  Melanie Sherrin .................................................  
Print full name Print full name 
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Schedule 1  
Contract of Sale Terms Sheet 
 

 

1. Vendor  
Moreland City Council of 90 Bell Street, Victoria (Council) 
 

2. Purchaser  
Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd ACN 630 001 446 of 90 
Bell Street Coburg, Victoria 3058 (MAH) 
 

3. Property The land being approximately 1093 square metres 
comprising the land contained in certificates of title volume  
3139 folio 608, volume 4180 folio 907, volume 5537 folio 
271 and volume 8061 folio 911 and generally known as 
Wilkinson Car Park, 2-12 Wilkinson Street, Brunswick 
(Council Land) 

 

4. Price The consideration is the Purchaser entering into the 
Contract of Sale and the section 173 agreement referred to 
in clause 12 

5. Deposit Nil 

 

6. GST Liability  MAH is responsible for the payment of any GST payable on 
the sale of the Property. 

7. Day of Sale The date on which the Contract of Sale is signed by both 
parties. 

8. Vacant Possession Council will provide vacant possession of the Council Land 
at settlement.  

 

9. Settlement Date Is due on the date which is 60 days after the later of the 
dates on which: 

(a) MAH procures the grant of the Planning Permit 
referred to in clause 11.1; and 
 

(b) MAH procures the Construction Funding referred to 
in clause 11.2. 

10. Form of Contract The contract shall be in the form formerly prescribed by the 
Estate Agents (Contracts) Regulations 2008 with special 
conditions incorporating the terms of sale, including the 
conditions precedent set out in clause 11 below (Contract 
of Sale). 

The Contract of Sale will otherwise contain such other 
special conditions for a contract of sale appropriate for the 
sale of the Council Land or which are reasonably required 
by Council. 
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11. Conditions Precedent – MAH 
 

11.1 Planning Permit 
(a)   The Contract of Sale will be subject to and 

conditional on MAH obtaining at its own cost a 
planning permit on conditions reasonably 
satisfactory to MAH to enable the Council Land 
to be developed and used for affordable housing 
(including social housing) of such size, features 
and quality as agreed between MAH and 
Council in accordance with clause 11.1(b) 
(Planning Permit), within 18 months after the 
Day of Sale (Planning Permit Date). 

(b)   The parties agree that the affordable housing 
(including social housing) at the Council Land 
must meet the Moreland Design Excellence 
Scorecard. 

 (c) If at the Planning Permit Date, MAH has at all 
times acted in good faith and done everything 
reasonably necessary to obtain the Planning 
Permit but, for reasons beyond its control, has 
been unable to do so, Council agrees to extend 
the Planning Permit Date by a period of six (6) 
months, provided that the Planning Permit Date 
cannot be extended beyond a period that is 24 
months after the day of sale. 

(d) MAH must at its own cost do all things 
necessary to obtain the Planning Permit as soon 
as practicable after the day of sale. 

(e) MAH must keep Council informed on a regular 
basis as to its progress in obtaining the Planning 
Permit and give Council written notice that the 
Planning Permit has been granted. 

(f) MAH is responsible for all costs and expenses 
associated with the Planning Permit and Council 
shall not be obliged to make any payments on 
behalf of MAH in relation to either the request 
for the Planning Permit or complying with any 
conditions of the Planning Permit. 

(g) Provided that MAH’s application for the Planning 
Permit (Application) complies with clause 
11.1(b) in Council’s reasonable opinion, Council 
agrees in its capacity as the owner of the 
Council Land to promptly sign the Application if 
requested to do so by MAH. Council otherwise 
reserves the right to determine the Application 
subject to the proper exercise of its statutory 
functions, duties and powers as the responsible 
authority under the Moreland Planning Scheme 
and pursuant to the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987. 

(h)   Subject to clause 11.1(c), if MAH has not 
obtained the Planning Permit by the Planning 
Permit Date, either party may rescind the 
Contract of Sale (provided that such party is not 
otherwise in breach of its obligations under the 
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Contract of Sale) by giving written notice to that 
effect to the other party, whereupon neither 
party will have any action, right or claim against 
the other party arising from the rescission of the 
Contract of Sale or MAH's failure to obtain the 
Planning Permit.  

11.2 Construction funding 
(a) The Contract of Sale is conditional on MAH 

giving: 

(i) notice to Council that it has procured 
construction funding sufficient for the 
undertaking of the Development on terms 
acceptable to MAH acting reasonably 
(Construction Funding); and 

(ii) evidence to Council substantiating the 
Construction Funding, 

promptly after MAH has procured Construction 
Funding and within 18 months after the Day of 
Sale or such later dates as Council and MAH 
may agree (Construction Funding Approval 
Date). 

(b)  If MAH has not given notice and evidence to 
Council that it has procured Construction 
Funding by the Construction Funding Approval 
Date, either party may terminate the Contract of 
Sale by giving notice in writing to that effect to 
either party at any time after the Construction 
Funding Approval Date but before the Purchaser 
procures the Construction Funding. 

(c) If the Contract of Sale is rescinded under clause 
11.2(b), unless otherwise provided for in the 
Contract of Sale, neither party will have any 
claim against the other under the Contract of 
Sale or arising from or out of the rescission of 
the Contract of Sale including the failure of MAH 
to achieve substantial commencement of the 
development of the Council Land. 

 

12. Section 173 Agreement By no later than 10 business days prior to settlement, MAH 
will deliver to Council a signed agreement pursuant to 
section 173 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 
(Section 173 Agreement) in the form described in the 
attached Section 173 Agreement Term Sheet, a copy of 
which will be annexed to the Contract of Sale.   

13. No nomination MAH will have no right to nominate an additional or substitute 
purchaser under the Contract of Sale. 

14. Costs The parties shall each bear their own costs with respect to 
the preparation, negotiation and execution of the Contract of 
Sale and the Section 173 Agreement. 

15. Environmental  MAH acknowledges that it is aware of the environmental 
condition of the Property and acquires the Property "as is".  
MAH will not make any claim whatsoever against Council or 
refuse to settle the Contract of Sale due to the presence of, 
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or in relation to, any contamination affecting the Property.  
MAH agrees to release Council from all and any claims by 
MAH in respect of contamination that MAH may have at the 
Day of Sale or at any time in the future and to indemnify 
Council from claims made by any other party in respect of 
the environmental condition of the Property on and from the 
Day of Sale. 

16. Risk Risk in the Council Land will pass to MAH at settlement of 
the Contract of Sale. 

17. Non fettering Nothing in the terms of the Contract of Sale shall fetter or 
restrict the power or discretion of Council to make or impose 
requirements or conditions in connection with any use or 
development of the Property or the granting of any planning 
approval, the approval or certification of any plans of 
subdivision or consolidation applicable to the Property or the 
issue of a statement of compliance in connection with such 
plans, or any other power or discretion of Council under any 
Act or at law. 
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Schedule 2  
Section 173 Agreement Terms Sheet 
 
 
1.    Construction of development 

(a) The owner covenants to: 

(i) develop the land generally in accordance with the planning permit obtained by the 
purchaser under the contract of sale for the land (Development); 

(ii) substantially commence the Development within 2 years after settlement of the 
contract of sale for the land (Contract of Sale); and 

(iii) practically complete the Development within 4 years after settlement of the 
Contract of Sale. 

(b) If the owner has not: 

(i) substantially commenced the Development by the date which is 2 years after 
settlement of the Contract of Sale; or 

(ii) practically completed that the Development by the date which is 4 years after 
settlement of the Contract of Sale, 

then the owner must at Council’s election, transfer the land to Council for the Specified 
Consideration.   

(c) In this clause 1: 

(i) practically completed or practical completion means the following: 

(A) the issue of an occupancy permit or a certificate of final inspection 
pursuant to the Building Act 1993 (Vic) in respect of the Development; 
and 

(B) completion of all of the works for the Development; 

(ii) Specified Consideration means: 

 (A) if the owner breaches clause 1(a)(ii), nil consideration; and 

(B) if the owner breaches clause 1(a)(iii), the value of the improvements on 
the land at the time of the breach calculated by reference to the market 
value of the land and any improvements thereon less the market value of 
the land only (without any improvements); and  

(iii) substantially commence or substantial commencement means the completion 
of construction of not less than 20% of the budgeted works. 

 
 
2.    Social Housing and Affordable Housing 

Following practical completion of the Development, at least 85% of the dwellings constructed on 
the land must be used as affordable housing or social housing at all times (Affordable Housing 
Dwellings), of which at least 50% must be used as social housing. 
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3.    Perpetuity 

Following practical completion of the Development: 

3.1 the section 173 agreement will remain registered on all titles issued for the Affordable 
Housing Dwellings in perpetuity; and 

3.2  the section 173 agreement will be removed from the title(s) to any part of the land that is not 
an Affordable Housing Dwelling.  

 
4.    Transfer to a registered agency 
 

4.1 Subject to clause 4.2, the owner must not transfer any of the Affordable Housing Dwellings 
to a third party other than: 

 
(a) to a registered agency (as defined in the Housing Act 1983); and 
 
(b) where all affordable housing dwellings are to be transferred in a single transfer to the 

same third party. 
 
4.2 The parties agree that subject to clause 4.1: 
 

(a) Moreland Affordable Housing Limited (MAH) must not transfer any Affordable Housing 
Dwellings to any third party until after the Development has been practically completed; 
and 

 
(b) provided that the Development has been practically completed, MAH may transfer up to 

90% of the Affordable Housing Dwellings to a registered agency. 
 

 
5.   Local Benefit 
 

When selecting residents for the Affordable Housing Dwellings, the owner must give preference to 
persons who can provide evidence satisfactory to the owner to show that, for at least two years 
prior to the date of selection of residents, the person has been (in order of preference): 
 
5.1  ordinarily resident in the City of Moreland; or  
 
5.2 employed or educated within the City of Moreland.  

 
6.  Restriction on use as security 
 

The owner must not use the land as security for any loan unless: 
 
6.1 the loan is to fund affordable housing projects within the City of Moreland; and  
 
6.2 the owner obtains Council’s prior written consent, which may be granted or withheld at       

Council’s absolute discretion. 
 
7.   Other terms 
 

The section 173 agreement will otherwise be drafted on terms which are reasonably required by 
Council. 
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Schedule 3 Property Plan 
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2-12 Wilkinson St (western side)

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13 April 2021 
 
Ben Rimmer 
CEO, Homes Victoria 
50 Lonsdale St 
Melbourne VIC 3000 
 
Dear Mr Rimmer  
 
Submission to Homes Victoria regarding ‘Ten-Year Social and Affordable Housing Strategy for 
Victoria’ 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide information and ideas into your strategy development. We 
hope there are further opportunities to engage with Homes Victoria as draft proposals are developed.  
 
Some key points to note in our submission are: 

• Direct support needed for Councils who are keen to be engaged partners 
• A minimum commitment of 1000 new social homes in Moreland by 2036 
• Retrofitting existing public housing and ensuring new builds are adapted to climate change 
• Emergency Housing needs priority attention, and 
• Mandatory Affordable Housing planning provisions are long overdue. 

 
If you need further information please feel free to contact Mike Collins, Principal Advisor, Social and 
Affordable Housing on 9240 2484. 
 
Your sincerely, 
 

 
 
Kirsten Coster 
Director City Futures 
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Officer Submission – Moreland Council 
 

10‑Year Strategy for Social and Affordable Housing 
 

9 April 2021 
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1. Executive Summary 
 

• Social and affordable housing in Victoria needs a long-term commitment of funding. The promise of 
the Big Housing Build to increase social housing stock by at least 10% over four years is a welcome. 
However, generational underinvestment will not be addressed, or market failure reversed, by a 
marginal short-term boost.  

• Moreland has a track record in investing its own land and financial resources into social and affordable 
housing development, including establishing Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd. With $2.14 billion 
allocated for partnership-led developments, there should be support for grassroots and local 
government initiatives. 

• Homes Victoria needs to foster a culture of diversity in representation both with existing residents 
/renters and to people and representative advocates who are currently not being serviced with social 
and affordable housing. 

• The voluntary agreement system doesn’t work. Local governments need mandatory Affordable 
Housing planning provisions 

• Local government cannot be a partner in delivering affordable housing when it is operating without 
basic information what is planned and funded. Appropriate agreements for sharing information at 
officer level and with our communities will built capacity and trust. 

• In the development of the strategy, Homes Victoria should look to clearly define the outcomes it 
means to achieve including what it means by “housing pathways” and how affordable housing, as 
distinct from social housing, will be delivered and managed. 

• Council recommends an urgent renewal of guidelines for the sale, exchange and transfer of land and 
further reforms to the Local Government Act when this is completed. 

• Despite the COVID-19 response Emergency Housing remains in crisis both in terms of gaps in supply 
and the provision of wraparound supports. This requires a priority focus in the strategy so that no-one 
is forced to sleep rough or to have to choose unsafe options to get shelter. 

• While many new affordable homes are needed, there is an urgent need to make healthy and safe the 
existing, ageing, public housing stock. Both retrofitting and new builds present an opportunity for 
Homes Victoria to meet the obligations of the Climate Change Act 2017. 

• Moreland needs up to 10,500 affordable dwellings by 2036. Based on our extensive research we 
consider delivery of 1000 new social homes planned within the life of the strategy and provided by 
2036 to be a minimum commitment by Homes Victoria to the Moreland municipality. 

2. Overview 
 

Access to appropriate housing in locations close to services and social infrastructure is important, and the 
freedom to make choices about where you live is fundamental to creating a healthy, productive life. 
Victorian housing supply does not always reflect the needs of the community, and this has been 
recognised by all levels of government. Housing costs impact negatively on many in the community, 
affecting people with both rental and home ownership tenures. Furthermore, it has the most significant, 
socially determined impact for those on low incomes, those suffering disadvantage and people who are 
homeless, or at risk of becoming homeless. Council is committed to addressing these issues and notes that 
access to what the United Nations terms “adequate housing” is a basic human right for all1.  
 
From the early 1960’s until the mid-1990s Victoria provided new social housing at an average rate of 1,100 
units per year but in the decades since, growth has stalled while the population has increased rapidly, 
leaving Victoria with the lowest provision nationally and at the bottom of the table internationally of 
comparable economies internationally 2. We saw, from the late 1980s, a dominant belief in 
Commonwealth and state policy that the private rental market, supported by Commonwealth Rent 
Assistance and negative gearing, should provide homes for those on low incomes. The severe lack of 
private affordable rentals in nearly every corner of the state, and the high numbers of low-income 
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households in housing stress, can be properly characterised as market failure. This market failure makes 
government participation in the market appropriate.3 
 
The promise of the Big Housing Build to increase social housing stock by at least 10% over four years is a 
welcome signal that the state government sees social and affordable housing as a core responsibility. 
However, the challenge remains that the generational underinvestment will not be addressed, or market 
failure reversed, by a marginal short-term boost. Social and affordable housing in Victoria needs a long-
term commitment of funding. Our communities, with the support of their local governments, also need 
structural changes to ensure that what is invested delivers the best value, underpinned by the principles of 
fairness and inclusion. Finally, all speculative property developers should be required to contribute to the 
provision of social and affordable housing through the planning system, as they already do for other public 
infrastructure. 
 
Council welcomes the process undertaken to date by Homes Victoria to engage with communities and 
organisations on the creation of a Ten-Year Strategy. While it is understood that you wish to complete the 
work before the end of this year, we would strongly encourage further targeted consultation as draft 
policy proposals for the strategy are developed. The questions raised and topics addressed in the 
discussion paper are, for the most part, general in nature. An opportunity to further contribute on the 
detail of proposals should strengthen the final strategy and allow stakeholders to see their part in its 
fulfillment. 
 

3.   The Moreland Context 
 

3.1  Summary 
The housing system is failing to provide enough safe, affordable and appropriate homes for our Moreland 
community. We have a higher than metropolitan average number of people who are unhoused, with no 
safe shelter to call their own. There were 770 people experiencing homelessness in Moreland in 2016 and 
this number is likely to have been and continue to be exacerbated by the impacts of COVID-19. 
 
For many others, being in housing stress means that paying for housing comes at the cost of other 
necessities like nutritious food or transport. There are more than 9,900 households in Moreland in housing 
stress (15.3% of residents), of these the majority are lone person households and families with children. 
Housing stress has increased since COVID-19 with one third (34%) of respondents to the Moreland Covid-
19 Secondary Impact Analysis survey experiencing heavy or moderate stress on finances from mortgage or 
rent within the next 6 months. 
 
There is a significant gap between the supply and need of social housing and this will persist in the short to 
medium term despite welcome commitments made under the Big Housing Build project in November 
2020 to invest in additional social housing across Victoria. There were an estimated 3,850 households with 
an unmet need for affordable housing in Moreland in 2016. Therefore, the affordability, supply and quality 
of private rental housing is a critical setting for looking at the health impacts for community members. 
36% of homes in Moreland are rented. Younger people with insecure incomes and older people on 
government pensions are particularly vulnerable in the private rental market. In addition, an estimated 
1,090 people in Moreland live in crowded or severely crowded dwellings, with over half being young 
people aged 20-29 years.  
 
3.2 Detailed statistics of Moreland residents 
 
Low Income households 
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Low-income households4 are defined as those with equivalised5 household income less than $500 per 
week. This is the standard range closest to the bottom 25% of all households in Australia.  
In Moreland, 24.6% of households with stated incomes were classified as “low income”, which is slightly 
higher than in greater Melbourne (23.6% of households) and equates to approximately 13,600 
households. Lone-person households and single-parent families are more likely to have low equivalised 
incomes than other household types (id consulting, Social Cohesion Monitoring Report 2019). 
 
Low-income households by suburb 
 

Suburb Low-income 
households 

% of all 
households  

Glenroy 2,231  32% 
Coburg 2,025  24% 
Brunswick 1,797 20% 
Fawkner 1,640 40% 
Pascoe Vale 1,355 23%  
Brunswick West 1,195 22% 
Brunswick East 798 17% 
Hadfield 662 36%  
Coburg North 661 27% 
Pascoe Vale South 625 20% 
Oak Park 423 21%  
Gowanbrae 157 18%  
Moreland 13,570 24.6% 
Greater 
Melbourne 

- 23.6% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Households experiencing housing stress  
Housing stress refers to households having trouble meeting their rent or mortgage payments. Generally, 
lower-income households spending more than 30% of income on housing costs is considered housing 
stress, or generally unaffordable. 
 
Overall, more than 9,900 households in Moreland were in housing stress in 2016. The proportion of 
households in housing stress in Moreland is 15.3%. 

Household Type Households experiencing 
housing stress 

% households experiencing 
housing stress 

Lone person 3,507 35% 
Family with children 3,065 31% 
Other (Group household & not stated) 2,178 22% 
Couple without children 1,153 12% 
Total 9,903 100% 

 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics population census 
2016, Equivalised Total Household Income (weekly) by 
statistical area 1 (SA1). Map prepared in Power Bi by 
Moreland Research Team. 
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Source: A Home in Moreland Report, ID Consulting 

 
People who experience stress around rental or housing payments 
In 2017, over half (51%) of purchaser/renter households felt that the rental or housing payment places 
heavy (13%) or moderate (38%) stress on the household’s finances in an average month.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Moreland City Council Household Survey 2019 

 
 3.3 Social housing in Moreland  
2.5% of Moreland households are rented through public or community housing. This is below the Victorian 
average (3%) and the national average (4.2%). Between 1996 and 2016, the number of social housing 
dwellings grew by 237 while total population grew by 31,148. As of September 2020 there were 3914 local 
households on the Victorian Housing Register (Hume Moreland Area). This is 20% higher than state 
average.  
 
In recent years, since the introduction of the Homes for Victorians policy and other initiatives which 
committed to increase social housing, is estimated that less than 50 new social housing homes have been 
delivered locally6. The redevelopment of Gronn Place in Brunswick West under the Public Housing 
Renewal Program will add 28 new public and community homes. 
 
In 2017, the Victorian Auditor General report noted that 60% of the public housing stock in Victoria was 
over 35 years old7. A desktop assessment of identified social housing in Moreland would indicate that the 

1,153

2,178

3,065

3,507

Couple without children

Other (Group households & not stated)

Family with children

Lone Person

Households experiencing housing stress by household type

13.1%

37.9% 35.6%

11.3%

2.2%

Heavy stress Moderate
stress

Low stress No stress Can’t say

Self-reported experience of stress around rental or 
housing payments
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majority of social housing stock (90% of which is owned by Homes Victoria) is ageing, with many single 
homes, walk-up flats and the high-rise block in Brunswick being at least 50 years old. 
 

3.4  Council investment 
Council established a Housing Strategy Reserve in 1997-1998, following the forced sale of the Coburg and 
Brunswick electricity wholesaling businesses as part of the privatisation of the SEC (State Electricity 
Commission) in 1996-1997. A total of $1.5 million was allocated to the Reserve to foster affordable 
housing. Up to 2014-15 it spent $1,105,000 on housing projects, including $941,000 on land purchase. This 
supported the development of four projects by community housing and charitable agencies in Coburg, 
Coburg North and Fawkner. These 22 homes all sit on council land under a long term (40 or 50 year) 
leasehold arrangement. 
 
In 2018 Council established an arms-length entity, Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd (MAH) an effort to 
address the lack of secure and affordable housing options available to residents across Moreland. Using 
seed funding over 4 years of $865,000 from the Moreland Housing Strategy Reserve, MAH is focused on 
developing Council-owned land sites for social and affordable housing developments. 

 

4.    Overall Responses to Discussion Paper  
 

4.1 Putting people at the centre 
Of the four principles that are set out in the Discussion Paper to underpin the strategy, People at the 
Centre, is the most welcome. It is perhaps also the most challenging for Homes Victoria to work with, as it 
represents a shift from a standard top-down approach to managing social housing; an approach which has 
led to poor outcomes in recent times. In 2010, the Family and Community Development Committee 
inquiry into the quality of service and workforce capacity of the Office of Housing noted: “Often staff do 
not have the qualifications or skills to respond to people with a diverse range of support needs”8. In 2017 
the Victorian Ombudsman reported on an investigation into the management of end of tenancy 
maintenance claims that the DHHS was “failing to live up to its commitment as a ‘social landlord’ and 
wasting public resources.”9 With regard to the operations of the public housing bureaucracy, the report 
went on to make the concerning finding that: “The information held by the department about public 
housing tenants, their tenancy history and property history, is disjointed, decentralised and cumbersome 
for staff to access and draw together”. Council welcomes the opportunity for improvements to the existing 
culture within the former DHHS (now Homes Victoria) of poor responsiveness to residents’ concerns, in 
particular at the local housing office level. 
 
4.2 Maximising Value- investing in current social housing  
Moreland notes, and strongly supports, the recommendation by Infrastructure Victoria in its draft 30 Year 
Plan for a program to renew public housing stock. The underlying land holdings are also precious public 
assets and should be retained in the control of public bodies to deliver social housing and other 
community infrastructure in the future. 

 
As noted above, it is Council’s understanding that a significant proportion of the 2200 socially-rented 
homes in Moreland are old and in poor condition. These homes typically contribute to poor health 
outcomes for residents (many of whom have chronic health issues) and inefficient land use outcomes for 
our communities. 
 
There is an urgent need to renew and/or retrofit all old social housing (whether public or community 
housing) for thermal comfort, with associated health, utility cost and emissions saving benefits. The final 
report of the Moreland’s Cooling Communities project concluded that ‘with hot weather and heatwaves 
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set to become more common, occupant exposure to heat stress is likely to be exacerbated in the future 
unless urgent action is taken’ to improve old dwellings10. 
 
A state-backed large-scale retrofit program, to substantially improve the thermal performance of existing 
social housing properties, has the potential to quickly build the capacity of the business sector that 
delivers energy/building performance retrofits (a current constraint to improving the energy and 
emissions performance of Victoria’s public and private homes). Scaling up the capacity and 
competitiveness of the retrofitting sector could be an engine for green skills and jobs growth over the 
coming decade in Victoria, aligned to local and state targets for net zero emissions. Such an investment is 
a core ‘no regrets’ climate adaptation action, justified on economic, wellbeing and environmental grounds. 
 
In renewing public housing, Moreland’s experience with the redevelopment of walk-up flats at Gronn 
Place in West Brunswick has shown how relocation to facilitate renewal can place additional strain on 
scarce social housing supply. Such relocation also has adverse impacts on residents, due to the disruption 
of strong social and mutual aid networks. The Olympia Housing Initiative, which has strong partnerships 
with Banyule Council, other community service organisations and, critically, residents, points the way to 
how Homes Victoria could approach this task in the future. A genuine commitment to co-design, which 
starts with sharing information on housing audits and plans, will maximise outcomes and would contrast 
with the piecemeal and inconsistent approaches we have seen in the past. 
 
It is crucial that new social housing is designed and built to high standards that will deliver energy cost 
savings, personal comfort, health and overall wellbeing benefits for residents. Passive solar design 
including appropriate orientation, double glazed windows that can be easily opened and shut, and onsite 
solar should be typical of any new housing developments.  Exempting affordable and social housing from 
strong ESD credentials is both short sighted and counter intuitive. 
 
4.3 Responding to those who are unhoused- focus needed on emergency housing 
At its meeting on 10 March 2021, Council resolved to add to Focus Area 4 (Responding to community 
members in housing crisis) of its Affordable Housing Action Plan and action to monitor and advocate for 
emergency housing availability in Moreland. The lack of supply of emergency housing options and the poor 
and often highly unsafe conditions in emergency accommodation that is available has been an ongoing 
concern for many years. The actions of the state government from March 2020 under the Hotel 
Emergency Response (HER) program was commendable, however there has been a growing concern since 
November 2020 that the situation for community members in urgent need of safe shelter would revert to 
the previous unsatisfactory conditions starkly illustrated in the 2018 report Crisis in Crisis11.  
 
Therefore, it was welcome to see the From Homelessness to Home initiative which specifically aims to help 
625 people in the Hume Moreland area with a multi-agency “Housing First” model of support. However, 
the current lack of suitable accommodation for emergency remains. The new report from the North and 
West Homelessness Networks, Crisis in Crisis- A Way Forward, maps out proposals for systemic change in 
service delivery and funding models which can assist Homes Victoria and partner agencies in resetting a 
failing system. Council would like to particularly note its support for the following recommendations of the 
report: 
• 6. That, as per the recommendations of Crisis in Crisis, Government invest significantly in the rapid 

construction of additional emergency accommodation, with integrated support that is appropriate to 
the needs of people experiencing chronic homelessness and associated trauma.  

• 19. That the Department allocates a dedicated proportion of the recently announced Big Housing Build 
towards single-person households along with intensive support to trial the implementation of a 
Housing First model as part of this major housing infrastructure investment. 
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4.4 Distinction between social housing and other affordable housing  
The discussion paper does not state how many affordable (but not social) housing dwellings will form part 
of the strategy.  A Housing Needs Analysis undertaken by SGS Economics and Planning for the City of 
Melbourne in 2019 indicates that in 2016 the metropolitan Melbourne need for social and affordable 
housing was 231,000 households, and that demand for social and affordable housing represents 13% of all 
households in metropolitan Melbourne12. This analysis finds that the demand for social and affordable 
housing will grow by an additional 107,000 over the next 20 years to 2036. It concludes that 338,000 social 
and affordable homes will be required in metropolitan Melbourne by 2036. 26%, or almost 88,000 
households, of this demand will come from moderate income households.  
 
The housing policy response in the discussion paper is framed on the premise of households moving up 
the housing continuum. However, this concept does not acknowledge the broader settings in the housing 
system, and the economy as a whole, that has seen both rent and purchase costs escalating much faster 
than incomes. This is a contraflow of households moving down the continuum which, on current 
economic indicators for wage stagnation, is likely to continue in the coming decade. 
 
The AHURI Brief Understanding the housing continuum (2017) offers some useful guidance13: 

The housing continuum concept directs policy makers to consider housing responses through the 
following dimensions: 

1. policy makers consider housing responses for a diverse range of households, from people 
experiencing homelessness through to social housing tenants, first home buyers and beyond; 

2. policy makers consider a diverse range of responses for any one household over their lifetime. 
By considering the entire housing continuum, policymakers are better placed to respond to 
instability and sudden changes in a household’s tenure. For example, a household at risk of 
homelessness might be best served by going into crisis accommodation temporarily, before 
attaining a rental bond loan to secure housing in the private rental market; 

3. the term recognises that there is an interconnectedness between different housing responses 
and that responses don’t work in isolation. For example, a policy boost for first home buyers 
may increase house prices in a particular price range and reduce available properties for 
renters. 

Clearly the most urgent need is among those at the bottom of the housing continuum experiencing or at 
risk of homelessness. However, if action is not taken across the whole continuum the scale of need at the 
bottom of the continuum will continue to escalate faster than delivery of social housing. 

Council has undertaken significant research to estimate the need for social and affordable housing 
currently (drawing on 2016 census figures) and projecting up to 203614. The shortfall in affordable 
housing in Moreland was at least 4,000 in 2016. This shortfall will rise to between 7,000 and 10,500 by 
2036. The shortfall needs to be met by a range of government interventions including mandatory 
planning measures and direct government subsidy. However, as our research has starkly identified, it will 
continue to be those on the very low-income quintile which require affordable housing, pointing to the 
need for 936 of the additional households requiring social housing. Therefore we consider delivery of 
1000 new social homes planned within the life of the strategy and provided by 2036 to be a minimum 
commitment required by Homes Victoria to Moreland. 
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5 Focus Area 1 – Pathways 
 

5.1 What actions will enable people to access social housing, sustain their tenancies, and move 
between different housing options as their needs change? 

 
Working for a strong evidence base 
While the discussion paper echoes public announcements over a number of years in relation to the 
existing public housing system not meeting the needs of residents and the public system as a whole, sector 
participants, academics and others in the public policy space have not been provided with detailed data 
and research to independently assess what the existing state of play is within the system. In the 
community housing sector we gain some insight through the performance reporting to the Victorian 
Housing Registrar. However, this is aggregated reporting of a limited range of performance measures. 
Within this data are some concerning trends such as the average annual rate for evictions at 7-8% of 
tenancies each year.   
 
As sector participants we do not have a detailed picture of who is on the Victorian Housing Register, in 
particular who the applicants are in our local area.  
 
Defining pathways 
A recent research report from AHURI involving interviews with 76 social housing residents, Understanding 
the experience of social housing pathways, made several findings which demand close attention in the 
framing of the strategy15. These include: 
• In practical terms, there are no feasible pathways out of social housing for many 

Tenants; 
• Tenants’ experiences of social housing procedures are frequently negative; and 
• Pathways policies which consider social housing a 'stepping stone' do not align with tenants’ 

understandings of the role and purpose of social housing 
 
Council recommends that Homes Victoria work with stakeholders including current, prospective and  
former social housing residents to explore evidence and define the principles for housing pathways. 
 
Providing information 
It is critical that information about social and affordable housing and support to maintain tenancies is 
easily accessible and available to people who need it, in a format that works for them. 
 
Council and community services working with young people in Moreland identified key factors in how 
information is provided: 

• Flexible criteria for people to access social housing i.e. people with no income, people living with 
intellectual disabilities 

• Access to relevant resources and services 
• Education and provision to services/support, including therapy  
• Ongoing case management support 
• Housing operators to check in with households (community & social housing)  
• Online system / app for easy access for people to track and update circumstances 
• A more streamlined system 
• Access to a key worker to check in (monthly) regarding tenancy, circumstances and support needs 

These provisions would also in large part apply to other groups in the community. Improved 
communication between local government, housing services and other community services can help 
remove practical barriers to people in navigating the system, 
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Supporting seniors & CALD communities 
People in insecure housing such as private rentals at risk of displacement are less likely to be connected 
into the aged services that they need to remain independent. According to the findings of the Royal 
Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety, aged care programs should be integrated with affordable 
housing.   

A better housing system will include opportunities for collaboration with cultural leaders to connect with 
communities and understand the issues. More than 1 in 5 older people (23%) in Moreland have poor or no 
spoken English.  Older people need adequate and available information, delivered to them in their 
language in a way that suits them. Councils, community agencies and partners and Homes Victoria can 
collaborate to achieves this, for example we can hold in-person information sessions with older people, 
particularly in languages other than English (LOTE).  

 
5.2 What are the most important features of affordable housing? (e.g. price, location, security of 
tenure, access to transport or daily amenities, connection to support services etc.) 

 
20-minute neighbourhoods 
Plan Melbourne envisages people “living locally” and having “the ability to meet most of their daily needs 
within a 20-minute return walk from home, with access to safe cycling and local transport options”. The 20 
Minute Neighbourhood concept strongly aligns with the features of a city where we wish to see more 
affordable housing.  

Build to Rent 
As the National Rental Affordability Scheme sunsets new models for the private sector development and 
management of affordable housing are emerging. Local governments are grappling with these new models 
such as Build To Rent (also variations like Rent to Buy) in terms of accepting them as affordable housing 
contributions. This is because there is an absence of any consistent governance, monitoring and reporting 
framework at a state level which would support a desire to ensure affordable housing allocation is 
undertaken fairly and that the provision is delivered over time. Councils are not resourced to manage 
complex matters of allocation and assessment of compliance reporting. A framework for the management 
of Build to Rent homes which claim to be affordable housing is required. Given that registered housing 
providers already come under a monitoring and compliance regime through the Housing Registrar, a 
requirement that they manage any homes that meet the Planning and Environment Act definition of 
affordable housing is compelling. 

Climate Change  
It is noted that climate change or its current and future impacts are not specifically mentioned in the 
discussion paper. As required under the Climate Change Act, the DHHS produced a Health and Human 
Services Climate Change Adaptation Plan 2019-21 which includes some actions that are specifically 
relevant to decision being made about the location and quality of social and affordable housing: 

Action 13: Analyse the cost of health impacts caused by climate change effects on Victorian housing.  
Action 20: Incorporate climate change into policies, plans and processes and embed a response to 
climate change in operational procedures. 
Action 21: Develop a climate change transition plan for public housing to achieve adaptation and 
emission reduction outcomes. 

The strategy needs to integrate the imperative to address climate change into its across managing, 
renewing and new-builds across all social and affordable housing. For example, the proposal under action 
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20 above regarding operational procedures should be extended to include procurement across the supply 
chain and all social and affordable housing. 

Under its Climate Emergency Action Plan, Moreland Council has committed to advocate for Victorian 
Government investment in the accelerated roll-out of thermal upgrades for public and community 
housing. We are partnering with other organisations including Aboriginal Housing Victoria to advocate for 
and provide targeted support for low income and vulnerable households to avoid ‘energy poverty’ and be 
more comfortable in their homes during extreme weather. Affordable housing should be both safe in 
terms of health outcome and have affordable energy options.  Pending external co-funding, our ‘Cooling 
Communities’ initiative will have resulted in home upgrades (for thermal comfort and/or solar PV) for 
around 500 social housing or low-income households across Moreland by 2025. Local governments such as 
Moreland are ideal partners with Homes Victoria to take action in reducing social and low-income 
residents’ exposure to energy poverty and extreme weather events 

Affordable Housing for seniors 
      The World Health Organisation says that the Elements of age-friendly city housing are16: 

• Affordability: Lack of affordable housing options make it difficult for older people to downsize or 
move to more appropriate housing 

• Affordable utility bills 
• Suitable (accessible) housing design that meets their needs as they age 
• Modification: ability to modify the home as needs change 
• Affordable maintenance 
• Access to affordable services and sufficient information on these services  
• Community and family connections 
• A range of housing stock options 
• Safe and secure housing  

 
In 2019, Moreland Council endorsed Living and Ageing Well in Moreland: An age-friendly framework 
(LAWM)17. The age-friendly cities framework identifies suitable housing as a key element of an age-friendly 
city. 

 
5.3  What actions will support people to find and obtain an affordable home? 

 
In addition to actions outlined under 4.1, Council and community services working with young people in 
Moreland identified key factors that will support people to find and obtain and affordable home (this 
could apply to all population cohorts): 

• Access to housing support officers (case management) 
• Advocate for raising payments such as JobSeeker and Commonwealth Rent Assistance 
• Flexible home loan processes for people who are long-term renters with a strong rental history 

and struggling to afford a deposit. 
• Accessing appropriate housing services (depending on catchment, such as access to VincentCare, 

Salvation Army etc.)  
• Creating relationships with real-estate agents – reduce stigma  
• Educating community regarding housing (workshop, YouTube links, online webinar etc.) – e.g. – 

private rental reediness workshops  
• Developing a form specifying documents required for specific housing  
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6 Focus Area 2 – Communities 
 

6.1 What actions will strengthen social and affordable housing communities? 
 
To turn this question around, what are the conditions that enable residents’ capacity to strengthen their 
communities being fully realised?   

Council encourages Homes Victoria to foster a culture of diversity in representation both with existing 
residents /renters and to people and representative advocates who are currently not being serviced with 
social and affordable housing. While recognising that a peak organisations like the Victorian Public Tenants 
Association and advocacy through the Community Housing industry Association Victoria play a critical role 
in giving a voice to resident experiences, we have seen in recent years numerous community based and 
activist entities such as Save Public Housing, the Homeless Persons Union of Victoria (HPUV) and Renters 
and Housing Union Victoria (RAHU) bring a diversity of views to debates about housing policy. Moreland 
Council’s actions in the housing policy space have benefitted from giving diverse voices of those with lived 
experience of social housing, marginal housing and being unhoused a ‘seat at the table’. Participation from 
lived experience advocates through the Council to Homeless Persons and Launch Housing in forums with 
community and local stakeholders such as Victoria Police and trader associations has also proven to be 
beneficial in building trust and understanding.  

Other actions which have been proposed though Council consultations include: 
• Communal spaces such as gardens people can use and access 
• Community buses that assist with transport directly to shopping areas 
• Incentives and schemes such as rent control or longer-term leases 
• Access to additional funding and programs (gaps in system) 
• Community gardens / activities  
• Making spaces within the community more appealing  
• More buy in from the government and support  
• All levels of politics to discuss housing as it is a human right and a necessity 

7  Focus Area 3 –  Growth 
 

7.1  What actions will enable and deliver growth in social housing? 
 
 Mandatory Affordable Housing planning provisions 
Consistent with its policy position for many years, the Moreland Affordable Housing Action Plan 2020/21 
calls for the state government to include mandatory affordable housing contributions in the Victoria 
Planning Provisions (VPP)18.  

Numerous councils have been advocating for a mandatory affordable housing mechanism in planning 
scheme for the past 20 years and over the past five years many Councils have undertaken significant 
evidence-based work regarding affordable housing demand and supply and what a planning mechanism 
could deliver. 

In September 2019 the Planning mechanisms for affordable housing Ministerial Advisory Committee was 
charged with the task of identifying ‘What does a larger social and affordable housing system look like in 
10 years’ time?’ with the objective of the planning system enabling and facilitating the provision of social 
and affordable housing. The output of the Ministerial Advisory Committee has not been publicly released 
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and there is no information of the role of the planning system in meeting social, and more particularly 
affordable, housing need in the discussion paper.  

Moreland City Council is well progressed in its strategic work to quantify what a viable affordable housing 
contribution would be. All that is required in a Victoria Planning Provision Affordable Housing Overlay so 
that we can seek authorisation for a planning scheme amendment. 

  Moreland’s Affordable Housing strategic housing research is available on the links below: 
 

Supplying Homes in Moreland- SGS -2019 
 
A Home in Moreland – id - 2018 
 
Moreland Affordable Housing Provision- HillPDA- November 2021 
 
(Note: Not publicly available- for strategy design use only-link accessible through 
housingstrategy@homes.vic.gov.au  account only) 

 
Free up surplus land  
Over many years the opportunity for investment in large parcels of land, primarily public car parks, has 
been suggested by the State Government and peak industry bodies.  Moreland is committed to exploring 
the creation of additional value from its land assets such as car parks and has tasked a newly created arms-
length entity, Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd, to consider the development potential of car park sites in 
Moreland.  Council also continues to actively explore a number of catalyst projects within the Coburg 
Activity Centre that could drive investment in excess of $1 billion. 

However, projects and investment like these are significantly constrained by the current legislative 
framework.  Procedures for the sale and transfer of land are guided by the Local Government Best Practice 
Guideline for the Sale, Exchange and Transfer of Land 2009 (2009 Guideline) which elaborates on the 
legislative requirements contained in the Local Government Act 1989. The 2009 Guideline can no longer 
be considered “best practice” as the state has made significant improvements to its own disposal 
processes in getting best value for communities through the Victorian Government Land Use Policy and 
Guidelines 2017. Unlike the 2009 Guideline and earlier state guidelines which are anchored to a narrow 
definition of “highest and best use”, the 2017 state guidelines are underpinned by four principles: 

• Focus on achieving positive social, environmental and economic benefits, 
• Intergenerational equity impacts, 
• Whole-of-government perspective, and 
• Engage and collaborate. 

 
The 2009 Guideline is a 33 page detailed expansion of provisions in the old Act including case law. Given 
the changes both in state policy (not just in Land related policy but arising from Climate Change Act, 
Transport Integration Act, Planning & Environment Act, Plan Melbourne provisions etc), relying on these 
guidelines is both limiting in the scope of decision-making and appears to carry risk for the legal and 
political defensibility of decisions it may make.  

In addition, unfortunately the recently revised Local Government Act 2020 has appeared to largely 
replicate much of the old Act’s provisions in relation to the sale and lease of land and continues to prevent 
Local Government entering leases for more than 50 years.  Significantly this prevents effective freehold 
arrangements which are far more suitable for attracting investment for larger projects.  In forcing the hand 
of Local Government to sell land this can result in a preference to do nothing.   

https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/areas/strategic-planning/supplying-homes-in-moreland---final.pdf
https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/areas/social-policy/final-report-a-home-in-moreland.pdf
https://morelandcc-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mcollins_moreland_vic_gov_au/EYYEIbT7bktHqUf05tprpjMBsQTx_0vIoqjXPcPGcPAwSA?email=housingstrategy%40homes.vic.gov.au&e=i5UbZ6
mailto:housingstrategy@homes.vic.gov.au
https://www.localgovernment.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0028/48628/Local-Government-Best-Practice-Guideline-for-the-Sale-and-Exchange-of-Land.pdf
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Council recommends an urgent renewal of guidelines for the sale, exchange and transfer of land and 
further reforms to the Local Government Act when this is completed. 

 

7.2 What do we need to do to enable a well-functioning affordable housing system that provides 
rental and home ownership opportunities for those that need them? 

 
  Affordable Housing- need for distinct policy settings and targets 
In Victoria, strategies to subsidise affordable housing that is not social housing are required to ensure that 
the social housing need does not continue to escalate. In any state Social and Affordable Housing Strategy, 
a key issue is what is the need for affordable, not just social housing, now and in the future and how is that 
need to be addressed. 

Currently the housing market is not delivering rental or purchase housing at a price that a significant 
number of Victorians can afford.  A key issue for the state strategy is, what is the role of the housing 
market in addressing this housing affordability crisis, and what is the role of the planning system? If the 
housing market is delivering housing at an increasingly disproportionate price relative to incomes, how can 
the planning system intervene for contributions to affordable housing? 

Since the changes to the Planning and Environment Act in 2018, voluntary affordable housing 
contributions, which have delivered only a negligible number of affordable dwellings, have focused on sale 
of a proportion of the dwellings to a community housing provider at below market rate. Commonly the 
depth of the subsidy has been very shallow, with the subsidy being of quite low value.  State government 
affordable (but not social) housing initiatives by Development Victoria have tended to focus on sale of 
dwellings at below market rate to eligible households, benefiting only the first occupants and doing little 
to support those in rental stress who are not able to service a mortgage even for a dwelling sold at below 
market rate. 

In 2017 Homes for Victorians found the rental market is tight and rent has become less affordable. It 
documented that in 2017 only 7.6 per cent of new lettings in Melbourne were ‘affordable’ – compared to 
30 per cent a decade ago. 

There is a need for 88,000 affordable housing homes in metropolitan Melbourne over the life of the 
proposed state Social and Affordable Housing Strategy. This equates to 8,800 homes per year for 10 years. 
This need is concentrated in inner and middle ring municipalities. Housing essential workers in areas 
where there is the highest concentrations of jobs, has inter-related personal and societal intergenerational 
benefits. 

8 Focus Area 4- Partnerships 
 

8.1 How do we strengthen our partnership approach to build a stronger and more effective social 
and affordable housing system? 
 
Invest in skills and capacity 
Under Homes for Victorians the state government has been providing specific funding to the community 
housing sector to build its capacity both in the delivery of new homes and its operational management of 
social housing. For the local government sector to be an effective partner in the increase in social and 
affordable housing there is a need for resourcing and capacity-building to meet the challenge. Already 
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severely constrained financially by rate-capping, the Covid-19 Pandemic has left many local governments in 
a very tight spot. Social and affordable housing development is work that has complexity beyond ‘normal’ 
private development and needs more than occasional professional development workshops (welcome as 
they are).  

One example of where this matters is in situations where the Minister rather than the local government is 
made the Responsible Authority for planning. Local governments are still expected to provide input into 
these planning decisions but do not receive any planning application fees which it would normally rely on 
to partially pay towards the cost of its highly qualified planning and other technical staff. Moreland has 
direct experience of this with the Public Housing Renewal Program. The redevelopment of Gronn Place in 
Brunswick West (now called Harvest Square) has involved many hundreds of hours of council staff time 
over four years with none of this being offset by the developer (DHHS, now Homes Victoria).  

Innovation and diversity 
The Big Housing Build promises $2.14 billion to “pursue opportunities to partner with industry, community 
housing providers, local government and institutional investors to identify new projects that deliver homes 
across Victoria.” While the detail of what this looks like has not be elaborated yet, Council encourages 
Homes Victoria to take the opportunities to use these funds to innovate with approaches to the delivery 
and management of social and affordable housing and embed this commitment to innovation in its 10 Year 
strategy. In particular, Council notes with some concern in briefings from Homes Victoria that the 
registered community housing providers and their models of delivery is the “only game in town”. While 
government funds need to be carefully spent and risk carefully managed, there should be scope for 
experimentation and support for grassroots and local government initiatives. 

9 Engagement  
9.1 How can we be engaged as new initiatives are developed over the course of this strategy? 
 

Local government needs to understand what is being planned and delivered. That means good information-
sharing and early opportunities to collaborate and have meaningful input.  It also requires strengthening 
inter-council coordination through the MAV and providing resourcing to the Inter-Council Affordable 
Housing Forum. 

The establishment of a Social and Affordable Compact with Local Government is supported and needs to 
include: 

• Data sharing and needs analysis 
• A collaborative approach to planning matters 
• A common approach to partnership opportunities 
• Communication, information and co-design between Homes Victoria, local government and 

community members 
• Best practice and place-appropriate community engagement 
• Mitigation of impacts of relocation of social housing residents 
• Prioritisation of housing projects 
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10 Contact details 
 

If you need further information please feel free to contact Mike Collins, Principal Advisor, Social and 
Affordable Housing on 92402484 / mcollins@moreland.vic.gov.au   
 
In making this submission officers have read and consented to the Privacy collection consent notice and 
agree to the submission being made public.  As timelines have not permitted Council’s formal consideration 
of this submission please note that this will occur at the May Council Meeting. Council reserves the right to 
substitute this submission should alterations be made through that consideration.   
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Moreland City Council 
        
 
Dear Mr Collins 
 
Probity Auditor Report  
 
Land Transfer process: 2-12 Wilkinson St Brunswick  
 
 
We are pleased to provide this Probity Audit Report in relation to the process undertaken to 
date with respect to the proposed land transfer of 2/12 Wilkinson Street Brunswick (proposed 
land transfer). 
 

1 Background 

1.1 We have been engaged to undertake a probity audit of the process to date.  Details of 
the audit and views/conclusions are set out below. 

2 Executive Summary 

 
2.1 Having undertaken the probity audit tasks of this engagement, we confirm: 
 

a) we have reviewed documentation with respect to the process undertaken to 
date by Moreland City Council (Council) in relation to the proposed land 
transfer; and 
 

b) that in our view, based on the material we have reviewed, the process 
undertaken demonstrates adherence to the probity principles. 

 

3 Probity principles 

 
3.1 Probity can be defined as complete and confirmed integrity, uprightness and 

honesty. Upholding the highest standards of probity and integrity enables 
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organisations, such as Moreland City Council, to safeguard its various activities, 
including transfers of Council land and commercial arrangements that it may enter 
into, to ensure those activities and processes are robust and can withstand scrutiny. 

 
3.2 In undertaking a probity audit regard is usually had to the following generally accepted 

probity principles: 

➢ acting with integrity and impartiality  
➢ consistent and transparent processes; 
➢ security of confidential information; and 
➢ identifying and managing conflicts of interest. 

 
3.3 We note that the above probity principles are also reflected in the Moreland City 

Council Councilor Code of Conduct1.   Accordingly, we have audited the process to 
date, against the above probity principles. (the Probity Principles). 

 

4 Context of a Probity audit 

 
4.1 We note that this probity audit has been undertaken by way of a document review.   

The audit has the following limitations:  
 

• It is not a legal, technical, commercial or a review of any other nature. In particular, 
we are not reviewing or giving a view on the legal, technical or commercial meaning 
or effect of the terms in the documentation reviewed of the proposed land transfer; 
and 

• In conducting the audit, we are engaged as a probity practitioner, in accordance with 
the services required of probity practitioners under the Victorian State Government 
Professional Advisory Services (PAS) Panel Master Services Agreement. In doing 
so, we are reviewing the documents against the above described Probity Principles.  

5 The process to date and the proposed land transfer process. 

 
5.1 Since at least 2013, the Council has been establishing and implementing an 

Affordable Housing Strategy (see Moreland Affordable Housing Strategy 2014-2018, 
11 December 2013 in Attachment 1).  

 
5.2 The Council has been working with Moreland Affordable Housing Ltd (MAH) to 

develop affordable housing projects on Council land. MAH (www.mah.org.au ) is a 
company limited by guarantee with charitable status which was established in 2018 
with Council support. 

 
5.3 The Constitution of Moreland Affordable Housing (MAH) was approved by Council in 

November 2017. In May 2018 the Minister for Local Government approved the 
formation of the company under Section 193 of the Local Government Act 1989.  The 
purpose of the MAH is to provide relief to persons who are homeless or whose life 
circumstances render them vulnerable to loss of affordable and secure housing. This 
will be done by providing, either directly or through partnership with other 

 
1 Moreland City Council Councilor Code of Conduct adopted 23 February 2021. 
 

http://www.mah.org.au/
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdb/au/legis/vic/consol_act/lga1989182/
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organisations, a range of affordable accommodation options in the City of Moreland. 
 
5.4 MAH have proposed to develop land at 2-12 Wilkinson St Brunswick and this will 

involve Council selling the land to MAH ( in a “peppercorn” arrangement).  Due to this, 
it is envisaged that  the consideration would be acceptance of specific conditions in 
the Contract of Sale and a s173 agreement on title. 

 
5.5 The Council has engaged with MAH in relation to a draft Heads of Agreement (HOA) 

document which is being considered by the MAH board. The HOA is currently planned 
to be presented in a Council report in June 2021. A probity plan has been put in place 
with respect to the Head of Agreement process. 

 

6 Probity audit tasks 

6.1 We were engaged to undertake probity audit tasks covering a documentation review 
and we reviewed the documents detailed in Attachment 1, being, in summary: 
 

• Council Action Memos (to confirm resolutions of Council) 

• MAH constitution 

• Board Membership details https://mah.org.au/our-people/ 2 

• Land Valuation April 2021 

• Legal Advice 

• Key stakeholder correspondence; and 

• Heads of Agreement (draft 20/4/21). 

 
6.2 We also received confirmation via email from yourself (dated 17th May 2021) that: 
 

• No conflict of interests had been declared by council officers/advisers or councillors;  
 

• No breaches of confidentiality had been identified or raised; and  
 
 

• No probity concerns had been raised or complaints about the process  
 
 

7 Consideration of the Probity Principles 

7.1 We examined the process (as documented) to date against the Probity Principles.  We 
provide the following detail of the matters relevant in this process with respect to 
adherence to each Probity Principle. 

 

 
2 Directors have no shareholding due to it being a Public Company Limited by Guarantee 

 

https://mah.org.au/our-people/
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7.2  By way of overall observation, and as a summary, we consider that there is good 

evidence in the material we have reviewed to demonstrate the consideration of the 
Probity Principles in the process undertaken to date and with respect to the proposed 
transfer process. 

 
 
7.3 Integrity and impartiality : In considering the application of this principle to the process 

undertaken by Council to date and with respect to the proposed land transfer process  
we identified such matters (see the documents in Attachment 1) as the: 

 

• Communication with stakeholders -which documents a process 
whereby relevant stakeholders were engaged with in relation to the 
process to date and of the proposed process; 

• Community Consultation process-which documents a process of 
community consultation on the social housing strategy, including with 
respect to the establishment of MAH and the objectives of the strategy; 

• Obtaining legal advice on the process-including the seeking of legal 
advice on a range of legal issues with respect to the powers and 
obligations of Council including in relation to the establishment of MAH, 
and the proposed transfer of land and the Heads of Agreement; and 

• Obtaining an independent valuation of the land from qualified valuers. 
 

 
7.4 Consistent and transparent processes: In considering the application of this principle 

to the process undertaken by Council to date and with respect to the proposed land 
transfer process  we identified such matters (see the documents in Attachment 1) as 
the: 

• Council reports and memos-we note the reports and memo’s going 
back to 2013 and the establishment of MAH, the feasibility studies and 
the ongoing reports to Council on this project over the last 8 years;  
 

• Communication with stakeholders and Community Consultation 
process -the documents with respect to these processes demonstrate 
the intent of the process to date and the objectives of the land transfer 
process; and 

 

• The land transfer process will be undertaken in a manner consistent 
with the Council’s legal obligations, including under ss 173 and 189 of 
the Local Government Act, including the public notification process. 
These elements of the proposed transfer process satisfy and 
demonstrate adherence to the probity principle of “transparency”. 

 
 
7.5 Security and confidentiality of information: In considering the application of this 

principle to the process, we have not identified any breaches of confidential 
information in the process and none have been reported to us, following our enquiry;  
and 

 
 

7.6 Identification and management of conflicts of interest: In considering the application of 
this principle to the process, we have reviewed the documentation and we have not 
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identified any issues. We have been informed that no conflicts have been declared by 
council officers or councilors.   

 

8 Conclusion and audit opinion 

 
8.1 In conclusion, on the basis of the tasks undertaken as detailed above, we have not 

identified any material (or other) probity breaches. In our view, based on the 
documents we have reviewed, the process undertaken demonstrates adherence to 
the Probity Principles.  We consider that on the basis of the documents reviewed, 
there is good evidence in the material to demonstrate a “sound process” including of 
the authorization from the Council to establish the MAH, investigate the feasibility of 
various land sites and to proceed to transfer the identified land, in a manner consistent 
with the Probity Principles.   

 
 
8.2 Please note that this probity audit opinion is necessarily limited by the terms of 

engagement and the sufficiency and accuracy of information requested of the Council 
and then provided to us (we had access to any and all requested information normally 
provided on a probity audit). Further,  in reaching a view we do not undertake any 
technical, commercial, legal analysis (other than from a probity perspective) of the 
information provided. 

 
We would be pleased to discuss any aspect of this Report, if required.  

 
 

Yours faithfully 

 
 

 

Anne Dalton 
Probity Practitioner 
Anne Dalton & Associates  

anne@daltonandassoc.com 

 
 
 

mailto:anne@daltonandassoc.com


 

Attachment 1 

 

Moreland land transfer probity audit documents3 

 

Category/Folder Document title To From Date 

Legal advice Advice to K 

Shearer re 

Policy for Sale 

Lease, 

Exchange or 

Transfer of 

council land. 

Kate 

Shearer 

Maddocks 07/06/2019 

 Affordable 

housing 

planning 

provision legal 

advice 

Karen 

Bayly 

Maddocks 23/06/2020 

 MAH 

Maddocks 

advice re land 

transfer 

Mike 

Collins 

Maddocks  12/02/2021 

 Emails (9) from 

Maddocks to  

MCC 

 

MCC Maddocks  Aug 2020 to 

April 2021 

     

Councillor 

communication 

    

 Councillor 

briefing Follow 

up 

  7/9/2020 

 Councillor 

briefing…slides 

and notes 

  17/03/2021 

     

Council report 

action memos 

Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  11/12/2013 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  08/06/2016 

 Council   14/06/2017 

 
3 Received from MCC via email dated 14 May 2021 
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Resolution 

Action Memo 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  15/11/2017 

 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  14/11/2018 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  14/08/2019 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  14/08/2019 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  13/11/2019 

 Council 

Resolution 

Action Memo 

  09/09/2020 

     

Council reports Council report 

DSD53 13  

  11/12/2013 

 Council report 

DSD29 15 

  11/11/2015 

 Council report 

DSD14 16 

  8/06/2016 

 Council report 

DSD15 17 

  14/06/2017 

 Council report 

DSD45 17 

  15/11/2017 

 Council report 

DSD27 18 

  14/11/2018 

 Council report 

DSD26 19 

  10/04/2019 

 Council report 

DSD67 19 

  14/08/2019 

 Council report 

DSD65 19 

  14/08/19 

 Council report 

new 

  14/08/19 

 Council report 

DSD85 19 

  13/11/2019 

 Council report 

DSD43 20 

  09/09/2020 
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 Council Report 

Moreland 

Affordable 

Housing Ltd 

  09/09/2021 

     

Stakeholder 

correspondence 

Correspondence 

Letter from 

Mayor to Chair 

Moreland 

Affordable 

Housing Ltd 

Tony 

Nippard 

Lambros 

Tapinos 

18/09/2020 

 Correspondence 

Letter from 

Mayor to 

Minister Wynne 

Richard 

Wynne  

Lambros 

Tapinos 

18/09/2020 

     

Misc.  Community 

engagement 

policy 

  2020 

 Constitution of 

Moreland 

Affordable 

Housing Ltd 

Moreland 

Council 

Maddocks 20/11/2018 

 MAH land 

valuation- 

report 

Moreland 

Council 

Opteon 

Solutions 

09/04/2021 

 HOA 2-12 

Wilkinson 

Street 

(draft) 

Moreland 

Council 

Maddocks 20/04/2021 
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Probity Plan 

1. Project description 

1.1 Project 

1.1.1 The relevant Council land is known as 2-12 Wilkinson Street, Brunswick, being the 
land contained in certificates of title volume 3169 folio 608, volume 4180 folio 907, 
volume 5537 folio 271 and volume 8061 folio 911 (Site). The Site is currently used 
as a public car park. 

1.1.2 Moreland City Council (Council) proposes to transfer the Site to Moreland 
Affordable Housing Ltd (MAH) in exchange for MAH procuring the redevelopment 
of the Site for social and affordable housing (Project). 

1.1.3 The continued success of the Project requires: 

(a) that all probity requirements are complied with; and  

(b) effective management of Council’s other statutory obligations. 

1.2 Purpose 

1.2.1 This probity plan provides an overview of the probity issues that may arise during 
the processes that must be followed in connection with the Project. The purpose of 
the probity plan is to ensure that probity is observed at all times.  

1.2.2 The probity principles are applicable to all Council personnel and advisors directly 
or indirectly involved with the Project, or who may have access to information 
relating to the Project.  

2. Probity principles 

2.1.1 Council must ensure that in all of its commercial dealings it observes the highest 
standards of probity.  Council’s commercial dealings must be fair, open, 
transparent and ensure that the highest levels of integrity are maintained that are 
consistent with the public interest.  

2.1.2 The Project will incorporate the following probity principles: 

(a) compliance with applicable processes and policies – all decisions in 
connection with the Project must be consistent with the Local Government 
Act 1989 and Local Government Act 2020, the associated regulations, 
Council’s internal policies and any other applicable external policies.   

(b) transparency of process – where possible, all decisions made by Council 
and the reasons for those decisions will be made available to the public. 

(c) identification and management of conflicts of interest – any person 
involved in the Project must declare and address any actual or perceived 
conflict of interest. 

(d) appropriate security and confidentiality arrangements – the process 
adopted for receiving and managing information provided by MAH must 
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ensure the security and confidentiality of intellectual property and proprietary 
information. 

(e) development of a probity plan – the above requirements are intended to 
deliver equitable and justifiable processes.  The process should be 
implemented with common sense and flexibility so that achievement of the 
overall project objectives take priority. 

Probity is the responsibility of each Council officer involved in the Project.  
This probity plan is not intended to replace or supersede any previous 
government requirements, rather, it is intended to provide guidance and to 
be read in conjunction with the relevant government requirements.  

Where an error or omission in the procurement process occurs, Council 
should obtain legal advice and cease communications with proponents until 
options have been considered to address the issue.   

3. Decision making process 

3.1 Governance structure 

The following chart outlines the governance structure for the divestment process relating to 
the Project: 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Independence 

Council will seek to maintain independence between the different levels of governance, 
including by limiting the cross-over of personnel.  

3.3 Roles and responsibilities 

3.3.1 Decision Makers (Councillors) 

The role of the decision makers are to: 

(a) consider a report prepared by the project team and to decide whether to 
proceed with the Project; and 

(b) comply with the statutory requirements of the Local Government Act 1989 
and Local Government Act 2020 in respect of any decision associated with 
the Project; and 

(c) subject to compliance with the applicable statutory obligations, decide on 
whether to enter into contract documents with MAH in respect of the Project, 

except to the extent that those functions have been validly delegated to a Council 
officer. 

Decision Makers (Councillors) 

↑ 
Project Team 

↑ 
Specialist Advisers 

(legal, property advisory, valuation, probity) 
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3.3.2 Project Team 

The project team is responsible for: 

(a) communicating with MAH on behalf of Council; 

(b) negotiating contract documents with MAH; 

(c) establishing a probity plan; 

(d) preparing a process plan identifying key tasks and deadlines for the team; 

(e) ensuring that the process and procedures withstand public scrutiny and that 
all decisions and activities in connection with the Project are auditable and 
defensible; 

(f) maintaining confidentiality and high ethical standards at all times; 

(g) observing all policies and procedures applying to the Project; 

(h) advising of any potential conflict of interest in connection with the Project as 
soon as it arises; 

(i) where a probity advisor is appointed, ensuring that the advisor: 

(i) endorses the probity plan; 

(ii) sets out their expectations in detail; and 

(iii) sets out what they regard as potential problems; 

(j) maintaining file notes for any significant communications with people outside 
the project team; and 

(k) monitoring MAH’s compliance with its contractual obligations. 

3.3.3 Specialist Advisors 

(a) Legal advisor 

(i) The legal advisor reports to the Project director.  The legal advisor 
does not play any part in recommending or deciding the outcome of 
the Project. 

(ii) The role of the legal advisor is to: 

 prepare contract documentation required for the Project; and 

 provide advice to Council regarding legal risks associated with 
the Project and to recommend strategies to deal with risk 
issues. 

(iii) The legal advisor’s contact details are as follows: 

Maddocks Lawyers (attn: Marine Nincevic) 
Phone: 9258 3583 
Email: marine.nincevic@maddocks.com.au 
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(b) Probity advisor 

(i) The probity advisor reports to the Project director and will support the 
integrity of the Project. The probity advisor does not play any part in 
recommending or deciding the outcome of the Project.  

(ii) The role of the probity advisor is to monitor the procedural aspects of 
the Project to ensure compliance with the published documents and to 
advise Council in relation to such matters. Broadly, the role will 
require: 

 provision of probity advice to senior Council staff during the 
decision making processes; 

 comprehensive review and comment upon relevant 
documentation, as requested by Council; 

 verify that prescribed processes are conducted fairly and in 
accordance with legislation, regulations, guidelines, policies and 
best practice principles; 

 provide an independent opinion on probity issues and risks 
associated with the Project together with advice on strategies to 
overcome potential problems; 

 ensure Council has an established framework to guide 
decision-making processes to avoid conflict of interest while 
meeting appropriate statutory processes; and 

 confirm in writing whether the concluded process has or has not 
met all probity principles. 

(iii) The Probity Advisor will be required to:  

 review and report on the Project to date; 

 provide appropriate guidance to assist the project team with 
probity issues that may arise in the process, including any 
perceived, potential or actual conflicts of interest; 

 undertake a probity review at completion of Project milestones; 
and 

 provide a final report. 

(iv) The Probity Advisor's contact details are as follows: 

Anne Dalton and Associates 

contact: Anne Dalton 

anne@daltonandassoc.com 
0399006416 

mailto:anne@daltonandassoc.com
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4. Probity requirements 

4.1 Probity tasks, documents and timelines 

The following steps will be implemented in relation to the Project as a requirement of this 
probity plan: 

4.1.1 obtain conflict of interest declarations and confidentiality declarations from all team 
members. Obtain probity advice from the Probity advisor in relation to any declared 
conflicts and documenting the management of any declared conflicts;  

4.1.2 probity advisor to provide a probity briefing to all team members;  

4.1.3 implement necessary security and confidentiality systems and procedures;  

4.1.4 promptly seek probity advice from the probity advisor on any probity concerns 
arising or identified in the process; 

4.1.5 ensure records management respected; 

4.1.6 obtain probity report, at the conclusion of the process. 

4.2 Conflict of interest 

Conflicts of interest that may arise in the Project include that: 

• a project team member and/or Councillor may have a connection with the land, the 
subject of the transfer process, such as being a neighbour of the land or a close 
relative of a neighbour of the land; and/or 

• a project team member and/or Councillor may have a connection with MAH, 
including for eg, prior employment at MAH.  

Such circumstances must be declared and the management of the issues 
documented.  

The probity plan annexes the required form of conflict of interest declaration, which is 
required to be signed by all Project team members (declaring whether or not they have a 
conflict and updated if circumstances change.  Councillors are bound by their conflict of 
interest obligations under legislation and the Code of Conduct. 

4.3 Confidentiality and security 

It is important to the integrity of the process that confidentiality of the non public aspects of 
the  Project be maintained. This includes such matters as: 

• The negotiation with MAH with respect to the Heads of Agreement; and 

• The consideration by council officers of the negotiation process and issues arising 
from the negotiation process. 

It is noted that some of these matters may become public, through the proper decision 
making of Council. This is important for the transparency of the process. However, 
unless and until those matters become public through authorised means, they remain 
confidential and should be managed in accordance with the Council management of 
records processes. 
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All project team members involved in the Heads of Agreement negotiation process 
should sign a confidentiality agreement.   

Councillors are bound by their confidentiality obligations under legislation and the Code 
of Conduct 

4.4 Protocol for communications with MAH 

A communication protocol will be developed for Council communications with MAH, which 
will include (among other things): 

• a requirement to keep records of all conversations with MAH; 

• the nomination of a team member as the single point of contact for MAH]   

4.5 Record keeping requirements 

The project is to maintain project records in accordance with Council processes and good 
practice, including the requirement to continually update the file throughout the Project and 
the archiving requirements relating to the Project 

 



 

 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 

MORELAND PLANNING SCHEME 

 
AMENDMENT C180more  

 
INSTRUCTION SHEET 

 

The planning authority for this amendment is the Moreland City Council.  

The Moreland Planning Scheme is amended as follows: 

Planning Scheme Maps 

The Planning Scheme Maps are amended by a total of 3 maps. 

Zoning Maps  

1. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 14 in the manner shown on the 1 attached map marked 
“Moreland Planning Scheme, Amendment C180more”.  

Overlay Maps  

2. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 14DDO in the manner shown on the attached 1 map marked 
“Moreland Planning Scheme, Amendment C180more”. 

3. Amend Planning Scheme Map No. 14EAO in the manner shown on the attached 1 map marked 
“Moreland Planning Scheme, Amendment C180more”. 

Planning Scheme Ordinance 

The Planning Scheme Ordinance is amended as follows: 

4. In Overlays – Clause 43.02 insert a new Schedule 29 in the form of the attached document. 

End of document 



--/--/----
Proposed C180more

SCHEDULE 29 TO CLAUSE 43.02 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY
Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO29

430-436 VICTORIA STREET AND 7 GARDINER STREET, BRUNSWICK

1.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Design objectives
To ensure buildings are developed at an appropriate scale that compliments existing development
fronting the western edge of Clifton Park.

To ensure buildings limit overshadowing and visual impacts to protect the amenity of Clifton
Park.

To provide a landscape design that integrates the development into the parkland context.

To provide activation and surveillance of the public realm and minimise the visual impacts of car
parking, access and loading.

To ensure new development includes measures to mitigate potential amenity impacts of existing
industrial uses.

2.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Buildings and works
The following buildings and works requirements apply to an application to construct a building
or construct or carry out works.

Height

Building height should not exceed 18 metres and 5 storeys.

Building edge fronting Victoria Street, Gardiner Street and Clifton Park should not exceed 14
metres and four storeys in height.

Setbacks

Buildings should be setback from Victoria Street a minimum of 3 metres.

Buildings should be setback from Clifton Park boundary to accommodate deep soil volumes of
existing mature trees and provide space for new planting to support the developments integration
with the parkland setting.

For buildings above 4 storeys in height, the upper levels should:

Be setback a minimum of 3m from the building edge along Victoria Street and Gardiner Street;

Avoid multiple setbacks that create a ‘wedding cake’ built form outcome; and

Not overshadow the eastern path in Clifton Park between 9am to 3pm on 22 September.

Design and articulation

Buildings should:

Avoid large expanses of blank walls of built form along the park and street interfaces;

Use a combination of design features, setbacks and breaks in the upper levels to help the
buildings appear recessive when viewed from Clifton Park;

Emphasise pedestrian entries with design features, including landscaped treatments;

Page 1 of 3
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Provide windows with views of adjacent streets and public spaces for surveillance of the public
realm; and

Facilitate tree planting by the provision of deep soil planting areas.

Development should be designed with a primary frontage to Victoria Street with active uses and
windows that wrap around the North-East and North-West corners of the building to enhance the
legibility as the primary pedestrian entrance to the site.

Development should avoid level changes between any connections with the park.

Only low semi-transparent fencing should be used along the park interface.

Car parking and Access

Vehicle access and loading areas should be provided from Gardiner Street only.

Car parking and associated structures should not detract from the activation of the public realm.

Internal amenity

Buildings should be designed and constructed to include acoustic attenuation measures that will
reduce noise levels from surrounding industrial activity.

Landscaping

The landscape design should provide:

Landscape setback to Victoria Street;

Landscape setback to Clifton Park that softens the building on the park and integrates the site
within the landscape setting.

Deep soil planting to accommodate generous vegetation including canopy trees for cooling and
shading.

3.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Subdivision
None specified.

4.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Signs
None specified.

5.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Application requirements
The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02,
in addition to those specified elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany an application, as
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority:

A Tree Management Report for existing tree where their Tree Protection Zone is impacted by
the proposal

6.0
--/--/----
Proposed C180more

Decision guidelines
The following decision guidelines apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, in
addition to those specified in Clause 43.02 and elsewhere in the schemewhichmust be considered,
as appropriate, by the responsible authority:

The landscape integration with Clifton Park.

The visual impact and overshadowing of Clifton Park.
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Views of the development from the Park.

The interface between the development and Clifton Park

The external appearance of the building and its contribution to the Victoria Street and Gardner
Street streetscapes.

How the landscaping contributes to a reduction of the urban heat island effect.

How the design responds to the location of existing canopy trees and canopy cover along the
eastern part of Clifton Park.

How the development responds to potential amenity impacts from the surrounding industrial
uses.
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MORELAND PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C180 – REZONING OF 430-436 VICTORIA & 7 GARDINER STREET, BRUNSWICK: SUMMARY OF SUBMISSIONS, OFFICER RESPONSES AND RECOMMENDATIONS    April 2021 

SUBMISSION 
NO. SUBMISSION TYPE SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION THEMES COUNCIL OFFICER RESPONSE TO SUBMISSION RECOMMENDATION 

 Submissions have been classified as either: 

Supportive 
(Submission expresses general support for 

the amendment and no changes are 
requested) 

Change requested 
(Submission expresses general support for 

the amendment but requests a change) 

Objection 
(Submission does not support the 

Amendment but no changes are suggested) 

Query 
(A query that raises an issue or question 

unrelated to the Amendment) 
 

Submissions have been summarised into their key points 
and include any specific requests for changes to 
Amendment C180.  

Summaries do not list all arguments in support of key 
point’s or queries raised. 

Individual submissions should be referred to for further 
detail. 

The following key 
themes have been 
identified from 
submissions received: 

• Supportive of 
the rezoning 

• Design of new 
buildings 

• Amenity of 
adjacent 
dwellings 

 
 

Council Officer response to each submission. Council Officer 
recommendation to 
Council in response to 
each submission. 
 

 

SUBMISSION 
NO. SUBMISSION TYPE SUMMARY OF SUBMISSION THEMES COUNCIL OFFICER RESPONSE TO SUBMISSION RECOMMENDATION 

1 Supportive 1. Agrees with the rezoning Supportive of the 
rezoning 

1. Support noted No changes proposed 
to the Amendment 

2 Supportive 1. Supports the rezoning to a broader range of 
commercial uses without opening up space for 
apartments. 

2. Makes note that it is important to: 

• Keep the overall height low with setbacks 

• Consider an ‘agent of change’ approach to protect 
amenity of existing housing in proximity of the site 
(traffic, noise, public safety & vandalism), especially 
as after hours activity could be permitted on the 
site. 

Supportive of the 
rezoning 

 
Design of new 

buildings 
 

Amenity of adjacent 
dwellings 

1. Support noted 

2. A Design and Development Overlay Schedule 29 has been 
proposed for the site to guide a scale, that includes building 
heights and setbacks, landscaping and interface treatments 
protect the park environment, improve the street interface and 
public safety. 

The existing housing on the corner of Gardner and Albert Street 
are also within the large Brunswick Industrial Precinct. Whilst 
these dwellings benefit from existing use rights, this area is a 
categorised in the Moreland Industrial Land Use Strategy as a 
Category 1 – Core Industry and Employment Areas where 
residential uses are encouraged to transition to an Industrial 
use (Clause 17.01-1L – Core Industry and Employment Areas).  

Nevertheless, the Commercial 2 is a more sensitive zone to 
surrounding sensitive uses through encouraging a broader 
range of commercial uses that are less intense in activity than 
uses encouraged in the existing Industrial 1 Zone. The 
Commercial 2 Zone also includes greater consideration of the 
amenity of surrounding sensitive uses with following purpose: 

‘To ensure that uses do not affect the safety and amenity 
of adjacent, more sensitive uses’ 

Where new uses propose after-hours activity such as with 
entertainment venues and license premises, existing State and 
local policy at Clauses 13.05 (Noise) and 13.07 (Amenity, 
Human Health and Safety) include objectives and strategies to 
manage potential negative amenity impacts. 

No changes proposed 
to the Amendment 

 



34.02
31/07/2018
VC148

COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE
Shown on the planning scheme map as B3Z, B4Z or C2Z.

Purpose

To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

To encourage commercial areas for offices, appropriate manufacturing and industries, bulky goods
retailing, other retail uses, and associated business and commercial services.

To ensure that uses do not affect the safety and amenity of adjacent, more sensitive uses.

34.02-1
08/08/2019
VC159

Table of uses

Section 1 - Permit not required

ConditionUse

Art and craft centre

Art gallery

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Road Zone.Cinema

Cinema based entertainment
facility

The leasable floor area must not exceed 100 square metres.Food and drink premises

Must not be a purpose shown with a Note 1 or Note 2 in the table to
Clause 53.10.

Industry (other than Materials
recycling and Transfer station)

The land must be at least the following distances from land (not a
road) which is in a residential zone, Commercial 1 Zone, Capital City
Zone, Docklands Zone, land used for a hospital or an education centre
or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital
or an education centre:

The threshold distance, for a purpose listed in the table to Clause
53.10.

30 metres, for a purpose not listed in the table to Clause 53.10.

Informal outdoor recreation

Mail centre

Museum

Office

Postal agency

Railway

Restricted retail premises

Must adjoin, or be on the same land as, a supermarket when the use
commences.

Shop (other than Adult sex
product shop, Restricted retail
premises and Supermarket) The combined leasable floor area for all shops adjoining or on the

same land as the supermarket must not exceed 500 square metres.

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Road Zone.
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ConditionUse

The leasable floor area must not exceed 1800 square metres.Supermarket

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in a Road Zone.

Must be on land within the City of Greater Geelong or within an urban
growth boundary in metropolitan Melbourne.

Trade supplies

Tramway

Must not be a purpose shown with a Note 1 or Note 2 in the table to
Clause 53.10.

Warehouse (other than Mail
centre)

The land must be at least the following distances from land (not a
road) which is in a residential zone, Commercial 1 Zone, Capital City
Zone, Docklands Zone, land used for a hospital or an education centre
or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital
or an education centre:

The threshold distance, for a purpose listed in the table to Clause
53.10.

30 metres, for a purpose not listed in the table to Clause 53.10.

Must meet the requirements of Clause 62.01.Any use listed in Clause 62.01

Section 2 - Permit required

ConditionUse

Must be at least 200 metres (measured by the
shortest route reasonably accessible on foot) from
a residential zone, land used for a hospital, primary

Adult sex product shop

school or secondary school or land in a Public
Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital,
primary school or secondary school.

Agriculture (other than Animal production and
Apiculture)

Caretaker's house

Education centre

Grazing animal production

Leisure and recreation (other than Informal
outdoor recreation, Major sports and recreation
facility and Motor racing track)

Materials recycling

Place of assembly (other than Art gallery,
Carnival, Cinema, Cinema based entertainment
facility, Circus and Museum)

Residential hotel

Retail premises (other than Food and drink
premises, Postal agency, Restricted retail
premises, Supermarket and Trade supplies)
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ConditionUse

The leasable floor area must not exceed 1800
square metres unless on land within the City of
Greater Geelong or within an urban growth boundary
in metropolitan Melbourne.

Supermarket – if the Section 1 conditions are not
met

The site must adjoin, or have access to, a road in
a Road Zone.

The land must be at least 30 metres from land (not
a road) which is in a residential zone, land used for
a hospital or an education centre or land in a Public
Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital or
an education centre.

Transfer station

Utility installation (other than Minor utility
installation and Telecommunications facility)

Any other use not in Section 1 or 3

Section 3 - Prohibited

Use

Accommodation (other than Caretaker's house and Residential hotel)

Animal production (other than Grazing animal production)

Hospital

Major sports and recreation facility

Motor racing track

34.02-2
15/07/2013
VC100

Use of land
A use must not detrimentally affect the amenity of the neighbourhood, including through the:

Transport of materials, goods or commodities to or from the land.

Appearance of any building, works or materials.

Emission of noise, artificial light, vibration, smell, fumes, smoke, vapour, steam, soot, ash,
dust, waste water, waste products, grit or oil.

34.02-3
31/07/2018
VC148

Subdivision
A permit is required to subdivide land.

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column
1 is a class of VicSmart application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column
2.

Information
requirements and
decision guidelines

Class of application

Clause 59.01Subdivide land to realign the common boundary between 2 lots where:
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Information
requirements and
decision guidelines

Class of application

The area of either lot is reduced by less than 15 percent.

The general direction of the common boundary does not change.

Clause 59.02Subdivide land into lots each containing an existing building or car parking space
where:

The buildings or car parking spaces have been constructed in accordance
with the provisions of this scheme or a permit issued under this scheme.

An occupancy permit or a certificate of final inspection has been issued under
the Building Regulations in relation to the buildings within 5 years prior to the
application for a permit for subdivision.

Clause 59.02Subdivide land into 2 lots if:

The construction of a building or the construction or carrying out of works on
the land:

– Has been approved under this scheme or by a permit issued under this
scheme and the permit has not expired.

– Has started lawfully.

The subdivision does not create a vacant lot.

34.02-4
31/07/2018
VC148

Buildings and works
A permit is required to construct a building or construct or carry out works.

This does not apply to:

The installation of an automatic teller machine.

An alteration to an existing building façade provided:

– The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter.

– At least 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is maintained as an entry or
window with clear glazing.

An awning that projects over a road if it is authorised by the relevant public land manager.

VicSmart applications

Subject to Clause 71.06, an application under this clause for a development specified in Column
1 is a class of VicSmart application and must be assessed against the provision specified in Column
2.

Information requirements and
decision guidelines

Class of application

Clause 59.04Construct a building or construct or carry out works with an estimated
cost of up to $500,000 where the land is not:

Within 30 metres of land (not a road) which is in a residential zone.

Used for a purpose listed in the table to Clause 53.10.
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Information requirements and
decision guidelines

Class of application

Used for a Brothel or Adult sex product shop.

Maintenance

All buildings and works must be maintained in good order and appearance to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority.

34.02-5
31/07/2018
VC148

Application requirements

Use

An application to use land must be accompanied by the following information, as appropriate:

The purpose of the use and the types of activities which will be carried out.

The likely effects, if any, on adjoining land, including noise levels, traffic, the hours of delivery
and despatch of goods or materials, hours of operation and light spill, solar access and glare.

The means of maintaining areas not required for immediate use.

If an industry or warehouse:

– The type and quantity of goods to be stored, processed or produced.

– Whether a Works Approval, or Waste Discharge Licence is required from the Environment
Protection Authority.

– Whether a notification under the Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2017 is
required, a licence under the Dangerous Goods Act 1995 is required, or a fire protection
quantity under the Dangerous Goods (Storage and Handling) Regulations 2012 is exceeded.

– The likely effects on adjoining land, including air-borne emissions and emissions to land
and water.

Building and works

An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works must be accompanied by
the following information, as appropriate:

A plan drawn to scale which shows:

– The boundaries and dimensions of the site.

– Adjoining roads.

– The location, height and purpose of buildings and works on adjoining land.

– Relevant ground levels.

– The layout of existing and proposed buildings and works.

– All driveway, car parking and loading areas.

– Proposed landscape areas.

– All external storage and waste treatment areas.

– Areas not required for immediate use.

Elevation drawings to scale showing the colour and materials of all buildings and works.

Construction details of all drainage works, driveways, vehicle parking and loading areas.
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A landscape layout which includes the description of vegetation to be planted, the surfaces to
be constructed, site works specification and method of preparing, draining, watering and
maintaining the landscape area.

34.02-6
31/07/2018
VC148

Exemption from notice and review
An application to subdivide land or construct a building or construct or carry out works is exempt
from the notice requirements of section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of section
64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of section 82(1) of the Act. This exemption does not apply
to land within 30 metres of land (not a road) which is in a residential zone, land used for a hospital
or an education centre or land in a Public Acquisition Overlay to be acquired for a hospital or an
education centre.

34.02-7
31/07/2018
VC148

Decision guidelines

General

Before deciding on an application, in addition to the decision guidelines in Clause 65, the responsible
authority must consider, as appropriate:

The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.

The interface with adjoining zones, especially the relationship with residential areas.

Use

The effect that existing uses may have on the proposed use.

The drainage of the land.

The availability of and connection to services.

The effect of traffic to be generated on roads.

The interim use of those parts of the land not required for the proposed use.

If an industry or warehouse, the effect that the use may have on nearby existing or proposed
residential areas or other uses which are sensitive to industrial off-site effects, having regard
to any comments or directions of the referral authorities.

Subdivision

The effect the subdivision will have on the potential of the area to accommodate the uses which
will maintain or enhance its competitive strengths.

Any natural or cultural values on or near the land.

Streetscape character.

Landscape treatment.

Building and works

The movement of pedestrians and cyclists, and vehicles providing for supplies, waste removal,
emergency services and public transport.

The provision of car parking.

The streetscape, including the conservation of buildings, the design of verandahs, access from
the street front, protecting active frontages to pedestrian areas, the treatment of the fronts and
backs of buildings and their appurtenances, illumination of buildings or their immediate spaces
and landscaping of land adjoining a road.

Defining the responsibility for the maintenance of buildings, landscaping and paved areas.

The availability of and connection to services.
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Any natural or cultural values on or nearby the land.

Outdoor storage, lighting, and stormwater discharge.

The design of buildings to provide for solar access.

34.02-8
31/07/2018
VC148

Signs
Sign requirements are at Clause 52.05. This zone is in Category 1.
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02.03-6 Economic development 

Moreland’s economy is in transition, moving from manufacturing to a more service-based 
economy. This is evident in the types of industries and jobs available in the municipality, with health 
care and social assistance the largest employers followed by retail. However, the continued presence 
of industry and other commercial businesses within the municipality is important in creating a 
sustainable economy and a diversity of employment opportunities.  

Moreland’s industrial land plays a very important role in the provision of jobs and wealth generation 
and it is predicted that there will be a continued demand for industrial zoned land in Moreland from 
a range of industry sectors, despite the demand for industrial land declining over the last 30 years.  

Moreland is also at the forefront of new ways of working and creative industries such as arts and 
performance production, tourism, clothing, jewellery and furniture design, digital arts and 
application development and creative professional services. These growing industries will play a 
key part in creating sustainable economic development throughout the municipality. 

To support the establishment of these growing industries, Council has partnered with RMIT 
University and Creative Victoria to establish the Brunswick Design District, a distinct design and 
creative hub for creative and design professions located primarily in the heart of Brunswick. While 
key sites within the District have helped define the District’s core area, the activity of the District 
will have influence beyond Brunswick and help support a thriving and resilient creative community 
and economy throughout the municipality and Melbourne’s North. 

There is increasing pressure, especially in industrial areas located adjacent to public transport and 
activity centres, for the conversion of industrial buildings into residential use. Residential 
encroachment into industrial areas displaces industrial uses and can create problematic interface 
issues.   

The vast majority of Moreland residents travel outside the municipality to work in nearby areas. 
There is a desire to provide greater opportunities for residents to work locally to reduce travel times 
to work, reduce congestion and for the sustainability and health benefits of less car reliance.  

Council seeks to create a sustainable economy and diversity of employment opportunities by:  

 Retaining areas identified as Core Industrial and Employment Areas in the Strategic 
Framework Plan at Clause 02.04 as areas for industry and employment. 

 Maintaining industry and employment uses in areas identified as Employment Areas and 
potentially transition to a broader business base that contributes to economic regeneration 
and more diverse employment opportunities.  

 Supporting the economic viability and growth of activity centres. 
 Supporting creative industries, entrepreneurs and associated activities, including education 

and training, live music venues, performance, studios and coworking spaces, in Activity 
Centres, the Brunswick Design District and Core Industrial and Employment Areas as shown 
on the Strategic Framework Plans Economic Development and Activity Centres at Clause 
2.04.   

 
 

14/01/2021 
C200 
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SCHEDULE 18 TO CLAUSE 43.02 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO18. 

BRUNSWICK ACTIVITY CENTRE - SYDNEY ROAD AND UPFIELD CORRIDOR

1.0
14/01/2021
C167more

Design objectives

To encourage a new mid-rise built form character with lower built form at the interfaces with
the adjoining low rise residential areas.

To complement the valued built form and heritage character along Sydney Road and respect
the form, design and context of buildings of individual heritage significance in the precinct.

To ensure the street wall remains the visually dominant element of all development in Sydney 
Road and that any height above the street wall is visually recessive, subservient and does not 
dominate the streetscape appearance.

To establish a new cohesive built form character in off-corridor locations to the east and west
of Sydney Road to achieve an appropriate balance between a sense of enclosure and openness 
and to ensure new street walls reinforce the existing character of street walls in nominated
off-corridor streets.

To protect the amenity of existing and proposed public open spaces and key pedestrian streets,
and maintain reasonable amenity for residential properties within and adjacent to the activity
centre.

2.0
14/01/2021
C167more

Buildings and works

A permit is not required to:

Install an automatic teller machine.

Alter an existing building facade provided that:

– The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter;

– At least 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is maintained as an entry or 
window with clear glazing. 

Construct or extend one dwelling on a lot of more than 300 square metres. This exemption does
not apply to: 

– Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot;

– Construct or extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot;

– Construct or extend a dwelling if it is on common property; and 

– Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is associated with
1 or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building, and the fence exceeds the maximum 
height specified in Clause 55.06-2. 

Construct or carry out works normal to a dwelling. 

Construct or extend an outbuilding (other than a garage or carport) on a lot provided the gross 
floor area of the outbuilding does not exceed 10 square metres and the maximum building 
height is not more than 3 metres above ground level.

Building height

Building height should not exceed the preferred maximum building heights as shown in Overall
Building and Streetwall Heights, Map 1A (North) and Map 1B (South).
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Building height is the vertical distance between the footpath or natural surface level at the centre
of the site frontage and the highest point of the building. This does not include architectural
features and service equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, structures associated with
green roof areas and other such equipment provided that the following criteria are met:

– No more than 50% of the roof area is occupied by the equipment (other than solar panels);

– The equipment is located in a position on the roof so as to minimise additional overshadowing
on neighbouring properties and public spaces;

– The equipment does not extend higher than 3.6 metres above the maximum building height; 
and 

The equipment and screening is integrated into the design of the building to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority.

Buildings of individual heritage significance

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance where no preferred
maximum height is specified on Map 1A (North) and Map 1B (South) should demonstrate:

– How the proposed building height responds to the heritage significance of the site and its
context; and 

– How the design objectives of this schedule have been met.

Street walls

Buildings within the commercial zone and mixed use zone should be constructed to the street
frontage.

Street wall height on the following streets should be between 5 and 8 metres:

– Barkly Street (west of Black Street);

– Union Street;

– Manallack Street, Railway Place (north of Union Street);

– Charles Street; and 

– Thomas Street.

Street wall heights on the following streets should be between 7 and 10 metres:

– Little Gold Street;

– Florence Street;

– Rosser Street;

– Frith Street;

– Beith Street;

– McIver Street;

– Howarth Street;

– Wilkinson Street

– Merri Street; and

– Saxon Street.
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Street wall height on Sydney Road (including parapets) must be between 8 and 11 metres. A 
permit cannot be granted to construct a building or carry out works which are not in accordance
with this requirement. This does not include 

– Land on Sydney Road south of Brunswick Road, where the street wall height (including 
parapets) should be between 8 and 11 metres;

– Alterations to an existing façade provided the existing street wall height does not change. 

Street wall height on the following street should be between 8 and 11 metres:

– Barkly Street (between Sydney Road and Black Street);

– Dawson Street;

– Victoria Street; and 

– Albert Street (east of Sydney Road).

Street wall heights on the following streets should be between 9 and 12 metres:

– Albion Street;

– Breese Street;

– West Street;

– Duckett Street;

– Hope Street;

– Ovens Street;

– Merrifield Street;

– Ballarat Street;

– Phoenix Street between Sydney Road and the Upfield Rail Line; and 

– Lobb Street.

Street wall heights on Albert Street (west of Sydney Road) should be between 11 and 14 metres.

Street wall heights on Dods Street should be between 12 and 15 metres.

Street wall heights on Wilson Avenue should be between 15 and 18 metres. 

Street wall heights on the following streets should be between 17 and 20 metres:

– Brunswick Road;

– Michael Street between Sydney Road and Upfield Rail Line;

– Weston Street;

– Staley Street;

– David Street (West side); and

– Barkly Street (east of Sydney Road).

On secondary street frontages of corner properties having the primary frontage to Sydney Road,
the street wall height requirements on the Sydney Road frontage also apply to the secondary 
street frontage for the depth of the upper level setback.

On the following corner properties, the street wall height at the frontage is to apply to the 
sideage for the depth of the upper level setback:

– Black Street and Barkly Street;
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– Black Street and Wilson Avenue; 

– Saxon Street and Michael Street;

– Saxon Street and Phoenix Street;

– Henry Street and Albert Street;

– Breese Street and Victoria Street;

– Boase Street and Ballarat Street;

– Boase Street and William Street;

– Staley Street and Blyth Street (south of Blyth); 

– Frith Street and McIver Street;

– Frith Street and Howarth Street; and 

– Beith Street and Howarth Street.

Street facades within the Commercial 1 Zone should extend to both sides of the property 
boundary. 

Development that seeks to vary the street wall heights must demonstrate how the design
objectives and requirements of this schedule will be met.

Buildings of individual heritage significance

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance where no preferred
maximum street wall height is specified on Map 1A (North) and Map 1B (South) should 
demonstrate:

– Whether a street wall is appropriate having regard to heritage significance of the site and 
its context; 

– How the design objectives of this schedule have been met.

Upper levels (Sydney Road)

Any part of a building (including balconies but excluding shading devices) above the street
wall height should: 

– Be set back at least 5 metres from the street boundary. 

– On narrow corner lots the upper level setback at the secondary street frontage may be varied.
Narrow lots are generally those lots where the depth is greater than fives time the width, 
and where the lot size is smaller than 750m2. 

– Be designed to ensure that it occupies no more than one quarter of the vertical angle defined 
by the whole building in the view from an eye-level of 1.7 metres on the opposite side of 
the street, as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

– Where an existing building with a street wall height of less than 11 metres is to be retained
for heritage reasons new development may occupy more than one quarter of the vertical 
angle defined by the whole building outlined in Figure 1 below. 

– Adopt the same street setback for at least 75% of the height of the upper levels to avoid 
‘wedding cake’ built form outcomes. 

– Materials at the upper levels of the building should be distinct from materials of the lower
levels of the building. 
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– The architectural expression of the upper and lower building components should be 
complementary and upper levels should be visually recessive.

– Be designed to respect the form and design of adjacent civic buildings and heritage places.

Figure 1: Upper Level Setbacks along Sydney

Upper levels (streets other than Sydney Road)

Any part of a building above the street wall height should: 

– Be setback at least 5 metres from the street boundary. Balconies and other architectural
features may protrude into the setback by a maximum of 2 metres.

– On narrow corner lots the upper level setback at the secondary street frontage may be varied.
Narrow lots are generally those lots where the depth is greater than fives time the width, 
and where the lot size is smaller than 750m2.

– From ground level not exceed the horizontal distance from the opposite street boundary as
illustrated in Figure 2 below.

– Adopt the same street setback for at least 75% of the height of the upper levels to avoid 
‘wedding cake’ built form outcomes. 

– Be designed to respect the form and design of adjacent civic buildings and heritage places.

Development that seeks to vary the upper level setbacks must demonstrate how the design
objectives and requirements of this schedule will be met.
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Figure 2: Upper level setbacks and heights (streets other than Sydney Road)

Buildings of individual heritage significance

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance where no upper 
level setback is specified should demonstrate:

– How the proposed upper level setback responds to the heritage significance of the site and 
its context; and

– How the design objectives of this schedule have been met.

Setbacks to residential land

Any part of a building adjacent to residentially zoned land outside the activity centre (including
across a lane) should be set back from the residential boundary at that interface by a dimension 
equivalent to its height above 5 metres, up to a maximum setback of 10 metres, as illustrated 
in Figure 3 below. This equates to: 

– A maximum height of 5 metres at the boundary of the adjacent residential property. 

– A maximum height of 8 metres where the site is separated from the adjacent residential
property by a 3 metre wide lane.

– A maximum height of 11 metres where existing lanes are widened to 6 metres.
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Figure 3: Setbacks adjacent to residentially zoned land outside the activity centre

Building layout and detailed design

Development should incorporate active edges at street level fronting all streets (except rear
access lanes) and the Upfield Shared Path in accordance with Building Edge Conditions Map 
3A (North) and Map 3B (South) to invigorate street life and contribute to a safe and pedestrian
friendly environment. The Frontage types in Map 3A (North) and Map 3B (South) are as follows:

– Frontage Type A: Retail – A display window and/or entrance, measuring 65 - 80% of the 
width of the street frontage of each individual premise.

– Frontage Type B: Commercial – A display window and/or entrance, measuring at least 60%
of the width of the street frontage of each individual premise.

– Frontage Type C: Residential – Individual entry doors to ground floor dwellings. Privacy 
is to be provided by elevating the ground floor approximately 0.5 to 1 metre above the street
level and/or provide a landscaped front setback.

Development that abuts the Upfield Shared Path should be designed to avoid large areas of 
blank walls. Where unavoidable, large areas of blank walls should be treated with materials,
artwork or in other ways that provide an attractive and visually interesting environment. 

Development should incorporate windows in all upper level facades facing streets and the 
Upfield Shared Path.

Development should minimise the impact of vehicle access and car parking on the public realm
by: 

– Locating vehicle access at the rear of buildings where possible; 

– On secondary frontages, rear access is preferred but where not possible, vehicle access
should be provided to the side of corner properties away from the front façade; and

– Locating car parking where it cannot be seen from the public realm.

In commercial and mixed use zones, development should have a ground floor ceiling height 
that allows for a range of commercial uses.
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Development should incorporate awnings over the footpath for the full width of the building 
frontage along Sydney Road and Key Pedestrian Streets indicatively shown on Open Space 
and Public Realm Network Map 2A (North) and Map 2B (South). 

Services cabinets should be located at the rear of buildings wherever possible, or the side of 
corner buildings away from the front façade where rear access is not available. Where they can
only be located in the front façade, the size of services cabinets should be minimised and they
should be integrated with the overall façade design. 

Building facades on the street boundaries of Sydney Road should incorporate vertical articulation
to reinforce the prevailing fine-grain pattern of subdivision and buildings.

Public realm

Development adjacent to Jewell, Brunswick and Anstey Railway Stations should maintain or 
enhance the visibility of and access to railway station buildings. 

Development should incorporate the proposed public linkages indicatively shown on Map 2A 
(North) and 2B (South). 

Development should maximise permeability through the Activity Centre and the accessibility
to the Upfield Shared Path.

Development should not overshadow the opposite footpath of Sydney Road and Key Pedestrian
Streets indicatively shown on Map 2A (North) and Map 2B (South)) between 10.00am and 
2.00pm at the equinox. 

Development should not overshadow more than 50% of any existing or proposed public space,
including parks and plazas, between 10.00am and 2.00pm at the equinox. 

Upfield shared path interface

The ground floor of development abutting the Upfield Shared Path should be set back a minimum
of 1 metre.

Category 2 Employment Areas

Development within Category 2 – Employment Areas should achieve commercial built form
outcomes, including increased floor to ceiling heights and flexible floor plates, at ground and
first floor to facilitate opportunities for employment uses.

Ground floor commercial spaces should provide for activation, for example through entrances,
transparent glazing and architectural features which encourage interaction and visual interest.

Exemption from notice and review

An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works is exempt from the notice 
requirements of Section 52(1) (a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and
(3) and the review rights of Section 82(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act) 
unless the proposal seeks to do any of the following: 

Exceed the preferred maximum building height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Exceed the preferred maximum street wall height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the setbacks above the street wall specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the rear setback requirements specified in section 2.0 of this schedule.

3.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Subdivision

Exemption from notice and review
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An application to subdivide land is exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52 (1) (a), (b)
and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64 (1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section
82 (1) of the Act.

4.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Advertising signs

None specified.

5.0
--/--/20—

Proposed 
C212

6.0
14/01/2021-

-/--/20—
C167more
Proposed 
C212

Application requirements

The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, 
in addition to those specified elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany an application, as 
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority: 

For a development of four or more storeys:
A computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

A three-dimensional perspective which shows the proposed development within the streetscape in 
the context of adjacent development;

Streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed development sits 
within the streetscape elevation;

Three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique views 
from neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible.

Decision guidelines

The following decision guidelines apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, in 
addition to those specified in Clause 43.02 and elsewhere in the scheme which must be considered,
as appropriate, by the responsible authority: 

The Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document, Moreland City Council, 2018. 

How development within Category 2 Employment areas responds to the built form requirements
for Category 2 Employment areas.

The opportunities and constraints of the site.

Whether the maximum building height is achievable having regard to lot size, dimensions 
(width and depth) and/or those sites within or adjoining the Heritage Overlay. 

Whether an increased upper level setback is required having regard to the heritage significance 
of the site or an adjoining site within the Heritage Overlay.

Whether the preferred maximum street wall height is achievable having regard to the heritage 
significance of the site or an adjoining site within the Heritage Overlay.

How the development responds to the fine grain character of Sydney Road. 

How the development considers views along Sydney Road to landmark buildings of individual 
heritage significance.

The extent to which development achieves the design objectives in Part 1.0 of this schedule.
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Map 1A: Overall Building and Streetwall Heights (North)
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Map 1B: Overall Building and Streetwall Heights (South)
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Map 2A: Open Space and Public Realm Network (North)
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Map 2B: Open Space and Public Realm Network (South)
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Map 3A: Building Edge Conditions (North)
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Map 3B: Building Edge Conditions (South)
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14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

SCHEDULE 19 TO CLAUSE 43.02 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

Shown on the planning scheme map asDDO19. 

BRUNSWICK ACTIVITY CENTRE – LYGON STREET LOCAL AREA

1.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Design objectives

To create a new mid rise built form character that provides a built form transition between the
Lygon Activity Corridor and adjoining low-rise residential areas.

To ensure highly visible development is limited to identified key redevelopment sites and
responds to specific design objectives. 

To ensure the street wall remains the visually dominant element of all development in Lygon
Street and that any height above the street wall is visually recessive, subservient and does not
dominate the streetscape appearance.

To ensure development is designed to respect the form, design and context of buildings of 
individual heritage significance.

To protect and enhance the amenity, and maintain solar access to existing and proposed public 
open spaces and key pedestrian streets, and maintain reasonable amenity for residential properties
adjacent to or within the activity centre.

2.0
14/01/2021
C167more

Buildings and works

A permit is not required to:

Install an automatic teller machine.

Alter an existing building facade provided that:

– The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter.

– At least 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is maintained as an entry or 
window with clear glazing. 

Construct or extend one dwelling on a lot of more than 300 square metres. This exemption does
not apply to: 

– Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot.

– Construct or extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot.

– Construct or extend a dwelling if it is on common property.

– Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is associated with
1 or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building, and the fence exceeds the maximum 
height specified in Clause 55.06-2. 

Construct or carry out works normal to a dwelling. 

Construct or extend an outbuilding (other than a garage or carport) on a lot provided the gross 
floor area of the outbuilding does not exceed 10 square metres and the maximum building 
height is not more than 3 metres above ground level.
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Building height

Building height should not exceed the preferred maximum building heights as shown in Lygon 
Street Local Area Built Form Controls, Map 1A (North) and Map 1B (South). 
Building height is the vertical distance between the footpath or natural surface level at the centre
of the site frontage and the highest point of the building. This does not include architectural
features and service equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, structures associated with
green roof areas and other such equipment provided that the following criteria are met:

– Not more than 50% of the roof area is occupied by the equipment (other than solar panels); 

– The equipment is located in a position on the roof so as to minimise additional overshadowing
or neighbouring properties and public spaces;

– The equipment does not extend higher than 3.6 metres above the maximum building height; 
and 

– The equipment and screening is integrated into the design of the building to the satisfaction
of the responsible authority.

Buildings of individual heritage significance

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance shown on Map
1A (North) and Map 1B (South) should demonstrate:

– How the proposed building height responds to the heritage significance of the site and its
context; and 

– How the design objectives have been met.

Street walls

Street wall heights should not exceed the street wall heights specified on Map 1A (North), Map
1B (South) and Diagram 1: Lygon Street Local Area Section Diagrams. 

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance shown on Map
1A (North) and Map 1B (South) where no preferred maximum street wall height is specified
should demonstrate:

– Whether a street wall is appropriate having regard to the heritage significance of the site
and its context; 

– How the proposed street wall height responds to the heritage significance of the site and its
context; and 

– How the design objectives have been met.

Development that seeks to vary the upper storey setbacks detailed in Map 1A (North), Map 1B
(South) and Diagram 1 should demonstrate how the design objectives and requirements of this
schedule will be met.

Upper levels

Development above the street wall height or behind an existing parapet should be: 

– Set back at least the minimum distance specified in Map 1A (North), Map 1B (South) and 
Diagram 1. Balconies must not intrude into this setback.

– Designed to differentiate it from the building’s street wall component through façade
articulation and materials.

Material at the upper levels of buildings should be distinct from materials of the levels of the
building. 
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The architectural expression of the upper levels and lower level building components should 
complementary and upper levels should be visually recessive.

Development that seeks to reduce the upper level setback specified on Map 1A (North), Map 
1B (South) and Diagram 1 should demonstrate how the design objectives will be met.

On narrow corner lots the upper level setback at the secondary street frontage may be varied.
Narrow lots are generally those lots where the depth is greater than five times the width, and 
where the lot size is smaller than 750m2. 

Buildings of individual heritage significance

Development on sites containing buildings of individual heritage significance shown on Map
1A (North), Map 1B (South) where no preferred maximum upper level setback is specified
should demonstrate:

– How the proposed upper level setback responds to the heritage significance of the site and 
its context; and

– How the design objectives have been met.

Key redevelopment sites

Development on key redevelopment sites identified in Map 1 should:

– Ensure new development contributes to the overall legibility of the Lygon Street Local Area
and Brunswick Activity Centre as a whole by defining a high quality gateway at the northern
end of Lygon Street.

– Enhance the character of the precinct with a new high quality, highly visible and accessible
open space adjacent the intersection of Lygon and Albion streets.

– Enhance the view corridor from Holmes Street on approach from the north and the view
corridor from Lygon Street on approach from the south. 

– Ensure new development does not dominate the Lyndhurst Hotel.

– Protect identified heritage places to the east side of Lygon Street.

– Integrate high quality public open space into the redevelopment of the property at 1 Holmes
Street.

Setbacks to residential land

Any part of a building adjacent to residentially zoned land outside the activity centre (including
across a lane) should be set back from the residential boundary at that interface by a dimension
equivalent to its height above 5 metres, up to a maximum setback of 10 metres as shown in
Figure 1 below. This equates to:

– A maximum height of 5 metres at the common boundary. 

– A maximum height of 8 metres where the site is separated from the adjacent residential
property by a 3 metre wide lane.

– A maximum height of 11 metres where existing lanes are widened to 6 metres.
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Figure 1: Setbacks adjacent to residentially zoned land outside the activity centre

Building layout and detailed design

Development should incorporate active edges at street level fronting all streets (except rear
access lanes) in accordance with Figure 6: Land use pattern and activity – Lygon Street corridor
as shown in the Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document, Moreland City Council, 2018, 
to invigorate street life and contribute to a safe and pedestrian friendly environment. The
frontage types are as follows:

– Frontage Type A: Retail - A display window and/or entrance, measuring at least 65% - 80% 
of the width of the street frontage of each individual premises.

– Frontage Type B: Commercial - A display window and/or entrance, measuring at least 60% 
of the width of the street frontage of each individual premise.

– Frontage Type C: Residential - Individual entry doors to ground floor dwellings. Privacy 
is to be provided by elevating the ground floor approximately 0.5 to 1 metre above the street
level and/or provide a landscaped front setback.

Development should incorporate windows in all upper level facades facing streets.

Development should minimise the impact of vehicle access and car parking on the public realm
by: 

– Locating vehicle access at the rear of buildings where possible; 

– On secondary frontages, rear access is preferred but where vehicle access is not possible 
should be provided to the side of corner properties away from the front facade; and

– Locating car parking where it cannot be seen from the public realm.

In commercial and mixed use zones, development should have a ground floor ceiling height 
that allows for a range of appropriate uses.

In commercial zones, development should incorporate awnings over the footpath for the full
width of the building frontage. 

Services cabinets should be located at the rear of buildings wherever possible, or the side of 
corner buildings away from the front façade where rear access is not available. Where they can
only be located in the front façade, the size of services cabinets should be minimised and they
should be integrated with the overall façade design. 

Building facades on the street boundaries of Lygon Street should incorporate vertical articulation
to reinforce the fine-grain the prevailing pattern of subdivision and buildings. 
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Category 2 Employment Areas

Development within Category 2 – Employment Areas should achieve commercial built form
outcomes, including increased floor to ceiling heights and flexible floor plates, at ground and
first floor to facilitate opportunities for employment uses.

Ground floor commercial spaces should provide for activation, for example through entrances,
transparent glazing and architectural features which encourage interaction and visual interest.

Exemption from notice and review

An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works is exempt from the notice 
requirements of Section 52(1) (a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and
(3) and the review rights of Section 82(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act)
unless the proposal seeks to do any of the following: 

Exceed the preferred maximum building height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Exceed the preferred maximum street wall height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the setbacks above the street wall specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the rear setback requirements specified in section 2.0 of this schedule.

3.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Subdivision

Subdivision of existing sites not associated with a development proposal that achieves the design 
objectives and requirements of this schedule is discouraged. 

Exemption from notice and review

An application to subdivide land is exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52(1)(a), (b)
and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section 
82(1) of the Act.

4.0
14/05/2020-/--/20--
C164pt1moreAmore
Proposed C212

Advertising sSigns

None specified.

5.0
-/--/20— 

Proposed 

C212

56.0
14/01/2021
-/--/20— 

C167more
Proposed 
C212

Application requirements

The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, in 
addition to those specified elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany an application, as 
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority:

For a development of four or more storeys:
A computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

A three-dimensional perspective which shows the proposed development within the streetscape in the 
context of adjacent development;

Streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed development sits 
within the streetscape elevation;

Three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique views from 
neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible.

Decision guidelines:

Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate: 

The Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document, Moreland City Council, 2018.
How development within Category 2 Employment areas responds to the built form 
requirements for Category 2 Employment areas.

The opportunities and constraints of the site.
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How the development responds to the fine grain character of Lygon Street. 

How the development considers views along Lygon Street to buildings of individual 
significance.

Whether the maximum building height is achievable having regard to the heritage significance 
of the site or an adjoining site within the Heritage Overlay.

Whether an increased upper level setback is appropriate having regard to the heritage 
significance of the site or an adjoining site within the Heritage Overlay.
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Map 1A: Lygon Street Local Area Built Form Controls (North)
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Map 1B: Lygon Street Local Area Built Form Controls (South)
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Diagram 1: Lygon Street Local Area Section Diagrams (South)
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14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

SCHEDULE 20 TO CLAUSE 43.02 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO . 

BRUNSWICK ACTIVITY CENTRE – NICHOLSON STREET LOCAL AREA

1.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Design objectives

To create a new mid-rise built form character that provides a built form transition from the 
Nicholson Street Activity Corridor to adjoining low rise residential areas.

To ensure development does not dominate and obstruct sightlines to existing key churches and
iconic sites.

To establish a consistent street wall along the western side of Nicholson Street between Miller
Street and Albert Street.

To ensure development is designed to respect the form and design of civic buildings and heritage
places.

To protect and enhance the amenity, and maintain solar access to existing public open spaces
and key pedestrian streets, and maintain reasonable amenity for residential properties adjacent
to and within the activity centre.

2.0
14/01/2021
C167more

Buildings and works

A permit is not required to:

Construct or carry out works for development on site that forms part of a development plan 
approved in accordance with Schedule 11 to the Development Plan Overlay (DPO11). 

Install an automatic teller machine.

Alter an existing building facade provided that:

– The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter.

– At least 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is maintained as an entry or 
window with clear glazing. 

Construct or extend one dwelling on a lot of more than 300 square metres. This exemption does
not apply to: 

– Construct a dwelling if there is at least one dwelling existing on the lot.

– Construct or extend a dwelling if there are two or more dwellings on the lot.

– Construct or extend a dwelling if it is on common property.

– Construct or extend a front fence within 3 metres of a street if the fence is associated with
1 or more dwellings on a lot or a residential building, and the fence exceeds the maximum
height specified in Clause 55.06-2. 

Construct or carry out works normal to a dwelling. 

Construct or extend an outbuilding (other than a garage or carport) on a lot provided the gross 
floor area of the outbuilding does not exceed 10 square metres and the maximum building 
height is not more than 3 metres above ground level.

Building height

Building height should not exceed the preferred maximum building heights as shown in
Nicholson Street Local Area Built Form Controls,Map 1A (North) and Map 1B (South). 
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Building height is the vertical distance between the footpath or natural surface level at the centre
of the site frontage and the highest point of the building. This does not include architectural
features and service equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, structures associated with
green roof areas and other such equipment provided that the following criteria are met:

– Not more than 50% of the roof area is occupied by the equipment (other than solar panels); 

– The equipment is located in a position on the roof so as to minimise additional overshadowing
or neighbouring properties and public spaces;

– The equipment does not extend higher than 3.6 metres above the maximum building height; 
and 

– The equipment and screening is integrated into the design of the building to the satisfaction
of the responsible authority.

Development on sites where no maximum building height is detailed in Map 1A (North) and
Map 1B (South) should demonstrate:

– How the proposed overall building height responds to its context including any identified
heritage places; and 

– How the design objectives and requirements of this schedule have been met.

– The height of any building (including services) on 120, 122 and 124 Nicholson must not 
impact on the Fresnel one associated with radio transmissions from 221 Nicholson Street,
Brunswick East. A permit cannot be granted to vary this requirement. 

Street walls

Street wall heights should not exceed the preferred maximum height specified in Map 1A 
(North), Map 1B (South) and Diagram 1: Nicholson Street Local Area Section Diagrams. 

Development that seeks to vary the upper storey setbacks detailed in Map 1A (North), Map 1B
(South) and Diagram 1 should demonstrate how the design objectives and requirements of this
schedule will be met.

Upper levels

Development above the street wall height or behind an existing parapet should be: 

– Set back at least the minimum distance specified in Map 1A (North), Map 1B (South) and 
Diagram 1. Balconies must not intrude into this setback.

– Designed to differentiate it from the building’s street wall component through façade
articulation; and materials.

Materials at the upper levels of the building should be distinct from materials of the lower levels
of the building. 

The architectural expression of the upper level and lower building components should be
complementary and upper levels should be visually recessive.

Development that seeks to reduce the upper level setback specified on Map 1A (North), Map
1B (South) and Diagram 1 should demonstrate how the design objectives will be met.

On narrow corner lots the upper level setback at the secondary street frontage may be varied. 
Narrow lots are generally those lots where the depth is greater than five times the width, and
where the lot size is smaller than 750m2. 
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Setbacks to residential land

Any part of a building adjacent to residentially-zoned land outside the activity centre (including
across a lane) should be set back from the residential boundary at that interface by a dimension 
equivalent to its height above 5 metres, up to a maximum setback of 10 metres as shown in 
Figure 1 below. This equates to: 

– A maximum height of 5 metres at the common boundary. 

– A maximum height of 8 metres where the site is separated from the adjacent residential
property by a 3 metre wide lane.

– A maximum height of 11 metres where existing lanes are widened to 6 metres.

Figure 1: Setbacks adjacent to residentially zoned land outside the activity centre

Buildings layout and detailed design

Development should incorporate active edges at street level fronting all streets (except rear
access lanes) in accordance with Figure 7: Land use pattern and activity – Nicholson Street 
corridor as shown in the Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document, Moreland City Council,
2018, to invigorate street life and contribute to a safe and pedestrian friendly environment. The
frontages are as follows: 

– Frontage Type A: Retail - A display window and/or entrance, measuring at least 80% of the
width of the street frontage of each individual premises.

– Frontage Type B: Commercial - A display window and/or entrance, measuring at least 60% 
of the width of the street frontage of each individual premise.

– Frontage Type C: Residential - Individual entry doors to ground floor dwellings. Privacy 
is to be provided by elevating the ground floor approximately 0.5 to 1 metre above the street
level and/or provide a landscaped front setback.

Development should incorporate windows in all upper level facades facing streets.

Development should minimise the impact of vehicle access and car parking on the public realm
by: 

– Locating vehicle access at the rear of buildings where possible; 
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– On secondary frontages, rear access is preferred but where vehicle access is not possible, it
should be provided to the side of corner properties away from the front facade; and

– Locating car parking where it cannot be seen from the public realm.

In commercial and mixed use zones, development should have a ground floor ceiling height 
that allows for a range of appropriate uses.

In commercial zones, development should incorporate awnings over the footpath for the full
width of the building frontage. 

Services cabinets should be located at the rear of buildings wherever possible, or the side of 
corner buildings away from the front façade where rear access is not available. Where they can
only be located in the front façade, the size of services cabinets should be minimised and they
should be integrated with the overall façade design. 

Building facades on the street boundaries of Nicholson Street should incorporate vertical
articulation to reinforce the prevailing pattern of subdivision and buildings. 

Category 2 Employment Areas

Development within Category 2 – Employment Areas should achieve commercial built form
outcomes, including increased floor to ceiling heights and flexible floor plates, at ground and
first floor to facilitate opportunities for employment uses.

Ground floor commercial spaces should provide for activation, for example through entrances,
transparent glazing and architectural features which encourage interaction and visual interest.

Exemption from notice and review

An application to construct a building or construct or carry out works is exempt from the notice 
requirements of Section 52(1) (a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and
(3) and the review rights of Section 82(1) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (the Act)
unless the proposal seeks to do any of the following: 

Exceed the preferred maximum building height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Exceed the preferred maximum street wall height specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the setbacks above the street wall specified in section 2.0 of this schedule, or 

Reduce the rear setback requirements specified in section 2.0 of this schedule.

3.0
14/05/2020
C164pt1moreAmore

Subdivision

Subdivision of existing sites not associated with a development proposal that achieves the design 
objectives and requirements of this schedule is discouraged. 

Exemption from notice and review

An application to subdivide land is exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52(1)(a), (b)
and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section 
82(1) of the Act.

4.0
14/05/2020 --/--/20--
C164pt1moreAmore
Proposed C212

Advertising sSigns

None specified.

5.0
--/--/20— 
Proposed 
C212

Application Requirements

The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, 
in addition to those specified elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany an application, as 
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority: 

For a development of four or more storeys:
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56.0
14/01/2021
--/--/20— 
C167more
Proposed 
C212

A computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

A three-dimensional perspective which shows the proposed development within the 
streetscape in the context of adjacent development;

Streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed 
development sits within the streetscape elevation;

Three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique 
views from neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible.

Decision Guidelines

Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate: 

The Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document, Moreland City Council, 2018. 

How development within Category 2 Employment areas responds to the built form requirements
for Category 2 Employment areas.

Whether any proposal seeking to vary the upper level setbacks meet the design objectives 
of the schedule. 

The opportunities and constraints of the site, including whether the maximum building
height is achievable having regard to lot size, dimensions (width and depth) and/or those sites
withinor adjoining the Heritage Overlay or any other relevant consideration.

Whether an increased upper level setback is appropriate having regard to the heritage significance
of the site or an adjoining site within the Heritage Overlay
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Map 1A: Nicholson Street Local Area Built Form Controls (North)
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Map 1B: Nicholson Street Local Area Built Form Controls (South)
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Diagram 1 Nicholson Street Local Area Section Diagram



22/07/2010
C107

SCHEDULE 22 TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO22

LAND BOUND BY BARKLY STREET TO THE NORTH, NICHOLSON STREET TO THE EAST,
BRUNSWICK ROAD TO THE SOUTH, BRUNSWICK EAST

1.0
22/07/2010
C107

Design objectives

To promote design excellence and high quality contemporary and innovative architecture

throughout the precinct.

To encourage development to provide high-density forms of residential accommodation above

ground floor and first floor commercial spaces.

To encourage the creation of a high quality public realm, active street frontages at ground level,

linkages between Barkly Street and Brunswick Road and surveillance of streets.

To encourage an equitable and reasonable standard of privacy, daylight, solar access, natural

ventilation and outlook from within buildings in the precinct.

To ensure that the height, siting and design of development does not adversely impact on the

amenity of neighbouring properties.

To avoid unreasonable visual bulk of development when viewed from surrounding streets and

properties by ensuring appropriate scale, form and articulation.

To establish a high quality architecturally designed signature building on the corner of Brunswick

Road and Nicholson Street.

To ensure that development within the precinct incorporates environmentally sustainable design.

To ensure development provides noise attenuation measures where required that may be affected

by established business operations and traffic.

To ensure that development is designed to meet the access needs of all sectors of the community.

To ensure that development does not result in safety and congestion issues at intersections with

primary roads (Road Zone 1) or secondary roads (Road Zone 2).

To satisfy the Roads Corporation’s requirements to ensure that the development of land does

not adversely affect the level of service, safety and amenity of the adjacent arterial road network.

2.0
22/07/2010--/--/----
C107Proposed C212more

Application Requirements (1)

An application for development of land within the precinct must include, as appropriate, the

following information to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority:

For development of four or more storeys:

– A computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

– A three-dimensional perspective which shows that proposed development within the

streetscape in the context of adjacent development;

– Streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed development

sits within the streetscape elevation;

– Three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique

views from neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible.

An Environmental Management Plan prepared by a suitably qualified environmental engineer

that demonstrates how the development provides for environmentally sustainable design

throughout its full life cycle to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.

The Environmental Management Plan should:
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– Identify strategic or other documented sustainability targets or performance standards;

– Document the means by which the appropriate targets or performance standards may be

met;

– Identify responsibilities and a schedule for implementation, and ongoing management,

maintenance and monitoring where relevant; and

– Demonstrate that the design element, technologies and operation practices included in the

Environmental Management Plan can be maintained over time.

An Acoustic Engineering Report prepared by a suitably qualified person demonstrating the use

of suitable materials and building treatments to ensure internal noise levels are satisfactory.

3.0
22/07/2010
C107

Buildings and works

Built form

Development of a signature building at the intersection of Nicholson Street and Brunswick

Road should not exceed 25.2 metres (7 storeys).

The height of new development at 39 – 47 Nicholson Street should not exceed 18 metres (5

storeys).

Development fronting Barkly Street should not exceed 10.9 metres (3 storeys) in height unless

otherwise specified in this schedule.

The height of new development adjacent to 46 Barkly Street should not exceed 10.9 metres (3

storeys).

Development fronting Brunswick Road should not exceed 14.5 metres (4 storeys) in height

unless otherwise specified in this schedule.

The height of new development adjacent 31 – 35 Brunswick Road should not exceed 10.9

metres (3 storeys).

A maximum building height of 21.6 metres (6 storeys) will be considered for properties fronting

Barkly Street and Brunswick Road, provided it is well setback from the street frontage and

separated from residential interfaces.

An application to vary the building heights must achieve exemplary architectural design and

clearly demonstrate compliance with the design objectives of this schedule.

The height requirements do not apply to any rooftop building, plant or equipment that is located

and designed to minimise its visibility from any adjoining road to the satisfaction of the

responsible authority.

Demonstrate how the development will incorporate adaptable, accessible and visitable design

features.

Pedestrian access, movement and amenity

Any new development should make a positive contribution to the pedestrian environment by:

providing linkages between Brunswick Road and Barkly Street that caters for pedestrians and

cyclists;

providing high quality streetscape treatment (including street furniture, lighting and landscaping)

along main pedestrian routes;

providing a canopy for weather protection over the footpath to Brunswick Road and Nicholson

Street where possible; and

relocating affected and/or new utilities, cabling and service infrastructure underground where

possible.
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Car parking and vehicle access

Car parking should be provided in a manner so as not to be intrusive to the design elements of

structures and to not dominate the street frontage.

Areas set aside for car parking are to be located to avoid fronting on to Brunswick Road,

Nicholson Street or Barkly Street at either ground or podium levels.

The number of access points to Brunswick Road, Nicholson Street and Barkly Street should

be kept to a minimum.

Environmentally sustainable design

Development should incorporate, where appropriate, environmentally sustainable design measures

in the areas of energy and water efficiency, passive solar design, natural ventilation, stormwater

reduction and management, solar access, orientation and layout of the development, green travel

and alternative transport modes, building materials and waste minimisation.

4.0
22/07/2010
C107

Exemption from notice and review

An application for buildings and works that is consistent with the Brunswick Road, Nicholson
Street, Barkly Street Development Precinct Height and Massing Study 2009 prepared by Rothe

Lowman for EG Funds Management is exempt from the notice requirements of Section 52(1)(a),

(b) and (d), the decision requirements of Section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of Section

82(1) of the Act.

5.0
22/07/2010
C107

Decision guidelines

Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate:

The design objectives and building and works requirements of this schedule.

The architectural quality and innovative response of the building design.

The extent to which the development makes a positive contribution to the overall vitality of

the Brunswick Major Activity Centre and Nicholson Street/Brunswick Road Urban Village

Precinct.

The contribution the development makes to urban design, walkability, permeability and

streetscape appearance of the area.

The layout and appearance of areas set aside for vehicular access, loading and unloading and

the location of any proposed car parking.

The overall environmental sustainable performance of the development.

The extent to which the development can accommodate an integrated mix of uses including

office, retail and residential.

Whether the development is sympathetic to adjoining uses and internal residential amenity is

protected from adjoining non-residential uses.

The extent to which the proposed development achieves the design objectives set out in the

Design Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development published by the Department

of Sustainability and Environment (2004).

Proposed access locations and treatments, and the impacts on traffic conditions on surrounding

streets, as considered under a Transport Impact Assessment Report.

The views of VicRoads and the Department of Transport.

6.0
22/07/2010
C107

References

MorelandIndustrialLand Use Strategy, Hansen Partnership & National Economics, August 2004.
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Design Guidelines for Higher Density Residential Development, Department of Sustainability and

Environment, 2004.

Design Guidelines for Development of Four or More Storeys, Moreland City Council, June 2005.

Activity Centre Design Guidelines, Department of Sustainability and Environment, 2005.

Draft Brunswick Structure Plan 2008, Moreland City Council, 2008

Brunswick Road, Nicholson Street, Barkly Street Development Precinct Height and Massing

Study, Rothe Lowman for EG Funds Management, June 2010.
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03/08/2017 
C163 

SCHEDULE 23 TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY 

Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO23. 

BALFE PARK PRECINCT, BRUNSWICK EAST 

1.0 
07/02/2013 
C113 

Design objectives 

To ensure that development is consistent with the objectives of the Balfe Park Precinct, 
Brunswick East, Urban Design Framework (Figure 1), Brunswick Structure Plan and Clause 

22.11 Development of four or more storeys. 

To encourage multi-level development adjacent to Nicholson Street that provides transitional 

heights and design attenuation to Balfe Park and John Street. 

To support commercial development that provides opportunities for employment generating 

uses. 

To balance incremental multi-level development, internal amenity outcomes and development 

potential across the Precinct. 

To encourage development to provide high density forms of residential accommodation above 

ground floor commercial spaces. 

To integrate Balfe Park with the surrounding building form, streetscapes and movement network. 

To enhance the amenity and safety of Balfe Park and the public realm. 

To improve the permeability of the Precinct and the movement network for all modes, through 

the creation of links between Nicholson Street and Balfe Park and a multifunctional north south 

laneway between Glenlyon Road and Little Miller Street. 

To create a meeting place at the Nicholson Street end of the Balfe Park/Nicholson Street 

pedestrian link for passive recreation, informal meeting and waiting for trams. 

To ensure the scale of development creates a consistent Nicholson Street streetscape. 

To ensure building design incorporates Best Practice environmentally sustainable design 

initiatives. 

To ensure that development is designed to meet the access needs of all sectors of the community. 

To ensure new development provides noise attenuation measures. 

To encourage the reconfiguration and consolidation of land within the Precinct. 

To satisfy the Roads Corporation and tram authority requirements to ensure that development 

does not adversely affect the level of service, safety and amenity of the adjacent arterial road 

and tram network. 

2.0 
07/02/2013--/--/---- 
C113Proposed C212more 

Buildings and works (1) 

Application requirements 

An application for development must include, as appropriate, the following information to the 

satisfaction of the responsible authority: 

For development of four or more storeys: 

– a computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

– a three-dimensional perspective which shows the proposed development within the streetscape

in the context of adjacent development;
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– streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed development 

sits within the streetscape elevation; 

– three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique 

views from neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible. 

An Environmentally Sustainable Design Management Plan prepared by a suitably qualified 

person(s), demonstrating Best Practice in environmentally sustainable design. The Environmental 

Management Plan should: 

– Identify strategic or other documented sustainability targets or performance standards; 

– Document the means by which the appropriate targets or performance standards may be 

met; 

– Identify responsibilities and a schedule for implementation, and ongoing management, 

maintenance and monitoring when relevant; and 

– Demonstrate that the design elements, technologies and operation practices included in the 

Environmental Management Plan can be maintained over time. 

An Acoustic Engineering Report prepared by a suitably qualified person demonstrating the use 

of suitable materials and building treatments to ensure internal noise levels are satisfactory. 

A Traffic Impact and Management Report prepared by a suitably qualified person that identifies: 

– onsite car parking provisions; 

– expected traffic volumes and impact on the existing road network, including impacts on the 

operational efficiency and road safety at the Nicholson Street/ Miller Street intersection; 

– necessary intersection treatments and traffic management devices; 

– upgrades or modifications to existing roads; 

– provision of new roads; 

– internal street functional hierarchy; 

– impact on pedestrian and bicycle routes, and 

– measures to reduce conflict and improve pedestrian and bicycle amenity. 

A Green Travel Plan prepared by a suitably qualified person outlining site-specific initiatives 

and actions to encourage the use of more sustainable transport options. 

An Accessibility Report prepared by a suitably qualified person detailing how the development 

will incorporate adaptable, accessible and visitable design features, including accordance with 

Australian Standard 4299-1995: Adaptable Housing. 

A detailed response as to how the development achieves the objectives of Clause 22.11 

Development of four or more storeys, as appropriate. 

An Urban Context and Design Response Report for development which seeks to vary the 

preferred building heights and podium setbacks in Figures 1 and 2 that demonstrates how the 

design objectives and requirements of this schedule are met. 

Built Form 

The height and form of development, including active and activated edges, should be in 

accordance with Figures 1 and 2. 

Development should be designed to provide naturally lit internal amenity. 

Development should consider height and shadowing impacts to adjoining properties, in particular 

access to sunlight and the development objectives of this schedule. 
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Development that interfaces with Balfe Park should avoid unreasonable visual bulk when 

viewed from the park. 

Properties fronting Nicholson Street should have a zero lot line, and clear glazed frontages with 

canopies at ground level that contribute to a consistent preferred streetscape. 

Residential entries fronting Nicholson Street should be designed to limit indentation and not 

detract from the commercial function of the street. 

Development must incorporate a minimum three (3) metre setback at ground and upper levels, 

as shown in Figure 1, to: 

– provide for a continuous laneway connection between Glenlyon Road and Little Miller 

Street. 

– improve rear vehicle access to properties fronting Nicholson Street. 

Development should be oriented to Balfe Park and create activated edges at ground level and 

passive surveillance at upper levels, particularly along the north-south laneway link, that include 

but are not limited to, building frontages, prominent pedestrian entrances, links to Nicholson 

Street, private open space and windows. 

Development should front and activate the new pedestrian connection/s between Nicholson 

Street and Balfe Park where possible, to create welcoming, safe and functional pedestrian 

thoroughfares. 

The meeting place is to be created by setbacks to the ground floor corners of the buildings 

adjacent to the Nicholson Street entrance of the east-west pedestrian link, and designed to 

provide a high amenity space through the creation of seats, shelter, landscaping and access to 

sunlight. 

Development fronting Miller Street and Little Miller Street should provide front setbacks for 

gardens and landscaping. 

Developments should be designed to be adaptable in accordance with Australian Standard 
4299-1995: Adaptable Housing. 

Pedestrian access, movement and amenity 

The design and siting of development should provide for enhanced and new pedestrian and 

cyclist links through the Precinct, and a meeting place, particularly between Nicholson Street 

and Balfe Park, as detailed in Figure 1. 

Car parking and vehicle access 

Development must incorporate rear setbacks to accommodate the provision and construction 

of a continuous 3 metre wide laneway, in addition to vehicle access requirements that connects 

Glenlyon Road to Miller Street via Little Miller Street, and utilises appropriate traffic calming 

measures. 

Laneway design and function must not be vehicle traffic dominated, but treated as a compatible 

shared pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle space. 

Vehicular access should be from rear lanes, or where the Balfe Park Precinct, Brunswick East, 
Urban Design Framework (Figure 1) outlines access via a new lane. Where no lane is available, 

access should be from side streets. 

Vehicle access points to Nicholson Street should be made redundant and kerb reinstated. 

Vehicle ingress and egress into development, including loading facilities and building servicing, 

must be designed to ensure a high quality pedestrian amenity and limit potential conflict between 

vehicle movements and pedestrian activity. 

Car parking facilities should not dominate the public realm and be integrated into the architecture 

of the building. Basement car parks should be naturally ventilated. 
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Environmentally Sustainable Design 

Development must incorporate, where appropriate, Best Practice environmentally sustainable 

design and address the following: 

– Building energy management (conservation and generation); 

– Water sensitive urban design/integrated water management; 

– Construction materials selection; 

– Indoor environment quality; 

– Waste management and reduction; 

– Transport; 

– Demolition and construction phase; 

– Innovation; 

– Public realm design; and 

– Urban ecology. 

Noise attenuation 

Any new development that will accommodate residential or other noise sensitive uses must be 

sited and designed to incorporate noise attenuation measures to minimise tram noise levels 

and/or other external noise sources within the development or adjoining uses to the satisfaction 

of the responsible authority. 

Development that incorporates sensitive uses must have regard to existing commercial and 

industrial use and incorporate a high level of noise attenuations so as to limit the impact of the 

sensitive use on existing businesses in the Precinct. 

Noise attenuation measures must be integrated with urban design objectives to achieve articulated 

facades and active frontages. 

3.0 
07/02/2013 
C113 

Subdivision 

Consolidation of land to facilitate the creation of viable development sites is encouraged. 

4.0 
07/02/2013 
C113 

Decision guidelines 

Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate: 

The Brunswick Structure Plan and Balfe Park Precinct, Brunswick East, Urban Design 
Framework. 

Whether the proposed development achieves the design objectives and requirements of this 

schedule. 

The extent to which the development makes a positive contribution to the overall social, 

economic and environmental vitality of the Nicholson Street Local Area 3B and broader 

Brunswick Major Activity Centre. 

Whether development contributes to the function and amenity of the north-south laneway 

between Glenlyon Road and Miller Street. 

Whether development provides an appropriate transition in height and design detail to Balfe 

Park and surrounding properties. 

The contribution the development makes to urban design, walkability, permeability and 

streetscape appearance of the area. 
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Whether the development improves the amenity and connections with Balfe Park. 

Whether the proposal incorporates public benefits such as affordable housing, community 

space, landscaping, or other physical improvements or services for the local community. 

The extent to which the development can accommodate an integrated mix of uses including 

large format retail, showroom or offices. 

Whether the development allows for the future development of adjacent land in a form consistent 

with the design objectives of this schedule and the Brunswick Structure Plan. 

The views of VicRoads and the Department of Transport. 

5.0 
03/08/2017 
C163 

References 

Brunswick Structure Plan, Moreland City Council, August 2010 

Balfe Park Precinct, Brunswick East, Urban Design Framework, Hansen Partnership Pty Ltd, 

October 2011 

Figure 1 – Balfe Park Precinct, Brunswick East, Urban Design Framework (including preferred 
heights) 
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Figure 2 – Built Form Envelope 

Source: Brunswick Structure Plan, Moreland City Council, August 2010 
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14/12/2017
C159

SCHEDULE 24 TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY

Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO

NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES

1.0
14/12/2017
C159

Design objectives

To implement the Moreland Neighbourhood Centres Strategy, 2017.

To ensure built form outcomes are appropriate to the context of Moreland’s Neighbourhood 
Centres.

To improve the quality of higher density and mixed use developments by providing appropriate
built form guidance.

To improve amenity outcomes for residents in higher density and mixed use developments and
for residents in adjacent buildings.

To ensure that new development makes a positive contribution to the public realm.

2.0
14/12/2017
C159

Buildings and works

A permit is not required to:

Install an automatic teller machine.

Alter an existing building facade provided that:

– The alteration does not include the installation of an external roller shutter; and

– At least 80 per cent of the building facade at ground floor level is maintained as an entry or 
window with clear glazing for development in the Commercial 1 one.

Building Height Requirements

Any new building must not exceed the maximum height shown on the maps in Subclause 7.0 to 
this schedule. The maximum heights shown for the following neighbourhood centres cannot be
varied with a permit:

Figure 7: Bell Street/Melville Road, Pascoe ale South 

Figure 8: Gaffney Street/Pascoe ale Station

Figure 9: Gaffney Street/Sussex Street, Coburg North

Figure 10: West Street, Hadfield

Figure 11: Bonwick Street, Fawkner 

Figure 12: Snell Grove, Oak Park

Figure 13: Merlynston Station, Merlynston

Figure 14: Moreland Road/Melville Road, Brunswick West.

The maximum building height requirement may be exceeded for architectural features and service
equipment including plant rooms, lift overruns, structures associated with green roof areas and 
other such equipment if all of the following are met:

No more than 50% of the roof area is occupied by the equipment (other than solar panels).

The equipment is located in a position on the roof so as to minimise additional overshadowing 
on neighbouring properties and public spaces.

The equipment does not extend higher than 1.2 metres above the maximum building height.

The equipment and screening is integrated into the design of the building to the satisfaction of
the responsible authority.
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Front Setback Requirements

All buildings with retail and commercial uses at ground floor should be constructed to the street
boundary as shown in Figure 1. This may be varied, if the setback is:

– Not required to create a consistent street wall.

– Designed as part of the public realm.

– Fully accessible to the public, or offices are proposed at ground floor.

All buildings with residential uses at ground floor should be setback in accordance with Clause
55.03-1 Standard A3 or B6, or 3 metres, whichever is lesser, as shown in Figure 1.

On corner sites the setback from the main street frontage should wrap around the corner then
graduate to match the setback of the secondary street, or be set back 3 metres, whichever is the 
lesser.

Ground floor awnings, architectural features, sunshades and artworks may encroach into the front 
setback. No other part of a building including balconies may encroach into the front setback.

Figure 1: Front setbacks for retail/commercial ground floor and residential ground floor

Side Setback Requirements

With No Outlook

Within the Commercial 1 one: 0 metres from the property boundary (build to side boundaries 
to create continuous street edge).

Any part of a building abutting a property in any other zone should comply with the side setback
requirements of Clause 55 (ResCode Standard A10 or B17).

With Outlook

Primary outlook (living/balcony outlook): 4.5 metres from the property boundary should be
planted with trees.

Secondary outlook (bedrooms outlook): 2 metres from the property boundary should be planted
with trees.

Any part of a building abutting any other zone must comply with the side setback requirements 
of Clause 55 (ResCode Standard A10 or B17).

Separation of buildings within sites should have regard to the building separation distances in the
Moreland Apartment Design Code, Septem er 201 .

Architectural features, sunshades and artworks may encroach into the side and rear setbacks. No
other part of a building, including balconies, may encroach into the setback.
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Rear Setback Requirements

Buildings abutting a property boundary should be setback:

– 3 metres from the property boundary for any part of a building up to a height of 4 metres 
as shown in Figure 2.

– A minimum of 6 metres from the property boundary for any part of a building exceeding 4 
metres, as shown in Figure 2.

A minimum of 8.6 metres for any part of a building exceeding 10.5 metres adjacent to a site
in the Neighbourhood Residential one, as shown in Figure 3.

Laneways to the rear of a property in the Commercial 1 one (with the exception of properties 
adjacent to the Neighbourhood Residential one) should be counted as part of the setback, as
shown in Figure 2.

Architectural features, sunshades and artworks may encroach into the rear setbacks. No other part
of a building, including balconies, may encroach into the setback.

Figure 2: Rear Building Setbacks
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Figure 3: Rear building setbacks for sites adjacent to the Neighbourhood Residential one

Building Frontage Requirements

Active Frontages

Development should incorporate the following at street level fronting all streets (except rear
laneways) and public open spaces:

– Commercial – A display window and/or entrance, measuring 65 - 80% of the width of the 
street frontage of each individual premise. Large signage and/or non-transparent glazing
should be avoided. Non-transparent glazing up to a height of 1.7 metres may be used for 
office uses.

– Residential – Individual entries to ground floor dwellings and habitable room windows 
facing the street. Privacy should be provided by elevating the ground floor approximately
0.5 to 1 metre above the street level and/or providing landscaping in a front setback.

Parks and public spaces should be substantially fronted by dwellings and/or other occupancies
with direct access and outlook. Separation between public and private land should be clear and 
may be delineated by paths and/or streets.

On corner lots active frontages should address both streets. Blank side walls and associated
garages/car parking are discouraged.
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Awnings

Development with retail and commercial uses at ground floor should incorporate awnings
designed to provide adequate weather protection over the footpath for the full width of the 
building frontage.

New awnings should match the existing height and depth of existing awnings

Building Articulation

Building façades should be designed with an appropriate rhythm and proportion that respond 
to the building’s uses and context, and contribute to a fine grain urban character.

New buildings should adopt solid architectural expression that emphasises the street edge
through the use of recessed balconies, framed elements and solid balustrades.

Side setbacks should incorporate articulation to break down building mass through the use of 
materials and finishes.

Car Parking and Vehicle Entry

The impact of vehicle access and car parking on the public realm should be minimised by:

– Locating vehicle access to the rear of buildings wherever possible, or to the side, where rear
access is not available.

– Locating car parking where it cannot be seen from the public realm.

Locate vehicle crossings to minimise the removal of street trees, on-street car parking spaces,
or encroachment into landscaped front setbacks.

Pedestrian safety and sight lines should be maximised.

Where car stackers are proposed, ensure they are suitably located to minimise adverse amenity
impacts to adjoining sites.

Site Services

Service infrastructure should be concealed or integrated into building design. 

Waste storage areas should be screened from view of the street.

Landscaping

Provide at least one tree in the front setback, selected in accordance with the Moreland ree
Planting Manual, 201 .

Provide tree planting along the side and rear boundaries for properties located in the Residential
Growth one and Mixed se one.

3.0
14/12/2017
C159

Subdivision

None specified

4.0
14/12/2017-
-/--/20--
C159
Proposed 
C212

Advertising Signs

None specified

5.0  Application requirements

The following application requirements apply to an application for a permit under Clause 43.02, in 
addition to those specified elsewhere in the scheme and must accompany an application, as 
appropriate, to the satisfaction of the responsible authority: 

For a development of four or more storeys:
A computer model of the proposal compatible with Council's software;

--/--/20
Propose
d C212
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A three-dimensional perspective which shows the proposed development within the streetscape in 
the context of adjacent development;

Streetscape elevations showing the existing streetscape, and how the proposed development sits 
within the streetscape elevation;

Three-dimensional perspective diagrams which show the form of the proposal at oblique views 
from neighbouring streets where any part of the proposal will be visible.

56.0
14/12/2017-
-/--/20
C159
Proposed 
C212

67.0
14/12/2017-
-/--/20
C159
Proposed 
C212

Decision guidelines

Before deciding on an application, the responsible authority must consider, as appropriate:

Whether the development is consistent with the Moreland Neigh ourhood Centres Strategy
2017 and any other policy or planning provision applying to the area.
Whether an appropriate Building Type has been proposed as per Appendix One of the Moreland
Neigh ourhood Centres Strategy, 2017.
Whether the development provides an appropriate transition to properties in an adjoining zone.

The extent to which the development achieves the design objectives in clause 1.0 and
requirements of clause 2.0 of this schedule.

References

Moreland Neigh ourhood Centres Strategy, 2017
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7.0
14/12/2017
C159

Neighbourhood Centre Framework Plans

Figure 4: Grantham Street/Union Street Brunswick West Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 5: Melville Road/Albion Street/Victoria Street Brunswick West Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 6: Nicholson Street/Holmes Street/Moreland Road Coburg Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 7: Bell Street/Melville Road Pascoe Vale South Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure : Gaffney Street/Pascoe Vale Station Pascoe Vale Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 9: Gaffney Street/Sussex Street Coburg North Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 10: West Street Hadfield Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 11: Bonwick Street Fawkner Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 12: Snell Grove Oak Park Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 13: Merlynston Station Merlynston Neighbourhood Centre
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Figure 14: Moreland Road/Melville Road Brunswick West Neighbourhood Centre



 

02.03-2 Environmental and landscape values 

Moreland is a highly urbanised municipality with few native vegetation remnant patches or 
scattered trees remaining. Moreland’s natural landscape is under pressure from a growing 
population, urban densification and climate change. Nevertheless, Moreland contains 
environmentally significant areas, in particular, local creeks and their surrounding environs.  

Moreland’s waterways are the distinctive natural feature of the municipality. waterways, which 
include the Moonee Ponds, Merri, Edgars, Westbreen and Merlynston Creek corridors, are not only 
an important natural resource but also provide an important opportunity for community recreation.  

Urban consolidation, loss of backyards (which often provide good habitat linkages for fauna) and 
incremental loss of vegetation to infrastructure make it difficult to maintain biodiversity and reduce 
the urban heat island effect. As Moreland’s population continues to grow and the climate warms, it 
will become increasing important to mitigate heat, provide habitat refuge and biodiversity 
connectivity. of habitat for biodiversity.  

A healthy urban forest is central to the health and wellbeing of Moreland’s community. Key 
ingredients for a healthy urban forest include soil health, water availability, free of pest and diseases, 
clean air, a healthy form and canopy, and an even age distribution of the forest.  

Council seeks to improve and protect its environmental and landscape values by: 

 Creating and protecting a diverse, connected and resilient environment of trees and other 
vegetation urban forest of tress and other vegetation that will enhance urban ecology and 
greening in both the public and private realm.  

 Protecting and enhancing habitat corridors in parks and along waterways.  

 Protecting the ecological integrity of the Merri, Moonee Ponds, Edgars, Westbreen and 
Merlynston Creek corridors and remaining areas of remnant vegetation areas.  

 Encouraging development to be sensitive to all open space, river and creek interfaces. 

 

--/--/---- 
C212 

14/01/2021 
C200 



02.03-7 Transport 

Moreland is to be a connected City through a transport system that is diverse, progressive and 
sustainable that achieves a shift towards sustainable modes of travel, including zero emissions 
transport modes.  

Car parking plays an active role in supporting broader transport and land use strategies. To retain 
Moreland’s liveability and manage transport issues associated with a denser built form, car parking 
will need to respond and adapt to a growing and changing Moreland. The availability of car parking 
where people live, and their destinations, will strongly influence the ways they travel. Getting the 
type, location and amount of car parking right can contribute to better transport, land use, economic 
and community outcomes. This includes improved sustainable transport uptake while catering for 
those who need to drive. 

Council seeks to create a transport system that is diverse, progressive and sustainable by: 

 Integrating transport and land use planning decisions that maximise people’s opportunities 
to walk, cycle and use public transport.  

 Planning for car, bike and vehicle access and parking that:  
o Creates better places within Moreland.  
o Supports the likely demand and nature of the locality. 
o Encourages the use of sustainable transport.  

 Planning for a transport network that: 

o Caters for all ages, is accessible and equitable, including recognition that some 
people need to drive. 

o Reduces local vehicle traffic and safeguards the wellbeing of the community. 

o Achieves a shift towards sustainable modes of travel, including a transition to active 
transport or zero-emissions transport. 

o Focuses on transport safety, improving personal security and safety. 

o Connects people to local jobs and services. 

o Caters for population and employment growth. 

 Prioritising our transport network according to the following ‘road user hierarchy’, while 
ensuring access for those who need to drive:  

o Pedestrians. 

o Cyclists. 

o Public transport. 

o Private vehicles. 
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11.03-1L Activity Centres in Moreland 

 Strategies 

Ensure residential uses do not undermine the viability of businesses operating in activity 
centres. Residential amenity expectations should be consistent with activity centres’ role to 
accommodate a mix of uses with day and night time activity.  
Support the continued operation of existing noise generating uses, including live music 
venues.  
 
Policy Guideline 

Consider as relevant:  

 An activity centre’s role to accommodate a mix of uses with day and night time 
activity. Consideration of residential amenity for dwellings within and adjacent to 
activity centres must be tempered to ensure the role of the activity centre is not 
undermined. 

 

--/--/---  
C212 
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12.01-1L Biodiversity in Moreland 

 Objective 

 To increase tree canopy cover and enhance the ecological values of the city.  

 Strategies 

  Encourage the planting and retention of trees in the private realm. 

 Encourage Increase the planting and retention of native vegetation to enhance and create 
habitat corridors.  

 Design and site development to protect and enhance areas of remnant vegetation and 
indigenous revegetation as identified on Strategic Framework Plan: Open Space. 

Encourage a diversity of vegetation to promote climate pest and disease resilence.  

 

  

 

 

   

 
 

--/--/---  
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Urban design in Moreland 

 
Strategies 

Ensure site design, building frontages, design articulation and internal layout achieve a good 
interface with and surveillance of the public realm, including maximising opportunities for active 
frontages. 

Design development to contribute to a fine grain urban structure reflecting an appropriate balance 
of open space to built-form. 

Design development to contribute to a fine grain architectural expression with detailed street 
frontages. 

Ensure large sites provide a network of public streets, footpaths and lanes connecting through the 
site into the surrounding street and pedestrian network. 

Reallocate road space and existing car parking to create greener streets, such as through street 
tree planting. 

Encourage development to contribute to the upgrade of existing streets adjoining the site and 
undergrounding of powerlines and other utilities. 

Design development adjacent to public open space to provide a clear separation between public 
and private land. 

Design and site development to not unreasonably overshadow public open space. 

Design development to provide a sense of safety by maximising interaction, passive surveillance 
and incidental lighting of open spaces. 

Ensure landscape design improves aesthetic quality and amenity for occupants and the public 
realm by: 

Integrating development with the surrounding environment. 

Providing for summer shading of buildings and private open spaces and allows for access to 
winter sun. 

Contributing to reduction of the urban heat island effect. 

Incorporating integrated water management and water sensitive urban design. 
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15.03-1L Heritage in Moreland 

 Policy application 

This policy applies to all land affected by a heritage overlay.  

 Demolition strategies 

Encourage retention of contributory or significant heritage fabric required to maintain the 
original streetscape appearance.  
Discourage total demolition of a contributory or significant heritage place unless:  

 The building is structurally unsound, and that the contributory or significant 
heritage fabric has deteriorated beyond reasonable repair and would require 
reconstruction of the whole as shown through the submission of a structural 
engineering report prepared by a suitably qualified person.  

 Any proposed replacement building makes a positive contribution to the heritage 
significance of the heritage place.  

Ensure total demolition is not based on the grounds of poor condition or low integrity of a 
heritage place.  
Support the demolition of non-contributory buildings in a heritage precinct, subject to the 
provision of a replacement building.  
Support partial demolition of a heritage place, if:  

 The fabric proposed to be removed does not contribute to the heritage significance 
of the place.  

 The removal will enhance the significance of the place or facilitate conservation 
outcomes in accordance with the provisions of this policy.  

 The extent of demolition will not result in facadism.  
Discourage total reconstruction of a heritage place as an alternative to retention.  

 New buildings, alterations and additions strategies 

Encourage new buildings and alterations and additions that:  
 Respect the existing scale, massing, form and siting of contributory or significant 

elements and do not dominate the heritage place or precinct.  
 Avoid alterations to the contributory or significant buildings (including new 

windows or door openings).  
 Adopt innovative and contemporary design that makes a positive contribution to 

the heritage place.  
 Do not imitate historic styles and detailing.  

Ensure that new buildings, alterations and additions do not obscure important view lines to 
contributory or significant heritage buildings or their features.  
Encourage the restoration or reconstruction of missing architectural elements that formed 
part of the original heritage fabric, if adequate evidence about its previous or original form 
is available.  
Avoid using non-contributory and atypical built forms as a reference point for new works.  
Encourage new buildings to be set back the same distance (or an average) from the front 
boundary as existing adjacent or nearby contributory or significant buildings.  
Encourage new buildings to adopt side setbacks that reflect the side setbacks of adjoining 
or nearby contributory or significant buildings, where these setbacks are an important 
feature of the heritage place.  

--/--/---  
C212 

14/01/2021 
C200 
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Encourage new buildings to adopt a facade height that is consistent with adjoining or 
nearby contributory or significant buildings. 
Design alterations and additions (including upper storey additions) to contributory or 
significant heritage places to adopt the following:  

 Additions to contributory heritage places should be visually recessive, including 
from the opposite side of any street (not a laneway) or public park abutting the 
property, and not dominate the heritage place.  

 Additions to individually significant places should, as far as possible, be concealed 
by existing heritage fabric when viewed from the front and visually recessive 
when viewed from any other adjoining street (not a laneway).  

 Existing facades, rooflines, chimneys or other elements that form part of the 
contributory or significant fabric of the heritage place should be preserved and not 
altered (such as new windows or door openings).  

Ensure that, on corner sites, upper storey additions are distinct from, and read as secondary 
elements to the heritage place when viewed from the secondary street frontage.  

 Shopfronts and verandahs strategies 

Encourage the conservation and enhancement of existing historic verandahs and shopfronts 
(including retrofitted types of later style and origin where this contributes to the 
significance of the heritage place).  
Design alterations to existing contributory or non-contributory verandahs and shopfronts to 
be consistent with the character of the heritage place including: 

 Accurate reconstruction of missing parts where evidence exists about the earlier 
state. 

 A simplified, sympathetic form where no evidence exists about the earlier state.  
Retain an existing shopfront if it is original or of later heritage value.  

 Vehicle accommodation and outbuildings strategies 

Locate new car ports, garages and outbuildings in a location supported by the character of 
the heritage place and which does not dominate the heritage place such as either:  
 To the rear of the main building.  
 At the side of the building, set back from the main front building line (excluding 

verandahs, porches, bay windows or similar projecting features).  
Discourage the construction of large hard surface areas within the front setback.  
Discourage the creation of new or additional vehicle crossovers at the front boundary where 
this is not a feature of the heritage place or where rear laneway access exists. 
Discourage the widening of existing vehicle crossovers except in the interest of traffic 
safety.  
Encourage the reconstruction of kerb, channel and footpath where appropriate alternatives 
to existing front vehicle crossovers can be provided.  

Front fences and gates strategies 

Encourage retention and conservation of fences and gates that are a feature of the 
significance of the heritage place.  
Encourage new fences that complement the style and period of construction of the heritage 
place in terms of height, materials and appearance.  
Encourage visually permeable fences that do not obstruct view lines to a heritage place and 
its significant features when viewed from the street or other public spaces.  
Encourage fences on side boundaries that are visible from the front street to adopt a similar 
scale to the front fence.  
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Ancillary services and equipment strategies 

Ensure that ancillary services and equipment (such as satellite dishes, aerials, shade 
canopies, or similar structures) are concealed and do not detract from the heritage 
significance of the heritage place.  
Encourage ancillary site services that support the sustainability of heritage fabric and 
reduce the operational environmental impact of the existing building (such as solar panels, 
water tanks, solar hot water systems, etc.) to be sensitively integrated into the design of the 
heritage place. These services may be visible, if there is no reasonable alternative location.  

External materials, colours and finishes strategies 

Encourage external materials, colours and finishes for heritage buildings that are consistent 
with and complement the style and period of the heritage place.  
Discourage the decoration or concealment of existing unpainted surfaces.  
Encourage the removal of paint from originally unpainted masonry surfaces by means that 
do not damage or alter the original surface.  
Discourage sandblasting of render, masonry or timber surfaces.  
Discourage rendering of previously unrendered surfaces.  
Discourage the use of corporate colours on the body of a building unless such colours are 
consistent with the style of the building(s).  

Streetscapes, landscapes and trees strategies  

Discourage the removal of trees with an identified heritage value unless:  
 The tree is dead or dying.   
 The tree is causing structural damage to an existing heritage structure which cannot 

be dealt with by any other mean.  
 Appropriate replacement landscaping is provided that respects the heritage place, 

maintains significant views and does not cause physical threat to existing heritage 
structures. 

Ensure that new buildings or works do not adversely affect views and vistas toward, from 
and within heritage landscapes.  
Ensure that new buildings or works do not present a physical threat to any tree with 
identified heritage value.  
Ensure that new buildings or works are subservient to and maintain the prominence of the 
significant elements of the heritage landscape.  
Retain significant elements of the heritage landscape.  
Encourage the retention and conservation of heritage elements within streetscapes 
(including street trees, kerb and channel, laneways, etc.). New elements should be 
consistent with the historic character of the place.  

Advertising signs strategies 

Encourage advertising signs to adopt traditional locations on heritage buildings.  
Discourage above-verandah, animated, bunting, electronic advertising, high wall, 
illuminated, major promotion, panel, pole, promotion, reflective and sky signs.  
Ensure that the original architectural character of the building remains dominant.  
Ensure that signs in heritage areas do not visually dominate, interrupt views to significant 
features or detract from the heritage significance.  
Encourage traditional sign writing techniques on advertising signs.  
Minimise the number of signs on a building.  
Encourage signs that are proportional to the architectural features of the heritage place. 
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Encourage the retention of original signage. 
Discourage signs that detract from, or obscure, important features of the heritage place.  
Discourage the use of reflective, polished or metallic finishes on heritage places.  
Discourage signs that project from the verandah or building.  

 Adaptive re-use of heritage places strategies 

Allow a prohibited use only in those instances when that there are no viable alternatives.  
Encourage the retention of as much contributory or significant fabric as possible where a 
change of use requires alterations to the heritage fabric.  

Industrial heritage places strategies 

Encourage the retention of contributory or significant heritage fabric unless retention 
undermines the continued viable operation of an industrial use.  
Encourage the retention of as much contributory or significant heritage fabric as possible, if 
the site is redeveloped.  

Subdivision strategies 

Encourage subdivision that retains the existing pattern of development, if such a pattern 
contributes to the significance of the heritage place.   
Ensure that significant landscape layouts, elements, trees and outbuildings are retained on 
title with the significant building.  

 Policy guidelines 

Consider as relevant:  
 Where demolition is to be supported, a visual record of any contributory or 

significant heritage fabric that is to be demolished or removed.  
 The proposed relocation of a contributory or individually significant heritage 

building as total demolition.  
 The design approaches for alterations and additions contained in the Guidelines 

for alterations and additions to detached houses in heritage areas, Moreland City 
Council, 20012021. 

 The design approaches for fences contained in the Guidelines for Fences in 
Heritage Areas, Moreland City Council 2021. 

 The visibility of additions from the opposite side of any street (not a laneway) or 
public park abutting the property, taken from a height of 1.6 metres above ground 
level, unless the characteristics of the particular site make compliance unrealistic.  

 Where adaptive re-use of a heritage place is proposed, conservation works to the 
heritage place concurrently or in advance of any new buildings and works being 
carried out.  

 Policy documents 

Consider as relevant: 
 Guidelines for alterations and additions to detached houses in heritage areas, 

Moreland City Council, 20012021. 
 Guidelines for Fences in Heritage Areas, Moreland City Council, 2021 
 Guidelines for Assessing Planning Permit Applications, Heritage Victoria, 2007 
 Keeping Brunswick’s Heritage: A Report on the Review of the Brunswick 

Conservation Study. Context P/L, for Brunswick City Council, Vols. 1–4, 1990.  
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 City of Coburg Heritage Conservation and Streetscape Study. Timothy Hubbard 
P/L for City of Coburg, in five parts, October 1990–March 1991.  

 City of Moreland Heritage Review. Allom Lovell and Associates for Moreland 
City Council, Vols. 1–5, January 1999.  

 Gallipoli Parade Heritage Precinct and Beaufort Houses - Review of Heritage 
Significance, Context P/L for Moreland City Council, 2013.  

 Lygon Street Heritage Study Stage 2, Context, June 2012.  
 Moreland Local Heritage Places Review, Context P/L for Moreland City 

Council, 2004 (Amended April 2008).  
 North of Bell Street Heritage Study, Context P/L for Moreland City Council, 

Vols. 1-2, 2013.  
 Moreland Heritage Gap Study, Context P/L for Moreland City Council, Vols. 1-

3, 2019.  
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16.01-4L Housing Affordibility Moreland 

 Strategies 

 Encourage developments to include affordable housing to be owned and managed by a 
registered housing association, registered housing provider or the Director of Housing.  

Encourage public landowners to use surplus land for the provision of social and affordable 
housing.  

 

 

 
 

--/--/---  
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17.01-1L Core Industry and Employment Areas 

 Policy application 

 This policy applies to land identifed as Core Industry and Employment Areas as identified 
on the Strategic Framework Plan: Employment. 

 Core Industry and Employment Areas Objective 

To support the continued operation of existing industry and encourage new industry and 
complementary employment uses to locate within Core Industry and Employment Areas.  

 Core Industry and Employment Areas Strategies 

 Support the transition to a broader range of employment generating uses in Core Industry 
and Employment Areas, including a mix of industry and office-based uses and other 
compatible employment uses, as permitted within the relevant zone.  

 Discourage large scale retail (e.g. supermarkets greater than 1800 square metres) uses, 
other than restricted retail uses from locating in Core Industry and Employment Areas. 

 Encourage non-conforming uses, particularly residential uses, to convert to industrial or 
business uses.  

 Encourage the re-use of heritage protected buildings for industrial or business uses rather 
than residential uses. 

 Support the continued presence of the RMIT School of Fashion of Textiles within the 
Brunswick Core Industry and Employment Area.  

 Support 420 Victoria Street, Brunswick (formally known as the Brunswick Business 
Incubator at 406 Victoria Street, Brunswick) within the Brunswick Core Industry and 
Employment Area as a facility for entrepreneurs and enterprises. 

 Support the development of education and training facilities with a link to businesses 
within the Core Industry and Employment Areas. 

 Support showrooms, restricted retailing and wholesaling activities on main roads within 
Core Industry and Employment Areas, including:  

 The Hume Highway Corridor north of Gaffney Street. 

 Gaffney Street in the North Coburg Core Industry and Employment Area. 

 Victoria, Albert and Dawson Streets in the Brunswick Core Industry and Employment 
Area.  

Support the mixed-use nature of the precinct and surrounding areas while giving priority to 
industry and employment uses. 

--/--/---  
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18.02-1L Sustainable Transport in Moreland 

 Strategies 

Ensure the provision of bicycle parking is suitable to the likely demand generated by the 
use or development and nature of the locality.  
 
Reallocating road space and existing car parking to: 

 Support improvements to pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, including access to 
public transport. 

 Facilitate the safety of walking and cycling. 

 

  

  

 
 

--/--/---  
C200212 



18.02-2L Public Transport in Moreland 

 Strategies 

Reallocating road space and existing car parking to: 

 Support improvements to public transport. 

 

  

 

--/--/---  
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 SCHEDULE TO CLAUSE 72.08 BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 

1.0 Background documents 

Name of background document Amendment 
number - 
clause 
reference 

A Park Close to Home (Moreland City Council, December 2017)  
Brunswick Structure Plan Reference Document (Moreland City 
Council, 2018) 

C167 
2.03-1; 
43.02s19 

Coburg Activity Centre Structure Plan Reference Document 
(Moreland City Council, February 2018) C167 

2.03-1; 37.08s1 
Development Guidelines for Merri Creek (Merri Creek 
Management Committee, 2004) C152 

12.03-1L 
Edgars Creek Conservation and Development Plan, Edwardes 
Lake to Merri Creek (Thompson Berrill Landscape Design, June 
2013) 

C152 
12.03-1L 

Gambling in Moreland 2015-2020 (Moreland City Council, 2015) C163 
52.28 

Glenroy Structure Plan (Moreland City Council, 13 August 2008) C109 
2.03-1 

Guidelines for alterations and additions to detached houses in 
heritage areas (Moreland City Council, 20012021) C93 

15.03-1L 
Guidelines for Assessing Planning Permit Applications (Heritage 
Victoria, 2007) 

C212 
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C200more 
Proposed C212 

 
Employment Areas 

 
Policy application 

This policy applies to land identified as Employment Areas as identified on the Strategic Framework 
Plan: Employment.Economic Development. 

 
Employment Areas Objective 

To support the transition from traditional industrial uses to a broader range of employment uses. 
 
Employment Areas Strategies 

Support the continued operation of existing viable industries in Employment Areas. 

Facilitate the transition of Employment Areas to accommodate a broader range of employment 
generating uses, including a mix of industry and office-based uses and other compatible employment 
uses. 

Prioritise employment uses over residential uses either by: 

Ensuring the amount of employment floor space in a mixed-use development is at least equivalent 
to the amount of all proposed ground and first floor building areas (inclusive of car parking, 
other services and circulation space). 

Allocating a proportion of the site to employment uses and including the area in a zone that 
prohibits residential use where rezoning of a large site is proposed. 

Encourage flexible floor plate layouts and increased floor to ceiling heights at ground and first 
floor to facilitate a variety of employment uses over time. 

Encourage building design and site layouts of industrial and commercial uses in Employment Areas 
to minimise the potential for adverse amenity and environmental impacts on residential uses. 

Design and layout new residential and mixed-use development to incorporate design and noise 
attenuation measures to protect residents from noise from nearby businesses, such as locating 
bedrooms away from noise sources and using acoustic measures. 

Support the mixed-use nature of the precinct and surrounding areas while giving priority to 
employment uses. 
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03/08/2017 
C163 

SCHEDULE 16 TO THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OVERLAY 
Shown on the planning scheme map as DDO16. 

GAFFNEY STREET PRECINCT - 14-22 GAFFNEY STREET, COBURG NORTH 

1.0 
13/02/2014 
C34 

Design Objectives 
To sensitively manage interface issues between new development and established areas. 

To encourage the creation of a high quality public realm with pedestrian friendly environment 
and a hierarchy of streets with active street frontages along Gaffney Street and the Upfield Bike 
Path. 

To promote buildings of high architectural quality and visual interest to the street. 

To ensure new development has flexible floor spaces that can sustain a variety of business 
operations and residential accommodation where appropriate. 

To ensure that development addresses and provides passive surveillance to Gaffney Street, the 
Upfield Bike Path, communal open spaces and primary internal streets. 

To ensure new development protects and enhances the Upfield Bike Path. 

To ensure traffic and public transport related impacts are considered and mitigated as appropriate. 

To ensure new development provides noise attenuation measures where required. 

To ensure that development incorporates best practice environmentally sustainable design 
initiatives. 

To establish convenient, safe and efficient movements and connections within the development 
and to the existing street network and transport opportunities. 

To ensure that development incorporates best practice accessible design features to meet the 
access needs of all sectors of the community. 

To provide high quality internal amenity for occupants including access to good natural light 
to all habitable rooms. 

2.0 
13/02/2014 
C34 

Application requirements 
An application for development or subdivision of the subject site must include, as appropriate, the 
following information to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority: 

An urban context report including site context plan and design response. 

A written statement that demonstrates how the proposed development achieves the design 
objectives and buildings and works requirements of this schedule. 

An Environmentally Sustainable Design Management Plan (EMP) prepared by a suitably 
qualified environmental engineer or equivalent that demonstrates how the development provides 
for best practice environmentally sustainable design. 

An Acoustic Engineering Report prepared by a suitably qualified person demonstrating the use 
of suitable materials and building treatments to ensure internal noise levels are satisfactory. 

A Circulation and Movement Plan prepared by a suitably qualified person demonstrating the 
internal road hierarchy including primary and secondary roads and areas to be accessed by 
loading and building services, vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists. 

An Accessibility Report prepared by a suitably qualified person detailing how the development 
will incorporate adaptable, accessible and visitable design features, in accordance with Australian 
Standard 4299-1995: Adaptable Housing. 
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3.0 
13/02/2014 
C34 

Permit Requirements 
A permit is required to construct a fence. 

4.0 
11/02/2021 
C199more 

Buildings and Works 

Heights and Setbacks 

Where maximum preferred building heights are not specified, building heights should not exceed 
25.2 metres in height. 

Gaffney Street interface 

A maximum height of 20 metres only is permitted for buildings fronting Gaffney Street that 
incorporates, in accordance with Figure 1 below: 

– A zero lot line podium with a maximum height of 14 metres, that supports active frontages 
to Gaffney Street; and 

– Built form above podium height that is set back a minimum of 5 metres. 

Figure 1. Gaffney Street interface 

Upfield rail corridor interface 

Buildings that have an interface with the Upfield railway corridor should respond to the rail 
line in accordance with figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2. Upfield rail corridor interface 

Buildings (excluding the boundary fence, road and landscaping furniture) that have an interface 
with the Upfield railway corridor must be set back no less than 10 metres from the centre line 
of the existing eastern railway track. 

Visual and functional connection of new development with Batman Station and the Upfield 
Bike Path should be provided to facilitate activation of this interface. 

Built form that creates an interesting skyline at the interface with the Upfield rail corridor. 

North and east site interfaces with General Residential Zone land 

Buildings that have interfaces with residential properties at the north and east site boundaries 
should provide building setbacks in accordance with Figures 10 and 11 of the Urban Design 
Framework, 14-22 Gaffney Street Coburg North. 

Design and Articulation 

Development should be appropriately articulated and modulated and provide visual interest 
through glazing and variation in materials and textures. 

Development along all existing and new primary road frontages and communal open spaces 
should be designed to ensure activation with all levels providing a high degree of passive 
surveillance of adjacent public areas. 

Avoid high fencing, where provided high fencing must be visually permeable. 

Buildings fronting Gaffney Street must provide: 

– Built scale appropriate to the street and proximity of pedestrians. 

– Windows facing Gaffney Street of at least 80% of the width of any commercial premises. 

– Maximise the number of entries to any ground floor residential dwellings. 

– Clear glazing to street frontages. 

– Facade design that incorporates lighting to add to a sense of security at night. 

– The provision of roller doors is not encouraged. 

– Visually permeable or transparent security grilles, which are encouraged to be internally 
mounted. 

– A suitable interface with the adjacent existing bus stop on Gaffney Street having regard to 
any proposed road upgrades, to the satisfaction of the Public Transport Development 
Authority and Roads Corporation. 
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Loading facilities and building services should not be located on existing or new primary road 
frontages, unless they can be visually integrated into the site. 

Vehicle ingress and egress to individual dwellings should not be located on existing or new 
primary road frontages. 

Development should minimise blank walls, large service areas, continuous garage doors and 
dense planting at ground level street frontages. 

Development incorporating ten or more dwellings must be designed to incorporate adaptable, 
accessible and visitable design features. 

Development is encouraged to incorporate public art that celebrates the cultural heritage 
significance of the area. 

Main entries and lobby spaces should be legible from the street frontage with good physical 
and visual connections to the street. 

Development should be designed to provide passive surveillance of primary and secondary 
streets and courtyards including through the orientation of balconies and openings of habitable 
rooms. 

Integrated development 

Where development is staged, each stage of the development should be integrated with the 
previous stage and where appropriate provide opportunity for integration with future adjacent 
stages. 

Landscaping and public realm 

Development should ensure appropriate street tree planting, landscape concepts and street 
furniture are provided along all accessways and pedestrian links. 

Canopies along Gaffney Street must not preclude street tree planting. 

Noise attenuation 

Building and works must be sited and designed to incorporate noise attenuation measures to 
minimise railway noise levels or other external noise sources within a development: This may 
be achieved by: 

– Providing adequate soundproofing where noise levels are expected to exceed 
ambient levels. 

– Using noise resistant materials and construction methods. 

Noise attenuation measures should be taken into account when designing external courtyard, 
balcony and recreation areas and other sensitive amenity areas. 

Noise attenuation measures must be integrated with appropriate urban design outcomes to 
achieve articulated diverse facades and active frontages. 

Movement and Access 

Any development must include the creation of an accessway on the western boundary of the 
property to provide an interface with the railway line, provide street planting opportunities and 
incorporate or provide upgrades to the existing Upfield Bike Path. 

Any development must seek to protect and enhance the Upfield Bike Path to improve pedestrian 
amenity, bicycle access and the active movement network. 

Development should provide for the connection of new roads and laneways to the existing 
roads and laneways, to create a highly permeable and accessible environment. 

Primary vehicular access to the site must be provided from Gaffney Street. 
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Development must provide for a pedestrian link between the south-west corner of the site 
adjacent to the Upfield Bike Path / Batman Train Station and the laneway in the north-east 
corner of the site connecting to Sydney Road. 

Roads and laneways must make appropriate provision for vehicular traffic, safe pedestrian 
access for all, bicycles and street tree landscaping. 

Where practicable, redevelopment of the site should provide shared zones for pedestrians, 
cyclists and vehicles. 

Environmentally sustainable design 

Any development on the site must incorporate environmental sustainable design measures in 
the areas of energy efficiency, greenhouse gas emissions, integrated water management, natural 
ventilation, storm water reduction and management, solar access, orientation, transport, waste 
reduction/management and construction materials selection. 

Development must provide an overall road layout that maximizes the opportunity for solar 
efficient lot layouts and building orientation within the site and that does not compromise the 
existing passive solar access of existing dwellings surrounding the site. 

5.0 
13/02/2014 
C34 

Subdivision 
Any application to subdivide land must include a Plan of Subdivision showing roads, pedestrian 
links and any public open space. 

An application to subdivide land that will impact on achieving the objectives of the Design and 
Development Overlay or would prejudice the implementation of the Integrated Transport Plan, as 
required in the Section 173 Agreement registered on title, will not be supported. 

6.0 
13/02/2014 
C34 

Decision guidelines 
Before deciding on an application, the Responsible Authority must consider as appropriate: 

The design objectives of this schedule. 

The Urban Design Framework, 14-22 Gaffney Street Coburg North. 

The architectural quality and innovative response of the buildings. 

The contribution the design makes to the urban design, walkability, bicycle access, permeability 
and streetscape appearance of the area. 

Whether the development incorporates appropriate noise attenuation measures to minimise 
railway noise levels or other relevant external noise sources within the development having 
regard to the proposed use of the land. 

The overall environmental sustainability performance of development. 

Whether the proposed development implements the outcomes outlined in the Integrated Transport 
Plan. 

Whether the proposed development provides the works that are required to the public transport 
and road networks in the vicinity of the site to mitigate against the impacts arising from the 
development of the site. 

The views of the Public Transport Development Authority and Roads Corporation. 

7.0 
11/02/2021--/--/---- 
C199moreProposed C212more 

Reference Documents (1) 
Urban Design Framework, 14-22 Gaffney Street Coburg North, David Lock Associates, June 

2013. 
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Moreland Industrial Land Use StrategyStrategy 2015-2030, Hansen Partnership, National 
Economics, August 2004Moreland City Council,  July 2016. 

14-22 Gaffney Street, Coburg: Rezoning Application, Traffic and Car Parking Impact Assessment 
Report, Traffix Group, January 2012. 
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2.0
18/12/2020--/--/----
C211moreProposed C212more

Heritage places (1)
The requirements of this overlay apply to both the heritage place and its associated land.

Aboriginal
heritage
place?

Prohibited
uses
permitted?

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Tree controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

External paint
controls
apply?

Heritage placePSMap ref

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoPrecinctHO431

Adler Grove Precinct, Coburg North

Map 8HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoPrecinctHO1

Albert Street Precinct, Brunswick

Map 15HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoPrecinctHO384

Allan Street Precinct, Brunswick

Map 15HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoPrecinctHO432

Bain Avenue Precinct, Coburg North
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Aboriginal
heritage
place?

Prohibited
uses
permitted?

Included
on the
Victorian
Heritage
Register
under
the
Heritage
Act
2017?

Outbuildings
or fences not
exempt
under Clause
43.01-4

Tree controls
apply?

Internal
alteration
controls
apply?

External paint
controls
apply?

Heritage placePSMap ref

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoYesNoNoNoNoYes1-3 Dawson Street, Brunswick – St Ambrose’s School
& Hall

HO155

Map 14HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoYesNoNoNoNoYes10 Dawson Street, Brunswick – Brunswick BathsHO61

Map 14HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoLatiner Hat Factory (former) , 20 Dawson Street,
Brunswick

HO246

Map 14HO

Incorporated Plan:
Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan
2019
Statement of Significance:
'Latiner Hat Factory, 20 Dawson Street, Brunswick,
Statement of Significance, September 2019'

NoYesNoNoNoNoYes49 Dawson Street, Brunswick – Former Brunswick
Technical School

HO62
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31/07/2018
VC148

SCHEDULE TO CLAUSE 72.04 DOCUMENTS INCORPORATED IN THIS PLANNING
SCHEME

1.0
18/12/2020--/--/----
C211moreProposed C212more

Incorporated documents (1)

Introduced by:Name of document

C2513-17 Duggan Street, Brunswick West Incorporated Plan – June 2003

C3621-35 Hope Street, Brunswick Incorporated Plan – September 2003

C178moreBell andMoreland Level Crossing Removal Project Incorporated Document,
October 2019

C140Brunswick Terminal Station Incorporated Document, 2012

GC63Camp Road, Campbellfield Level Crossing Removal Project Incorporated
Document, April 2017

C44City of Moreland Residential Development at 42 St Phillip Street, Brunswick
East 23 May 2003

C83Geotechnical Declaration and Certification Form, Moreland City Council,
November 2012

C41King Khalid Islamic College Primary School Campus Incorporated Plan -
May 2004

VC20Melbourne City Link Project – Advertising Sign Locations, November 2003

C174morept1Moreland Heritage Exemptions Incorporated Plan 2019

C153Moreland Tree Planting Manual for Residential Zones, December 2014

C154Pentridge Coburg Design Guidelines and Masterplan, February 2014

C125Pentridge Village Design Guidelines and Masterplan, August 2009

C133Moreland Development Contribution Plan, January 2015

C169moreSignage on sports grounds Incorporated Document, June 2019

Statements of Significance Incorporated under Clause 43.01

C174morePt1Attached Houses, 23 & 25 Luscombe Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morePt1Attached Houses, 46 & 48 Gold Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Attached Houses, 60 & 62 Glenlyon Road, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Bell Street Bridge, Corner of Bell Street and Nicholson Street, Coburg,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1BethanyGospel Hall (former), 235 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Brunswick & Coburg UFS Dispensary (former), 228 Melville Road,
Brunswick West, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Canals House’, 7 Parkview Avenue, Brunswick East, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Closer Settlement House (‘Ranche’)’ 9 Waxman Parade, Brunswick
West, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Closer Settlement Houses, Statement of Significance, September 2019
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Introduced by:Name of document

C174morept1Coburg Police Station (former), 160-162 Bell Street, Coburg, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Concrete House, 1 South Daly Street, Brunswick West, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Corner Shop (former) & Residence, 80 Union Street, Brunswick, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Corner Shop (former) & Residence, 103 Albion Street, Brunswick,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Corner Shop (former) & Residence, 209 Barkly Street, Brunswick,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Dairy & Milk Bar (former), 136A Nicholson Street, Brunswick East,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Devon’ (House), 38 John Street, Brunswick East, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Faiman & Sons Warehouse (former), 443 Albion Street, Brunswick West,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1First City of Brunswick Scout Hall (former), later Brunswick Cinema,
Toscana Social Club, 273 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Fleming Park,’ 47-51 Albert Street, Brunswick East, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Forfarshire’ (House), 86 Laura Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Former Millers Ropeworks, now RMIT University, 29 Dawson Street,
Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Former Prestige Mill Complex, 159-165 Donald Street, Brunswick East,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Former W.T Rawleigh and Co – factory & warehouse, 60 Dawson Street,
Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Glen Iris’ & ‘Hazel Glen’, 28 & 30 Albert Street, Brunswick East, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Hickford Street Precinct, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1House, 5 Bank Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 5 Laura Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 8 Aintree Street, Brunswick East, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 19 Balmoral Avenue, Brunswick East, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 23 Evans Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 23 Holmes Road, Brunswick East, Statement of Significance,
September 2019
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Introduced by:Name of document

C174morept1House, 31 Burnell Street, Brunswick West, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 38 David Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 46 Murdock Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 94 Hope Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 96 Lydia Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 112 Moreland Road, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 137 Albert Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 195 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House, 307 Brunswick Road, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1House, 685 Park Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1House & Canary Island Palm, 255 Nicholson Street, Brunswick East,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1House & Front Fence, 33 Newman Street, Brunswick West, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1House & Front Fence, 22 Grantham Street, Brunswick West, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1House & Front Fences, 92 & 94Whitby Street, BrunswickWest, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Houses, 63 & 65 Union Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1H.P.L. Morris Chemist (former) & Residence, 153 Reynard Street, Coburg,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Kororoit’ (Concrete House), 70 Heller Street, Brunswick West, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Lochiel’, 9 Aberdeen Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1‘Lough Brae’ (House) 35 Cassels Road, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Meaker Avenue Precinct, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C211more'Moorefield' (Outbuilding), 2/197 The Avenue, Coburg, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Moreland Baptist Church Complex’ 384Moreland Road, BrunswickWest,
Statement of Significance, September 2019
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C174morept1'Oamaru’ (Aitken House), 26 Walsh Street, Coburg, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Oomah’ (House), 73 Hope Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Primitive Methodist Mission Hall, 170 Albert Street, Brunswick, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1RogersMemorial Reserve, 109 Cumberland Road, Pascoe Vale, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Shop (former) & Residence, 105 Munro Street, Coburg, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Shop & Residence, 425 Sydney Road, Coburg, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Shops & Residences, 431 & 433 Sydney Road, Coburg, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1State Savings Bank of Victoria (former), 840 Sydney Road, Brunswick,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace, 163-169 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Terrace, 183-187 Edward Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Terrace, 206-210 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Terraces, 233-239 Brunswick Road, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses, 16 & 18 Glenlyon Road, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses (23 – Canaway House, 25 – Albert House) 23 & 25 Albert
Street, Brunswick East, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses (31 – Inverurie, 33 – Keithall), 31 & 33 Lygon Street,
Brunswick East, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses, 109 & 111 Albert Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses, 140 & 142 Edward Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses (213 - Ethel, 215 – Edith, 217 – Alice, 219 – Betty),
211-219 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance, September
2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses, 241 & 243 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses & Fences, 76 & 78 Hope Street, Brunswick, Statement
of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Terrace Houses & Fences, 134-136 Barkly Street, Brunswick, Statement
of Significance, September 2019
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Introduced by:Name of document

C174morept1‘The Elms’ (House), 683 Park Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1Tinning Street Precinct, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Tyrone’ (House), 193 Brunswick Road, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1‘Uxbridge’ (House) 16 Horne Street, Brunswick, Statement of Significance,
September 2019

C174morept1‘Victoria Hotel’, 380-382 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

C174morept1War Service Homes (Brick), Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1War Service Homes (Timber), Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Waxman Parade Precinct, Statement of Significance, September 2019

C174morept1Yorkshire Textile Mills (Former), 2-4 Inverness Street, Brunswick East,
Statement of Significance, September 2019

C212moreLatiner Hat Factory, 20 Dawson Street, Brunswick, Statement of
Significance, September 2019

GC68Tramway Infrastructure Upgrades Incorporated Document, May 2017
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This document is an incorporated document in the Moreland Planning Scheme pursuant to section 6(2)(j) of the Planning 
and Environment Act 1987 

 

Statement of Significance: Latiner Hat Factory, 20 Dawson 
Street, Brunswick 
 

Heritage 
Place: 

‘Latiner Hat Factory 
(former),’ 20 Dawson Street, 
Brunswick 

PS ref no: HO246 

 

What is significant? 

The former Latiner Hat Factory, designed by Alder & Lacey and constructed in 1933-34, at 20 
Dawson Street, Brunswick is significant. This is a large interwar factory in the Moderne style. 
The long Dawson street elevation comprises the three-storey office ‘tower’ at the eastern end, 
and the long single storey factory section extending to the west. The office ‘tower’ has a 
stepped, cubic form with vertical fins reminiscent of a Sumerian temple. The only opening in 
monolithic façade to Dawson Street is the wide doorway under the central bay, while the 
eastern and western elevations contain several multi-pane metal-framed windows. On the 
east side, and set back from the street, is a single storey section with a continuous band of 
multi-paned metal-framed windows and incised horizontal bands to the parapet.  

The key feature of the façade of the factory block extending to the west is an almost continuous 
band of metal framed windows, uninterrupted by piers and broken only by door and vehicle 
openings. The saw tooth roofs behind are hidden by the parapet. This building terminates at 
an internal roadway. On the opposite site is another building, again with multi-pane metal 
framed windows across the façade and saw tooth roofs behind, with fully glazed side walls 
facing the internal road. 
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and Environment Act 1987 

 

 
How is it significant? 

The former Latiner Hat Factory at 20 Dawson Street, Brunswick is of local historical and 
aesthetic significance to the City of Moreland. 
 
Why is it significant? 

It is significant as one of the large factories established in response to the introduction of tariff 
protection in the early twentieth century and illustrates the boom in manufacturing that made 
Brunswick a centre of industry in Melbourne. It is representative of the large modern architect-
designed factory complexes that emerged during the 1930s and is notable as one of the most 
intact and complete surviving examples in Brunswick. (Criteria A & D)  

It is significant as a fine example of the Moderne style applied to an industrial building. The 
Moderne style was popular for factories in the 1930s as it was seen as progressive and 
modern. This factory has all the hallmarks of the style including the strong horizontal emphasis 
of the factory section punctuated by the strong vertical tower at one end. The construction 
technique, which enabled the façade windows to be expressed as an almost continuous 
horizontal band uninterrupted by piers and the striking form and detailing of the office with its 
stepped cubic monolithic façade relieved by vertical fins are of particular note. (Criterion E)  

Primary source 

Moreland Heritage Gap Study 2019, Vol 1: Findings and Methodology Report 
 
Northern Factory Study Part 2, 1992  















































































































 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dr Jane Homewood 
Executive Director, Statutory Planning Services 
PO Box 500 
EAST MELBOURNE  VIC  8002 
 
 
Dear Dr Homewood, 
 
DEVELOPMENT FACILITATION PROGRAM, PROPOSED AMENDMENT C216, PROPOSED 
DEVELOPMENT AT 2-6 BALLARAT STREET AND 14-18 OVENS STREET, BRUNSWICK 
 

Thank you for your letter dated 21 May 2021 in relation to proposed Planning Scheme Amendment 
C216more and planning permit application No. PA2101205 at the above address, which is being 
considered by the Minister for Planning for accelerated assessment and determination by the 
Development Facilitation Program (DFP). 
 
I can advise that in 2019 and 2020 Council officers met with the proponent to explore development of 
this site. A number of the built form concerns raised in this submission were communicated to the 
proponent through these preliminary discussions. The proposal has not been substantially altered to 
address the matters initially raised by Council. 
 
Council has reviewed all of the documentation accompanying draft Amendment C216more and 
planning permit application No. PA2101205 and has taken into account the criteria within Planning 
Practice Note 29 (Ministerial powers of intervention in planning and heritage matters).  
 

Note 29 have been satisfied. In particular the project is not considered to be of State or regional 
significance and there has been no planning process that has caused hardship or a situation where 

for a proposal to be considered for accelerated assessment and determination by the Development 

substantially from state and local policy in relation to heritage and built form outcomes that Council 
raises significant concerns with the proposal, and strongly holds the view that the Minister should not 
use his powers of intervention in this matter for the following reasons: 



 

 

 Heritage impacts 
The extent demolition of heritage fabric of a building with individual heritage significance is 
inappropriate and the supporting information does not identify that there are structural defects 
that would warrant its demolition per the guidance at Clause 15.03-1L (Heritage in Moreland) 
of the Moreland Planning Scheme. The extent of demolition results in facadism and has an 
adverse impact on the significance of the heritage place. The scale, setbacks, siting and 
height of the new building dominates the heritage building affects the significance of the 
heritage place. The proposal is at odds with state and local heritage policy at Clause 15.03 of 
the Moreland Planning Scheme. 
 

 Non-Compliance with the built form requirements of Design and Development Overlay 
Schedule 18 
The proposal fails to respond to the street wall and upper level setbacks sought by this 
planning control. In combination with the overall height of eight storeys, the proposal fails to 
achieve an appropriate balance between a sense of enclosure and openness in Ovens Street 
and fails to respond to heritage significance in Ballarat Street, contrary to the objectives of the 
DDO18. 
 

 Building typology, building separation and impact on development potential of 
adjoining sites 
The building typology proposed at this site, with a central light well, informs the setbacks from 
its boundaries. The proposal fails to provide an appropriate building separation from its 
eastern boundary which unreasonably impacts the future development potential of adjoining 
sites to the east.  
 

 Internal amenity 
The building typology results in compromised internal amenity for a large proportion of 
bedrooms due to inadequate daylight, lack of outlook and the acoustic impacts of being 
immediately adjacent to a corridor. Additionally, some studio and one bedroom dwellings fail 
to meet the standard and objective of Clause 58.07-1 and are unreasonably constrained by 
kitchen or storage furniture extending into the living area or dining areas. 

 
 Car parking and traffic 

The traffic report fails to undertake any parking surveys, analysis of anticipated traffic in the 
road network or identify how the on-site car parking is proposed to be managed to meet 
resident demand. In the absence of additional information, Counc
on-site car parking has been provided. 

 
 Affordable Housing  

Council is concerned that the affordable housing commitment provides a limited discount to 
households at the moderate income bracket and fails to address low income households that 

research - https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/globalassets/areas/social-policy/final-report-a-
home-in-moreland.pdf  
 

In summary, the design response fails to respond to the policies and objectives of the Moreland 
Planning Scheme and will adversely impact a building of individual heritage significance, constrain the 
future development potential of adjoining sites and result in poor internal amenity for future 
occupants. For these reasons, the building is considered to be the wrong typology for the subject site 
and should not be supported. The value of the affordable housing offer to both Moreland and eligible 
occupants is low. The level of benefit to the community arising from the affordable housing element of 
this proposal does not warrant accelerated assessment and determination. This is particularly 
important if decisions to reduce or limit third party rights are made on the basis that the proposal 

 
 



 

 

Each of the matters raised above is explained in more detail below. 
 
Heritage impacts 
The property at 2-6 Ballarat Street, Brunswick is affected by Heritage Overlay Schedule 385 (HO385 

 Perucci Shirt Factory) which identifies this site of individual heritage significance in the Moreland 
Planning Scheme. 
 
The statement of significance identifies this site as 
sawtooth-roofed production building and a double-  presenting 
striking façade, with projecting concrete- . The significance of the 
site relates to its post-war use by an important local company Yakka Overalls Pty Ltd and then its 
occupation by Fletcher Jones and Perucci Shirts with clothing manufacturers continuously occupying 
the building for more than fifty years. 
 
The statement of significance details that esthetically, the building is significant for its Ballarat Street 
frontage: a bold and striking modernist composition that is virtually unaltered and thus remains highly 
evocative of the 1950s period (AHC Criterion F.1). The projecting upper storey, with expressed 
concrete frame and fully glazed window wall, is typical of fine commercial and industrial design of the 
era, while the ground floor, with its plain black columns, tinted concrete paving and inward sloping 
wall being particularly distinctive elements. Overall, the building exhibits a notable (and notably rare) 
level of physical intactness, consequent to being continuously occupied for more than fifty years by 
companies engaged in the same industr  
 
The extent of proposed demolition is not supported and will adversely affect the significance of the 
heritage place as: 

- It seeks demolition and reconstruction of the heritage Ballarat Street façade; and 
- The extent of removal of the factory wall at Ovens Street and demolition of the roof results in 

facadism 
  

-1L Heritage in 
Moreland and state policy at Clause 43.01 which do not support demolition, removal or external 
alteration that adversely affects the significance of a heritage place.  
 
The justification for demolition of the Ballarat Street façade is based on an assessment undertaken in 
the report entitled Façade Observation Report dated 20 April 2021. This report only conducted a 

view that the finding of this report that could be more efficient and safer to replace the existing 
 (emphasis added) does not demonstrate that the façade is structurally unsound and 

demolition is not warranted. Furthermore, reconstruction of this façade with new materials is imitating 
the historic styling and detailing, which is not supported by heritage policy at Clause 15.03-1L 
Heritage in Moreland. 
 
The proposal does not retain any of the sawtooth roof form (with only the eastern wall retained) and 
seeks to entirely remove the flat roof form to the factory. Removal of the roof will result in facadism. 
This is particularly evident in the three-dimensional images, which show balconies located behind the 
wall of the factory and sky views behind.  
 
This, in combination with the new building being setback only 6.5 metres behind what little remains of 
the heritage building and rising to a height of eight storeys, means that the heritage factory will not be 
readily appreciated in a three dimensional form and will be dominated by the new building form. 

isor is not supportive of the extent of demolition as the lack of retention of any 
sawtooth form at Ovens Street means that the capacity to understand the former industrial activity of 
the building is limited. The saw tooth roof form is not readily visible from the Ovens Street 
streetscape, however the extent of demolition in combination with the setbacks of the height of the 
new building fails to appropriately respond to the heritage building.  



 

 

The proposal is not consistent with strategies related to dem
local planning policy at Clause 15.03-1L (Heritage in Moreland) These strategies seek to encourage 
retention of significant heritage fabric and ensure that new additions to heritage buildings respect the 
scale, massing, form and do not dominate the heritage place. For these reasons it is considered that 
the proposal is also at odds with state heritage policy at Clause 15.03-1S. 
 
It is acknowledged that because the site is within the Brunswick Activity Centre and affected by 
Design and Development Overlay Schedule 18 (DDO18), planning scheme policy also seeks an 
outcome of new mid-rise development and increased density. However, it has not considered that this 
proposal strikes an appropriate balance between heritage policy and policies seeking urban 
consolidation. This is also evident given that the proposal fails to meet one of the key objectives of 
DDO18 to respect the form, design and context of buildings of individual heritage significance in the 
precinct. 
 
Design and Development Overlay Schedule 18 and Building Height 
The site is affected by Design and Development Overlay Schedule 18 (DDO18) which identifies the 
following built form requirements for this site: 

- A preferred maximum building height of 17 metres; 
- A street wall height on Ballarat Street and Ovens Street between 9 and 12 metres; and 
- Upper levels setback a minimum 5 metres which do not exceed the horizontal distance from 

the opposite street boundary as illustrated in Figure 2 from DDO18 (copied below).  
 

 
Figure 2 in DDO18 

 
The proposal is not consistent with the above requirements, specifically:  

- The street wall of the new building on Ovens Street is approximately 14.3 metres height and 
the setbacks of upper levels are not consistent with Figure 2 of DDO18 and exceed the 
horizontal distance from the opposite street boundary. This non-compliance is depicted at the 
southern elevation on TP3-101 Revision A, with levels 5 to 7 and the roof top extending 

ponse, in combination with the 
overall eight storey height and 78 metre building length, fail to achieve the appropriate balance 
between a sense of enclosure at the street edge and openness above, as sought by DDO18.  

 
- The proposed eight storey height at approximately 27.5 metres (32 metres inclusive of lift 

core) seeks a significant departure from the DDO18 preferred height. The site to the west at 8 
Ballarat Street has planning approval for the construction of an eight storey building. In this 
instance, a development exceeding the preferred height of the DDO was considered 
acceptable because the street wall and upper level setbacks largely comply with the 
requirements of DDO18. At both Ballarat Street and Ovens Street the upper levels are setback 
7.69 metres at levels 4 to 6, with the building setback 12.6 to 12.9 metres at level 7. This 

d. The 
subject proposal, in comparison, fails to achieve this objective. 
 



 

 

- The 6.5 metre setback at levels 2-6 and upper level setback from Ballarat Street fails to meet 
the setbacks of DDO18 and does not respond to the scale and importance of this heritage 
building. This is inconsistent with the decision guidelines at DDO18 where the Responsible 
Authority is required to consider whether an increased upper level setback is required having 
regard to the heritage significance of the site within the Heritage Overlay. 

 
The subject site is sufficiently large to respond to the streetscape design outcomes sought by DDO18. 
This non-compliance and the height at eight storeys, in the manner proposed is not an appropriate 
response. 
 
Building typology, building separation and impact on development potential of adjoining sites
The design response is predicated on a central light well, with walkways extending through this void 
space. It is difficult for this building typology to respond effectively to the competing planning 
outcomes sought at this site including: setbacks from the heritage building; setbacks to respond to 
DDO18; and setbacks to the eastern boundary and properties adjoining the site. 
 
Clause 15.01-2L Apartment developments in Moreland sets out, at Table 1, the distances that 
buildings should be setback from side boundaries to ensure that development achieves long term 
access to adequate daylight, outlook and enables the reasonable future development opportunities of 
adjoining sites. 
 
The building is generally setback 4.5 metres from its eastern boundary at all levels. This 
fails to provide building separation in accordance with Table 1. Clause 15.01-2L requires that 
separation distances from all living rooms or main balconies to the eastern boundary be: 

- 6 metres up to level 2; 
- 9 metres from levels 3 to 6; and 
- 12 metres at level 7. 

 
The adjacent properties at 477 to 491 Sydney Road are narrow in width, and form part of the Sydney 
Road heritage precinct (affected by HO149) and the Baptist Church (affected by HO162). These sites 
are constrained due to size and heritage controls. The size of the subject site is not constrained, and 
the non-compliance with building separation is a result of the choice of building typology. An eight 
storey building setback 4.5 metres from this side boundary will impact the ability for future 
development on these adjoining sites to provide acceptable daylight access to dwellings and does not 
ensure the reasonable future development opportunities of these sites. 
 
In contrast, there is no concern with the eight storey boundary walls located onto part of the northern 
boundary and part of the eastern boundary, where it abuts 503 Sydney Road, Brunswick. The 
response at these interfaces is not considered to constrain the reasonable development potential of 
the adjoining properties. 
  
Internal amenity 
The building typology with central light wells provides an internal separation distance of 6 metres. 
Clause 15.01-2L seeks to ensure that light wells are of sufficient size to allow adequate daylight.  
 
This design response has walkways extending above all internal north facing bedroom windows and 
landings which means these bedrooms do not have a window which is clear to the sky. Daylight to 
bedrooms is further constrained by the use of highlight windows, needed to achieve privacy from the 
walkway.  Daylight modelling does not accompany the ESD report to confirm what level of natural 
light these bedrooms achieve, and although the BESS report claims that 78% of bedrooms will 
achieve a daylight factor 
have questioned the accuracy of this in the absence of appropriate evidence.   
 
Overall, this design response results in compromised internal amenity for a large proportion of 
bedrooms due to inadequate daylight, lack of outlook and the acoustic impacts of being immediately 
adjacent to a corridor with no buffer.  



 

 

 
An assessment against the Clause 58.07-1 Functional layout objectives identifies that a number of 
dwellings types do not have living room dimensions that meet Standard D24. The layouts at dwelling 
types B02, C02, D04, S03, S04 and S06 are unreasonably constrained by kitchen or storage furniture 
extending into the living area or dining areas. These layouts unreasonably impact the functional areas 
to meet the needs of residents which is not acceptable for an unconstrained site of this size. 
 
Car parking and traffic 
The traffic report does not identify the impact of the proposal on traffic capacity during peak hours at 
the following intersections: Sydney Road and Ballarat Street; Sydney Road and Victoria Street; and 
Ovens Street and Hope Street. An updated traffic report providing a SIDRA analysis of the above should 
be undertaken so that an informed assessment of traffic impacts can be made. It is noted that there is 
the opportunity to upgrade the existing road network at the intersection of Victoria Street and Sydney 
Road. The existing chevron line markings which restrict queuing for a right turn from Victoria Street 
onto Sydney Road can be removed and replaced with two extended lanes. These works may assist 
with the level of service at this intersection, an upgrade which should be contributed to by this 
development. 
 
In addition to the above, the traffic report does not conduct any on street parking surveys. This 
information is required to identify whether the reduction of 138 statutory car parking spaces and 
provision of 63 spaces less than the anticipated residential demand (based on ABS data) is appropriate, 
in the manner proposed. On-site car parking is to be communally held and managed, with tenants 
renting the car parking space separately (and for additional cost) to their dwelling. Council policy 
supports the reduction of car parking in appropriate locations where there is excellent access to public 
transport options and shared car parking arrangements. However, given that the proposal seeks a 
substantial reduction beyond the anticipated demand, further clarification is sought as to the how the 
car parking will be managed, including whether more than one car parking space will be allocated to a 
dwelling and confirmation as to whether there is a car share proposed to operate onsite. In the absence 
of this information, it is considered that insufficient on-site car parking has been provided. 
 
Affordable Housing 
The Assemble model of housing provides a new pathway to home ownership  the Rent to Buy 
system. It is understood that the rent is agreed for five years. Renters have the option to purchase the 
dwelling at the end of the five year lease. The purchase price is agreed to prior to the commencement 
of the rental period and is locked in. 
 
The planning scheme supports and encourages affordable housing to be provided in new 
developments, however limited information on this aspect of the development has been provided. 
 
Given the scale of development, the offer of 70% affordable housing, and the inherent complexity in 
the Rent to Buy model, an Affordable Housing report is critical to understand the offering. The 
absence of this info
contribution proposed by this project.  
 
Broadly the planning application material and draft planning permit conditions indicate that: 

- A minimum of 70% of dwellings are to  
- A Management Plan seeks to ensure that the gross household income for moderate income 

households does not exceed: 
o 30% for rent of an affordable dwelling; and 
o 35% for the cost of mortgage and repayments (principal and interest) for purchase of 

an affordable dwelling  
- A Section 173 legal agreement is required to ensure that 70% of dwellings are provided as 

affordable housing for rent, with this restriction ending at the point of sale of each individual 
dwelling 

 



 

 

The information available on A
to be eligible to rent a dwelling in this development. By applying the drafted permit conditions against 
the income ranges gazetted annually under Section 3AB of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 
and the MHI price points, it appears that: 

- The housing will not be affordable to low or very low income households; 
- The housing will not be affordable to many moderate income households; 
- Single households can only qualify for a studio dwelling; 
- Couples can only qualify for a one bedroom dwelling; 
- The model provides for an outcome where some rental price points may be affordable for 

households at the upper end of the moderate income range but are above the market rent for 
similar properties in the Brunswick area; and 

- Onsite car parking can be leased at an additional cost to the renter, which is not factored in to 
the affordability. 

 
A Home in Moreland is research undertaken by Council in 2016 about unmet housing need and 
housing affordability in Moreland. This indicates that in 2016 there were only 713 moderate income 
households in rental stress in Moreland, compared to 6463 low and very low income households. The 
Assemble Communities proposal offers small dwelling sizes (studios at 40 square metres and one 
bedroom dwellings at 56 square metres) as affordable dwellings at a limited discount to households at 
the highest income of the moderate income bracket. This will only benefit renters at the highest 
income of the moderate income bracket. This does not meet the largest cohort of need in Moreland 
and it is therefore considered that the offer does not adequately meet the identified need for 
affordable housing for Moreland residents. 
 
The level of benefit to the community arising from the affordable housing element of this proposal 
does not warrant accelerated assessment and determination. This is particularly important if decisions 
to reduce or limit third party rights are made on the basis that the proposal provides a substantial 
public benefit in the form of . 
 

in the appendix to this submission, should be imposed to ensure that: 
- The price points for rent and purchase are set at a point that may be affordable to some 

eligible low income households and most moderate income households; 
- The number of dwellings, pricing and allocation to eligible households is validated by a 

Registered Housing provider on an annual basis, providing a third party review of these 
commitments. 

 
Justification for intervention 
As outlined above, it is not considered that all of the tests for Ministerial intervention have been met 
for this proposal. The assessment outlined in this report demonstrates that the delivery of affordable 
housing is limited.  Additionally, the proposal departs substantially from planning scheme policy in 
relation to heritage and built form outcomes.  
 
The intervention via Section 20(4) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 raises procedural 
fairness concerns. The intervention will remove third party rights contrary to the following objectives of 
the Act: 
 

(i) to ensure that those affected by proposals for the use, development or protection of land or 
changes in planning policy or requirements receive appropriate notice; 

(j) to provide an accessible process for just and timely review of decisions without unnecessary 
formality; 

 
If intervention is to be considered, then at a minimum, the Minister should first refer the matter to 
Priority Projects Standing Advisory Committee. This will enable the consideration of the matters 
raised in this letter to be appropriately assessed and considered, including consideration of 
submissions from the Council and other parties. In addition, as contained within the terms of 



 

 

reference for the Committee, it would allow the consideration of a public hearing for parties to put 
forward their submissions. 
 
Without prejudice draft permit conditions 
Council has also reviewed the draft permit conditions and provides suggestions on a without prejudice 

the exception of conditions 6 and 7 relating to housing affordability, the drafted conditions do not seek 
to address the concerns raised by Council throughout this submission. 
 
A copy of the Council report that considered this matter as well as the details of 
will be provided under separate cover. If you have any further queries in relation to this matter please 
contact Narelle Jennings, Group Manager City Development on 9240 1243. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
KIRSTEN COSTER 
Director City Futures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

APPENDIX 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE DRAFT PLANNING PERMIT CONDITIONS 

Renumbered 
condition nos. 
 

Planning Permit Condition 
proposed drafting in bold 

Description of change to 
DELWP drafting & 
Justification for 
proposed condition drafting 

AMENDED PLANS 
1 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, excluding demolition, bulk 
excavation and works to remediate 
contaminated land, amended development 
plans must be submitted to, approved, and 
endorsed by the responsible authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland City Council. 
When endorsed, the plans will form part of 
this permit. The plans must be fully 
dimensioned and drawn to scale. The plans 
must be generally in accordance with the 
plans by Fieldwork, project no. 180019, 

-000(A), TP0-001(A), TP1-
101(A), TP1-102(B), TP1-103(B) TP1-104(B), 
TP2-098(A), TP2-099(A), TP2-100(A), TP2-
101(A), TP2-102(A), TP2-103(A), TP2-104(A), 
TP2-105(A), TP2-106(A), TP2-107(A), TP2-
108(A), TP2-109(A), TP3-101(A), TP3-102(A), 
TP3-103(A), TP3-104(A), TP3-110(A), TP3-
111(A), TP3-112(A), TP3-113(A), TP3-114(A), 
TP5-101(A), TP5-102(A), TP5-103(A), TP5-
104(A), TP5-105(A), TP5-106(A), TP5-107(A), 
TP6-101(A),TP6-110(A), TP6-120(A), TP6-
121(A), TP6-122(A), TP6-125(A), TP6-126(A), 
TP6-130(A), TP6-131(A), TP6-135(A), TP7-
101(A) but amended to show 

No change 

1 a) A demolition plan illustrating all demolition 
proposed at the site 
 

No change to DELWP drafting. 

1 b) Plans detailing the extent of new or changed 
opening to the heritage façade 

No change to DELWP drafting. 

1 c) Plans confirming detailing whether elements 
such as the existing slab levels are to be 
retained and how the existing or proposed 
slab levels sit in relation to the balconies and 
windows 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

1 d) Any changes required by the waste 
management plan required by condition 19. 
 

Added Council condition 

1 e) Any changes required by the access report 
required by condition 47. 
 

Added Council condition 



 

 

1 f) i. The following changes and including any 
other changes required by the amended ESD 
report: 
 

Added Council condition 

1 f) ii. Provide typical elevation detail for shading 
to windows (north and west facing as shown 
on the floor plans) 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This detail does not form part of 
the architectural package 
 

1 f) iii. Identify the approximate size, location and 
number of individual panels, orientation and 
tilt angle of photovoltaic array 

Added Council condition  
 
The solar panels shown the 
plans may need to be increased 
to achieve the system size 
committed to in the ESD report 
 

1 f) iv. Stormwater management details consistent 
with the STORM or MUSIC report. 

Added Council condition  
 
This may require on-site water 
tanks for water detention and 
re-use to meet Clause 53.18 
Stormwater Management in 
Urban Developments. These 
features are not currently 
shown on the basement or floor 
plans. 
 

1 f)v Glazing details as per the preliminary 
NatHERS ratings and preliminary Section J 
modelling. 
 

Added Council condition  
 
This is required so that plans 
are consistent with the ESD 
report. 
 

ENDORSED PLANS 
2 The use and development must be generally 

in accordance with the plans endorsed in 
accordance with this permit. The 
development plans endorsed under condition 
0, and any other plan endorsed under a 
condition of this permit, must not be altered 
or modified without the written consent of 
the responsible authority. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

REMOVAL OF EASEMENTS 
3 This permit shall have no force or effect 

until such time as a separate planning 
permit is issued in accordance with Clause 
52.02 of the Moreland Planning Scheme for 
removal of the drainage the easement at Lot 
1 of Title Plan 92978U and the easements 
are removed in accordance with section 23 
of the Subdivision Act 1988. 

Added Council condition  
 
A drainage easement affects Lot 
1 of Title Plan 92978U and is 
required to be removed  



 

 

 
MATERIALS AND FINISHES 
4 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, excluding demolition, bulk 
excavation and works to remediate 
contaminated land, a schedule and samples 
of all external glazing reflectivity, colours 
and finishes, including a colour render and 
notated plan/elevation must be submitted to, 
approved and endorsed by the responsible 
authority, in consultation with the Moreland 
City Council. When endorsed, the schedule 
and samples will form part of this permit. 
 

Amended condition  
 
Have amended this to refer to 
the glazing requirement at 
condition 5. 

NON-REFLECTIVE GLAZING 
5 Glazing materials used on all external walls 

must be of a type that do not reflect more 
than 15% of visible light when measured at 
an angle of 90 degrees to the glass surface, to 
the satisfaction of the responsible authority 
 

No change to DELWP drafting, 
however needs to be 
referenced in condition 4, as 
above.  

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR ALTERNATIVE HOUSING MODEL 
6 Within three months from the issue of the 

permit, a Management Plan for all dwellings 
within the alternative housing model must be 
submitted to, approved, and endorsed by the 
responsible authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council. When endorsed, 
the plan will form part of this permit. This 
plan must: 
 

Amended condition  
 

Prior to the 
occupation of the development
so that this agreement is in 
place earlier to ensure that the 
affordable housing 
commitments are met and at 
the same time as the section 
173 agreement. 
 

6 a) Detail the parameters of rental rate and 
purchase price to be agreed between the 
prospective renter/owner and the housing 
provider (Assemble) at the point of 
occupation, including 

Amended condition  
 

 Removed the wording 

associated annual 
increases in either

during a 5-year 
lease and purchase 
arrangement 
ambiguous. 

 
 refer 

below 
 

6 a)i Ensuring the annual cost of the rent, until 
the point of sale, does not exceed 30% of 
the gross household income for the mid-
point of the moderate income household 

Amended condition  
 

-
point of the moderate income 



 

 

types as gazetted pursuant to Section 3AB 
Specification of income ranges for 
affordable housing at time of occupation 
 

30% is taken from the middle of 
the income bracket and not 
highest 
 

6 a)ii Ensuring the cost of the mortgage 
repayments (principal and interest) does not 
exceed 35% of the gross household income 
for the mid-point of the moderate income 
household types as gazetted pursuant to 
Section 3AB Specification of income ranges 
for affordable housing at the time of 
occupation 

Amended condition  
 

 
the mid-point of the 
moderate income 

that the 30% is taken 
from the middle of the 
income bracket and not 
highest 

 

of the dwelling will 
occur at the end of the 
5 year lease, current 

beginning of the five 
years.  

  
6 a)iii Ensuring that the renter / prospective owner 

can elect for the option to purchase the 
dwelling at the conclusion of the 5-year 
lease 
 

Added Council condition  
 
The permit conditions should 
reference this to correspond 
with the equivalent 
requirement in the condition 
requiring a section 173 
agreement. 
  

6 a)iv The requirements of condition 6.a) i and ii 
may be varied to allow an alternative 
affordable housing contribution (than the 
70% of dwellings to moderate income 
households referred to in condition 7.a)), 
comprising fewer dwellings at a greater 
discount for rent and purchase. The option 
of an alternative affordable housing 
contribution must be set at a point to allow 
eligibility for low income households to rent 
and purchase dwellings. 
 

Amended condition  
 
This condition provides the 
option for the developer to 
provide fewer affordable 
dwellings but to increase the 
discount to rent and purchase 
so that low income households 
are benefited by the proposal. 

6 b) Require annual reporting authored by a 
Registered Housing Agency to be submitted 
to the responsible authority and Moreland 
City Council for all affordable dwellings and 
detail the following:

Added Council condition  
 
Annual reporting should be 
providing by a third party to 
ensure that the affordable 



 

 

 housing is provided in the 
manner the section 173 is 
seeking. 
 

6 b)i Confirm that the Registered Housing Agency 
has validated the allocation of the 
affordable dwellings to eligible low to 
moderate households. 
 

Added Council condition  
 
A Registered Housing Agency 
should validate the eligibility 
and allocation of all affordable 
dwellings. This should be 
reported on an annual basis. 
 

6 b)ii Confirm the number of affordable dwellings 
rented 
 

Added Council condition  
 
This should be reported on an 
annual basis, to understand 
how many affordable dwellings 
are provided at any one time. 
 

6 b)iii Confirm the annual cost of the rent, until the 
point of sale, does not exceed 30% of the 
gross household income for the mid-point of 
the moderate income household types as 
gazetted pursuant to Section 3AB 
Specification of income ranges for 
affordable housing at time of occupation 
 

Amended condition  
 
As above (condition 6.a) i. 

-
point of the moderate income 

30% is taken from the middle of 
the income bracket and not 
highest 
 

6 b)iv Confirm the cost of the mortgage 
repayments (principal and interest) does not 
exceed 35% of the gross household income 
for the mid-point of the moderate income 
household types as gazetted pursuant to 
Section 3AB Specification of income ranges 
for affordable housing at the time of 
occupation 
 

Amended condition  
 

 As above (condition 6.a) 

the mid-point of the 
moderate income 

that the 30% is taken 
from the middle of the 
income bracket and not 
highest 

 

 
 

S173 AGREEMENT FOR ALTERNATIVE HOUSING MODEL 
7 Within 12 months from the grant of this 

permit, the owner of the land must enter 
into an agreement pursuant to Section 173 of 
the Planning and Environment Act 1987 with 
the Minister for Planning, Moreland City 
Council and the housing provider (Assemble) 

Amended condition  
Prior to the 

occupation of the development
so that this agreement is in 
place earlier to ensure that the 



 

 

and register the agreement on the title for 
the land in accordance with Section 181 of 
the Planning and Environment Act 1987 to 
provide for the following: 
 

affordable housing 
commitments are met. 

7 a) At least 70% of the dwellings must comply 

Section 3AA of the Planning and 
Environment at 1987 and must be provided 
to households with a household income that 

Planning and Environment at 1987 
or 
An affordable housing contribution be 
made, comprising fewer dwellings at a 
greater discount for rent and purchase. The 
option of an alternative affordable housing 
contribution must be set at a point to allow 
eligibility for low income households to rent 
and purchase dwellings;
 

Amended condition  
 
This condition provides the 
option for the developer to 
provide fewer affordable 
dwellings but to increase the 
discount to rent and purchase 
so that low income households 
are benefited by the proposal. 

7 b) All dwellings on site must be delivered, 
managed, leased and sold in accordance with 

alternative 
condition 6 of the permit. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

7 c) This restriction, as it applies to each 
individual dwelling, will expire at the point of 
sale of each individual dwelling. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

7 d) That a Registered Housing Agency be 
engaged to validate the allocation and 
ongoing eligibility requirements for the 
lease and purchase arrangements of 
affordable housing. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
A Registered Housing Agency 
should validate the eligibility 
and allocation of all affordable 
dwellings. This should be 
reported on an annual basis. 
 

7 e) At the point of sale each dwelling, the 
contract of sale discloses as a special 
condition that a minimum of 0.1% of the 
sale price will be donated to Homes for 
Homes as part of the disbursement process. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This condition will ensure that 
all affordable dwellings are part 
of the Home for Homes 
initiatives so 0.1% of the sale 
price of future sales are 
donated to this organisation. 
 

7 The agreement must be in a form to the 
satisfaction of the Minister for Planning and 
the Moreland City Council. The owner of the 

No change to DELWP drafting 



 

 

land must pay all of the Minister for 
 and Moreland  

reasonable costs and expenses of this 
agreement (including those that are legal in 
nature), including the preparation, execution, 
and registration on title. 
 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
8 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, including demolition, bulk 
excavation and works to remediate 
contaminated land, a detailed Construction 
Management Plan must be submitted to, 
approved, and endorsed by the responsible 
authority, in consultation with the Moreland 
City Council. When endorsed, the plan will 
form part of this permit. This plan must 
consider the following: 
 

Amended condition 
 
Removed reference to 
Moreland City Council  

Construction Management Plan 
Guidelines  

8 a) Staging of construction and works timetable Amended condition 
 

timing of development 
 

8 b) Management of public access and linkages 
around the site during construction 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

8 c) Site access and traffic management including: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 
just formatting 

8 c) i. Any disruptions to adjoining roads, vehicular 
and pedestrian accessways 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 
just formatting 

8 c) ii. Parking and traffic management of all 
 

 

Added Council condition 

8 c) iii. Access routes for construction vehicles 
 

Added Council condition 

8 d) iv. Proposed parking and standing locations for 
construction vehicles 
 

Added Council condition 

8 e) Any works within the adjoining street 
network road reserves including any 
temporary fencing works 
 

Amended condition 
 

 
 

8 f) Hours of demolition and construction 
 

Amended condition 
 

 
 



 

 

8 g) Control of noise, dust, litter and soiling of 
roadways 
 

Amended condition  
 

 
 

8 h) Discharge of polluted waters 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

8 i) Collection and disposal of building and 
construction waste 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

8 j) Reasonable measures to ensure that 
disruption to any public transport services 
are kept to a minimum 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

8 k) The name, title and contact details of a 
liaison officer for contact by residents and 
the response authority and the owners and 
occupiers of surrounding properties of key 
stages/events (including their timing and 
duration) in the construction program of the 
development 
 

Amended condition 
 
Inclusion of text that a contact 
person is nominated as a point 
of contact for the community 
and Moreland City Council 
should queries/complaints arise 

8 l) A requirement for all excavation, haulage 
and concrete vehicles to access the site via 
Hope Street and Ovens Street and exit the 
site via Ballarat Street and Sydney Road. 

Amended condition 
 
Inclusion of text that the 
endorsed CMP will specify 
which routes large vehicles will 
take during demolition and 
construction 
 

8 The development must be undertaken in 
accordance with the approved Construction 
Management Plan to the satisfaction of the 
responsible authority and Moreland City 
Council. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Included text requiring that 
works occur in accordance with 
the CMP 

CIVIL DESIGN 
9 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, including demolition and bulk 
excavation, a legal point of discharge is to be 
obtained, with an on-site detention system 
to be designed with plans and calculations in 
accordance the Moreland City Council 
Drainage Design Criteria for Developments 
March 2009, where required, a stormwater 
drainage plan showing how the site will be 
drained from the property boundary to the 
stated point of discharge must be submitted 
to, approved, and endorsed by the 
responsible authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council 

Amended condition 
 

Where 
necessary, the Moreland City 

must be upgraded to accept the 
discharge from the site in 
accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the 
responsible authority It is not 
appropriate that this cost as a 
result of private development is 
borne by ratepayers. Noting 
that Moreland City Council 
retains statutory approval for 



 

 

the issue of a legal point of 
discharge. 
 
Redrafted condition so that it 

standard permit condition 
requiring that a legal point of 
discharge be obtained. In 
particular, the requirement that 
an on-site detention system be 
designed which will need to be 
considered and planned for 
during the detailed drawings 
phase (i.e. tank of adequate 
volumes accommodated in the 
basement)  
 

10 Prior to the commencement of the 
use/occupation of the development, all 
necessary vehicle crossings must be 
constructed and all unnecessary vehicle 
crossings must be demolished and the 
footpath, kerb and channel and/or services 
reconstructed to the satisfaction of the 
responsible authority and at the cost of the 
applicant/owner of the land. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

11 Existing street levels must not be altered for 
the purpose of constructing new vehicle 
crossings or pedestrian entrances without 
first obtaining the written approval of the 
Moreland City Council. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

12 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, any Council or service 
authority pole or pit within 1 metre of a 
proposed vehicle crossing, including the 1 
metre splays on the crossing, must be 
relocated or modified at the expense of the 
permit holder to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority and the relevant 
service authority. 
 

Added Council condition 
 

condition 

13 All public street lighting or other asset 
temporarily removed or altered to facilitate 
construction works shall be reinstated once 
the need for removal or alteration has been 
ceased. Existing public street lighting must 
not be altered without first obtaining the 
written approval of the Moreland City 
Council. 

Amended condition 
 

 



 

 

 
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 
14 Prior to the endorsement of plans, an 

amended Environmentally Sustainable 
Development (ESD) Report and plans must 
be submitted to the satisfaction by the 
Responsible Authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council. The ESD must 
demonstrate a best practice standard of 
environmentally sustainable design and be 
generally in accordance with the ESD report 
prepared by Atelier Ten, Job Number 1342, 
dated 01.05.2020 (Rev. 06), but modified to 
include the following changes: 
 

Amended condition 
 
Redrafted so that it requires an 
amended ESD Report and 

standard permit condition and 
so that the additional ESD 

review of the application are 
undertaken to achieve best 
practice per Clause 15.02-1L 
Environmentally sustainable 
development. 
 

14 a) Amend the BESS report (and any other 
corresponding documentation) to: 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Changes are required so that 
the BESS report reflects the 
plans 
 

14 a)i Correctly identify the size of the non-
residential spaces 

Added Council condition 
 
The size of the tenancies 
between the ESD report and 
architectural plans do not 
match. 
 

14 a)ii Remove the claim for the Waste credit 1.1 
 Building Re-

the extent of retention does not constitute 
30% of the building 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This credit should not be 
claimed. 

14 a)iii Either remove the claim for Transport credit 
2.1 'Electric Vehicle Infrastructure' or amend 
plans to provide a designated electric 
vehicle parking bay with charging 
infrastructure 
 

Added Council condition 
 
The current plans do not detail 
where the electric vehicle 
charge is to be located. It is not 
shown to be in a location for 
communal use. 
 

14 a)iv Amend the Urban Ecology credit 2.1 

percentage of the site to be landscaped as 
shown on the architectural and landscape 
plans 
 

Added Council condition 
 
The extent of vegetation shown 
on the architectural plans and 
landscape plan is not consistent 
with the percentage claimed 
through this credit. 
 

14 a)v Remove the claim for Innovation credits 
relating to the light shelf, ultra-low VOC, 

Added Council condition 
 



 

 

NaTHERS rating, bike workshop and lending 
library 

These are not considered 
innovative or do not have 
sufficient detail to claim credits 
for these initiatives. 
 

14 b) Provide preliminary NatHERS ratings 
assessments for all dwellings (or all 
dwellings to be thermally represented) 
demonstrating the 7.5 star NatHERS average 
committed to throughout the ESD and BESS 
report. Copies of the modelling (i.e. 
FirstRate) certificates is also required 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Where an application seeks to 
exceed the minimum NaTHERS 
and Section J ratings, the BESS 
assessment requires 
documentation to demonstrate 
how this is achieved. 

14 c) Provide a preliminary Section J glazing 
modelling detailing the NCC 2019 
improvements as per the BESS report 
 

14 d) A stormwater catchment plan that is 
consistent with the STORM report / MUSIC 
model, illustrating;  
 

Added Council condition 
 
This is required to meet Clause 
53.18. 

14 d)i The site area, pervious area and area of 
untreated roofs  
 

14 d)ii Stormwater catchment areas and total size 
and method of connection to treatment 
measures 
 

14 d)iii Details of the WSUD treatment measures 
including their location, cross sections and 
connection and how treatment type can be 
realistically achieved 
 

14 d)iv That the trafficable terrace runoff will not 
be directed into the proposed rainwater 
tanks or alternatively provide detail of 
water treatment systems 
 

14 d)v If used, proposed planter box raingarden 
sizes, locations and setbacks from proposed 
or existing buildings and boundaries. 
 

14 d)vi The size of rainwater tanks in accordance 
with the stormwater report and include a 
clear annotation stating that tanks will be 
collecting rainwater from all roofed areas 
and will be servicing all the toilets and 
another other nominated uses (i.e. washing 
machines) within each dwelling. 
 

14 d)vii If raingardens for part of the stormwater 
management response ,a section detail as 



 

 

per Moreland raingarden guidelines 
demonstrating the raingarden feasibility and 
functionality including but not limited to 
stormwater overland flow path, 
runoff collection,  surface level (RL) at the 
top of the raingarden, the invert level of the 
outlet which connects to the stormwater 
system, the level of the overflow pipe, 
detention depth, infiltration layers and 
depth of the raingarden. The raingardens 
will also require confirmation that the 
underdrain in the raingarden will connect 
into the relevant Council legal point of 
discharge via gravity and without the need 
for a pumping system demonstrated by 
providing a pit schedule. 
 

14 Where alternative ESD initiatives are 
proposed to those specified in the 
conditions above, the Responsible 
Authority, in consultation with the 
Moreland City Council may vary the 
requirements of this condition at its 
discretion, subject to the development 
achieving equivalent (or greater) ESD 
outcomes in association with the 
development. 
 
When submitted and approved to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland City Council, 
the amended ESD Report and associated 
notated plans will be endorsed to form part 
of this permit. No alterations to the plan 
may occur without the written consent of 
the Responsible Authority. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Deleted DELWP drafted 
condition 16.
 

standard condition 
provides flexibility for changes 
to occur through the detailed 
design and to ensure that 
performance outcomes are to 
be considered by the 
Responsible Authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland 
City Council before approval. 

15 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, all works must be 
undertaken in accordance with the 
endorsed Environmentally Sustainable 
Development (ESD) Report to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority 
 

Added Council condition 
 

condition so that it requires 
that all ESD works be completed 
before occupation (not six 
months after) or statement of 
compliance in accordance with 

condition.  
 

16 
 

Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, of any dwelling 
approved under this permit, a report from 
the author of the Environmentally 

Added Council condition 
 

condition requiring 
confirmation that ESD 



 

 

Sustainable Development (ESD) approved 
pursuant to this permit, or similarly 
qualified person or company, must be 
submitted to the Responsible Authority.  
The report must be to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority and must confirm 
that all measures specified in the ESD Report 
have been implemented in accordance with 
the approved plan 
 

commitments have been 
constructed. 

17 All stormwater from the land, where it is not 
collected in rainwater tanks for re-use, must 
be collected by an underground pipe drain 
approved by and to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority (Note: Please contact 
Moreland City Council, City Infrastructure 
Department. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This is 
stormwater condition. 

18 The amended plans must provide an area 
within the site for an accessible boundary 
trap. 
 

Added Council condition 
 
The plans must provide an area 
within the site for an accessible 
boundary trap as this forms 
part of the sewerage system 
belonging to the property 
owner. Council does not permit 
this private asset to be 
relocated to within the road 
reserve, because that creates a 
number of liability issues for 
Council.  
 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
19 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, an amended Waste 
Management Plan (WMP) must be submitted 
to, approved, and endorsed by the 
responsible authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council. When endorsed, 
the plan will form part of this permit. The 
amended WMP must be generally in 
accordance with the WMP by Leigh Design, 
dated 7 May 2020, but amended to: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

19 a) Include a separate collection of organics 
(including all food waste) and glass 
collection 

Added Council condition 
 
This requires the development 
to collection of organics 
(including all food waste) and 
glass collection when that 
service becomes available 
before 2027 



 

 

 
19 b) Include a 5 square metres area for the 

temporary storage of Hard Waste whilst the 
Building Manager organises its disposal 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This requires that departing 
tenants need an area to place 
their hard-waste until collection 
is organised by the Owners 
Corporation.  The plans must 
show this area. 
 

19 c) State that residents are not eligible for the 
Council hard rubbish collection because the 
property owners are not charged the Council 
waste service fee for waste collection 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Change required to the 
statement in the WMP 

20 No garbage bin or waste materials generated 
by the development may be deposited or 
stored outside the site and bins must be 
returned to the garbage storage area as soon 
as practical after garbage collection, to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

LANDSCAPING 
21 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, an amended Landscaping Plan 
for must be submitted to, approved, and 
endorsed by the responsible authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland City Council. 
When endorsed, the plan will form part of 
this permit. The amended plan must be 
generally in accordance with the Landscape 
Concept Package by Rush/Wright Associates, 
dated 01.09.2020, but amended to show: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

21 a) The landscape plans amended to correctly 
correspond with the floor plans. 
  

Added Council condition 
 
There are discrepancies 
between these plans (i.e. 
planter beds at Ovens Street 
and roof top). 
 

21 b) A detailed schedule of planting including any 
climbers, the species and number of 
plantings to show the extent of planting 
required to meet the credits claimed in BESS 
for the 

 
 

Added Council condition 
 
Additional text with more detail 
and so that the extent of 
planting is consistent with the 
initiatives committed to in the 
BESS report 

21 The landscaping works and irrigation systems 
must be carried out and completed in 
accordance with the endorsed plan(s) to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority prior 

Amended condition 
 



 

 

to occupation of the development. Once the 
landscaping is carried out, it must thereafter 
be maintained in good health, including the 
replacement of any dead or diseased plants 
to the satisfaction of the responsible 
authority 
 

prior to 
occupation the 
appropriate timing. 

ACOUSTICS 
22 The acoustical outcomes specified in the 

Acoustic Specification by Acoustic Logic, 
project ID 20201371.1, dated 11/12/2020 
(Revision 0) must be achieved in the 
completed development, to the satisfaction 
of the responsible authority. This includes 
outcomes that relate to glazing, external 
walls, roofs, mechanical plant and equipment 
(fixed domestic plant and recommended 
treatment) as well as rooftop communal 
areas 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

3D MODEL 
23 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, a 3D digital model of the 
approved development must be submitted 
to, approved and endorsed by the 
responsible authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council. The model 
should be prepared in accordance with 

submission guidelines. A copy of the 3D 
model submission guidelines and further 
information on the Virtual Moreland Project 
can be found at 
https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/planning-
building/3D-Guidelines/ In the event that 
substantial modifications are made to the 
approved development (particularly the 
building envelope), an amended 3D digital 
model must be submitted to the satisfaction 
of the responsible authority. 
 
Digital models provided to the Moreland 
City Council may be shared with other 
government organisations for planning 
purposes. 
 

Amended condition 
 
Second paragraph redrafted to 

requirements for modelling. 

BUILDING APPURTENANCES AND SERVICES 
24 All building plant and equipment on the 

roofs, balcony areas and common areas are 
to be concealed to the satisfaction of the 
responsible authority  with the futsal court 
and arbour structures excepted. The 

Amended condition  
 

to be located away 
from the heritage façade so 
that is highly concealed and



 

 

construction of any additional plant 
machinery equipment, including but not 
limited to air-conditioning equipment, ducts, 
flues, all exhausts including car parking and 
communications equipment to be located 
away from the heritage façade so that is 
highly concealed and shall be to the 
satisfaction of the responsible authority. 
 

that these services do not 
adversely impact on the 
heritage fabric. 
 

25 Any satellite dishes, antennae or similar 
structures associated with the development 
must be designed and located at a single 
point in the development away from the 
heritage façade to the satisfaction of the 
responsible authority, unless otherwise 
approved in writing by the responsible 
authority. 
 

Amended condition  
 

away from the 
 

26 All service pipes and ducting apart from roof 
downpipes, must be concealed from the view 
of a person at ground level within common 
areas, public thoroughfares, and adjoining 
properties. 
 

Amended condition  
 

include this service. 

27 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, all boundary walls 
must be constructed, cleaned and finished 
to the satisfaction of the Responsible 
Authority. 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition. 

28 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, all 
telecommunications and power connections 
(where by means of a cable) and associated 
infrastructure to the land (including all 
existing and new buildings) must be 
underground to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition to 
ensure that new connections 
are below ground. 

PUBLIC TREES 
29 Prior to development commencing 

(including any demolition, excavations, tree 
removal, delivery of building/construction 
materials and/or temporary buildings), all 
council street trees on Ballarat Street must 
have a Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) in 
accordance with AS4970 Protection of Trees 
on Development Sites to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority. The TPZ must 
meet the following requirements: 

 
 
Added Council condition 
 
Change to be consistent with 

protection condition 



 

 

 
29 a) Tree Protection Plan 

Protection works informed by a Tree 
Protection Plan (TPP) to scale that show all 
Tree Protection Zones including canopies 
and tree protection fencing 
 

29 b) Tree Protection Fencing 
Tree Protection Fencing (TPF) is to be 
provided to the extent of the TPZ, calculated 
as being a radius of 12 x Diameter at Breast 
Height (DBH  measured at 1.4 metres 
above ground level as defined by the 
Australian Standard AS 4970.2009). The TPF 
may be aligned with roadways, footpaths 
and boundary fences where they intersect 
the TPZ. 

 
If works are shown on any endorsed plan of 
this permit within the confines of the 
calculated TPZ, then the TPF must be taken 
in to only the minimum amount necessary 
to allow the works to be completed. 

 
The TPF must be erected and maintained to 
form a visual and physical barrier, be a 
minimum height of 1.5 metres above ground 
level and of mesh panels, chain mesh or 
similar material. A top line of high visibility 
plastic tape must be erected around the 
perimeter of the fence 
 

29 c) Signage 
Fixed signs are to be provided on all visible 

Protection Zone  No entry. No excavation or 
trenching. No storage of materials or 

with at all times. 
 

 
 
Added Council condition 
 
Change to be consistent with 

protection condition 

29 d) Irrigation 
The area within the TPZ and TPF must be 
irrigated during the summer months with 1 
litre of clean water for every 1cm of trunk 
girth measured at the soil/trunk interface on 
a weekly basis. 

29 e) Provision of Services 
All services (including water, electricity, gas 
and telephone) must be installed 
underground, and located outside of any 
TPZ, wherever practically possible.  If 



 

 

underground services are to be routed 
within an established TPZ, this must occur in 
accordance with Australian Standard 
AS4970. 
 

29 When submitted and approved to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, 
the TPP will be endorsed to form part of this 
permit.  The recommendations of the 
endorsed TPP must be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard tree protection 
condition 

30 Following the endorsement of a TPP, a bank 
guarantee equivalent to the combined 
environmental and amenity values of the 
public trees that may be affected by the 
development will be held against the TPP for 
the duration of demolition and construction 
activities. The bond amount will be calculated 
by the Moreland City Council and provided to 
the applicant/owner of the land. Should any 
tree be adversely impacted, the Moreland 
City Council will be compensated for any loss 
of amenity, ecological services or 
amelioration works incurred. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

31 In the event that a Construction 
Management Plan changes any of the tree 
protection methodologies or impacts on 
public trees in ways not identified in the 
endorsed TPP, an amended TPP must be 
submitted to, approved and endorsed by the 
responsible authority, in consultation with 
the Moreland City Council. When endorsed, 
the amended TPP will form part of this 
permit and will supersede any previously 
endorsed TPP. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

32 In the event that public trees are proposed 
for removal at any stage of the development, 
plans must be submitted to, approved and 
endorsed by the responsible authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland City Council. 
When endorsed, the plans will form part of 
this permit. The plans must show 
replacement and or additional tree plots of a 
larger size and increased soil volume than 
currently exists in the street frontages 
adjacent to the development. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

33 All works, including demolition and bulk 
excavation, within the Tree Protection Zones 

No change to DELWP drafting 



 

 

of public trees must be undertaken in 
accordance with the endorsed TPP and 
supervised by a suitably qualified arborist, 
where identified in the TPP, unless otherwise 
approved in writing by the responsible 
authority. 
 

POTENTIALLY CONTAMINATED LAND AND REMEDIATION 
34 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, including demolition and bulk 
excavation, the applicant/owner of the land 
must obtain either: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

34 a) A Certificate of Environmental Audit in 
accordance with Section 53Y of the 
Environment Protection Act 1970; or 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

34 b) A Statement of Environmental Audit under 
Section 53Z of the Environment Protection 
Act 1970. This Statement must specifically 
state that the site is suitable for the intended 
use(s) hereby permitted 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

34 Where a Statement of Environmental Audit 
is issued for the land, and any condition of 
that Statement requires any maintenance or 
monitoring of an ongoing nature, the 
Owner(s) must enter into an Agreement 
with the Minister for Planning and Moreland 
City Council pursuant to Section 173 of the 
Planning and Environment Act 1987.  Where 
a Section 173 Agreement is required, the 
Agreement must be executed prior to the 
commencement of the permitted use, and 
prior to the certification of the plan of 
subdivision under the Subdivision Act 1988. 
All expenses involved in the drafting, 
negotiating, lodging, registering and 
execution of the Agreement, including those 
incurred by the Responsible Authority, must 
be met by the Owner(s) 
 

Added Council condition 
 
New condition with 
standard permit condition. 
 
This allows for a section 173 
agreement to be entered into 
for any ongoing maintenance or 
monitoring require by the 
Environmental Auditor in 
accordance with the Ministerial 
Practice Note for Potentially 
Contaminated Land. 

35 Prior to any remediation works (if required) 
being undertaken in association with the 

plan to the satisfaction of the Responsible 
Authority, in consultation Moreland City 
Council, must be submitted to and approved 
by the Responsible Authority. The plan must 
detail all excavation works as well as any 
proposed structures such as retaining walls 
required to facilitate the remediation works. 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition to 
allow for some remediation 
works to occur through an 
approved plan if required to be 
undertaken by direction of the 
Environmental Auditor. 



 

 

Only those works detailed in the approved 
remediation works plan are permitted to be 
carried out prior to the issue of a Certificate 
or Statement of Environmental Audit. 
 

36 No works to construct the development 
hereby approved shall be carried out on the 
land and no building contract to construct 
the development hereby approved may be 
entered into, other than in accordance with 
a building contract that stipulates that 
works must not be commenced until such 
time as Conditions 34 and 35 are satisfied 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition to 
ensure that no building contract 
of works are undertaken 
without proper consideration of 
the preceding permit 
conditions.  

37 Where a Statement of Environmental Audit 
is issued for the land, the buildings and 
works and the use(s) of the land that are the 
subject of this permit must comply with all 
directions and conditions contained within 
the Statement. 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition to 
ensure that all directions and 
conditions of a SoEA are 
complied with. 
 

38 Where a Statement of Environmental Audit 
is issued for the land, prior to the 
commencement of the use, and prior to the 
issue of a Statement of Compliance under 
the Subdivision Act 1988, and prior to the 
issue of an Occupancy Permit under the 
Building Act 1993, a letter prepared by an 
Environmental Auditor appointed under 
Section 53S of the Environment Protection 
Act 1970 must be submitted to the 
Responsible Authority to verify that the 
directions and conditions contained within 
the Statement have been satisfied 
 

Added Council condition 
 

standard permit condition to 
ensure that all directions and 
conditions of a SoEA are 
complied with prior to 
occupation or statement of 
compliance. 

CAR PARKING ALLOCATION 
39 Of the 75 car parking spaces permitted, 5 

spaces must be allocated to the office and 
food and drink premises staff and 70 spaces 
must be allocated to owners/occupiers of the 
dwellings. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

40 Prior to the occupation of the development, 
a Car Park Management Plan must be 
submitted to, approved, and endorsed by 
the responsible authority, in consultation 
with the Moreland City Council. When 
endorsed, the plan will form part of this 
permit. This plan must to detail the 
operation of the car parking provide a 
response to the following: 

 
Added Council condition 
 
This detail is needed to ensure 
that only occupants of the 
building can use onsite car 
parking. This Plan requires 
further details on the operation 
of the car park. 



 

 

 
40 a) That leasing of car spaces is prioritised to 

occupants of the building and only offered 
for lease to the public if building occupants 
do not take up the lease 

 
40 b) Detail whether a car share is proposed to 

operate on-site 
 

40 c) How the fee will be determined, to ensure 
that the leasing of car spaces is a viable 

    
 

40 d) That no more than one car parking space 
will be leased to the occupants of each 
dwelling 
 

40 e) A statement confirming whether the car 
parking is to be retained within common 
ownership or be separately titled, if 
occupants elect to purchase dwellings 
 

40  When submitted and approved to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, in 
consultation with the Moreland City Council, 
the Car Park Management Plan will be 
endorsed to form part of this permit. No 
alterations to the plan may occur without 
the written consent of the Responsible 
Authority. 
 

OPERATING HOURS 
41 The food and drink premises use hereby 

permitted must only be operate between the 
hours of 7am to 11pm on any day 
 

 Amended condition. 
 

 to correct an 
error. 

TRANSPORT FOR VICTORIA 
42 Prior to the occupation of the residential use, 

a Green Travel Plan must be submitted to 
and approved by the Responsible Authority in 
consultation with the City of Moreland and 
the Head, Transport for Victoria. The Green 
Travel Plan must include, (but is not limited 
to), the following: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 a) objectives for the Plan; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 b) the objectives must be linked to measurable 
targets, actions and performance indicators; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 c) a description of the existing active private 
and public transport context; 

No change to DELWP drafting



 

 

 
42 d) initiatives that would encourage residents, 

employees and visitors to the development 
to utilise active private and public transport 
and other measures that would assist in 
reducing the amount of private vehicle traffic 
generated by the site including end of trip 
facilities; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 e) timescale and costs for each active; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 f) the funding and management 
responsibilities, including identifying a 
person(s) responsible for the implementation 
of actions; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 g) a monitoring and review plan requiring 
annual review for at least five years; 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 h) A dedicated bike maintenance bay (minimum 
2.5m x 1.5m) clearly marked and signed 
adjacent to bike parking area for the 
residential building and include: 

- All-In-One bike service rack with tools 
- Air pump suitable for bicycle tyres 
- Water tap, wall mounted and 

positioned over a grated drain 
- General purpose power outlet 
- Suitable lighting, with timeclocks or 

sensors set to a minimum of 10 
minutes 

No change to DELWP drafting 

42 The Green Travel Plan when approved must 
be implemented and complied with to the 
satisfaction of the and no cost to the 
Responsible Authority. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 
43 Prior to the issue of a Building Permit in 

relation to the development approved by 
this permit, a Development Infrastructure 
Levy and Community Infrastructure Levy 
must be paid to Moreland City Council in 
accordance with the approved Development 
Contributions Plan. 
 
If an application for subdivision of the land 
in accordance with the development 
approved by this permit is submitted to 
Council, payment of the Development 
Infrastructure Levy can be delayed to a date 

 
Council added condition 
 

standard permit condition in 
accordance with DCPO. 



 

 

being whichever is the sooner of the 
following: 
 

43 a) For a maximum of 12 months from the date 
of issue of the Building Permit for the 
development hereby approved; or 
 

43 b) Prior to the issue of a Statement of 
Compliance for the subdivision 
 

43 When a staged subdivision is sought, the 
Development Infrastructure Levy must be 
paid prior to the issue of a Statement of 
Compliance for each stage of subdivision in 
accordance with a Schedule of Development 
Contributions approved as part of the 
subdivision. 
 

44 Prior to the occupation of the development, 
and after obtaining consent from 
Department of Transport, works to upgrade 
the intersection at Victoria Street and 
Sydney Road to be completed and must 
include the removal of chevron line marking 
which restricts queuing for a right turn from 
Victoria Street onto Sydney and resheeting 
of the road as required to the satisfaction of 
the Responsible Authority. 
 

Council added condition 
 
New condition with 
requirement to provide public 
realm upgrades 

PUBLIC WORKS PLAN 
45 Prior to the commencement of the 

development, a Public Works Plan and 
associated construction drawing 
specifications detailing the works to the land 
at both sides of Ovens Street and Ballarat 
Street must be submitted to the satisfaction 
of the Responsible Authority, in consultation 
with Moreland City Council. The Plan must 
include: 
 

Council added condition 
 
New condition with 
requirement to provide public 
realm upgrades 
 
 

45 a) All construction details in accordance with 
the Moreland City Council Technical Notes 
July 2019 (or any updated version); 

45 b) A detailed level and feature survey of the 
footpaths and roads.  
 

45 c) The upgrade of the footpath adjacent to the 
site. Public footpaths are to be reinstated to 
the previous levels with a maximum cross 
fall slope of 1 in 40 (2.5%).  
 



 

 

45 d) Any Council or service authority pole or pit 
within 1 metre of the proposed vehicle 
crossing, including the 1 metre splays on the 
crossings, relocated or modified.  
 

45 e) For any vehicle crossing not being used, the 
kerb, channel and footpath reinstated.   
 

45 f) Any necessary drainage works.  
 

45 g) The relocation or replacement of existing 
and installation of new street furniture and 
infrastructure, such as parking and traffic 
signs, public seating, bicycle parking and 
similar.  
 

45 h) The provision of new street tree planting or 
landscaping along Ovens Street and Ballarat 
Street in appropriate locations in 
consultation with the Moreland City 

  
 

Council added condition 
 
New condition with 
requirement to provide public 
realm upgrades 
 

45 i) Any other works to the public land adjacent 
to the development. 
 

45 When submitted and approved to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, 
the Public Works Plan will be endorsed 
to form part of the permit. No alterations to 
the Public Works Plan may occur without 
the written consent of the Responsible 
Authority and in consultation with Moreland 
City Council. 

46 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, all public works 
shown on the endorsed public works 
plan must be implemented to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority at 
the expense of the owner of the land, unless 
otherwise agreed with prior written consent 
of the Responsible Authority. 
 

Council added condition 
 
This is a standard condition 
where a public works plan is 
required. 

ACCESS REPORT 
47 Prior to the endorsement of plans, an 

Accessibility Report prepared by a suitably 
qualified person must be submitted to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, in 
consultation with Moreland City Council. The 
report must be prepared by a suitably 
qualified person and must:  

Added Council condition 
 
Added condition at design 
detail stage to ensure that 
accessible housing design is 
provided such as hobless 
showers. 



 

 

 

 
47 a) Detail how the development will 

incorporate design features in accordance 
with Standard D17 (Accessibility) of Clause 
58 of the Moreland Planning Scheme, 
including the detailed design of the 
adaptable bathrooms (e.g. confirmation of 
hobless showers and removable hinges to 
doors). 

47 b) Detail how the development will provide 
housing that can be lived in by people with 
limited mobility, in accordance with the 
design features contained in the Liveable 
Housing Design Guidelines (Liveable Housing 
Australia, 2017). 
 

47 When submitted and approved to the 
satisfaction of the Responsible Authority, 
the Accessibility Report will be endorsed to 
form part of this permit. No alterations to 
the plan may occur without the written 
consent of the Responsible Authority. The 
recommendations of the report must be 
implemented to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority prior to the 
occupation of the development 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This is a standard Council 
requirement. 

48 Prior to the issue of an Occupancy Permit or 
issue of a Statement of Compliance, 
whichever comes first, a report from the 
author of the Accessibility Report, approved 
pursuant to this permit, or similarly 
qualified person or company, must be 
submitted to the Responsible Authority. The 
report must be to the satisfaction of the 
Responsible Authority and must confirm 
that all measures specified in the 
Accessibility Report have been implemented 
in accordance with the approved report 

Added condition 
 
This is a standard Council 
requirement. 

DEVELOPMENT TIME LIMIT 
49 This permit will expire if one of the following 

circumstances applies: 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

49 a) The development is not commenced within 
two years of the date of this permit 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

49 b) The development is not completed within 
four years of the date of this permit 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 



 

 

49 c) The use approved by this permit is not 
commenced within four years of the date of 
this permit 
 

Added Council condition 
 
This is a standard condition. 

49 The responsible authority may extend the 
time for completion of the development if a 
request is made in writing by the owner or 
the occupier of the land within 12 months 
after the permit expires and the 
development started lawfully before the 
permit expired. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

NOTES 
Note 1 This permit does not authorise the 

commencement of any demolition or 
construction on the land. Before these 
activities may commence, the 
applicant/owner of the land must apply for 
and obtain appropriate building approval 
from a Registered Building Surveyor 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

Note 2 The applicant/owner of the land will provide 
a copy of this permit and endorsed plans to 
any appointed Building Surveyor. It is the 
responsibility of the applicant/owner of the 
land and the Building Surveyor to ensure that 
all works approved by any building permit are 
consistent with this permit. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

Note 3 This permit does not represent the approval 
of other departments of the Moreland City 
Council or other statutory authorities. Such 
approvals may be required and may be 
assessed on different criteria from that 
adopted for the approval of this permit. All 
necessary approvals and permits are to be 
first obtained from those authorities and the 
works performed to their satisfaction. 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

Note 4 Should Council impose car parking 
restrictions in this street, the owners and/or 
occupiers of the dwellings would not be 
eligible for resident parking permits to park 
on the street. See  website for more 
information: 
https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/parking-
roads/parking-permits/residential-parking-
permits/ 
 

No change to DELWP drafting 

NOTES ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITS 
Note 5 A copy of the Certificate or Statement of 

Environmental Audit, including the complete 
Added Council note 
 



 

 

Environmental Audit Report must be 
submitted to the Responsible Authority 
within 7 days of issue, in accordance with 
Section 53ZB of the Environment Protection 
Act 1970. 
 

This is a standard Council note 

Note 6 Where a Statement of Environmental Audit 
is issued for the land a copy of that 
Statement must be provided to any person 
who proposes to become an occupier of the 
land, pursuant to Section 53ZE of the 
Environment Protection Act 1970 
 

Added Council note 
 
This is a standard Council note 

Note 7 The land owner and all its successors in title 
or transferees must, upon release for 
private sale of any part of the land, include 

Statement pursuant to 
Section 32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962, a 
copy of the Certificate or Statement of 
Environmental Audit including a copy of any 
cover letter. 
 

Added Council note 
 
This is a standard Council note 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This policy provides guidance relating to the assessment, installation and management of 
Council’s public safety and corporate closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems. This policy: 

• Provides a framework to inform and guide the operation of Council’s CCTV systems; 

• Ensures Council’s CCTV systems are managed in accordance with relevant legislation and 
reviewed against industry best practice; 

• Ensures CCTV systems have appropriate audit, assurance and reporting systems, 
supported by a formal complaint handling process; and 

• Ensures Council staff working with CCTV systems undertake their duties in accordance 
with this Policy. 

2 CONTEXT 

2.1 Background 

Corporate CCTV systems have been used across a range of Council sites for many years. These 
systems are primarily used to protect Council staff, assets and services.  

Public Safety CCTV systems are used to monitor public places where there is a perceived risk of 
criminal or antisocial behaviour. These systems are usually installed and monitored in partnership 
with the Victoria Police. Council installed a Public Safety CCTV system in 2014 along Sydney 
Road in partnership with the Victoria Police and State Government. Council officers do not have 
access to this CCTV system and usage is governed though a Memorandum of Understanding with 
Victoria Police.   

This policy strives to centralise the management of both Corporate and Public Safety CCTV 
systems across Council. 

2.2 Scope 

This policy applies to: 

• Council’s Corporate CCTV and Public Safety CCTV systems; 

• Council officers, contractors and visitors to Council sites. 

This policy does not apply to: 

• mobile body-worn cameras, which are typically used for enforcement by authorised officers 
of Council in their delegated tasks or for personal safety;  

• Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones); 

• Smart City technology such as camera-based systems used to collect deidentified data 
such as car park usage, traffic patterns, people movement, etc; 

• Private CCTV, for which households and businesses should refer to security experts or the 
Australia and New Zealand Police Recommendations for CCTV Systems for guidance. 

2.3 Research 

In September 2018, the Victorian Auditor General’s Office (VAGO) released Security and Privacy 
of Surveillance Technologies in Public Places which highlighted the need for councils to manage 
CCTV systems and ensure compliance with privacy requirements, especially relating to the 
potential impact on the privacy of individuals. The Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 sets out 
Information Privacy Principles (IPP) that apply when public sector agencies, including councils, 
collect personal information that enables individuals to be identified, such as the images captured 
by CCTV systems. 

https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/security-and-privacy-surveillance-technologies-public-places?section=
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/security-and-privacy-surveillance-technologies-public-places?section=
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Research on the effectiveness of Public Safety CCTV for crime prevention is inconclusive. Some 
evidence suggests CCTV is effective in preventing property crimes, particularly vehicle crimes in 
car parks1. However, recent research based on the experience across Australian councils using 
CCTV for reducing offences against individuals, including personal crime, violent crime and public 
order offences is less clear with no consistent evidence to support CCTV use in deterring these 
types of crimes2.  

Although some people claim they would feel safer with CCTV cameras, there is little evidence to 
indicate that feelings of safety are increased when CCTV systems are installed3. The benefits of 
CCTV may fade over time and introducing CCTV systems may displace crime rather than reduce 
it. CCTV systems can also negatively impact perceptions of crime, signalling that the area is 
unsafe4. 

Political pressure to install CCTV systems can entrap councils into substantive ongoing investment 
in their camera networks5. 

An increasing number of councils are electing not to install public safety CCTV, believing that 
footage used to gather forensic evidence for criminal prosecutions or improve police response 
times is a law enforcement responsibility6.  

3 POLICY DETAILS 

3.1 Guiding Principles 

The following principles guide Council decisions in relation to CCTV: 

• Strategies to enhance actual and perceived levels of safety should be holistic, prioritising 
crime prevention through environmental design, place making and community development 
approaches over the installation of public safety CCTV systems. 

• Community safety is a shared responsibility between all levels of government, business and 
community members. 

• An objective, evidence-based assessment will be applied to the installation, use and review 
of corporate and public safety CCTV systems.  

• CCTV systems will have clearly identified objectives, review mechanisms and be used in a 
manner which is consistent with their intended purpose.  

• CCTV systems will be compliant with relevant legislation and best practice guidelines 
including ensuring due regard to privacy and upholding human rights. 

• Council has a consistent approach in the application and management of CCTV systems 
and supporting infrastructure, supported by relevant operating processes and procedures. 

 
1 Piza, E.L., B.C. Welsh, D.P. Farrington, and A.L. Thomas. 2018. CCTV and Crime Prevention: A New Systematic 

Review and Meta-Analysis. Stockholm: Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention. 
2 Metcalfe, L., Morgan, A., & Garner, C. (2020). Local Government Public Space CCTV Systems in Australia. Crime 

Prevention and Community Safety, 22(3), 210-222 
3 IFEC Global (2020) Role of CCTV Cameras: Public, Privacy and Protection, (April 2020). See also, Wells, Allard, 

and Wilson. (2006). Crime and CCTV in Australia: Understanding the Relationship. 
4 Welsh, B.C., and D.P. Farrington. 2009. Public Area CCTV and Crime Prevention: An Updated Systematic Review 

and Meta-Analysis. Justice Quarterly 26 (4): 716–745. 
5 Wilson, D., and A. Sutton. 2003. Open Street CCTV in Australia. Canberra: Australian Institute of Criminology. 
6 Yarra City Council (https://www.yarracity.vic.gov.au/the-area/community-safety-and-wellbeing/cctv), Glen Eira City 

Council (https://www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/about-council/our-organisation/council-legislation-and-policies/our-cctv-

cameras), etc.  

https://www.yarracity.vic.gov.au/the-area/community-safety-and-wellbeing/cctv
https://www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/about-council/our-organisation/council-legislation-and-policies/our-cctv-cameras
https://www.gleneira.vic.gov.au/about-council/our-organisation/council-legislation-and-policies/our-cctv-cameras
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3.2 Policy Statement 

Council may install and operate corporate CCTV systems in Council buildings, infrastructure and 
land for the purposes of asset and staff protection and may use CCTV in and around Council 
facilities as part of delivering services to the community. 

Council will prioritise crime prevention through environmental design, place making and community 
development over the installation of CCTV systems. Environmental design principles to optimise 
the physical environment may include appropriate lighting and providing clear sightlines to 
maximise visibility.  

Property owners, residents, businesses and State or Federal government agencies are responsible 
for applying appropriate crime prevention and protection approaches to their properties, in 
accordance with relevant laws, standards and government guidelines. 

Council will not install permanent public safety CCTV systems. Council may consider the use of 
public security CCTV systems in specific contexts for a given period, supported by a strong 
evidence base with clear objectives, timeframes, whole-of-life financial costing and community 
consultation.  

Ongoing support for any public security CCTV system beyond the initial term is at Council’s 
discretion based on evidence justifying the value delivered to the community and the reasons  
Council should be responsible for ongoing support of the platform rather than another State, 
Federal or commercial entity. 

The cost to Council to install and maintain CCTV cameras needs to be assessed against the 
objectives of the system and the most effective use of Council resources. 

Council does not support the use of CCTV in public spaces where individuals could have a 
reasonable expectation of privacy, such as change rooms and public toilets. 

3.3 Public Security CCTV  

Requests for public security CCTV systems will be presented to Council for approval and must 
demonstrate the following criteria: 

• CCTV will be effective in resolving the issue,  

• Less privacy-invasive alternatives have been considered or trialled but will not be effective 
in resolving the issue,  

• CCTV is a proportionate response to the issue,  

• Affected stakeholders are in support of the use of CCTV,  

• The CCTV proposal complies with relevant laws and standards, and 

• An appropriate management and resourcing plan and lifecycle for the CCTV system is 
proposed. 

Public security CCTV systems will be governed by a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) 
between Council and Victoria Police. The MoU outlines the role, responsibilities and objectives of 
each party and the circumstances under which Victoria Police will monitor, and respond to CCTV 
footage, as well as how they can access and use recorded footage.  

Entering into an MoU does not obligate Council to maintain the public security CCTV system in 
perpetuity. If the platform needs significant expenditure to be upgraded or if a procurement 
threshold requires Council to go to market, Council approval will be required. The recommendation 
must justify why Council should be responsible for the ongoing maintenance rather than a State, 
Federal or commercial entity and how the system delivers value to the community.  

Requests to view public security CCTV footage must be made to Victoria Police, as Council does 
not have access to the system.  
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3.4 Corporate CCTV  

3.4.1 Installation 

Applications for new corporate CCTV systems must be approved by the CCTV Review Committee 
prior to installation. Applications require a Privacy Impact Assessment to be undertaken by the 
Responsible Officer, with guidance from Council’s Privacy Officer. 

3.4.2 Governance 

The Director Business Transformation has primary responsibility for ensuring compliance with this 
policy and all relevant legislation. Operational responsibility is delegated to the CCTV Review 
Committee. 

The committee will: 

• Maintain appropriate records including the CCTV System Register, CCTV Application 
Forms and site-specific CCTV Operating Procedures;  

• Make decisions regarding the installation and decommissioning of any CCTV system;  

• Ensure compliance with this policy and any relevant legislation through various assurance 
activities;  

• Conduct an annual review of site-based CCTV Operating Procedures; and 

• Review this policy and suggest amendments to ensure compliance with relevant legislation. 

The CCTV Review Committee will report to the Audit and Risk Committee on an annual basis, 
noting: 

• Changes to the CCTV System Register; 

• The number of requests for footage per requestor, and whether the request was made via 
Freedom of Information; 

• The number of complaints received; 

• Significant or proposed changes to the CCTV environment.  

To ensure compliance with privacy regulations, site-specific CCTV Operating Procedures will be 
maintained in Council’s document management system and referenced in the CCTV System 
Register. 

Signs advising that CCTV cameras are operating will be displayed in locations as deemed 
appropriate by the CCTV Review Committee. The signs will specify whether footage is being 
recorded and/or monitored and provide contact information.  

Council may provide footage from corporate CCTV systems in response to a formal request from 
Victoria Police or other statutory body, which will be logged in the CCTV Access Register. Footage 
will not be provided an external party for any other purpose.     

Internal requests to review footage must be logged in the CCTV Access Register by the 
appropriate Council officer. This register is available for review by the CCTV Review Committee. 

Lessees and licensees must receive written consent from Council prior to installing CCTV systems. 
Requests by lessees and licensees will be reviewed by the CCTV Review Committee in line with 
this Policy. 

3.4.3 Security, Storage and Access  

Access to CCTV footage is restricted to officers who have completed privacy training and who are 
identified in the CCTV System Register. 
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CCTV monitors will be located in secure areas that are not visible by non-authorised Council staff 
or members of the public. It is the Responsible Officer’s responsibility to understand the privacy 
requirements and minimise any opportunity for inadvertent viewing by others. 

Council’s CCTV recording systems will be stored securely, away from main work areas in order to 
provide appropriate physical protection for storing data and avoiding system failure.  

Access controls for CCTV systems include restricting user and administrative access, enforced use 
of secure passwords and performing periodic access reviews.  

CCTV systems will be patched on a regular basis to reduce the risk of security vulnerabilities. 

Inappropriate use of the CCTV system and any privacy breaches will be reported to the CCTV 
Review Committee for investigation in accordance with Council’s Privacy Policy and captured in 
the CCTV System Register. Council’s Audit and Risk Committee will be notified of any breach and 
the action taken to address such breaches. 

The retention of and access to recorded material is solely for the purposes outlined in this policy or 
by applicable legislation.  

As recorded footage is only available for a limited duration, requests to access footage must be 
raised as soon as possible. Council provides no assurance regarding the availability of footage.  

Requests to access footage must be made using the CCTV Access Request form, justifying the 
rationale for each request. Responsible Officers are authorised to download and view footage after 
written authorisation is provided by the Director Business Transformation or their delegate. 

Footage may be disclosed to Victoria Police in accordance with IPP 2 ‘Use and Disclosure’, or as 
otherwise authorised by legislation.  

3.4.4 Maintenance  

Maintenance of Council’s CCTV systems is outlined in the site-specific CCTV Operating 
Procedures. These activities include: 

• Quarterly diagnostic checks and visual inspections of cameras, recorders and signage; 

• Annual maintenance including: 

o Cameras checked for cracks, damage and physical stability; 

o Memory cards checked; 

o Communication between devices is checked; 

o Cabinets are secured and locked; 

o Software controlling the system is up to date and is functioning as intended; 

o Backup management systems (if installed) are functioning; and 

o Any defects identified in the checks are scheduled for repair and undertaken as 
quickly as practicable. 

Staff and contractors undertaking any of the above activities must be aware of this policy and have 
signed a confidentiality agreement prior to accessing the systems to undertake maintenance 
works. 

3.5 Complaints 

Complaints in relation to the management or operation of Council’s CCTV systems may be made 
in writing to: 

Chief Executive Officer 
Moreland City Council 
90 Bell Street Coburg VIC  
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Email: mail@moreland.vic.gov.au 
Telephone: (03) 9240 1111 

The Chief Executive Officer will refer all complaints to the CCTV Review Committee for 
investigation. 

Complaints in relation to privacy should be made to Council’s Privacy Officer in accordance with 
Council’s Privacy Policy. Alternatively, a complaint can be made in writing to the Victorian 
Information Commissioner: 

Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner 
PO Box 24274 
Melbourne VIC 3001 
Email: enquiries@ovic.vic.gov.au 

Council will fully cooperate with the investigation of any complaint received from the Victorian 
Information Commissioner. 

4 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Party/parties Roles and responsibilities Timelines 

CEO • Compliance with this policy 
and legislation. 

• Nominated contact for CCTV 
complaints.  

• Ongoing 
 

• As Required 

Director Business 
Transformation 

• Compliance with this policy 
and legislation.  

• Review and approve CCTV 
Access Request Forms.  

• Ongoing 

 

• As required 

CCTV Review Committee • Monitor, evaluate and review 
Council’s CCTV systems to 
ensure operational 
compliance with this policy 
and legislation   

• Meetings as defined the 
committee Terms of 
Reference.  

• Annual report to the Audit 
Committee.  

Privacy Officer • Review Privacy Impact 
Assessments for CCTV 
systems.  

• As required 

Audit & Risk Committee • Ensure the CCTV Review 
Committee is operating in 
accordance with this policy 
and its Terms of Reference. 

• Annually 

Responsible Officer • Council staff member involved 
in the management of a 
corporate CCTV system. 

• As required 

 

5 DEFINITIONS 
 

Term Definition 

CCTV Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) system which 
consists of cameras, monitors, recorders, 

mailto:mail@moreland.vic.gov.au
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Term Definition 

interconnecting hardware and supporting 
infrastructure. 

CCTV Access Register Central register of access requests for CCTV 
footage with links to CCTV Application 
Requests forms.  

CCTV Access Request Form Form to be completed when requesting access 
to corporate CCTV footage. 

CCTV Application Form Form to be completed when requesting a new 
corporate CCTV system. 

CCTV Operating Procedures Site-specific operational procedures for each 
corporate CCTV system. 

CCTV System Register  Central register of Council’s CCTV systems 
which contains links to CCTV Operating 
Procedure documents and CCTV Application 
Forms. 

Corporate CCTV Council owned and operated CCTV used to 
protect Council staff, assets and services. 

Data Data from a CCTV system including records, 
film footage, recording, still images or live 
feeds. 

IPP Information Privacy Principles, set out in 
Schedule 1 of the Privacy and Data Protection 
Act 2014 (Vic). 

Public Safety CCTV CCTV systems used to monitor public places 
where there is a perceived risk of criminal or 
antisocial behaviour. These systems are 
usually installed and monitored in partnership 
with the Victoria Police.  

6 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS 

Relevant industry standards and guidelines include: 

• AS4806 CCTV Standards 

• Guide to Developing CCTV for Public Safety in Victoria - A community crime prevention 
initiative, Department of Justice 2018 Closed Circuit Television in Public Places – 
Guidelines 

• Guidelines for developing Closed Circuit Television policies for Victorian Public-Sector 
Bodies, Victorian Ombudsman, November 2012 

• Guidelines to Surveillance and Privacy in the Victorian Public Sector, Office of the Victorian 
Information Commissioner, May 2018 

• Safer Design Guidelines for Victoria, Department of Sustainability and Environment & 
Crime Prevention Victoria 2005 

• Security of Surveillance Technologies in Public Places, Victorian Auditor General Office, 
September 2018. 

 

Relevant Acts, Legislation and Standards include: 
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• Surveillance Devices Act 2004 

• Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) 

• Public Records Act 1973 (Vic) 

• Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Vic) 

• Information Privacy Act 2000 (Vic) 

• Commonwealth Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) 

• Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) 

• Evidence Act 2008 (Vic) 

Local Government Act 2020 Principles relevant to this policy include: 

• Governance Principle (b) - Priority is to be given to achieving the best outcomes for the 
municipal community, including future generations; 

• Governance Principle (e) - Innovation and continuous improvement is to be pursued; 

• Public Transparency Principle (b) - Council information must be publicly available unless 
the information is confidential by virtue of this Act or any other Act; or public availability of 
the information would be contrary to the public interest; 

• Service Performance Principle (e) - service delivery must include a fair and effective 
process for considering and responding to complaints about service provision. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1.1 Council has implemented a Public Safety CCTV Camera System in Brunswick, generally 
along Sydney Road, for the purpose of improving perceptions of safety to gather evidence 
to support police prosecutions of crimes and to gather evidence to support Council 
investigation of incidents within the City of Moreland. 

1.1.2 This policy applies to all Moreland City Council staff. 

2 CONTEXT 

2.1 Alignment 

2.1.1 There is a range of legislation that impacts on the use of CCTV including: 
• Surveillance Devices Act 1999 
• Information Privacy act 2000 
• Public Records Act 1973 
• Private Security Act 2004 
• Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 
• Freedom of Information Act 1982 
• Evidence Act 2008 
• Australian Standards 

2.2 Organisational Context 

2.2.1 In 2013, Council accepted a grant from the Victorian State Government to implement a 
Public Safety CCTV Camera System along part of Sydney Road in Brunswick. Together 
with its own funding, Council has installed 9 cameras. The images captured by these 
cameras are forwarded in a closed network to the Brunswick Police station. The images are 
displayed on a screen in the Police station but are not actively monitored at all times. They 
can be actively monitored by police if required and the system will store the images for at 
least 31 days. The images are capable of being downloaded from the closed system for 
use as evidence if required. 

2.3 Key Principles 

2.3.1 Principle 1 - The CCTV system will be operated fairly and within applicable laws.  

2.3.2 Principle 2 - Members of the public will be afforded a reasonable level of privacy while 
within the Camera Network area of surveillance and only be closely viewed for legitimate 
law and order purposes.  

2.3.3 Principle 3 - The public interest in the operation of the CCTV System program will be 
recognised by ensuring the security and integrity of operational procedures.  

2.3.4 Principle 4 - Moreland City Council has primary responsibility for compliance with the 
purposes and objectives of the CCTV System, for the maintenance, management and 
security of the Program, and the protection of the interests of the public in relation to the 
Program.  

2.3.5 Principle 5 - As a partner to Moreland City Council’s CCTV System, Victoria Police will act 
in accordance with this policy.  

 



 
 

2.3.6 Principle 6 - The Moreland City Council will be accountable to the public for the effective 
operation and management of the CCTV System.  

2.3.7 Principle 7 - The public will be provided with clear and easily accessible information in 
relation to the operation of the CCTV System including the CCTV recording and distribution 
practices. These are to be provided in a public document that the public are given access 
and collection rights to.  

2.3.8 Principle 8 - Regular monitoring and evaluation of the CCTV System will be undertaken to 
identify whether the purposes of the Program are being complied with and objectives are 
being achieved.  

2.3.9 Principle 9 - People with access to the CCTV System will meet the highest standards of 
probity. 

2.3.10 Principle 10 - Access to the CCTV System will be restricted to qualified operating staff, 
support staff, and their managers and the control room will be protected from unauthorised 
access.  

2.3.11 Principle 11 - Information recorded will be accurate, relevant and not exceed that necessary 
to fulfil the purposes of the CCTV System. 

 

3 OBJECTIVES 

3.1.1 The objective of this policy is to ensure that the video images recorded by CCTV cameras 
in Brunswick, owned by Moreland City Council, are handled in a manner consistent with 
legislation and the intent of Council. 

 

4 POLICY DETAILS 

4.1 Ownership 

4.1.1 This section provides a series of clear and concise statements of the Council’s intent and of 
the principles and values that govern what will or will not be done in relation to the policy 
subject area.  

4.1.2 The CCTV System is owned solely by the Council and all images and recordings generated 
by the CCTV System remain the property of the Council. 

4.1.3 Council is responsible for funding, installing, maintaining, repairing and replacing all assets 
and infrastructure associated with the CCTV System, including all hardware and software 
needed to operate, monitor and maintain the CCTV System 

4.2 Victoria Police access to and distribution of CCTV recordings 

4.2.1 Images generated from the CCTV System will be stored on a computer to be located at the 
Brunswick Police Station and may be accessed by members of Victoria Police, in 
accordance with CCTV Policies and the Law. These images are kept for a minimum of 31 
days, after which time they are overwritten unless required to be viewed or kept for 
investigation purposes. 

 



 
 

4.2.2 Images from each camera are together displayed in the Control Room at Brunswick Police 
Station. 

4.2.3 Victoria Police is not under any obligation to continuously monitor the CCTV System. 

4.2.4 Victoria Police may monitor the CCTV System at other times for specific events or police 
operations as agreed between Council and Victoria Police.  

4.2.5 Victoria Police may, at any time, access images or recordings generated from the CCTV 
System by making a request to the Officer in Charge, Brunswick Police Station.  

4.2.6 Details of any images or recordings taken by Victoria Police members will be recorded on a 
register which will be located at the Brunswick Police Station.  

4.2.7 Images or recordings received by Victoria Police will be handled in accordance with Victoria 
Police policy, the CLEDS Act and the Standards. These are outlined in the Victoria Police 
document “System Management of CCTV footage Protocol”. This document outlines 
protocols for the collection, recording, evaluation and action, sharing, review, retention and 
disposal of CCTV recordings. 

4.2.8 Where Victoria Police determines that images or recordings generated from the CCTV 
System are no longer required it may destroy them in accordance with Victoria Police 
policy.  

4.2.9 Two documents – System Management of CCTV Footage Protocol and Communication & 
Liaison CCTV Protocol – contain further details. 

4.3 Council access to and distribution of CCTV recordings  

4.3.1 Unless authorised by the Network Manager in consultation with the Chief Executive Officer 
or the Director Corporate Services, no Council employee is to have access to the system to 
download images from the network.  

4.3.2 Council may request images to be provided to Council to support programs to improve the 
perceptions of safety in Moreland or as evidence to support Council investigation of 
incidents. 

4.3.3 The request is to be made through the Director Corporate Services who will forward the 
request to the Police Manager. 

4.3.4 Any request for images made to the Director Corporate Services, must include details of: 

• The purpose of the request 
• The benefit expected from obtaining the images 
• The person who will be responsible for the images received from Victoria Police 
• How the images will be stored (kept secure) 
• How long the images will be held 
• When the images will be destroyed 
• How the images will be destroyed 

4.3.5 Any images are to be handled in accordance with the procedures outlined in System 
Management of CCTV Footage Protocol and Communication & Liaison CCTV Protocol. 

 



 
 

4.4 Public requests for access to CCTV recordings 

4.4.1 Images are not to be made available to members of the public unless required under 
legislation. The CCTV system was not installed for this purpose. 

4.5 Training 

4.5.1 Any Council staff member responsible for images received from Victoria Police via the 
process outlined in section 4.3, must read the System Management of CCTV Footage 
Protocol and Communication & Liaison CCTV Protocol. They must confirm to the Director 
Corporate Services that they have read and understand these protocols before the images 
are released to them. 

4.6 Governance 

4.6.1 The CCTV System Steering Committee will be established and chaired by the Council to 
oversee the operation of the CCTV System. It will consist of representatives from Council, 
Victoria Police and other invited stakeholders.  

4.6.2 The CCTV Steering Committee will be responsible for: 

• overseeing the implementation of the CCTV System and ongoing management; 
• developing an agreed monitoring and evaluation framework to ensure system 

objectives as outlined in this MOU are being achieved; and 
• considering the recommendations put forward by the CCTV Audit Committee in its 

annual report. 

4.6.3 The CCTV Audit Committee will be established and chaired by the Council to uphold the 
integrity of the CCTV System. It will consist of representatives from Council, Victoria Police 
and other invited stakeholders.  

4.6.4 The CCTV Audit Committee will: 

• report on the management of the CCTV System and ensure adherence to the 
Memorandum of Understanding, Protocols and Policies established to guide the 
management of the CCTV system and images; 

• promote public confidence in the CCTV System by ensuring its operations are 
transparent and subject to public scrutiny; and 

• make recommendations to the Council and Victoria Police to improve the integrity of the 
CCTV System. 

4.6.5 The Audit Committee will report to Council at least once per year. 

4.6.6 The Memorandum of Understanding, Protocols and Policies established to guide the 
management of the CCTV system and images will be made publicly available on Council’s 
website. 

  



 
 

4.7 Inquiries and Complaints 

4.7.1 Inquiries and/or complaints in relation to the Brunswick Public CCTV System should be 
made to: 

In writing  Moreland City Council  
Locked Bag 10 
Moreland  VIC  3058 

By telephone (03) 9240 1111 

By email info@moreland.vic.gov.au 

4.7.2 All matters of public complaint regarding the CCTV system must be referred to the Network 
Manager in the first instance for investigation.  The Network Manager will consult the 
Council’s Director Corporate Services. 

 

5 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Party / Parties Roles and responsibilities Timelines 

Director 
Corporate 
Services 

Chair of the CCTV Audit Committee Ongoing 

Manager IT  Network Manager. Responsible for the overall operation and 
integrity of the network. 

Chair of the CCTV System Steering Committee 

Ongoing 

 
Ongoing 

Internal Auditor Member of the CCTV Audit Committee Ongoing 

Moreland Local 
Area 
Commander, 
Victoria Police 

Member of the CCTV Audit Committee 

Member of the CCTV System Steering Committee 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Officer-in-
Charge, 
Brunswick 
Police Station 

Police Manager. Senior supervisor of the police facility hosting any 
part of the camera network, such as monitors, and/or digital 
recording equipment. 

Member of the CCTV System Steering Committee 

Ongoing 
 
 

Ongoing 

 
  



 
 

6 MONITORING, EVALUATION & REVIEW 

6.1.1 Council will develop an Evaluation Plan. 

6.1.2 An evaluation will be undertaken within 12 months of the installation of the system and 
every 12 months after that. 

 

7 DEFINITIONS 
 
Term Definition 

Network Manager 
 

The Network Manager will be the single point of reference on behalf of the 
Council who are the CCTV owners. The Network Manager’s role is directly 
responsible to the Council for strategic management and operations of the 
network and will include a responsibility to:  

• ensure the provision, repair and maintenance of all equipment forming 
part of the CCTV System in accordance with contractual arrangements 
which the owners may from time to time enter into.  

• maintain close liaison with all stakeholders including the Police 
Manager.  

• ensure the use of the CCTV system by Council staff and contractors is 
at all times professional and in accordance with the CCTV system 
protocols, [insert appropriate code of conduct etc].  

• ensure the interests of the Council and other organisations are upheld 
in accordance with the terms of this Protocol.  

• in partnership with the Police Manager, agree to any proposed 
alterations to the CCTV system protocols  

Police Manager The Police Manager will be the single point of reference on behalf of 
Victoria Police who are users of the CCTV system. The Police Manager’s 
role is directly responsible for Victoria Police staff and their use of the 
CCTV system. The Police manager’s role includes the responsibility to:  

• maintain close liaison with the Network Manager.  
• ensure the use of the CCTV system by Victoria Police staff is at all 

times professional and in accordance with the CCTV system protocols, 
the Victoria Police Manual and Code of Conduct. 

• contact the Council upon identifying any damage to or a fault with the 
CCTV System.  

in partnership with the Network Manager, agree to any proposed 
alterations to the CCTV system protocols. 

Network Contractor A Network Contractor is a qualified technician approved by and authorized 
by the Council to provide camera equipment and information technology 
maintenance for the camera network. Unless otherwise authorised, 
contractors will be supervised by a Council Representative. While in 
Police facilities, all contractors must be supervised by Victoria Police staff 
at all times. 

MoU Memorandum of Understanding between Moreland City Council and 
Victoria Police dated 4 July 2014. 



 
 

8 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS 

8.1 Memorandum of Understanding for the operation of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 
Cameras in Brunswick between Victoria Police and Moreland City Council.  [Appendix 1] 

8.2 Communication & Liaison CCTV Protocol - Victoria Police and Moreland City Council 
[Appendix 2] 

8.3 System Management of CCTV Footage Protocol - Victoria Police and Moreland City Council 
[Appendix 3] 

8.4 Brunswick Public CCTV System Evaluation Plan [Appendix 4] 

8.5 Terms of Reference for the CCTV System Steering Committee [Appendix 5] 

8.6 Terms of Reference for the CCTV Audit Committee [Appendix 6] 
 

9 REFERENCES 

9.1 Closed Circuit Television in Public Places – Guidelines, Victorian Ombudsman, November 
2012 

9.2 Guide to Developing CCTV for Public Safety in Victoria, Community Crime Prevention Unit, 
Victorian Department of Justice 
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Communication & Liaison CCTV Protocol  
Victoria Police and Moreland City Council  

 
 

PROCESS OWNERS 
 
Victoria Police:   Local Area Commander, Moreland 
Moreland City Council: Director Corporate Services 
 
 

AMENDMENT RECORD 
 
 
 

Issue No. Issue Date Description of Amendment Authorised by 

1  Original  
1.1 4/1/2012 Updates incorporated from Dept of Justice N White 
1.2 27/6/2014 Updates by Moreland CCTV Steering Committee Dean McGowan 
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REFERENCES 

Should any inconsistency occur between this document and the references, Reference A holds 
precedence followed by Reference B. 

 

A. Law Enforcement Data Security Standards of the Commissioner for Law 
Enforcement Data Security Act 2005, Information Privacy Principles and 
Health Information Principles of the Information Privacy Act 2000 and the 
Health Records Act 2001; 

B. the MOU as agreed between Victoria Police and Moreland City Council for the 
Moreland City Council CCTV System; 

C. the Victoria Police Manual (applies to Victoria Police staff only); and, 

D. the Moreland City Council Code of Conduct (applies to Council staff only). 

 

PURPOSE 

This Protocol provides procedures for the communication and liaison for the effective 
management and operation of the Moreland City Council CCTV System. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this Protocol are to: 

a. provide clear roles and responsibilities for CCTV system operations and 
management; and, 

b. align work culture to support compliance with the CLEDS standards, Information 
Privacy Principles and Health Information Principles of the Information Privacy 
Act 2000 and the Health Records Act 2001. 

 

SCOPE 

This Protocol applies to all Victoria Police, Moreland City Council, their staff and 
contractors. 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Camera Zones - A camera zone is an area of public open space or an installation, covered by 
the Camera Surveillance Network. 

Camera Patrol - A camera patrol is a zone or area pattern covered by a PTZ (pan, tilt and 
zoom) camera.   

Communications Room – Brunswick Police Station Section Sergeant’s Office where 
Victoria Police staff may view real-time CCTV footage. 

Council – Moreland City Council (the owner). 

CCTV System – The camera network is the (CCTV) closed circuit television system and all 
its components installed to assist the Council with public safety management. 
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Monitoring Officer – A member of Victoria Police assigned the responsibility of operating 
the camera network.  Monitoring Officers are delegated to have unsupervised access to the 
camera network. 

Monitoring Room – Brunswick Police Station Watch House where primary passive 
monitoring of the CCTV System occurs. 

Network Manager – The Manager Information Technology is the Council’s representative 
who is responsible for the overall operation and integrity of the network.   

Police Manager – The Brunswick Police Station Officer-in-Charge is the Victoria Police 
representative who is the senior supervisor of the police facility hosting any part of the 
camera network, such as monitors, and/or digital recording equipment. 

 

 

PROTOCOLS 

ROLES 

Network Manager 

The Network Manager will be the single point of reference on behalf of the Council who are 
the CCTV owners. The Network Manager’s role is directly responsible to the Council for 
strategic management and operations of the network and will include a responsibility to: 

a. ensure the provision, repair and maintenance of all equipment forming part of the 
CCTV System in accordance with contractual arrangements which the owners 
may from time to time enter into; 

b. maintain close liaison with all stakeholders including the Police Manager; 

c. ensure the use of the CCTV system by Council staff and contractors is at all times 
professional and in accordance with the CCTV system protocols, Council Code of 
Conduct, and Council Public CCTV Policy; 

d. ensure the interests of the Council and other organisations are upheld in 
accordance with the terms of this Protocol; and, 

e. in partnership with the Police Manager, agree to any proposed alterations to the 
CCTV system protocols. 

Police Manager 

The Police Manager will be the single point of reference on behalf of Victoria Police who are 
users of the CCTV system.  The Police Manager’s role is directly responsible for Victoria 
Police staff and their use of the CCTV system.  The Police Manager’s role includes the 
responsibility to: 

f. maintain close liaison with the Network Manager; 

g. ensure the use of the CCTV system by Victoria Police staff is at all times 
professional and in accordance with the CCTV system protocols, the Victoria 
Police Manual and Code of Conduct; 

h. contact the Council upon identifying any damage to or a fault with the CCTV 
System; and, 

i. in partnership with the Network Manager, agree to any proposed alterations to the 
CCTV system protocols. 
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When the Police Manager is off duty the Section Sergeant or senior police member at 
Brunswick Police Station is authorised to act on behalf of the Police Manager.  

Network Contractor 

A Network Contractor is a qualified technician approved by and authorized by the Council to 
provide camera equipment and information technology maintenance for the camera network.  
Unless otherwise authorised, contractors will be supervised by a Council Representative.  
While in Police facilities, all contractors must be supervised by Victoria Police staff at all 
times. 

Approval of CCTV Functions 

The Moreland City Council CCTV Steering Committee will act as the advisory body for the 
CCTV system.  Specific camera targets and patrol patterns are determined by the Moreland 
City Council CCTV Steering Committee in consultation with the Police Manager and the 
Network Manager.   

FUNCTIONS 

Changes to Protocols 

Any changes to the CCTV system protocols must not contravene the arrangements as agreed 
in the MOU (Reference A) or the CLEDS Standards. 

A minor change to the CCTV system protocols, (i.e. such as may be required for clarification 
and will not have such a significant impact on the operation of the system) may be agreed 
between the Network Manager (as the representative of the owner of the system) and the 
Police Manager. 

Any major changes to the CCTV system protocols (i.e. such as will have a significant impact 
upon the operation of the system) will take place only after consultation with the Moreland 
City Council CCTV Steering Committee.   

Network Auditing and Reporting 

An auditing process is required that ensures the camera network is accountable and fully 
compliant with the relevant policies of the Council and Victoria Police. An auditing process 
provides public reassurance that the camera network is operated transparently and ethically, 
and that self-regulatory codes and protocols are being observed. 

To maintain the highest integrity and public confidence in the network: 

j. the Network Manager shall follow the procedures as determined by the Moreland 
City Council Public CCTV Audit Committee; and, 

k. the Police Manager shall ensure that the CCTV system records and processes are 
included as part of the workplace inspections as required by the Victoria Police 
Manual. 

CCTV System Evaluation 

The CCTV system will periodically be evaluated to establish whether the purposes of the 
system are being complied with and whether objectives are being achieved.  This evaluation 
will initially occur within 18 months of commencement of operation and then every 12 
months thereafter.  The evaluation will incorporate such things as (for example, but not 
limited to): 

l. an assessment of the impact upon crime; 
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m. an assessment of the impact on town centre business; 

n. an assessment of neighbouring areas without CCTV; 

o. the views and opinions of the public; 

p. the operation of the CCTV system protocols; 

q. whether the purposes for which the system was established are still relevant; 

r. cost effectiveness. 

The results of the evaluation will be presented to the Moreland City Council CCTV Steering 
Committee and will have a bearing on the future functioning, management and operation of 
the system. 

 

COMMUNICATION WITH EXTERNAL PARTIES 

Release of Footage or other CCTV information 

To ensure the highest integrity of an investigation, any incident or data downloaded from the 
CCTV System by Victoria Police Staff becomes law enforcement data and must be managed 
in accordance with the CLEDS standards and the Victoria Police Manual.  

Under no circumstances are direct requests for CCTV footage or other information to be 
processed for members of the public, by Council or Victoria Police staff.  Any request from 
the public relating to non-criminal matters is to be directed to the Network Manager, who will 
advise the applicant of the appropriate Council Freedom of Information processes.  Any 
request from the public relating to criminal matters is to be directed to the Police Manager, 
who will advise the applicant of the appropriate process via the Freedom of Information 
guidelines.  

 

No footage, confirmation or denial that a criminal incident has occurred, is to be disclosed to 
the public by Council staff without agreement from Victoria Police.  Victoria Police staff may 
only release information in the course of their operational duties in line with the requirements 
of the Victoria Police Manual.  For example - Any footage to be released to the media for 
investigative purposes will be conducted via the Wrongs Act authorisation process and then 
through the Victoria Police Media Liaison Unit. 

 

Monitoring Officers shall not provide any information involving camera network operations 
to the media or to any person not authorised to receive it. All requests for information 
regarding the CCTV System operations must be referred to the Network Manager and/or the 
Police Manager as appropriate. 

Addressing Public Complaints 

All matters of public complaint regarding the CCTV system must be referred to the Network 
Manager in the first instance for investigation.  The Network Manager will then decide 
whether the complaint should be brought to the attention of the Council’s Director Corporate 
Services or the Police Manager. 

Court Attendance 

Monitoring Officers may be required to attend court to give evidence in relation to a recorded 
incident. Where a Monitoring Officer is (required to attend court) summonsed to attend court, 
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the Monitoring Officer shall provide a copy of the summons to the Police Manager, who will 
in turn notify the informant.  

The Monitoring Officer shall comply with the directions of the Court and provide testimony 
to the best of their ability as required within the scope of the Monitoring Officer’s duties. 

 

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

Guiding Principles for the Control and Operation of Cameras 

Any person authorised to operate the cameras will always act with utmost probity.  Every use 
of the cameras will accord with the purposes and key objectives of the system and shall be in 
compliance with the CCTV system protocols.  Cameras must not be used to look into private 
residential property or to impinge on an individual’s reasonable expectation of privacy.  

Camera operators will be mindful of exercising prejudices, which may lead to complaints of 
the system being used for purposes other than those for which it is intended. The operators 
may be required to justify their interest in, or recording of, any particular individual, group of 
individuals or property at any time by virtue of the audit of the system or by the Network 
Manager. 

The Network Manager and Police Manager will accept primary responsibility for ensuring 
that the CCTV system protocols are complied with. They have day to day responsibility for 
the management of the CCTV system.  

Access and Security 

Only personnel trained and authorised by the Network Manager or Police Manager will 
operate any of the equipment located within the CCTV monitoring room or other equipment 
associated with the CCTV system. 

Public access to the monitoring and recording facility will be prohibited except for lawful, 
proper and sufficient reasons and only then with the authority of the Police Manager. Any 
such visits will be conducted and recorded in accordance with local procedures. The media 
shall not have access to the CCTV System or Monitoring Room under any circumstances at 
any time. 

Authorised personnel will be present at all times within the Communications room. In the 
event of the Monitoring room having to be evacuated for safety or security reasons, the 
provisions of the Brunswick Police Station Evacuation Plan will be complied with. 

Staffing of the Monitoring Room 

Monitoring Officers will be sworn members of Victoria Police.  The Network Manager and 
Police Manager are to provide all Monitoring Officers with all information relevant to their 
role and the local requirements, including security, privacy and safety. 

Equipment associated with the system will only be operated by authorised personnel who will 
have been properly trained in its use and all monitoring room procedures.  Each operator will 
be personally issued with a copy of the CCTV system protocols.  They will be fully 
conversant with the contents of the documents, which may be updated from time to time, and 
they will be expected to comply with as far as is reasonably practicable at all times.  

Discipline 

Every individual with any responsibility under the terms of the CCTV system protocols and 
who has any involvement with the CCTV system to which they refer, will be subject to the 
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Council and/or Victoria Police discipline procedures. Any breach of the CCTV system 
protocols or of any aspect of confidentiality will be dealt with in accordance with those 
procedures including, if appropriate, the instigation of criminal proceedings. 

SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

CCTV System Footage Monitoring 

Neither the Council nor Victoria Police provide active 24-hour monitoring of the CCTV 
System. The equipment will record in a passive mode 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. There 
will be no preset active monitoring periods, but active monitoring may be initiated as 
intelligence recommends. 

The Monitoring Officers may monitor the CCTV System for specific events or police 
operations as agreed between Council and Victoria Police. 

Incident Categories 

The following are definitions of incidents: 

s. Low Level Incident.   A ‘low level incident’ is a crime, incident, safety hazard, 
event, or suspicious activity that is adversely affecting, or may adversely affect 
public safety in a camera zone, or otherwise involves the Council and/or Police. 

t. Standard Incident.   A ‘standard incident’ is any situation involving damage or 
injury to a person or property, or any situation where damage or injury to a person 
or property is threatened and/or where in the opinion of a Monitoring Officer, an 
illegal act is being committed, or there is a high degree of likelihood that an illegal 
act may be committed.  

u. Major Incident. A ‘major incident’ is any situation involving riots and serious 
public disorder, natural disaster, serious road or construction accidents within a 
camera zone, or otherwise involving large scale police operations. 

Victoria Police Incident Notification  

In the event a Monitoring Officer believes an incident requires urgent Police attention, 
attendance, or intervention, the Monitoring Officer is authorised to do the following: 

v. Contact the Supervisor - Police Communications Room and advise of the 
incident; 

w. Direct any camera providing the best view of the incident; 

x. Ensure the optimum recording of the incident is made using camera angles and 
system recording features; and, 

y. Respond as far as operationally practicable to any requests from police for 
alternative views of an incident. 

Incident Report Form 

Any incident viewed and controlled by a Monitoring Officer must be detailed on an Incident 
Log maintained at Brunswick Police Station and retained on file.  
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REFERENCES 

Should any inconsistency occur between this document and the references, Reference A holds 
precedence followed by Reference B. 

A. Law Enforcement Data Security Standards of the Commissioner for Law 
Enforcement Data Security Act 2005, Information Privacy Principles and 
Health Information Principles of the Information Privacy Act 2000 and the 
Health Records Act 2001; 

B. the MOU as agreed between Victoria Police and  Moreland City Council for 
the  Moreland City Council CCTV System; 

C. the Victoria Police Manual (applies to Victoria Police staff only); and, 

D. the Moreland City Council Code of Conduct (applies to Council staff only). 

 

PURPOSE 

This Protocol provides procedures for the management, including recording, accessing and 
deleting, of all footage generated through the Moreland City Council CCTV System.  

 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this Protocol are to: 

a. provide clear processes for the management of footage; and, 

b. align work culture to support compliance with the CLEDS standards, Information 
Privacy Principles and Health Information Principles of the Information Privacy 
Act 2000 and the Health Records Act 2001. 

 

SCOPE 

This Protocol applies to all Victoria Police, Moreland City Council, their staff and 
contractors. 

 

DEFINITIONS 

Camera Zones - A camera zone is an area of public open space or an installation, covered by 
the Camera Surveillance Network. 

Camera Patrol - A camera patrol is a zone or area pattern covered by a PTZ (pan, tilt and 
zoom) camera.   

Communications Room – Brunswick Police Station Section Sergeant’s Office where 
Victoria Police staff may view real time CCTV footage. 

Council – Moreland City Council (the owner). 

CCTV System – The camera network is the (CCTV) closed circuit television system and all 
its components installed to assist the Council with public safety management. 

Monitoring Officer – A sworn member of Victoria Police assigned the responsibility of 
operating the camera network.  Monitoring Officers are delegated to have unsupervised access 
to the camera network. 
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Monitoring Room – Brunswick Police Station Watch House where primary passive 
monitoring of the CCTV System occurs. 

Network Manager – The Manager Information Technology is the Council’s representative 
who is responsible for the overall operation and integrity of the network.   

Police Manager – The Brunswick Police Station Commander is the Victoria Police 
representative who is the senior supervisor of the police facility hosting any part of the 
camera network, such as monitors, and/or digital recording equipment. 

 

 

PROTOCOLS 

MONITORING 

Guiding Principles 

Any person authorised to monitor and/or operate the cameras will always act with utmost 
probity.  Every use of the cameras will be in accordance with the purposes and key objectives 
of the system and shall be in compliance with the CCTV System Protocols.  

Only trained and authorised staff with responsibility for using the CCTV System equipment 
will have access to the operating controls. 

Council Monitoring 

Neither the Council nor Victoria Police provide active 24-hour monitoring of the CCTV 
System. The equipment will record in a passive mode 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. There 
will be no preset active monitoring periods, but active monitoring may be initiated by Victoria 
Police as intelligence recommends. The Council will not monitor the CCTV System. Council 
appointed contractors may need to monitor the CCTV System but only for the purposes of 
equipment maintenance and then only under the supervision of Victoria Police. 

Police Monitoring 

Victoria Police members may monitor the CCTV System for specific command and control 
use, targeting specific crime operations, conducting any law enforcement function or activity 
or for dealing with such situations as, but not limited to, the following: 

a. incident response (for example, assessment of incidents reported by the 
Monitoring Officer) 

b. emergencies (for example fires and floods); 

c. explosive incidents; 

d. hazardous materials; 

e. siege or hostage situations; 

f. sporting or entertainment events; 

g. crowd control; 

h. terrorist incidents; and 

i. any other incident which may impact on the safety, security, protection and 
wellbeing of the public. 
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The Monitoring Officer is also authorised to take cameras ‘off patrol’ and adjust the pan, tilt 
and zoom controls of cameras to obtain the best view of an incident to enable further 
assessment or to record evidence.  

Where a Monitoring Officer observes an incident, the Monitoring Officer is authorised to 
operate individual cameras to cause the best view to be displayed on the monitor.  The 
Monitoring Officer will report the incident in line with the Communication and Liaison 
Protocol. 

 
PROCESSING OF RECORDED INFORMATION 

Processing 

Processing means obtaining, recording or holding the information or data recorded by the 
CCTV System or carrying out any operation or set of operations on the information or data, 
including: 

a. retrieval, consultation or use of the information or data; 

b. organisation, adaptation or alteration of the information or data; 

c. disclosure of the information or data by transmission, dissemination or otherwise 
making available; or, 

d. alignment, combination, blocking, erasure or destruction of the information or 
data. 

 

Operators Instructions 

Technical instructions on the use of equipment housed within the Monitoring Room are 
contained in a separate manual provided by the equipment suppliers. A copy is also to be 
located in the Communications Room.  

 

Access to Download Footage 

The ability to download footage from the CCTV System will only be available from the 
Communications Room.  The CCTV download facility will only be operated by trained users 
authorised by the Police Manager.  

 

Destruction of Footage on the CCTV System 

Footage recorded by the CCTV System must be retained for a minimum period of 31 days.  
Footage on the CCTV System may be automatically deleted after this time without manual 
intervention by Council or Police staff.  Security must be maintained to ensure that manual 
deletion of footage does not occur.  

 

HANDLING OF DOWNLOADED RECORDED MATERIAL 

Footage downloaded from the CCTV System by Victoria Police will be managed in 
accordance with the Victoria Police Manual policy for CCTV footage to ensure compliance 
with the CLEDS Standards.  
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Collection 

If a Victoria Police member believes that a recording relevant to an investigation has been 
captured on a CCTV System, the creation of a copy of CCTV footage should be collected 
from the CCTV System as soon as practicable.   

Only the Police Manager or their delegate is permitted to retrieve, capture and record camera 
imagery to removable media. Unless authorised by the Network Manager in consultation with 
the Police Manager, no Council employee is to have access to download footage from the 
network.  

Victoria Police members may access images or recordings generated from the CCTV System 
by making a written request to the Police Manager or the Network Manger.  A record of this 
request must be held for auditing purposes in line with the Memorandum of Understanding. 

The footage should be captured on dedicated, non-rewritable media wherever possible.  The 
footage must be appropriately labelled.  The media should be labelled prior to recording to 
avoid potential confusion.  As far as possible the copy of footage shall be made in the 
presence of the informant who shall include in their statement how they obtained the footage. 
This will limit the need for other staff to give evidence. 

 

Recording 

Details of any downloaded images or recordings will be recorded on a register which will be 
located at the Communications Room and will be subject to auditing in line with the 
Memorandum of Understanding.  Recording of copies and/or movements of downloaded 
footage will be made in accordance with the Victoria Police Manual requirements. 

 

Evaluation and Action 

The footage must be assessed by the investigating officer to determine the appropriate 
security classification and use of the information. 

 

Sharing 

Sharing of downloaded footage is only permitted in line with the Communication and Liaison 
Protocol and the Victoria Police Manual. 

When transferring the footage the investigating member or the Supervisor / Work Unit 
Manager should determine the risk associated with the information transfer.  Based on the risk 
assessment and the security classification of the material, the most appropriate method for 
transfer may include: 

a. by hand, for example police employee to police employee or police employee to 
third party; 

b. courier service; 

c. registered mail; or 

d. copies should not be sent by DX unless exceptional circumstances exist, and 
justified by the Work Unit Manager in writing. 
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Review, Retention and Disposal 

Storage 
The CCTV footage must be stored according to the local procedures that comply with the 
Victoria Police Manual.  Downloaded footage must be stored on police premises in a location 
that is cool, not in direct sunlight and secure (in line with the security classification of the 
material). 

The footage must not be stored or played on a non-police computer, other than the computers 
provided as part of the CCTV System, and copies must not be taken offsite for storage. 

Review and Retention 
The investigating officer or work unit manager/supervisor should review CCTV records at 
regular intervals to determine the ongoing value of the footage.  Based on the importance of 
the footage, the expected investigation/prosecution timeframe and required retention periods, 
consideration should be given to the creation of an archival quality copy of the material.   

When Work Unit Managers determine that disposal or archiving action is required in line with 
the current retention and disposal schedule they should seek the advice from the Victoria 
Police Archives & Storage Centre (VPASC). 

Destruction 
When disposal is required by the current Victoria Police retention and disposal schedule, all 
removable media copies of CCTV footage held by must be destroyed by the VPASC who has 
a secure destruction machine for this purpose.  Please seek advice from VPASC prior to 
transfer or disposal. 
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Terms of Reference 
 

1. Name Brunswick Public Safety CCTV System Steering 
Committee 

2. Scope This committee has been established to oversee the 
operation of the Public CCTV system in Brunswick 
owned by the Council. 

3. Delegation The members of the committee are guided by the 
powers delegated to them by their employers. 

4. Membership and 
chairperson 

• Director Corporate Services (Chair) 
• Manager Information Technology 
• Manager Social Policy and Early Years 
• Moreland Local Area Commander, Victoria Police 
• Officer in Charge, Brunswick Police Station, Victoria 

Police 

5. Meeting frequency Meeting length and frequency to be determined by the 
Committee.  

6. Accountability of 
committee and 
committee members 

 

The CCTV Steering Committee will be responsible for: 
• overseeing the implementation of the CCTV 

System and ongoing management; 
• developing an agreed monitoring and evaluation 

framework to ensure system objectives as outlined 
in this MOU are being achieved; and 

• considering the recommendations put forward by 
the CCTV Audit Committee in its annual report 

7. Reporting 
requirement 

The committee will report at least once per year to the 
Brunswick Public CCTV System Audit Committee 

8. Any other relevant 
information 

Nil 

9. References 
 

• Moreland City Council - Brunswick Public CCTV 
System Policy 

• Memorandum of Understanding signed between 
Moreland City Council and Victoria Police. 

• Moreland City Council CCTV System 
Communication and Liaison Protocol 

• Moreland City Council CCTV System Management 
of CCTV footage Protocol 

13. Contact details of 
committee 

Director Corporate Services (James Scott) 
9240 1116 

15. Approval date Date TOR approved 
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Terms of Reference 
 

1. Name Brunswick Public Safety CCTV System Audit 
Committee 

2. Scope This committee has been established to uphold the 
integrity of the Public CCTV system in Brunswick 
owned by the Council.  

3. Delegation The members of the committee are guided by the 
powers delegated to them by their employers. 

4. Membership and 
chairperson 

• Director Corporate Services (Chair) 
• Manager Internal Audit 
• Moreland Local Area Commander, Victoria Police 

5. Meeting frequency Meeting length and frequency to be determined by the 
Committee.  

6. Accountability of 
committee and 
committee members 

 

The CCTV Audit Committee will: 
• report on the management of the CCTV System 

and ensure adherence to the Memorandum of 
Understanding, Protocols and Policies established 
to guide the management of the CCTV system and 
images; 

• promote public confidence in the CCTV System by 
ensuring its operations are transparent and subject 
to public scrutiny; and 

• make recommendations to the Council and Victoria 
Police to improve the integrity of the CCTV System. 

 

7. Reporting 
requirement 

The committee will report at least once per year to the 
Council 

8. Any other relevant 
information 

Nil 

9. References 
 

• Moreland City Council - Brunswick Public CCTV 
System Policy  

• Memorandum of Understanding signed between 
Moreland City Council and Victoria Police. 

• Moreland City Council CCTV System 
Communication and Liaison Protocol 

• Moreland City Council CCTV System Management 
of CCTV footage Protocol 

13. Contact details of 
committee 

Director Corporate Services (James Scott) 
9240 1116 

15. Approval date Date TOR approved 
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Budgeted Comprehensive Income Statement  
for the 12 months ending 30 June 2021 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comprehensive Income Statement
For the year ended 30 June 2021

($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000)

Income
161,979 Rates and Charges 162,781 163,143 163,169 26
11,939 Statutory Fees and Fines 9,585 9,377 9,374 (3)
4,780 User Fees 4,431 4,619 4,651 32

11,581 Contributions Monetary 1 11,483 11,279 11,397 119
31,299 Grants Operating 2 32,149 29,459 30,145 687
4,031 Grants Capital 3 7,202 7,102 7,777 675
5,473 Other Revenue 5,046 5,215 5,563 348

0 Contributions - Capital 433 433 433 0
0 Contributions Non Monetary 0 0 38 38

168 Asset Sales 4 407 604 (0) (604)
231,250 Total income 233,516 231,229 232,546 1,316

Expenses
109,260 Employee Benefits 5 107,235 106,506 107,092 (586)
67,746 Contracts, Materials & Services 6 70,771 71,288 72,248 (960)
25,614 Depreciation & Amortisation Expense 25,614 27,293 27,322 (29)
2,051 Bad & Doubtful Debts 2,051 2,050 2,050 0
1,075 Finance Costs 994 972 927 45

601 Other Expenses 603 648 711 (62)
206,347 207,267 208,756 210,349 (1,592)

24,903 Surplus (deficit) for the year 26,249 22,473 22,197 (276)

24,903 Comprehensive result 26,249 22,473 22,197 (276)
Less

4,031 Grants - capital (non-recurrent) 7,202 7,102 7,777 (675)
11,581 Contributions - cash and non cash 11,916 11,712 11,830 (119)
9,290 Underlying result 7,131 3,659 2,590 (1,069)

Less
3,824 Additional rates funded CapEx beyond depreciation 3,765 1,441 (4,659) (6,100)

0 Capital carry forwards into 2021-2022 (60) 169 3,333 3,164
0 Opex carry forwards into 2021-2022 179 323 436 113

1,221 Loan principal repayments 1,221 1,221 1,230 9
(973) Transfers from reserves to operating budget (1,472) (1,411) (1,411) 0
7,877 Transfers to reserves from operating budget 8,024 8,024 8,099 75

(2,659) Surplus / (deficit) funds (4,526) (6,108) (4,438) 1,671

Variance
Fav / 

(Unfav)

Original 
budget

Q3 Forecast
2020/21

Q2 Forecast
2020/21

Q1 Forecast 
2020/21



 

Notes: 
 

1) Contributions Monetary has increased by $0.1 million primarily due to an increase in sub-
divider contributions. This is offset by a transfer to a reserve for future use. 

2) Grants Operating has increased by $0.7 million primarily due to receiving a second round of 
funding ($0.4 million) relating to the Local Councils Outdoor Eating & Entertainment 
Package;  

3) Grants Capital has increased by $0.7 million due primarily due to works on the City Oval 
masterplan being completed ahead of schedule; and 

4) Asset Sales have decreased by $0.6 million due to anticipated costs on disposal of assets, 
primarily relating to roads and drainage where there are no proceeds of sale. 

5) Employee Costs have increased by $0.6 million primarily due to: 

o An increase of $1.3 million in Working for Victoria staffing costs, this is partially offset 
against a reduction in materials & services 

o Allowing $0.3 million for the end of financial year payroll accrual for an additional 
business day of costs to be recognised in 2020/21; 

o An increase of $0.1 million in the annual leave provision. This increase is required to 
account for the increases in leave balances due to COVID. This is based on the actual 
provision as at Q3; 

These additional costs are partially offset against the below savings: 

o $0.6 million in savings from vacant roles primarily in: 

- $0.2 million in City Development (bringing the full year savings to $0.3 million) 

- $0.1 million in Aged and Community Support (bringing the full year savings to $1.4 
million, partially offset against $0.1 million additional agency costs). 

- $0.1 million in Libraries (bringing the full year savings to $0.7 million). 

o $0.4 million in operating project savings due to roles being vacant 
6) Materials and Services have increased by $1.0 million primarily due to: 

o $2.5 million relating to expenditure that was budgeted as capital; 
o $0.9 million in additional agency staff costs primarily; 
o $0.6 million relating to the impacts of the reduced capacity and increased 

membership cancellations for the leisure centres; 

These increases have been partially offset by: 

o $0.7 million in utility savings as a result of reduced usage of both the leisure centres 
and Council facilities during the year; 

o $0.9 million of savings in operating projects that aren’t able to be completed by the 
end of financial year; 

o $0.3 million of operating budgets to be reclassified from materials and services to capital; 
o $0.3 million of savings in Working for Victoria which partially offset the increased 

staffing costs; 
o $0.2 million of savings in fuel & oil costs;  
o $0.1 million in food supply costs relating to the Meals on Wheels service; 
o $0.1 million in office supplies such as paper and stationary; and 
o $0.1 million of operating projects have requested to be carried forward which are 

funded via the Significant Project Reserve. 
 



 

Budgeted Balance Sheet  
for the 12 months ending 30 June 2021 
 

 

($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000)

Assets
Current assets

39,644 Cash and cash equivalents 1 30,103 28,987 45,699 16,712
20,851 Trade and other receivables 20,924 20,938 20,934 (4)
2,569 Other assets 2,569 2,569 2,569 0

0 Non current assets classified as held for sale 0 0 0 0
50,000 Other financial assets 50,000 50,000 50,000 0

355 Inventories 355 355 355 0
113,419 Total current assets 103,952 102,849 119,557 16,708

Non-current assets
2,063,628 Property, infrastructure, plant and equipment 2 2,074,441 2,286,324 2,269,394 (16,929)

33,966 Investment property 33,966 33,966 33,966 0
2 Unlisted shares 2 2 2 0

1,918 Other assets 1,918 1,918 1,918 0
2,099,514 Total non-current assets 2,110,327 2,322,209 2,305,280 (16,929)
2,212,933 Total assets 2,214,279 2,425,058 2,424,837 (221)

Liabilities
Current liabilities

12,519 Trade and other payables 12,519 12,519 12,519 0
668 Interest bearing loans and borrowings 668 668 693 25

25,558 Provisions 3 25,558 25,698 25,758 60
652 Trust funds & deposits 652 652 652 0

39,397 Total current liabilities 39,397 39,537 39,622 85

Non-current liabilities
1,811 Provisions 1,811 1,811 1,811 0

34,496 Interest bearing loans and borrowings 34,496 34,496 34,471 (25)
36,307 Total non-current liabilities 36,307 36,307 36,282 (25)
75,704 Total liabilities 75,704 75,844 75,904 60

2,137,228 Net assets 2,138,575 2,349,214 2,348,933 (281)

Equity
56,404 Other reserves 4 56,003 56,231 70,765 14,536

1,397,755 Asset revaluation reserve 1,397,755 1,612,173 1,612,173 0
683,069 Accumulated surplus 684,817 680,810 665,993 (14,816)

2,137,228 Total equity 2,138,575 2,349,214 2,348,933 (281)

Variance
Fav / 

(Unfav)For the 12 months ended 30 June 2021

Original 
Budget Balance Sheet Q2 Forecast

2020/21
Q3 Forecast

2020/21
Q1 Forecast

2020/21



 

Notes: 
1) Forecast cash has increased by $16.7 million primarily due to a reduction in the capital 

works program as a result of $14.0 million of carry forwards into 2021/22. 
2) Forecast property, infrastructure, plant and equipment has decreased by $16.9 million 

primarily due to: 

• $3.3 million in project savings; 

• $14.0 million of projects requesting a carry forward into 2021/22; 

• $2.5 million in budget that was originally budgeted as capital which will need to be 
expensed. 

 Partially offset by an increase in: 

• $2.9 million of additional capital expenditure required 
3) The provision is anticipated to increase by $0.1 million based on the annual leave balance at 

31st March 2021 being higher than anticipated. This is as a result of excess leave levels 
within the organisation.  

4) Other reserves balance is anticipated to increase by $14.5 million primarily as a result of: 

• $3.1 million of rates funded capital carry forwards  

• $9.6 million of reserve funded capital carry forwards 

• 0.1 million of operating projects carry forwards 

• $0.1 million in additional Open Space Contributions 

• $1.6 million of reserve funded capital savings 
 This is partially offset against 

• $0.1 million of additional capital funds required to be brought forward for the Fawkner 
Leisure Centre Redevelopment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Budgeted Cash Flow Statement  
for the 12 months ending 30 June 2021 
 

 
 

     
 

Notes: 
The forecast cash outflow for 2020/21 is anticipated to increase by $16.7 million primarily due to the 
forecast decrease in the capital works program. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000) ($’000)

Cash flows from operating activities
160,359 Rates and charges 161,041 161,385 161,410 25
11,700 Statutory fees and fines 9,394 9,190 9,187 (3)
4,780 User fees 4,432 4,620 4,652 32

11,581 Contributions - monetary 11,915 11,711 11,829 119
31,299 Grants - operating 32,149 29,459 30,145 687
4,031 Grants - capital 7,202 7,102 7,777 675

15,000 Trust funds & deposits taken 15,000 15,000 15,000 0
10,141 Other revenue (interest, trust funds / deposits taken, other, etc) 11,097 11,232 9,982 (1,250)

(105,992) Employee costs (including redundancies) (103,968) (103,099) (103,625) (526)
(74,508) Materials and services (77,835) (78,404) (79,460) (1,056)
(15,000) Trust funds and deposits repaid (15,000) (15,000) (15,000) 0
(5,101) Other payments (5,102) (5,148) (5,212) (63)
48,290 Net cash provided by operating activities 50,325 48,047 46,686 (1,361)

Cash flows from investing activities
(62,676) Payments for property, infrastructure, plant and equipment (74,570) (73,628) (54,995) 18,633

0 Proceeds from sale of property, infrastructure, plant and equipment 239 436 (168) (604)
0 (Payments for) / proceeds from other financial assets 0 0 0 0

(62,676) Net cash used in investing activities (74,331) (73,192) (55,164) 18,028

Cash flows from financing activities 
(1,075) Finance costs (994) (972) (918) 54

9,500 Proceeds from interest bearing loans and borrowings 9,500 9,500 9,500 0
(1,221) Repayment of interest bearing loans and borrowings (1,221) (1,221) (1,230) (9)

7,204 Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 7,286 7,308 7,352 45
(7,181) Net (decrease) increase in cash & cash equivalents (16,722) (17,839) (1,126) 16,713
46,825 Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 46,825 46,825 46,825 0
39,644 Cash and cash equivalents at end of the financial year 30,103 28,986 45,699 16,713

Variance
Fav / 

(Unfav)

Q2 Forecast
2020/21

Original 
budget

As at 30 June 2021
Statement of Cash Flows Q3 Forecast

2020/21
Q1 Forecast

2020/21
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Executive Summary

Cash assets are $112.3 million at 30 April 2021. This is an increase of $13.3 million on 30 June 2020 cash levels. Cash fluctuates frequently 
over the year due to a number of factors including the timing of payments and receipts. Council's cash assets will also be impacted by 
COVID‐19 and is currently being monitored on a daily basis to ensure liquidity ratios are maintained. At the time of drafting this report, 
however, cash levels have remained on track.

For the ten months ended April 2021 Council has achieved a surplus operating result of $32.5 million which is $6.4 million (24%) more than 
the year to date (YTD) revised forecast of $26.1 million. This comprises overall revenues having ended with $196.4 million which is $2.2 
million (1%) more than the YTD revised forecast of $194.2 million and overall expenditures having ended with $163.9 million which is $4.2 
million (3%) favourable compared to the YTD revised forecast of $168.1 million.

A detailed review across the organisation was undertaken at the end of March 2021 as part of the 2020‐21 Third Quarter Financial Review 
(3RDQFR). This process provided Council with the opportunity to review its financial performance to date as well as forecast the remaining 
three months of the financial year, taking into consideration any financial effects of coronavirus (COVID‐19) that were not anticipated at the 
time of drafting the 2021‐21 adopted budget. The results of this review are included in this report as the Full Year Revised Forecast.

The details around these forecast changes are included in a separate report, 2020‐21 Third Quarter Performance & Financial Review 
(3RDQFR).

The main reasons for the favourable variance to YTD revised forecast are:
Revenue
Grants Capital ended $0.8 million favourable primarily due to receipt of grant funding for City Oval Grandstand/Pavilion Masterplan ($0.3 
million) and Wattle Grove ($0.3 million) which were received earlier than anticipated.

Other Revenue ended $0.4 million favourable primarily due to:
‐ The timing of revenue for the Brunswick Music Festival ($0.1 million); and
‐ Higher than anticipated tree establishment fees and permits ($0.1 million).

Contributions ‐ Capital ended $0.7 million favourable due to the receipt of unbudgeted contributions relating to:
‐ Moonee Ponds Creek bridge ($0.4 million); and
‐ Developer contributed assets, associated with drains ($0.3 million).

Expenditure
Employee Benefits ended $0.2 million unfavourable primarily due to the Working for Victoria (WFV) program which is forecasted to be 
overspent by $1.0 million. 

Contracts, Materials and Services ended $4.4 million (8%) favourable compared to the YTD revised forecast primarily due to:
      (a) A number of favourable variances in operating projects ($2.3 million) across the organisation;
      (b) A YTD underspend of $0.3 million in cleaning & waste removal primarily due to the timing of waste services ($0.2 million 
      favourable) and waste contract costs ($0.1 million favourable);
      (c) A YTD underspend of $0.5 million in consultants & professionals due to a number of minor favourable variances across the       
      organisation's base budget;
      (d) A YTD underspend of $0.4 million in general works & services primarily due to the timing of pool & rec management fees ($0.3 
      million favourable).

The revised forecast has been updated to reflect the known financial impacts, at the time of the 3RDQFR, of COVID‐19 to Council. It includes 
the impact of extended restrictions that were not anticipated when drafting the adopted budget, including further loss of revenue and 
additonal costs relating to the closure of leisure centres, mandatory PPE and cleaning. 

A separate cost centre has also been established to capture any extra costs, not anticipated at the time of drafting the adopted budget, that 
Council has incurred due to the pandemic. To date this account has $0.6 million of expenditure which mainly comprises of the purchase of 
facemasks ($0.2 million), additional cleaning costs ($0.2 million) and additional security costs ($0.1 million).

Council has spent $40.0 million on capital expenditure as at the end of April which is $3.1 million (7%) below the YTD revised forecast. This 
underspend comprises a number of favourable variances across the capital works program, the most material of which being the Coburg 
Leisure Centre spa and sauna refurbishment ($0.9 million favourable) and Glenroy Hub ($0.5 million favourable).
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Moreland City Council YTD Variance
( $ )

YTD Variance
( % )

Consolidated Income Statement (Base & Opex)
Ten Months Ended April 2021

Full Year
Original
Budget

 YTD
Actual 

 YTD Revised
Forecast 

 YTD
Variance 

 YTD
Variance 

 Full Year 
Revised 
Forecast 

($'000) ($'000) ($'000) ($'000) (%) ($'000)

Revenue
161,979                   Rates and Charges 136,134 136,070 64 0% 163,169               

11,939                     Statutory Fees and Fines 7,687 7,705 (18) 0% 9,374                    
4,780                        User Fees 3,834 3,802 31 1% 4,651                    

11,581                     Contributions Monetary 9,973 9,851 123 1% 11,397                 
31,299                     Grants Operating 28,412 28,223 189 1% 30,145                 

4,031                        Grants Capital 1 4,617 3,860 757 20% 7,777                    
5,473                        Other Revenue 5,010 4,633 377 8% 5,563                    

‐                            Contributions ‐ Capital 2 1,031 371 660 178% 471                       
168                           Asset Sales (340) (311) (29) 9% 0                            

231,250 Total Revenue 196,357 194,204 2,153 1% 232,546

Expenditure
109,260                   Employee Benefits 87,812 87,639 (174) 0% 107,092               

67,746                     Contracts, Materials & Services 3 50,265 54,653 4,388 8% 72,248                 
25,614                     Depreciation & Amortisation Expense 22,808 22,806 (3) 0% 27,322                 

2,051                        Bad & Doubtful Debts 1,708 1,708 0 0% 2,050                    
1,075                        Finance Costs 702 772 70 9% 927                       

601                           Other Expenses 597 534 (63) ‐12% 711                       

206,347 Total Expenditure 163,893 168,111 4,219 3% 210,349

24,903 SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) 32,465 26,093 6,372 24% 22,197

VARIANCE NOTES:




















Revenue & Expenditure

Expenditure
3) Contracts, Materials and Services ended $4.4 million (8%) less than budget primarily due to:
‐ A number of favourable variances in operating projects ($2.3 million favourable);
‐ An underspend of $0.3 million in cleaning & waste removal; 
‐ An underspend of $0.5 million in consultants & professionals; and
‐ An underspend of $0.4 million in general works & services.

       when >0.15
         when <0.15

         & > ‐0.01
         when < ‐0.01

         when >0.15
         when <0.15

         & >‐0.1
         when < ‐0.1

Revenue
1) Grants Capital ended $0.8 million favourable primarily due to receipt of grant funding for City Oval Grandstand/Pavilion Masterplan 
($0.3 million) and Wattle Grove ($0.3 million) which were received earlier than anticipated; and
2) Contributions - Capital ended $0.7 million favourable due to the receipt of unbudgeted contributions relating to:
‐ Moonee Ponds Creek bridge ($0.4 million); and
‐ Developer contributed assets, associated with drains ($0.3 million).

N
O
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Moreland City Council
Balance Sheet
As at 30 April 2021

 April
2021 

 April
Revised 
Forecast
2020-21 

 Variance to 
Forecast 

 Prior Year
June 2020 

 Movement
Since

30 June 2020 

($'000) ($'000) ($'000) ($'000) ($'000)

ASSETS
Current assets
    Cash Assets 112,300 110,469 1,831 99,041 13,259
    Receivables 65,328 62,508 2,820 24,906 40,422
    Other Assets 1,324 1,324 (0) 2,432 (1,108)
Total current assets 178,951 174,301 4,651 126,379 52,572
Non current assets
    Investments 27,183 27,183 ‐                      27,419 (236)
    Property, Plant & Equipment 2,267,449 2,270,381 (2,932) 2,250,811 16,638
Total non-current assets 2,294,632 2,297,564 (2,932) 2,278,230 16,402

Total Assets 2,473,583 2,471,865 1,718 2,404,610 68,974

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
    Payables
        Payables 20,310 24,964 4,654 24,618 (4,308)
        Revenue Received in Advance 31,539 31,539 ‐                      2,718 28,821
    Provisions 24,361 24,361 ‐                      20,779 3,582
Total current liabilities 76,210 80,864 4,654 48,115 28,095
Non current Liabilities
    Non Current Liabilities 35,165 35,165 ‐                      26,789 8,376
Total non current Liabilities 35,165 35,165 0 26,789 8,376

Total Liabilities 111,375 116,029 4,654 74,905 36,471

Net Assets 2,362,208 2,355,836 6,372 2,329,706 32,503

EQUITY
Reserves
    Asset Revaluation Reserves 1,612,173 1,612,173 ‐                      1,612,159 14
    General Reserves 72,315 66,346 5,969 62,321 9,994
Total Reserves 1,684,488 1,678,519 5,969 1,674,480 10,008
Surplus
    Accumulated Surplus 677,720 677,317 402 655,226 22,494
Total Accumulated Surplus 677,720 677,317 402 655,226 22,494

Total Equity 2,362,208 2,355,836 6,372 2,329,706 32,503

 N
O

TE
S 



Moreland City Council
Cashflow Statement
Ten Months Ended April 2021

YTD 
Apr 2021

YTD April
Revised 
Forecast
2020-21

Variance to 
Forecast

($'000) ($'000) ($'000)

Cash flows from operating activities

Receipts
Rates and charges 130,381 131,348 (967)
User fees 4,065 3,764 301
Statutory fees and fines 4,909 6,164 (1,255)
Grants ‐ operating 31,253 30,145 1,108
Grants ‐ capital 5,078 4,246 833
Contributions ‐ Cash (operating & capital) 11,004 9,851 1,154
Interest 560 571 (11)
Other receipts  (includes rents & reimbursements) 5,051 5,096 (45)
Tax / Trust funds 5,921 5,816 104

198,223 197,001 1,222
Payments
Employee costs (88,654) (85,009) (3,645)
Materials and consumables 1 (59,605) (60,118) 513
Other payments (657) (657) 0

(148,916) (145,785) (3,131)

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities 49,307 51,217 (1,910)

Cash flows from investing activities
Proceeds from sale of property, infrastructure, 
plant and equipment (660) 0 (660)
(Purchase) / Proceeds of sale of financial assets
Payments for investment property 260 0 260
Payments for property, infrastructure, plant and 
equipment 1 (43,392) (47,375) 3,983
Deposits movement (includes trust monies and 
deposits held) (26) 0 (26)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities (43,818) (47,375) 3,557

Cash flows from financing activities
Finance costs (702) (896) 194
Proceeds from borrowings 9,500 9,500 0
Repayment of borrowings (1,028) (1,018) (11)

Net cash provided by (used in) financing activities 7,770 7,587 184

Net increase / (decrease) in cash & cash 
equivalents

13,259 11,428 1,831

Cash Position **
Non‐restricted Cash at 1 July 2020 57,541 57,541 0
Restricted Cash at 1 July 2020 2 41,500 41,500 0

Cash & cash equivalents at beginning of financial 
year

99,041 99,041 0

Non‐restricted Cash at close of period 16,300 60,469 (44,169)
Restricted Cash at close of period 1 96,000 50,000 46,000

Cash & cash equivalents at end of reporting period 112,300 110,469 1,831

Net increase / (decrease) year to date 13,259 11,428 1,831

 N
O

TE
S 

NOTES:
1. Materials & consumables and capital spend is tracking underspent which is reflective in the favourable cashflow variances;
2. The restricted cash is made up of term deposits with a maturity date over 3 months.



Moreland City Council
Underlying Result Analysis
Ten Months Ended April 2021

Adopted
Budget

 YTD
Actuals 

 YTD
Revised
Forecast 

 YTD 
Variance 

 YTD
Variance 

 Full Year 
Revised 
Forecast 

($'000) ($'000) ($'000) ($'000) (%) ($'000)

25,072 Surplus for the Year 32,465 26,093 6,372 24% 22,197

25,072 Surplus/Deficit 32,465 26,093 6,372 24% 22,197

Less Capital Income
(4,031) Capital Grants (4,617) (3,860) (757) 100% (7,777)

(11,581) Capital Contributions Next Year Projects (9,973) (9,851) (123) 1% (11,397)
0 Capital Contributions Current Year Projects 0 0 0 0% 0
0 Non‐monetary contributions 0 0 0 0% (433)

(168) Assets Sales 340 311 29 9% (0)
(15,780) Total Capital Income (14,250) (13,400) (850) 6% (19,607)

9,292 Underlying Result 18,215 12,693 5,522 44% 2,590

Less Transfers & Other
7,877 Tfr to Reserves 0 0 0 0% 8,099
(973) Tfr from Reserves to Operating 0 0 0 0% (1,411)
1,221 Loan Principal Repayments 1,028 1,018 11 ‐1% 1,230

0 Carry Forwards processed into FY22 0 0 0 0% 3,769

0 Capital to Operating 0 0 0 0% 0
3,824 Additional Rates Funded CAPEX 1,201 1,201 0 0% (4,659)

11,949 Total Transfers & Other 2,229 2,218 11 0% 7,028

(2,657) Underlying Cash Result 15,986 10,475 5,511 53% (4,438)



Moreland City Council - Cash & Investments
Ten Months Ended April 2021

Bank
Type of 
account

Interest 
Rate

S & P short 
term rating

Amount
($'000)

Westpac Transaction 0.50% A‐1+ 15,723$              
Com'wealth Bank (CBA) Transaction 0.00% A‐1+ 494‐$                   
Com'wealth Bank (CBA) At call 0.50% A‐1+ 1,000$                

16,228$             

Bank & Term (Months)
Maturity 

date
Interest 

Rate
S & P short 
term rating

Amount
($'000)

Ratio

CBA ‐ 3 05‐May‐21 0.20% A‐1+ 2,000$                
CBA ‐ 3 10‐May‐21 0.20% A‐1+ 1,000$                
CBA ‐ 4 11‐May‐21 0.32% A‐1+ 5,000$                
CBA ‐ 4 19‐Jul‐21 0.33% A‐1+ 2,000$                
CBA ‐ 7 01‐Oct‐21 0.34% A‐1+ 3,000$                
CBA ‐ 10 29‐Oct‐21 0.39% A‐1+ 4,000$                
Bendigo Bank ‐ 3 02‐Jun‐21 0.40% A‐2 1,000$                
Bendigo Bank ‐ 4 08‐Jun‐21 0.20% A‐2 3,000$                
Bendigo Bank ‐ 4 11‐Jun‐21 0.20% A‐2 4,000$                
Bendigo Bank ‐ 4 21‐Jun‐21 0.20% A‐2 4,000$                
IMB  ‐ 3 30‐Apr‐21 0.35% A‐2 2,000$                
IMB  ‐ 4 17‐May‐21 0.35% A‐2 4,000$                
IMB ‐ 4 24‐May‐21 0.35% A‐2 4,000$                
IMB ‐ 3 04‐Jun‐21 0.28% A‐2 3,000$                
ME Bank ‐ 3 03‐May‐21 0.40% A‐2 6,000$                
ME Bank ‐ 3 18‐May‐21 0.40% A‐2 2,500$                
ME Bank ‐ 2 07‐Jun‐21 0.40% A‐2 2,000$                
ME Bank ‐ 2 14‐Jun‐21 0.40% A‐2 2,500$                
ME Bank ‐ 3 05‐Jul‐21 0.40% A‐2 4,000$                
ME Bank ‐ 3 12‐Jul‐21 0.40% A‐2 2,000$                
NAB ‐ 3 04‐May‐21 0.33% A‐1+ 4,000$                
NAB ‐ 3 17‐May‐21 0.30% A‐1+ 2,000$                
NAB ‐ 3 29‐Jun‐21 0.30% A‐1+ 5,000$                
NAB ‐ 5 28‐Jun‐21 0.35% A‐1+ 1,500$                
Suncorp ‐ 9 18‐May‐21 0.35% A‐1 4,000$                
Suncorp ‐ 3 26‐May‐21 0.30% A‐1 2,500$                
Westpac ‐ 6 05‐May‐21 0.35% A‐1+ 4,000$                
Westpac ‐ 7 10‐May‐21 0.48% A‐1+ 4,000$                
Westpac ‐ 7 22‐Jul‐21 0.30% A‐1+ 2,000$                
Westpac ‐ 8 30‐Aug‐21 0.35% A‐1+ 3,000$                
Westpac ‐ 8 02‐Sep‐21 0.25% A‐1+ 3,000$                

Total 96,000$             100%
Green 76,500$             80%

Minor Cash Accounts (eg, NAB holding account & Petty Cash) 71$                     

Cash at Bank & Investment Total 112,300$        

*Credit rating; D15/200676 - S & P Ratings tab
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Moreland City Council YTD Variance
( $ )

YTD Variance
( % )

Capital Projects
Ten Months Ended April 2021
By Department and Branch

Full Year 
Original
Budget  N

O
TE

S 2020/21
YTD

Actuals
April

2020/21
YTD

Revised
Forecast

April

2020/21
YTD

Variance
April

2020/21
YTD

Percentage
Variance

April

Full Year 
Revised 
Forecast

($'000) ($'000) ($'000) ($'000) (%) ($'000)
62,677 Grand Total 39,962 43,069 3,107 7% 55,695

Community Development
0     Early Years & Youth 10 15 5 36% 10

4,282     Community Wellbeing 1,591 2,767 1,175 42% 3,606
1,100     Cultural Development 866 873 6 1% 1,112
5,382 Total Community Development 2,467 3,654 1,187 32% 4,728

City Infrastructure
0     Roads, Fleet & Waste 4,227 3,712 (516) 0% 5,224

10,696     Open Space & Environment 3,427 4,188 761 18% 6,331
6,791     Amenity & Compliance 8 8 (0) ‐5% 8

31,772     Capital Works Planning & Delivery 25,965 26,858 892 3% 34,859
49,259 Total City Infrastructure 33,628 34,765 1,137 3% 46,421

Business Transformation
1,119     Finance & Procurement 0 0 0 0% ‐2,500

909     Information Technology 568 651 83 13% 1,270
150     Corporate Governance 100 104 4 4% 189

0     Director Business Transformation 29 0 (29) ‐100% 0
2,178 Total Business Transformation 697 755 58 8% (1,041)

City Futures
4,661     City Change 2,212 2,830 619 22% 4,315
1,172     City Strategy & Design 932 981 49 5% 1,190
5,833 Total City Futures 3,144 3,811 667 18% 5,504

Engagement & Partnerships
0     Property & Place 1 58 57 98% 58

25     Economic Development 25 25 0 0% 25
25 Total Engagement & Partnerships 26 83 57 69% 83

       when >0.15
         when <0.15

         & > ‐0.1
         when < ‐0.1

       when >0.15
         when <0.15

         & >‐0.1
         when < ‐0.1

Department
    Branch



Ten Months Ended April 2021

Contract Description Contract Number Start date Delegation Exercised
TOTAL Contract 
Value (Ex GST)

Counihan Gallery Airconditioning Upgrade RFT‐2020‐166 7/04/2021
Director City 

Infrastructure
$243,746 

Procurement Delegations Report



 

 

2020/21 
Council Action Plan 
Third Quarter Performance Report 



 

The Council Plan 
The Council Plan 2017-21 was adopted by Council on 24 July 2017, along with the Council Budget, Strategic 
Resource Plan and Council Action Plan for financial year 2017-18. The priorities set out in this plan are a 
combination of Councillor initiatives, engagement with the community and input from Council officers, and 
will be implemented along with a range of partners in the community. 
Our overarching vision for 2021 is for our municipality to be a proudly diverse, connected, progressive and 
sustainable city in which to live, work and play. 
 

 

 
The Council Action Plan 
Council receives a quarterly report to update on targeting against the deliverables in the 2020/21 Council 
Action Plan. Reports are published on Council’s website - CAP Quarterly Reports. 
This report provides an update on progress against the Council Action Plan in the third quarter (January to 
March 2021) and includes assessment of impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic. In this report there is a new 
Council Action Plan deliverable (CAP 77) for COVID-19 relief and recovery.



How we are tracking 
Results summary for the quarter 
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Each Council Action Plan deliverable has one or more individual actions. The rating system used is based 
on the lowest rated action item. As an example, if one deliverable has three actions, two of which are ‘on 
target’, but the third is ‘behind target’, the Council Action Plan is rated as ‘behind target’. The charts below 
summarise results by both actions and deliverables. 
Charts 1-4 below, summarise the status of Council Action Plan actions by department. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Chart 3: Third Quarter COVID-19 Impact on Actions Chart 4: Anticipated COVID-19 Impacts on Actions in 4th Quarter
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Connected Communities 
Council Action Plan 2020/21 

 

CAP: 1 Key Priority:  C1. Achieve higher levels of social cohesion for our multicultural, 
established and newly arrived community, by fostering opportunities for shared 
learning and celebration 

Deliverable: C1a) Social Cohesion Plan Development - Scope initiatives within the Human 
Rights Policy to improve social cohesion 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X 

1 Monitor and evaluate 
outcomes of the Social 
Cohesion Plan 

Councillors have received a 
briefing to note the results 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget: 

Base budget 

Resourcing: 

Existing team resources  Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Bernadette Hetherington 

Branch: Community Wellbeing  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A report was provided to the September Council Meeting on the Social Cohesion 
Plan 2021 – 2025, which included an update of current social cohesion projects. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Parts of the projects have been delayed and /or adapted and 
due to COVID – 19. The projects are still due for completion by May 2021. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Depending on restrictions the projects will 
continue to be adapted. The evaluation is still planned for April/May 2021. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Requests for Quotations for the evaluation are being sought. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: All projects have been delayed as stated previously. Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Depending on restrictions the projects will 
continue to be adapted. The evaluation is still planned for April/May 2021. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Evaluation underway with consultation with key stakeholders occurring. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Evaluation process is underway and On target.  No Impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Depending on restrictions the projects will 
continue to be adapted and the evaluation briefing may be delayed. 

Moderate Impact 

  



Connected Communities 
Council Action Plan 2020/21 

1 

CAP: 2 Key Priority:  C1. Achieve higher levels of social cohesion for our multicultural, 
established and newly arrived community, by fostering opportunities for shared 
learning and celebration 

Deliverable: C1b) Food System Strategy - Delivering on The Moreland Food System 
Framework to achieve a just, sustainable and vibrant Food System for Moreland. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X 

1 
 

Undertake a Community 
Food Hub Feasibility Study in 
the north of Moreland 

At completion of study, 
present at Councillor briefing 

September 2020 1 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget: 

OPEX 

Resourcing: 

Base Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Bernadette Hetherington 

Branch: Community Wellbeing  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

An update was presented to Councillors via a Councillor Connect article and 
a final report on the outcomes of the feasibility study will be delayed due to 
interruptions in community engagement due to COVID restrictions. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Council report was delayed due to COVID-19 restrictions 
preventing the necessary engagement being completed. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Depending on restrictions impacting engagement 
activities, the report may be further delayed. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A Councillor Connect article was circulated and the Food Hub Feasibility 
study was completed. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Completed, no ongoing impact. No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Completed, no ongoing impact. No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Food Hub Feasibility study was completed in last quarter.  An April 
Councillor Briefing is scheduled. 

Achieved  

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

 
  



Connected Communities 
Council Action Plan 2020/21 

2 

CAP: 4 Key Priority:  C1. Achieve higher levels of social cohesion for our multicultural, 
established and newly arrived community, by fostering opportunities for shared 
learning and celebration 

Deliverable: C1d) Library Services Strategy 2019/2023 - fostering community connectedness; 
lifelong learning, creativity and wellbeing 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Pilot revised library opening 
hours 

Trial implemented, with results 
reported to Council 

June 2021 4 

2 Develop a Draft Library 
Infrastructure Plan 

Draft Library Infrastructure Plan 
has been reported to Council 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:  

Base budget 

Resourcing:  

Existing team 
resources 

Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Lisa Dempster 

Branch: Cultural Development 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1.  Revised Library Hours have been prepared for consideration by the 
incoming Council. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2. Request for quote to prepare the Library Infrastructure Plan prepared.  On target 

impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Revised Library Hours scheduled for presentation at February 2021 
Council Meeting. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2. Draft Council-wide Infrastructure Report received. The Library 
recommendations are being reviewed, and feedback prepared. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

  



Connected Communities 
Council Action Plan 2020/21 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Library Hours Trial was approved by Council at February Council 
meeting. Recruitment subsequently approved by CEO and is underway. 
Hours trial to be implemented when sufficient staff are available. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2. Requests for quotes were sent out and submissions received to engage a 
consultant to develop a Draft Library Infrastructure Plan. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

 
 

CAP: 5 Key Priority: C2. Set a clear vision and strategy for aquatics, leisure and 
sporting facilities to meet ongoing community needs 

Deliverable: C2a) Aquatic and Leisure Strategy - identify infrastructure / asset condition / 
trends, current needs and future expectations 

No: Actions Measures Actions Qtr X 

1 

 

Complete the Coburg Leisure Centre’s 
modifications for plant, changeroom 
facilities and the spa/sauna area 

Stage 2 construction 
is completed 

December 
2020 

2 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget: 

$2M CAPEX for 
Planned Aquatics 
Infrastructure 
Program  

Resourcing: 
Officer resource and 
specialist contractors 

 

Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Bernadette Hetherington  

Branch: Community Wellbeing 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Modifications on pool/plant room underway. Works on changerooms and new 
spa sauna area on hold as Council officers review stages of delivery following 
COVID-19 restrictions and service delivery requirements. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Works have been delayed due to COVID-19, with restrictions 
of contract workers on site and delay in material deliveries. 

High impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Significant delay of delivery of project High impact 

  



Connected Communities 
Council Action Plan 2020/21 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Stage 1 (Pool, Plant and filtration) completed and aquatic area open. 

Stage 2 (Change rooms, new spa, sauna) have been on hold as officers 
reviewed stages of delivery and cost increases due to COVID-19 impacts, 
access and timing and working around service delivery. Projected completion 
by late September 2021, pending further COVID restrictions. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Works have been delayed due to COVID-19, with restrictions 
of contract workers on site and requirement to review contract and cost. 

High Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Significant delay of delivery of project. High Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Stage 1 (pool, plant and filtration) completed and aquatic area open. 

Stage 2 (changerooms, new spa, sauna, steam room) works are underway, 
with demolition of existing men’s changerooms completed and external works 
on family change and spa being undertaken. Projected completion is by late 
September 2021, pending any further COVID restrictions. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Works had been delayed due to COVID-19, with restrictions of 
contract workers on site and requirement to review contract and cost. 

High Impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Significant delay of delivery of project. High Impact 

 

CAP: 7 Key Priority: C2. Set a clear vision and strategy for aquatics, leisure and 
sporting facilities to meet ongoing community needs 

Deliverable: C2c) Municipal Public Health and Wellbeing Plan 2017-21: outlines our approach 
for healthy people and communities, including partnerships 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Monitor implementation 
of Year 3 Action Plan 

Year 3 actions progressed and 
included in a Council report 

November 2020 2 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:   
Base budget 
  

Resourcing:  

Existing team resources  Department: Community Development  

Responsible: Bernadette Hetherington 

Branch: Community Wellbeing 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1: Year 3 actions were progressed and provided in a Council Report in 
September 2020. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Year 3 actions completed, therefore no COVID impact. No impact 

 
 
  



Connected Communities 
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CAP: 8 Key Priority: C2. Set a clear vision and strategy for aquatics, leisure and sporting 
facilities to meet ongoing community needs 

Deliverable: C2d) Upgrades and management of active sporting infrastructure, including 
pavilions and surfaces - develop a holistic approach to the management and upgrades of active 
sporting infrastructure in Moreland. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Construct new sports field lighting 
at Cole Reserve 

Construction is 
completed 

March 2021 3 

2 Construct synthetic pitch at 
Hosken Reserve  

Construction is 
completed 

June 2021 4 

3 Construct female friendly 
changerooms at Martin Reserve 

Construction is 
completed 

June 2021 4 

4 Complete female friendly 
changerooms at Cole Reserve 

Construction is 
completed 

September 2021 4 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:  

Cole $300K*, Hosken 
$1M*, Martin $620K 
CAPEX 
* Final budgets will depend 

on government grants 

Resourcing: 

Officer resources, specialist 
consultant support, 
contractors and government 
grants 

Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Bernadette Hetherington  

Branch: Community Wellbeing  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Cole Reserve Floodlight Installation funding application was unsuccessful 
through the State Government 2020-21 Local Sports Infrastructure Fund. 
The project was contingent on external funding, and therefore Council has 
insufficient funding available to deliver the project. 

Discontinued 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact on this project due to COVID-19. No impact 

2. Further community engagement is required and a report will be provided 
to the December Council meeting. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact on this project due to COVID-19. No impact 

3. Design undertaken, request for tender closed and evaluation currently 
being undertaken. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact on this project due to COVID-19. No impact 

4. New changerooms constructed on site and finalising services onsite. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact on this project due to COVID-19. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No anticipated impact. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No anticipated impact. No impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No anticipated impact. No impact 

4 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No anticipated impact. No impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Cole Reserve Floodlight Installation application been unsuccessful 
through the State Government 2020-21 Local Sports Infrastructure Fund. 
Council have insufficient Funding available to deliver the project. 

Discontinued 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2. A March 2020 grant application for State Government funding for the 
Hosken Reserve project was awarded funds in September 2020. The 
funding was withdrawn in November 2020 following a review which found 
consultation and local support was insufficient. The tender process for the 
procurement of the synthetic pitch has been set aside. Council officers 
propose that a consultation process take place in February-April 2021, 
which will involve local residents, the Pascoe Vale Football Club, the 
Merlynston Tennis Club, the Australian Academy and other relevant 
stakeholders. 

A council report has been presented to Councillors for their consideration 
at Council's meeting 9 December 2020. 

Council Resolved to: 

a) conduct an independent, robust and broad community engagement 
process in 2021 on a refresh of the Hosken Reserve Master Plan. 

b) receive a report by May 2021 on the outcomes of the Hosken Reserve 
community engagement with options to determine future action. 

A Hosken Reserve Precinct Plan (Hosken Reserve Masterplan Refresh) 
brief has been prepared and released for RFQ. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

3. Contract awarded, works currently in progress. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

4. New changerooms constructed and certificate of compliance received. Completed 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

4 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Cole Reserve Floodlight Installation application been unsuccessful 
through the State Government 2020-21 Local Sports Infrastructure Fund. 
Council have insufficient Funding available to deliver the project. 

Discontinued 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact, project discontinued. Not applicable 

2. Hosken Reserve: Community Engagement is underway with a Council 
report due to be presented in May 2021. 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19:  No impact. No impact 

3. Martin Reserve: Contract awarded, works currently in progress. On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

4. New changerooms constructed and certificate of compliance received. Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact, delivery completed. Not applicable 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Not applicable, project discontinued. Not applicable 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

4 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Not applicable, delivery completed. Not applicable 
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CAP: 10 Key Priority: C3. Determine the best way for Moreland to continue supporting 
our community throughout, and after Aged Care & NDIS reforms 

Deliverable: C3a) Responding to Aged Care Reforms 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete community engagement 
to identify opportunities for service 
and program innovations.  

Community 
engagement is 
completed 

December 2020 2 

2 Determine a support model for 
Council’s role for older people to 
access services for healthy and 
engaged lives. 

Recommendations 
have been made in a 
Council Report 

April 2021 4 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:   

based on action plans   

  

Resourcing: 

Existing team resources Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Ros Pruden 

Branch: Aged and Community Support 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Engagement with older people undertaken over the phone to understand 
their service needs. During COVID, several new innovative programs have 
been implemented. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Unable to undertake face-to-face engagement. Moderate impact 

2. During COVID there has been a focus on changing services to meet 
community need. This has included a strong focus on social connection. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Restrictions have had an impact on services and how they are 
offered. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions still likely, preventing face-to-face 
engagement. 

Moderate impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Modifications to services will continue while 
restrictions are in place. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Community engagement has been undertaken during Q2 in the following 
forms: paper survey, digital survey, phone surveys with non-English 
speaking people. The surveys aim to understand how older people are 
currently feeling and the supports and services that would help them stay 
healthy, happy and connected. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Unable to undertake face-to-face engagement Moderate impact 

2. Many new initiatives were piloted to respond to an increased concern about 
social connection for older people. These are currently being evaluated. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Restrictions have had an impact on services and how they are 
offered. Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions likely to still impact size of 
gathering and community interest in face to face engagement. 

Moderate impact 
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2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Community concern and ongoing restrictions 
will continue to impact services. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Results from survey have been collated and documented and will be 
disseminated to the survey participants, Council and local service providers. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Engagement relied mainly on surveys and phone contact, rather 
than face to face. 

Moderate impact 

2. Final report from Royal Commission into Aged Care released and awaiting 
Federal Government response by end May 2021. Workshop on Aged Care 
booked with Councillors for 27 May 2021.  

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Community concern about current situation and possible 
ongoing restrictions continue to impact services. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact, community engagement completed 
last quarter. 

Not applicable 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Community concern about current situation and 
possible ongoing restrictions continue to impact services. 

Moderate impact 

 

CAP: 11 Key Priority: C3. Determine the best way for Moreland to continue 
supporting our community throughout, and after Aged Care & NDIS reforms 

Deliverable: C3b) Living and Ageing Well in Moreland Strategy - Improved Health and 
Wellbeing outcomes for Seniors in Moreland 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Living and Ageing Well in 
Moreland Framework: 
implement agreed Year 1 
actions 

Year 1 actions progressed 
and presented at a 
Council Meeting 

December 2020 3 

 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:   

Other funding opportunities 
sought as required.  

Resourcing:  

Base Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Ros Pruden  

Branch: Aged and Community Support 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Some modification in actions being completed due to COVID restrictions. 
Significant focus has been on increasing opportunities for social connection. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Unable to meet face-to-face to progress some actions with 
community. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions and inability to meet face-to-face may 
impact on progress of some actions 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Actions have focussed on community engagement, and completion of Older 
Persons data set. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  Restrictions and inability to meet face-to-face may impact on 
progress of some actions 

Moderate impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions likely to still impact size of gathering 
and community interest in face to face engagement. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Year 1 Actions reported to Council at March 2021 Council meeting. Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Older people continue to be reluctant to meet in large groups, 
impacting progress of some actions. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Focus on immediate support needs and service 
modification due to concerns of older people, however target achieved this quarter. 

No impact 

 

CAP: 12 Key Priority: C3. Determine the best way for Moreland to continue supporting 
our community throughout, and after Aged Care & NDIS reforms 

Deliverable: C3c) Disability: Responding to NDIS reforms 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Post NDIS rollout: undertake 
Service review of client needs to 
determine future service delivery 

Update to be provided at 
a Councillor briefing 

December 2020 3 

 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:   

OPEX 

Resourcing:  

Base Responsible: Ros Pruden 

Department: Community Development 

Branch: Aged and Community Support 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Phone review of existing clients undertaken and during COVID liaison with 
vulnerable groups that meet HACC-PYP (Home and Community Care 
Program for Younger People) target group, for example those living in 
unstable housing. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Focus on immediate support needs due to COVID risk for 
example food relief, hygiene. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions may continue to limit service 
opportunities. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Council staff have worked closely with community agencies eg DHHS, Merri 
Health to provide assertive outreach to vulnerable community. This 
information is contributing to understanding of future service needs. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Focus on immediate support needs due to COVID risk eg food 
relief, hygiene. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Focus on immediate support needs due to COVID 
risk eg food relief, hygiene. 

Moderate impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Councillor workshop scheduled for 27 May 2021, which will include 
discussion on the current demographics and needs of HACC-PYP clients. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Focus on immediate support needs due to COVID risk e.g. 
food relief, hygiene. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Respond to immediate support needs and 
increase social connection opportunities. 

Moderate impact 

 

CAP: 13 Key Priority: C4. Enhance family and children’s services to meet the needs of 
Moreland’s growing population and increasing birth rate. 

Deliverable: C4a) Moreland Early Years Strategy 2016-20 – improved health, wellbeing and 
education outcomes for all children in Moreland. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Develop the Early Years Plan 2021-
2025 

A recommendation to 
adopt the Early Years 
Plan has been made in 
a Council Report 

March 2021 3 

2 Introduce Maternal and Child Health 
consultations on a 12-month trial on 
Saturday mornings at two Maternal 
and Child Health Centres. 

Saturday sessions have 
begun 

September 
2020 

1 

3 Develop proposal for redevelopment 
of Hadfield MCH and kindergarten. 

Update to be presented 
at a Councillor briefing 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:  
$31,595 OPEX 

Resourcing:  

Existing team 
resources 

Department: Community Development 

Responsible: Barry Hahn 

Branch: Early Years & Youth 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Development of the Early Years and Youth Plan is progressing.  
Research, stakeholder engagement and consultation has occurred in line 
with the timeframes outlined in the project plan. 

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: Stakeholder consultation has been constrained, however on-
line engagement and several forums have enabled a sufficiently wide range of input 
into the development of the Plan. 

Minor impact 

2. The project plan has been developed, which includes a formal notification 
and consultation process with the Australian Nursing and Midwifery 
Federation (ANMF) as the introduction of Saturday sessions is a classed 
as a “significant change” under the enterprise agreement. The current 
anticipated date for commencement is February 2021. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: There has been some delay in implementation due to COVID 
as the focus has been on maintaining delivery of the MCH Service via a combination 
of telehealth and limited consultations at Centres. 

Minor impact 
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3. Concept plan developed, to be included in the Early Years Infrastructure 
Plan which will accompany the Early Years and Youth Plan which is 
currently also being developed.  

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Research and consultation findings have been grouped into the following 
key themes which will form the basis of the Plan: Community, 
Opportunity, Resilience and Place. The draft report is scheduled to be 
presented to Council at the March meeting prior to release for public 
exhibition.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: It was necessary to undertake all consultation and engagement 
via on-line methods which created some constraints. 

Minor impact 

2. As reported in quarter one reporting, plans are in place for the 
commencement of Saturday MCH consultations in Feb 2021. Promotion 
of the sessions to the community will commence in the early new year 
and staff rosters have been finalised.  

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: As reported in quarter one, there has been some delay in 
implementation due to COVID as the focus has been on maintaining delivery of the 
MCH Service via a combination of telehealth and limited consultations at Centres. 

Minor impact 

3. Concept plan developed, to be included in the Early Years Infrastructure 
Plan which will accompany the Early Years and Youth Plan which is 
currently also being developed. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Draft plan completed, to be presented to Council in April prior to release 
for community and stakeholder consultation. 

Behind target  

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2. MCH Saturday appointments for families commenced in March.  Achieved  

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

3. Concept plan developed, to be included in the Early Years Infrastructure 
Plan. Councillor briefing scheduled for 22nd April 2021. 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact, as achieved. Not applicable  

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 
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CAP: 21 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1a) Virtual Moreland: Improve Council's decision-making process and put Moreland 
at the forefront of using virtual reality for planning and consultation 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Update Council’s 3D context 
model of Moreland and 
implement bi-annual updates 
for real world changes 

A virtual or video visualisation 
showing major changes between 
mid-2018 and Dec 2020 has been 
rolled-out 

June 2021 4 

2 Actions to improve community 
and Council staff awareness of 
My Virtual Moreland 
applications and tools 

An increase in users and feedback 
for VR tools, AR application, 3D 
GIS and viewer, with information on 
Council’s website, has been 
achieved 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   

$66K OPEX 

Resourcing:  
Unit Manager Urban Design, 
Virtual Moreland Officer   

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Virtual Moreland Officer performed scans of approximately half of new 
major developments since 2018. Agreement reached to acquire an ultra-
high-resolution 3D scan of the Upfield line to be added to our 3D GIS 
platform in Q4 2021. 

Better methods and workflows were implemented to track planning 
applications of major developments. Currently testing new 3D GIS 
platform’s capabilities to create an interactive visualisations/tours of major 
changes. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: COVID restrictions have prevented the Virtual Moreland Officer 
from performing 2nd lot of scans as planned. This may result in only one update to our 
data this financial year. 

Minor impact 

2. Minor updates made to the My Virtual Moreland app. New 3D GIS platform 
testing site now setup and being tested, with launch and promotion set for 
early 2021. Updated website to include Virtual Moreland (VM) information 
and 3D Model specifications. 

Submitted VM project to Urban Developer awards (currently a finalist). 

Accepted invitation to speak about VM at Digital Engineering and Design 
Summit, 27-28 January 2021. 

Created several cross-department visualisations, 3D tours for remote site 
visits and development of a VM logo and branding. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Major update to AR app has been delayed until late 2020. VR 
tools are currently unable to be utilised due to them only being available to use at 
council offices and events – which current restrictions preclude. These tools can only 
be utilised once restrictions are eased in relation to groups. 

Moderate impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions on group gatherings preclude use of 
the VR tools. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Mapping of all new development sites (2018-2020) commenced to begin 
creating a visualisation of changes throughout Moreland. 

Exploring the possibility of publishing 3D layers in our public 3D viewer 
platform to visualise new major developments. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Continued delay of performing 3D scans of new developments 
and acquiring/creating models. 

Minor Impact 

New 3D GIS platform tested, to be rolled out in early Q3. 

VM project winner of Urban Developer Award for Innovation (November 2020). 

Created VR demonstration video for Councillors and internal staff.  

Created custom visualisations showing the designs for the Park Close to Home 
park at Frith St, and 260 Sydney road. 

Re-launched the SmartArt project, allowing the community to view artworks via 
Augmented Reality throughout MCC using their smart phone. 

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: Restrictions on group gatherings and avoiding sharing of 
headsets/equipment preclude use of the VR tools at public consultation sessions. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Scanning anticipated to be able to be undertaken 
in Q3. 

None 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions on group gatherings may continue 
into Q3, which may continue to preclude use of VR tools. 

Moderate Impact  

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Aerial scan performed to detect building construction, demolition and 
extensions since 2017/2018.   
LIDAR scan performed in late March.  

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: 
Continued delay performing localised scans from late 2020 / early 2021. 

Moderate Impact  

2. New 3D GIS platform tested and going live early April. 
Virtual Reality (VR) app used as part of Design Week event and panel 
discussion with industry experts in front of live audience.  
VR app improvements underway.  

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: 
Restrictions on group gatherings may continue into Q3, which may continue to 
preclude use of VR tools. 

Moderate Impact  
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2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: May be impacts related to continued 
delay of performing localised scans from late 2020/21. 

Moderate Impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Restrictions on group gatherings may 
continue into Q4, which may continue to preclude use of VR tools. 

Moderate Impact 

 

CAP: 25 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1e) Affordable Housing Policy Implementation: Addressing affordability for 
Moreland. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Review 2019/20 Action Plan and 
establish the 20/21 Action Plan 

Recommendations have 
been made in a Council 
Report 

February 2021 3 

2 Report on Moreland Affordable 
Housing LTD (Housing Trust) 
outcomes of site feasibility 
assessment 

Recommendations have 
been made in a Council 
Report 

February 2021 3 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   

$211,807 OPEX 

  

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Strategy and 
Research, Principal Social and 
Affordable Housing Advisor 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Report to September 2020 Council meeting detailing achievements 
against the 2019/20 Action Plan. Work progressing to establish actions for 
2020/21. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. Report on progress and recommendation to support MAH progressing a 
planning permit application for a site in Wilkinson Street, Brunswick 
presented to September 2020 Council Meeting. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Work progressing to inform the Report to Council in February 2021 in 
relation to the AHAP 2021, and evaluate the significant State Government 
announcements in relation to social and affordable housing (November 
2020 – Victoria’s Big Housing Build).  

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: Major announcements in relation to social and affordable 
housing in November 2020 in response to COVID, has necessitated re-evaluation 
and consideration of the AHAP. 

Minor 

2. MAH is progressing work to inform a Council Report on site feasibility 
assessment, to be presented to Council in Q4 (April) 2021.   

Behind target – 
significant progress  

Impact of COVID-19: Preparing council report for Q3 delayed (appointment of 
consultants & business disruption during Stage 4 COVID Lockdown) 

Moderate 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated  No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. At the March 2021 Council meeting, Council resolved to extend AHAP 
2021 for one year, whilst a new 4 year plan is being prepared for 
endorsement by May 2022.    

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact, as achieved. Not applicable 

2. MAH is continuing to progress work and the next steps for this will be 
presented to Council in May.  This delay is due to incorporating the 
implications of Victoria’s Big Housing Build into its work, which has meant 
a change in focus to delivery of a single site in the short term.   

Behind Target – 
significant progress 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved.  Not applicable 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated No impact 
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CAP: 26 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1f) Design Excellence Process Improvement - Establish an Architectural design 
review panel to assess development applications for quality and excellence in design, build 
capacity of councillors to assess quality development, and consider development of a policy to fast 
track planning permit applications demonstrating design excellence. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete the scorecard’s trial period, 
extended by Council resolution on 
11 December 2019 (DCF93/19), up to the 
end of July 2021  

The scorecard was 
used and assessed 

August 2021 1 
(2021/22) 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget:  

Base budget 

Resourcing:  

Existing team 
resources 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Phil Priest 

Branch: City Development 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

On 9 September 2020 Council (DCF41/20), resolved to further extend the 
operation of the Scorecards until September 2021, subject to the following 
additional requirements: 

 Pre-lodgement phase of consultation. 
 Prior to Council’s public notice of an application, scorecard requirements 

must be met.   
 When there are 5 or more objections to a proposal a Planning 

Information and Discussion Meeting must be held. 
 Scorecard compliant developments will be subject to proactive planning 

enforcement program throughout the construction process. 
 Upon lodgement any application, seeking to achieve the scorecard will be 

presented to a Planning Briefing of Councillors. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  Council resolved that a Council officers undertake community 
education sessions to advise residents on the planning process and the opportunities 
available to best to engage with and influence planning outcomes in Moreland. These 
community education sessions might be affected by COVID-19 State of Emergency 
restrictions. An alternate on-line approach may be explored in 2020/21. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact anticipated due to current 
restrictions. 

Moderate impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Website has been updated to reflect changes from September Council 
resolution.  Planning Briefing is now being used to regularly update 
Councillors on scorecard applications. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  Council resolved that a Council officers undertake community 
education sessions to advise residents on the planning process and the opportunities 
available to best to engage with and influence planning outcomes in Moreland. These 
community education sessions might be affected by COVID-19 State of Emergency 
restrictions. An alternate on-line approach may be explored in 2021.  Planning 
Information & Discussions Meetings and Planning Briefings are occurring in an online 
rather than in person format also. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Councillors briefed on Scorecard trial to date. At its March meeting, Council 
resolved to continue the trial as resolved in September 2020. 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: Council resolved that Council officers undertake community 
education sessions to advise residents on the planning process and the opportunities 
available to best to engage with and influence planning outcomes in Moreland. These 
community education sessions might be affected by COVID-19 State of Emergency 
restrictions. An alternate on-line approach is currently being explored. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 
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CAP: 28 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1h) Excellence in ESD outcomes - Seek an extension to the Environmentally 
Sustainable Development Local Planning Policy, Clause 22.08 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Prepare draft new local ESD 
policy for the Moreland 
Planning Scheme 

Report to Council recommending 
approval to seek authorisation of a 
planning scheme amendment from 
the Minister for Planning 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget:   
$200K OPEX 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Strategic 
Planning, Senior Strategic 
Planner 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Electric Vehicle and solar photovoltaic standards investigation is 
continuing.  Engagement continues with other Councils with similar projects 
on their agenda (Melbourne and Yarra) and active collaboration through the 
Council Alliance for Sustainable Built Environments ‘Elevating Targets/ ESD 
Policy’ version 2 working group platform to prepare and review new objectives 
and standards. 

Preparation and submission of a Council Pledge regarding the ‘Achieving 
Zero Carbon in the Planning Scheme’ project that serves as a part of the 
Victorian Climate Change Strategy under the Climate Change Act 2017 (Vic). 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The final drafts of the Electric Vehicle and Renewable Energy standards reports 
have been finalised. 

Active collaboration continuing through the Council Alliance for Sustainable Built 
Environments (CASBE) Elevating Targets/ Environmental Sustainable Design 
Policy Version 2 Working Group platform, including developing a Project Plan to 
engage other Councils and preparing early draft objectives and strategies for 
stakeholder discussion. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: None anticipated. No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Preparation and submission to State Government ESD Planning Reforms 
‘Roadmap’, advocating for elevated State ESD policy and changes to the 
Planning Scheme structure to enable the inclusion of local ESD standards, 
adopted by Council 10 March. 
Report to Council to update Council on the progress of work to elevate targets 
and prepare Zero carbon policy considered at 10 March 2021 Council Meeting 
Active collaboration continuing through CASBE Elevating Environmental Targets 
Working Group, including translating the draft objectives and standards into 
planning policy and preparation of guidance material. 

 

On Target  

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: None anticipated. No impact 

 
 
CAP: 29 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 

growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1i) Residential Zones - Review the 2017 Reformed Residential Zones to 
understand their impacts on residential development outcome and scope any necessary changes to 
the Planning Scheme to improve built form outcomes within the Residential Zones.  Incorporate 
findings of the Medium Density Housing Review into recommended actions. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Include landscaping 
requirements for residential 
canopy trees in the 
Moreland Planning Scheme 

A report to Council has been 
achieved, to consider 
recommendations of an independent 
planning panel 

July 
2020 

1 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   
Strategic Planning 
Unit OPEX 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Strategic 
Planning, Senior Strategic 
Planner  

Department: City Futures  

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A report with recommendations, prepared by an independent planning panel, 
was presented to the June 2020 Council Meeting. Council resolved to adopt 
the amendment (C189). The amendment was submitted to the Minister for 
Planning for approval on 25 June 2020. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact due to completion in June 2020. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact due to completion in June 2020. No impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Amendment C189 was submitted to the Minister for Planning for 
approval on 25 June 2020. No response has been received from the Minister. 
The timing of any Ministerial response to this submission is not within the 
control of Council Officers.   

Achieved  

Impact of COVID-19: No impact due to completion in June 2020. No impact  

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Amendment C189 was submitted to the Minister for Planning for approval on 
25 June 2020. No response has been received from the Minister. The timing 
of any Ministerial response to this submission is not within the control of 
Council Officers.   

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact due to completion in June 2020. No impact  

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

 
 

CAP: 33 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1m) Water Map: implement initiatives which support a water sensitive city and 
improve water quality and efficiency outcomes. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete the Integrated Water 
Management Strategy and 
start doing year one actions 

A report to Council has been 
achieved, to consider 
adopting the final action plan  

December 
2020 

2 
 
 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget:  

Base budget and WSUD 
$150K CAPEX  

Resourcing: 

Unit Manager Sustainable 
Built Environment, 
Integrated Water 
Management Lead 

Responsible: Olivia Wright  

Department: City Futures 

Branch: City Change   

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. The Integrated water management strategy (IWM) and five-year action plan 
was endorsed by Council in August 2020. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact, as achieved. Not applicable 
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2. The implementation of the IWM action plan has commenced: 
 Gavin Park wetland is in the design stage.  
 Somerlayton wetland design brief has been prepared and officers 

anticipate appointing a contractor to commence the design by the end 
of the second quarter.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

3:  Data gathering underway and monitoring underway. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: the survey of the site and geotechnical analysis 
may be delayed depending on the restriction level. 

Minor impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Action completed Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as action completed. Not Applicable 

2. The implementation of the IWM action plan has commenced: 
 Gavin Park wetland construction tender submitted. It is anticipated that a 

contractor will be appointed in early February. 
 A consultant has been appointed to undertake the design of the 

Somerlayton Wetland. The design is anticipated to be finalised in May. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

3. Monitoring and Evaluation: 
 A draft version of Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the IWM strategy has 

been prepared and data gathering underway and monitoring underway. 
 The IWM Steering Committee has been formed that will provide strategic 

oversight for the delivery of the IWM Strategy and 5-year Action Plan. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as action completed. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: the survey of the site and geotechnical analysis 
may be delayed depending on the restriction level. 

Minor impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Action completed Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. No impact 

2. The implementation of the IWM action plan has commenced: 
 The construction of Gavin Park wetland will be started in April.  
 Somerlayton wetland detail design has been started, the concept plan 

has been finalised for community consultation and it is anticipated that 
the concept design will be finalised by June.  

 Brunswick Parklands and IWM Plan (concept plan) RFQ has been sent 
out for quote, it is anticipated to appoint a contractor by end of April 

 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No Impact 

3. Monitoring and Evaluation: 
 Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the IWM strategy has been prepared 

and data gathering, and monitoring are underway. The quarterly report on 
the action plan has been presented to IWM Steering Committee.  

 Catchment mapping for WSUD precinct scale assets and Gross Pollutant 
Traps (GPT’s) has been started, this project will help Council on reporting 
on the percentage of catchment being treated. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as action completed. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

3 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 
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CAP: 34 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1n) Protect Moreland's Heritage - via implementation of the Heritage Action Plan 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 

 

Complete the heritage 
assessment of places 
nominated in November 2016 
public process 

i) A report to Council has 
been achieved, to 
recommend submitting a 
planning scheme 
amendment to the Minister 
for Planning for 
authorisation to begin the 
amendment process. 

August 2020 1 

ii) A report to Council has 
been achieved, to 
recommend endorsing the 
heritage study and 
implementing for the 
Moreland Planning Scheme 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget: 
Strategic Planning Unit 
OPEX 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Strategic 
Planning, Senior Strategic 
Planner 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A report was presented to the August 2020 Council Meeting and Council resolved 
to seek authorisation. On 17 September 2020, the amendment (C207 and C208) 
was submitted to the Minister for Planning for authorisation. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A report to endorse the heritage study and seek authorisation to prepare and 
exhibit an Amendment to apply the Heritage Overlay to identified properties was 
completed in August 2020. The Minister for Planning has yet to provide 
authorisation. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

A report to endorse the heritage study and seek authorisation to prepare and 
exhibit an Amendment to apply the Heritage Overlay to identified properties was 
completed in August 2020.  The Minister for Planning has yet to provide 
authorisation. The timing of the provision of authorisation is not able to be 
controlled by Council.  

Achieved 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

 

CAP: 37 Key Priority: P1. Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding 
growth, and excellence in urban design and development 

Deliverable: P1r) Urban Heat Island Action Plan 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X 

1 Coordinate implementation of the 
Urban Heat Island Effect Action 
Plan.  This includes Water 
Sensitive Urban Design, 
stormwater harvesting and tree 
planting initiatives 

The end-of-year Governance 
report to Council has 
included the achievements to 
mitigate the Urban Heat 
Island Effect 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget: 
Base budget and 
CAPEX   
 
Also refer to P1m) and 
P4d) 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Sustainable Built 
Environment, Team Leader 
Environmentally Sustainable 
Development  

Responsible: Olivia Wright 

Department: City Futures 

Branch: City Change  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Multiple initiatives contributing to UHIE outcomes are underway: 

 The concept design for Stage 2 of Wilson Avenue, Brunswick, to 
create streetscape improvements including tree boulevard from 
Jewell Station to Sydney Road. This project will reduce urban heat 
impact for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 A proposed planning scheme amendment to protect existing trees 
on private land during redevelopment via the use of a Vegetation 
Protection Overlay is progressing. 

 Amendment C189 ‘Canopy Trees in Moreland’, which seeks to 
provide better quality space for new canopy planting in new 
developments, is with the Planning Minister for approval. 

 The Moreland Nature Plan and the Integrated Water Management 
Strategy 2040 and associated Action Plan were adopted by 
Council in August 2020. 

 Construction of the new Bulleke-bek Park (West Breese Street, 
Brunswick) has commenced, which will combat the local UHIE by 
creating a new, cool green space. 

 Council continued to review designs put forward by the Level 
Crossing Removal Authority and strongly advocate for integration 
of significant new canopy trees, water sensitive urban design 

On target  
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measures in the car parks, passive tree irrigation and light-
coloured pavement. 

Impact of COVID-19: Council has received extra Working for Victoria funding 
for team members to plant more trees and undertake additional maintenance in 
Council’s public open spaces and streetscapes.  

Construction and capital budgets have been negatively affected by COVID 19, 
meaning projects have been delayed. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Construction and capital budgets have 
been negatively affected by COVID 19, meaning projects have been delayed. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Multiple initiatives contributing to UHIE outcomes are 
underway/continuing:  

 Council officers were invited to review the initial State Government 
draft guidelines prepared by the Department of Environment Land 
Water and Planning (DELWP) aiming to introduce new standards 
through the State Planning Scheme (ReSCode) to increase new 
canopy tree planting as a response to Melbourne’s declining canopy 
and increasing UHIE. The officers reviewed the draft standards 
against typical Moreland townhouse developments and compared it 
to the in-progress Amendment C189 ‘Canopy Trees in Moreland’. 
(Amendment C189 is still awaiting Planning Ministerial review and 
approval). DELWP has since updated the draft standards and has 
commenced public consultation. These standards are extremely 
important in ameliorating the UHIE in new residential development, 
as currently there is little state Planning Scheme support for new 
canopy trees, space for these trees and UHIE reduction during 
townhouse development. 

 The Moreland Nature Plan and the Integrated Water Management 
Strategy 2040 and associated Action Plan are currently being 
implemented. 

 The Bulleke-bek Park (West / Breese Street, Brunswick) ‘Park Close 
to Home’ park will be complete in January 2021. The park will create 
significant local measures to combat the local UHIE by creating new, 
cool green spaces, especially critical in such a high-density area of 
Moreland. 

 Council continues to review designs put forward by the Level 
Crossing Removal Authority for the Glenroy Level Crossing Removal 
Project, advocating strongly for integration of significant new canopy 
trees, water sensitive urban design measures in the car parks, 
passive tree irrigation and light-coloured pavement. The design 
phase will likely complete in January 2021. 

 The Wilson Avenue (Brunswick) streetscape improvements to plant 
additional canopy trees and install raingardens is in the final detailed 
design phase. Construction is likely due to commence late 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Multiple initiatives contributing to ameliorated and improved UHIE 
outcomes underway/continuing include:  
 Creation of new parks via ‘A Park Close to Home’ program 

progresses, all these parks reduce the urban heat island effect via 
introduction of new canopy trees, passive irrigation, cooler materials 
and greener public spaces:   
- The Bulleke-bek Park on West Street, Brunswick is completed 

and has officially opened with a noticeable green and cool 
space for respite during warm weather within a high-density 
residential and commercial area of Moreland.  

- Garrong Park, Brunswick (55 – 61 Tinning Street), is nearing an 
estimated completion in May 2021.  

- Final concept design for the new park at 14 Frith Street, 
Brunswick iscompleted and construction to commence in 
September 2021.   

- The draft concept plan is currently under consultation (until 30 
April 2021) for 132 – 134 Cardinal Road, Glenroy,. with 
construction planned to commence October 2021 – April 2022.   

 The Wilson Avenue Streetscape Improvement (stage 2) project will 
incorporate additional canopy trees, raingardens and greening 
along a busy pedestrian and cyclist route, consultation for the final 
concept plan is underway prior to construction planned for in 
2021/22.  

 Council officers prepared a formal Council submission to the 
Victorian Government’s Department of Environment Land Water 
and Planning (DELWP) proposed Roadmap for a state-wide ESD 
Planning Policy, which included a critique of the proposed policy 
against Council’s extremely successful local ESD planning policy. 
Officers attended two Council sessions with DELWP officers 
(facilitated the by the Municipal Associated of Victoria and the 
Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built Environment) where 
feedback was also communicated.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 
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CAP: 38 Key Priority: P2. Facilitate a demonstrable shift to more sustainable modes of 
transport that also targets a long-term reduction in car use. 

Deliverable: P2a) Review of the Moreland Integrated Transport Strategy (MITS), with specific 
focus on achievement of this outcome to drive later year's action to enable mode shift and 
reduction in traffic congestion. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Implement the 
Strategy’s Year 
2 actions 
 

(i) Two permanent road closures were 
completed 

June 2021 4 

(ii) Advocacy and seeking approval for 
30km/h speed limit trials to begin in two 
areas has continued 

June 2021 4 

(iii) Subject to the end of the COVID-19 State 
of Emergency, parking restrictions in the 
Brunswick and Coburg Activity Centres 
and remaining Neighbourhood Activity 
Centres have begun 

June 2021 4 

(iv) The pilot sustainable travel behaviour 
change initiative for targeted school(s) 
has begun 

June 2021 4 

(v) Project preparation to enable future roll 
out of the first project to reallocate road 
space and car parks for sustainable 
transport improvements, has been 
completed  

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget: 
$183,800 OPEX 
and $250K CAPEX 

Resourcing: 
Integrated Transport 
Implementation Lead, Unit 
Manager Transport, Unit 
Manager Sustainable 
Communities 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Olivia Wright 

Branch: City Change 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i) Planning underway for the implementation of Peers Street closure 
in early 2021. Temporary trial closure of Sumner Street has been 
completed and Council endorsed consultation to occur post 
COVID-19 for the permanent closure. This is likely to occur early 
2021 and will unlikely be finalised by 30 June. 

Behind target – some 
progress made 

Impact of COVID-19: A delayed consultation (due to COVID-19) will likely 
delay to implementation of this project. 

Moderate impact 

(ii) Engagement with State government stakeholders was conducted, 
and they have highlighted the process they would like to see for a 
trial. Have sought external funding grant to develop this process. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 
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(iii) Awaiting the lifting the COVID-19 restrictions, this process can start 
in early 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: If COVID-19 restrictions remain this project will not be 
delivered. 

Moderate impact 

(iv) Recruitment of project officer for active travel behaviour change in 
schools delayed until November 2021. Internal discussions on how 
and what schools could be targeted for a pilot in 2021. 

Behind target – some 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Pilot of travel behaviour change deferred due to impacts 
of COVID-19 on schools (including home schooling).  

Moderate impact 

(v) Consultation has occurred and now need to submit planning 
application. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact. Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact. Moderate impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Given current restrictions, it is 
anticipated engagement with target schools in pilot design will not occur 
until Term 1 2021. 

Minor impact 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i) Planning underway for the implementation of Peers Street closure 
in early 2021. Temporary trial closure of Sumner Street has been 
completed and Council endorsed consultation to occur post 
COVID-19 for the permanent closure. This is likely to occur early 
2021 and will unlikely be finalised by 30 June. 

Behind target – some 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

(ii) Successful in received TAC grant funding to develop evaluation 
criteria for trials. Project to commence early 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(iii) At the December Council meeting Council resolved to abandon the 
parking restriction project. 

Discontinued 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(iv) Project Officer recruited. Draft program scope developed and 
mapping of active travel options for schools for their value and 
effort undertaken. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Due to school restrictions in 2020 the EOI and co-design 
process is to occur in Term1 2021 and roll-out in Term 2. 

Minor impact 

(v) Final consultation to occur early 2021, in readiness for construction 
on 2021/22. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact. Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact. Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Given current restrictions, it is 
anticipated engagement with target schools in pilot design will not occur 
until Term 1 2021. 

Minor impact 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i)  
 Peers Street, Brunswick East – Detailed design works in Q3 

discovered services which required a redesign.  This has 
meant that construction will not occur in 2020/21, but rather 
will be pushed to 2021/22.  

 Sumner Street, Brunswick East – In March, Council resolved 
to commence consultation procedures for the permanent 
closure of Sumner Street at Nicholson Street.  The 
consultation has commenced, and a report is planned to 
come back to Council in July on the final recommendation of 
whether to proceed with the permanent closure or not. 

 John Street, Brunswick East – this trial road closure is 
currently on hold due to the trial of shared zones – one of 
which is at the intersection of John Street and Albert Street.  
The John Street road closure needs a redesign to 
incorporate this shared zone.  

 Carlisle Street, Coburg – Report to Council’s February 2021 
meeting (Ref 7.6) to commence a trial road closure as part 
of a broader project to create a shared zone along its entire 
length.  

Behind target – 
significant progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(ii) Work underway to engage consultant to help develop pre-trial 
study and evaluation methodology. Behind target due to 
reallocation of staff resources to action Council's significant 
decisions relating to car parking in December 2020 
(NOM60/20). 

Behind target - some 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(iii) No further action required. Discontinued 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not Applicable 
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(iv) Expressions of Interest opened for two schools to participate in 
the Ride&Stride pilot program to begin in Term 2, 2021. A draft 
Memorandum of Understanding was developed for chosen pilot 
schools. 

Procurement commenced for a facilitator to assist with co-
design workshops with schools and for blue-tooth gamified 
transport technology to be trialled in the two pilot schools.  
A successful trial of the ‘Open Streets’ concept (first in Australia) 
was undertaken at Brunswick East Primary School, in 
partnership with Bicycle Network. The trial involved closure of 
the street in front of the school at the start and end of school day 
over three Fridays, with a celebration event on the final Friday. 
Preliminary results showed over 90% of students used active 
travel to school on the final day of the trial. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not Applicable 

(v) The DeCarle Street road reallocation project planning is still 
underway but due to the additional workload from the COVID 
bicycle and pedestrian program, the trial of three projects to 
reallocate road space generally to include separated bike lanes 
is progressing on: 
a. Kent Road, Pascoe Vale 
b. Northumberland Road, Pascoe Vale 
c. Dawson Street, Brunswick.  
Implementation of these three projects are on target for Q4.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

(i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19 Moderate impact. Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved Not applicable 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 
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CAP: 41 Key Priority: P2. Facilitate a demonstratable shift to more sustainable modes of 
transport that also targets a long-term reduction in car use 

Deliverable: P1) Continue to advocate for level crossing removal in Moreland - Work with 
the Level Crossing Removal Authority (LXRA) to maximise community benefit from crossing 
removals in Moreland. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Advocate for Victorian Government 
transport projects to: 

(i) Maximise community benefit from 
the Bell to Moreland and Glenroy 
Railway Station Precinct level 
crossing removals 

(ii) Include additional crossing removals 
for the Upfield line   

Council’s endorsed 
advocacy position has 
been communicated 
by appropriate 
channels (including 
regular meetings and 
correspondence) to 
the community, LXRP, 
Alliance and Minister 
for Transport 

Ongoing 4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco  Budget:  
$400K OPEX, 
including $140K 
LXRP income 

Resourcing: 
3.0 FTE from CAP 
item’s OPEX budget Responsible: Sunny Haynes 

Department: Engagement and Partnerships  

Branch: Places  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Council officers continue to advocate for Council’s endorsed advocacy 
position on both the Bell to Moreland and Glenroy Road level crossing 
removal projects. Noting that Bell to Moreland has commenced the major 
construction phase which is due to be complete in mid-November. Early 
works for the Glenroy Road project commenced, while designs are still 
being refined. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Interactions with the LXRP Project Team have shifted to 
the virtual realm including all design review and stakeholder meetings. All 
LXRP community consultation has changed to be online only. As COVID-19 
related restrictions lift further LXRP engagement may be possible.  

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. The LXRP announced the final designs for the open space areas 
within the Bell to Moreland project, which are consistent with 
Council’s advocacy for high quality outcomes to be achieved for 
these areas. This includes the addition of an active zone south of 
Moreland Road and enhanced playground amenities at Coburg 
Station Reserve. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: As restrictions have eased, the LXRP Project Team 
have been able to engage in some face to face activities (operating under a 
COVID-Safe plan) with residents and business operators, particularly in 
Glenroy. This has improved general communications with the community. 

Minor 
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2. The new Coburg and Moreland stations were opened on Monday 14 
December 2020. The stations were accessible for all members of 
the community from day one with lifts operating in addition to the 
stairs at both stations. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: As restrictions have eased, the LXRP Project Team 
have been able to engage in some face to face activities (operating under a 
COVID-Safe plan) with residents and business operators, particularly in 
Glenroy. This has improved general communications with the community. 

Minor 

3. Early works for the Glenroy project were completed in preparation 
for major works to commence in 2021. This includes preparation for 
the extended closure of Glenroy Road in early 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: As restrictions have eased, the LXRP Project Team 
have been able to engage in some face to face activities (operating under a 
COVID-Safe plan) with residents and business operators, particularly in 
Glenroy. This has improved general communications with the community. 

Minor 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Early landscaping works for the Bell to Moreland part of the project, 
including the construction of shared user paths, have commenced in 
preparation for opening in mid-2021.  

On target 

2. Council roads are currently been reinstated on the Bell to Moreland 
project and Council Officers have been involved in road rectification 
proposals and inspections. These works will continue for the coming 
months. 

On target 

3. Council Officers liaised with LXRP to identify the likely impacts of 
the Glenroy Project major works in autumn 2021 and make 
preparations to minimise disruption to the community, such as 
advising on road closures. 

On target 

4. A program of support is being delivered for local businesses in 
Glenroy throughout the period of major works. In March an Easter 
event including an Easter egg hunt through the shopping centre saw 
the LRXP team partner with close to 40 traders to hand out around 
500 show bags and 10,000 Easter eggs.  Other support includes 
access to the Small Business Mentoring Program and a “Feed the 
Workforce” initiative providing workers with vouchers to local 
cafes/take away food outlets. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: As restrictions continue to ease, more activities are 
being carried out face to face (operating under a COVID-Safe plan), including 
business support activities throughout the period of Glenroy major works.  

Minor impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: As restrictions continue to ease, more 
activities are being carried out face to face (operating under a COVID-Safe 
plan), including business support activities throughout the period of Glenroy 
major works. 

Minor impact 
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CAP: 43 Key Priority: P3. Support the local economy and trading environments to 
enhance economic activity and promote local jobs 

Deliverable: P3a) Economic Development Strategy 2016-21 - Facilitate the growth and 
diversity of local jobs. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 

 

Implement the 
Economic Development 
Strategy 2016-21 with a 
focus on business 
growth, job creation and 
partnership activities 

(i) Continued to develop the Brunswick 
Design District partnership with RMIT 
and Creative Victoria.  Delivered action, 
engagement and programs to facilitate 
investment for civic, cultural and 
economic outcomes  

June 
2021 

4 

(ii) Continued to implement Business 
Approvals Moreland.  Advocated cross-
council participation to improve the 
customer experience in the 
development approval process 

June 
2021  

4 

(iii) Implemented the vacant retail spaces 
MORESpaces program for the 
promotion of start-ups in Coburg  

July 
2020 

1 

(iv) Facilitated activation improvements for 
neighbourhood shopping strips at 
Gaffney Street in Pascoe Vale and for 
a second location 

June 
2021 

4 

(v) Facilitated a new lease and operator at 
420 Victoria Street Brunswick. This will 
transform the site into a vibrant, 
attractive environment for the start-up, 
co-working and maker community for 
various on-site activities and programs   

June 
2021 

4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco Budget:  

Base budget 

Resourcing: 

Existing team 
resources 

Department: Engagement & Partnerships  

Responsible: Maria-Luisa Nardella 

Branch: Economic Development 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Website development progressing. Working Group virtual meeting 
monthly.  

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: COVID restrictions limit the partnership of MCC, RMIT, 
and Creative Victoria interaction, and the events and programs being 
implemented  

Moderate impact 

(ii) Business Approvals Moreland ongoing as planned. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Transition to virtual meetings and advice  No impact 
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(iii) MORESpaces program rolled into Boost for Business response 
package. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Limited access to physical spaces however project 
planning and promotions are On target. 

Minor impact 

(iv) Retail marketing activities have changed to respond to COVID.  On target 

Impact of COVID-19: COVID 19 restrictions have limited interaction on the 
street for the past 3 months. A change in approach has led to Retail marketing 
grants (SSRP) which have been awarded to 20 retail businesses.  

Moderate impact 

(v) Minister approval of new lease on 17 September 2020. Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: The past 3 months have meant limited tenant activity 
onsite due to COVID restrictions – if restrictions continue in the next 3 months 
there will restrictions for tenants and site upgrades. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Website progressing  

Two public participation activities are being planned as part of Melbourne 
Design Week (March 26 – April 5, 2021)  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: COVID restrictions limit the partnership of MCC, RMIT, 
and Creative Victoria interaction. New events and programs are planned for 
the first quarter of ’21 in line with State Government directions 

Moderate impact 

(ii) BAM ongoing as planned On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

(iii) Morespaces Program now in delivery  On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Morespaces program impacted by COVID restrictions. 
Face to face interaction limited with real estate agencies  

Minor impact 

(iv) Retail Marketing for shopfront improvements have been granted and 
activities are in progress  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: The pre-COVID SSRP program has been adjusted to 
suit the COVID restricted retail environment  

Moderate impact 

(v) New operator managing 420 Victoria St site (Ethical Property Australia)  Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Site improvements underway in preparation for new 
program of activities. COVID restrictions will limit group activities and training 
programs  

Moderate impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact  

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Brunswick Design District website complete and active Design 
Dialogue forum event on April 1. Brunswick Design District Open 
Studio walk postponed until May 1. 

On target  

 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No Impact  

(ii) Business Approvals Moreland ongoing as planned. On target  

 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No Impact  

(iii) More Space program  

 14 front shop window installations have been completed. 
 6 door installations and an under-veranda sign have been 

branded. 
 15 microbusinesses have been promoted through window 

boxes. The use of QR codes next to the window boxes drive 
potential shoppers to the microbusiness website. 

 

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact  

(iv) Love Your Shop Front program – new signage and branding and 
shop entrance improvements 

 2 Grant rounds   
 34 grants were awarded for local shop front improvements. 

On target  

Impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact  

(v) New operator managing 420 Victoria St site (Ethical Property 
Australia) The site has a new name – BRUDI 
Renovations and upgrades onsite have commenced. 

Achieved  

Impact of COVID-19: Minor Impact Minor impact  

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact  

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

(v) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor Impact 
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CAP: 44 Key Priority: P3. Support the local economy and trading environments to 
enhance economic activity and promote local jobs 

Deliverable: P3b) The Coburg Initiative (TCI): major urban regeneration project for the 
Coburg Activity Centre; with Progress delivery of: TCI Development Cluster 1 – Coburg Square 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Continue to identify and 
progress redevelopment 
opportunities, within TCI’s 
boundary and progress 
redevelopment of the 
Coburg Square site 

Progress has been reported at 
Councillor briefings at key milestones 
and a Council endorsed position has 
been achieved to progress the Coburg 
Square redevelopment for the 
milestones 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco  Budget:   
$330K OPEX 

Resourcing: 
1.4 FTE made up of  
1.0 Senior Officer 
(OPEX) and 0.4 Project 
Support (Base budget)   

Responsible: Sunny Haynes 

Department: Engagement and Partnerships   

Branch: Places  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Council officers continue to progress redevelopment opportunities to unlock 
barriers to the site’s redevelopment.  Councillors continue to be briefed in relation 
to key decisions in order to achieve project milestones. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  Interactions with stakeholders has been maintained virtually.  
As COVID-19 related restrictions lift further engagement with stakeholders will be 
undertaken on the site.   

No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Subleasing arrangements were negotiated with Coles for a short-term use for 
their Coburg Square supermarket from February 2021, to provide better activation 
in the area. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Dependent on COVID-19 related restrictions. No impact 

2. Further feasibility work was progressed for three key sites in central Coburg, and 
planning started for a program of community engagement later in 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Dependent on COVID-19 related restrictions, further 
engagement opportunities may be possible. Project work will continue in the virtual 
realm. 

No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Dependent on COVID-19 related restrictions, 
further engagement opportunities may be possible. Project work will continue in 
the virtual realm. 

No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Council finalised the subleasing arrangements for the Coles in Coburg Square, 
and fit-out works started for the new temporary tenant, Schoolhouse Studios, to 
transform the building into artists’ studios, a café and event spaces. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: All negotiations and execution of the sublease were carried out 
virtually due to ongoing caution about face to face meetings. 

Minor impact 

2. Ongoing feasibility and planning work was progressed for key sites in central 
Coburg, with more detailed planning for community engagement later in 2021.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Some of the assumptions of previous feasibility work will need 
to be revisited once the long-term economic impacts of the pandemic are better 
understood.  

High impact on 
some elements of 

the project  

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  Minor impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Dependent on COVID-19 related restrictions, 
further engagement opportunities may be possible. Project work will continue in 
the virtual realm. 

High impact 

 
CAP: 47 Key Priority: P4. Increase tree canopy cover, enhance existing open space and 

create at least two new parks in areas with the lowest access to open space 

Deliverable: P4a) More Open spaces and parks in Moreland - establish a framework or open 
space fund allocation and then undertake land purchase and conversion to Open Space. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete conversion for 
two new parks 

Garrong Park and Bulleke-bek 
Parks are open to the public 

October 2020 2 

Accountable:  Anita Curnow Budget:  

$785,779 CAPEX 

 

 
Part of the Park Close to 
Home program 

Resourcing: 

Base and external 
contractors  

Department: City Infrastructure  

Responsible: Mark Corea (A) 

Branch: Property / Capital Works Planning & 
Delivery / Open Space  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Construction well underway on both Parks. Due for completion / open to the 
public during November 2020. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact anticipated. Minor impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Major construction almost complete for Garrong Park with Toilet block works 
expected to be completed in third quarter 2020/21 ready for public opening. 
Bulleke-bek park is On target for a late January 2021 public opening, with minor 
works pending the almost completed major construction work. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Issues with securing contractors in late 2020 due to 
COVID-19 and end of year holiday period resulted in a delayed start to final 
works.  Total delay to project of approximately four months for Garrong park and 
two months for Bulleke-bek park. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No further impact expected Minor impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Bulleke-bek Park completed and official opening on 30 March 2021. 
2. Major construction completed for Garrong Park except for toilet block 

works, due to be completed in fourth quarter of 2021 (April/May).  Section 
of park fenced off to enable review of potential age-appropriate play 
apparatus in response to Council decision. Otherwise park open from 30 
March 2021. No date fixed yet for official opening. 

 

Behind Target – 
significant 
progress 

Impact of Covid-19: Covid-19 limited opportunities for further engagement 
activities, including the formal opening of Bulleke-bek Park and resulted in 
some delays to construction works for Garrong Park. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of Covid-19: Now that restrictions have eased, no 
further impacts are anticipated, however re-introduction of restrictions could 
impact on completion of Garrong Park and delay future engagement on age-
appropriate play equipment. 

No impact 
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CAP: 49 Key Priority: P4. Increase tree canopy cover, enhance existing open space and 
create at least two new parks in areas with the lowest access to open space  

Deliverable: P4c) Urban Forest Strategy: will guide the strategic direction of the management of 
Moreland's urban forest, aiming to create a municipality where healthy trees and vegetation are a 
core part of the urban environment. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete the tree 
assessment study for 
trees on private land. 

Council report to endorse the 
final tree study and seek further 
direction has been achieved 

August 2020 1 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget:   
Strategic Planning 
Unit OPEX budget 

Resourcing:   
Senior Strategic Planner, 
Unit Manager Strategic 
Planning 

Department:  City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy & Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The first stage of this project has been completed (finalising a list of potentially 
significant trees). The next stage of this project requires consulting arborists to 
visit private properties to evaluate the trees. 

Behind target  

Impact of COVID-19: Arborists have been prevented from visiting private land due to 
Stage 3 and 4 restrictions. It is anticipated that this work will be able to commence in 
November 2020 and a report to Council achieved in Quarter 4. 

High impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: A moderate impact due to restrictions. Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

This project requires consulting arborists to visit private properties to assess the 
significant trees identified in Stage 1. It is anticipated that this work will be able to 
commence in Q3, and a Report to Council achieved late in Quarter 4. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Arborists have been prevented from visiting private land due to 
Stage 3 and 4 restrictions continuing into Quarter 2. 

High impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: There is potential for arborists to be prevented 
from visiting private land due to COVID restrictions, if restrictions are increased 
during Quarter 3.  

Moderate Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

As restrictions have now lifted, arborists will commence visiting private properties 
to view and assess significant trees in Quarter 4.  

Letters were sent to all property owners/occupiers to advise of these arborist 
visits in Quarter 3.  

Behind Target 

Impact of COVID-19: Arborists were prevented from visiting private land due to 
COVID restrictions. 

Moderate Impact 
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2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: With COVID restrictions now reduced, 
arborists will commence visiting private properties. 

Minor Impact 

 
 
 
CAP: 52 Key Priority: P6. Develop a clear and funded approach to achieve zero carbon 

emissions by 2040 

Deliverable: P6a) Zero Carbon Evolution (ZCE) Strategy – Reset of actions currently behind 
delivery, and development of future ZCE (2020 – 2040).  P6b) ZCE implementation via 
Moreland Energy Foundation Limited (MEFL) action implementation for generating local 
renewable energy, using energy efficiency, and activating the community 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X 

1 Progress actions 
for the Zero 
Carbon Moreland 
(ZCM) Climate 
Emergency Action 
Plan.   
 

(i) Achievements for community engagement, 
mobilisation and campaigning initiatives are 
listed and included in the ZCM annual report 
to Council 

June 2021 4 

(ii) Achievements for engaging with Council staff 
to integrate climate emergency response into 
priority strategies, projects and services are 
listed and included in the ZCM annual report 
to Council  

June 2021 4 

(iii) Achievements for initiatives supporting 
community transition towards efficient and 
100% renewably powered energy are listed 
and included in the ZCM annual report to 
Council 

June 2021 4 

2 Complete capital 
initiatives to 
reduce Green 
House Gas 
(GHG) emissions 
from Council 
operations and 
leased facilities, 
arising from fossil 
fuel use (gas, 
petrol, diesel) 

A report to Council on completed initiatives to 
reduce residual GHG emissions (prior to offsets) 
has been delivered.  The report references: 
 small facilities efficiency improvements 
 progressing aquatic centre transition from 

fossil gas  
 expanding Councils’ electric vehicle charging 

network 
 progressing opportunities for zero emissions 

Council fleet 
 public and street lighting upgrades 
 investigating viability of leased facilities 

participating in the Melbourne Renewable 
Energy Project 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget: 

~$1M OPEX and  

$250K CAPEX 

Resourcing:  
ZCM Implementation Lead, ZCM 
Mobilisation & Campaigns Officer, Climate 
Emergency Integration Officer, Climate 
Change Technical Officer 

Department: City Futures  

Responsible: Olivia Wright   

Branch: City Change 
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2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) The ZCM Campaigns Lead was recruited and commenced in 
August. Enhanced communications, community engagement and 
networking for future advocacy underway including: 
 System for regular ZCM social media posts in place. 
 ZCM and sustainable living pages on Council website updated 
 Meetings held with key Moreland climate change community 

groups including Moreland Good Climate Network meeting. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Community engagement was restricted to online 
activities. 

Minor impact 

(ii) The ZCM Emergency Integration Officer was recruited and 
commenced in August. Commenced staff engagement including: 
 Review of current climate emergency governance processes. 
 Liaison with other Councils, NAGA and DELWP to develop 

consistent approaches to climate emergency (internal) 
integration. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Staff engagement / presentations limited to ‘online only’ 
channels. 

Minor impact 

(iii) The ZCM Implementation Lead was recruited and commenced in 
August with focus on ‘energy transition’ initiatives. Procurement of 
service providers for ‘Energy Advice and Building Upgrade Support 
Services for Moreland Community’ well underway. 
 COVID-19 response grants program funding will provide targeted 

subsidies for low-income/CALD households via service providers 
for residential solar and residential energy efficiency upgrade 
support services (selection of delivery partners underway). 

 A portion of COVID-19 solar/thermal grant funds allocated to 
subsidise thermal upgrades for 62 low income Moreland 
households through DELWP’s Energy Savvy Upgrades program. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact to date No impact 

2 The position that leads this work was vacant for a portion of the quarter 
and recruitment is underway for the Zero Carbon Technical Lead 
(expected to be finalised early in quarter 2). Work is still progressing as 
planned, including: 

 The new public Brunswick EV Charging Hub completed on 30 July 
2020. 

 Draft study completed on transition from gas in our aquatic centres. 
 New sites identified for solar on leased facilities, investigations will 

commence in the second quarter. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact due to limitations on construction industry.  Minor impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Will need to be flexible with 
community engagement options in Q2, Q3 and Q4.  

Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Potential for restrictions to constrain 
timelines for service providers to undertake in-home assessments of 
energy efficiency retrofit opportunities.  

Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impacts expected due to limitations 
on construction industry. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i)  

 New Zero Carbon Moreland website (morelandzerocarbon.org.au) and 
e-newsletter developed and launched. 

 Online Youth Climate Summit held with interest for further activities. 
 Taking lead on the development of the Climate Emergency Australia 

(representing 96 councils) advocacy strategy.  
 Working with Yarra and Darebin Councils finalised the design of 

Community Skills for Community Action program and appointed 
facilitators. 

 Contributed to NAGA submission to Climate Change (National 
Framework for Adaptation and Mitigation) Bill 2020. 

 Contributed to Climate Emergency Australia letter to the Prime Minster 
calling on the federal government post-COVID recovery to build jobs 
and resilience to climate change. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Community engagement activities restricted to online. Minor impact 

(ii)  

 Responses to Crowe Climate Change Adaptation Audit agreed by Audit 
and Risk Committee (ARC) in their December meeting. 

 Reporting to ARC on climate risk completed. 
 Preliminary review of Climate Emergency Strategic risk complete. 
 Internal climate change learning materials developed for testing and 

application in Q3. 
 Climate Emergency Grapevine materials prepared and being uploaded 

by communications. 
 Engagement with NAGA to support their development of climate 

change training materials for Council staff and new Councillors. 
 Activities underway to integrate climate emergency into the policies, 

plans and strategies currently under development including the Health 
and Wellbeing Plan, Council Plan and Community Vision. 

 Engagement with other Councils, NAGA and DELWP to develop 
consistent approaches to climate emergency integration and leverage 
existing work program is progressing. 
 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact.  No impact 
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(iii) 
 Contracts were signed with selected service providers for the Energy 

Advice and Building Upgrade Support Services for Moreland 
Community’. 

 First Scorecard Assessments for DELWP’s Energy Savvy Upgrades 
program were completed (total to date =8). 

 Energy Transitions Project Officer candidate was selected. This role will 
administer COVID-19 response grants program funding will provide 
targeted subsidies for low-income/CALD households.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact due to restrictions on in-home 
assessments of energy efficiency retrofit opportunities. 

Minor impact 

2 The Zero Carbon Technical Lead was appointed, and commenced work in mid-
November. However, work is still progressing as planned including: 

 Study on transition from gas in our aquatic centres was reviewed and 
discussed internally, and next steps identified 

 A review of solar monitoring and performance was carried out on Council’s 
solar assets 

 Initial discussions were carried out with key stakeholders, both internal 
(fleet, maintenance, finance, aquatic centres, sports & recreation, street 
lighting) and external (solar installers, electric charger contractors) 

 A letter on behalf of Council to Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas was drafted, 
responding to the proposed tax on electric vehicles 

 Council was awarded the AfMA (Australasian Fleet Management 
Association) Fleet Environment award. This was awarded for work carried 
out by Stuart Nesbitt and Mario Sansotta, with support from across Council 
and Councillors. 

 Work has begun on engaging with tenants and sourcing quotes for 
extending the Solar on Leased programme to 3 sites. Proposed sites for 
20/21 are, Coburg Basketball, Hosken Reserve and JP Fawkner 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: With eased restrictions some 
community engagement to be undertaken face-to-face. 

Minor impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: none anticipated No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) ZCM community engagement, mobilisation and campaigning 
progress this quarter included: 
 Regular news updates and videos of success stories uploaded 

on to the Zero Carbon Moreland website and monthly e-bulletin. 
 Expressions of Interest open and recruitment campaign 

underway for 25 people who live, work or study in Moreland to 
participate in the Community Skills for Climate Action program. A 
collaboration with Yarra and Darebin councils to support people 
across our cities to work together to take effective action on 
climate change. 

 Promotion and selection of Denise Cauchi new Moreland 
Women’s Environment Leadership Community Scholarship. 

 Recruitment underway for up to 140 students to participate in the 
Moreland School Climate Summit on May 5th. Draft program 
design developed in partnership with CERES. 

 Hosted two advocacy workshops for Climate Emergency 
Australia to develop a national advocacy strategy. Advocacy 
toolkit materials developed. 

 Taking lead on collaborative communications campaign with 
NAGA and WAGA on residents switching from gas to all-electric 
homes. Aim to Raise awareness that electric appliances area 
cheaper, healthier and better for the environment option than 
gas. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

(ii) ZCM internal integration progress this quarter included: 
 Activities underway to integrate climate emergency into the 

policies, plans and strategies currently under development 
including the Health and Wellbeing Plan, Council Plan and 
Community Vision 

 6 workshops on climate risk held with high priority Service 
Units. 

 Facilitator procured to support the delivery of future 
workshops  

 Initial meeting of the Climate Resilience Integration Board 
(CRIB) held, Terms of Reference and workplan approved 

 Work commenced on developing a strategic goal and 
framework for climate resilience integration  

 Procurement completed for a consultant to establish 
Moreland in the ‘How Well Are We Adapting?’ monitoring 
tool. 

 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

(iii) ZCM community energy transition progress this quarter 
included:  
 MOU signed with Jesuit Social Service for Pre-Winter Renter 

Program  

On target 
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 Energy Advice and Building Upgrade Support Services 
promotions continuing through letters from mayor, CALD 
group engagement, webinar, collaboration with internal 
teams and working with external agencies including financial 
counsellors 

 Residents contacting council and delivery partners to 
enquire about residential solar and residential energy 
upgrades – solar most popular. 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

2 Council (corporate) greenhouse emissions reduction progress this 
quarter includes: 

 Preferred suppliers were selected for installing solar PV at Coburg 
Basketball Arena (60kW) and JP Fawkner reserve (20kW). Review 
of other candidate sites for the Solar on Leased program is 
continuing. 

 Monitoring was implemented for fast electric vehicle chargers at 
Boundary Rd and Coburg Civic Centre. This will enable Council to 
quickly respond to any maintenance requirements and to assess 
usage. 

 Sites were selected as part of an ARENA grant application for 
additional electric vehicle fast chargers. 

 An audit of Council’s watchman lights (inefficient spotlights managed 
by electricity distributors) was carried out, with a view to removing or 
upgrading these lights to energy-efficient LEDs. 

 Meetings were held with nearby councils and Melbourne Renewable 
Energy Project (MREP) representatives on if and how we might 
extend the contract to leased facilities. 

 Site visit was arranged to City of Yarra’s depot, with representatives 
of Fleet and Open Space, to view their electric waste truck and learn 
about their experience.  

 Discussions were held with the aquatic team, capital works, nearby 
councils and case study facilities, to better understand the feasibility 
of moving aquatic centres to all-electric. 

 Meetings were held with nearby councils, consultants and electricity 
distributors to better understand how on-street charging can be 
implemented given the legal and risk barriers. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 
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CAP: 53 Key Priority: P7. Invest in the revitalisation of shopping and trading precincts 

Deliverable: P7a)  

i) Shopping Strip Renewal Program – Improve the quality of our Neighbourhood Activity Centres 

ii) Accelerate Shopping Strip Renewal program by designing and constructing 2 additional centres 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Construct the Gaffney Village 
project 

Construction is 
completed 

October 2020 2 

2 Progress the Melville/Moreland 
project 

The public tender for 
construction has started  

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   
$200K 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Urban Design. 
Senior Urban Designers Department: City Futures  

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Original scope of works largely complete. Some minor elements still to be 
installed. Addition to the scope of works (additional pedestrian threshold) 
is likely to push completion of construction out by four to eight weeks. 

Behind target – 
significant 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. No action required this quarter. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Construction has been completed in Q2. Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2. In adopting the 5-year Strategic Resource Plan as part of the 2020/21 
budget, Council resolved to spread construction and cost of the project 
across two financial years, commencing in the 2021/22 Financial Year. Thus, 
the tender for this project should not be released until second quarter of 
2021/22 to allow for a targeted construction commencement date of April 
2022. 

The Moreland/Melville project is not discontinuing, but on-hold until the next 
financial year. 

On-hold 

Impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: On-hold this financial year. No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Project now completed and in the Practical Completion stage Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2. As noted in second quarter reporting the Moreland/Melville project is not 
discontinuing, but on-hold until the next financial year. 

On-hold 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not Applicable 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. Not Applicable 

 

CAP: 54 Key Priority: P7. Invest in the revitalisation of shopping and trading precincts 

Deliverable: P7b) Implement Coburg Streetscape Masterplan - Deliver streetscape upgrade 
projects within Coburg Activity Centre 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Construct the Russell 
Street streetscape 
upgrades   

Construction is completed December 2020 2 

2 Commence scoping of 
another location for next 
streetscape upgrade 
within the centre and 
complete concept design 

Complete concept design June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   

$858K CAPEX 

  

  

Resourcing: 

Unit Manager Urban 
Design, Urban Designer 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Construction of the project has paused, awaiting completion of works 
associated with the City Oval Project. Unexpected delays with the City 
Oval Project have impacted the ability for Russell Street upgrade to 
recommence. Construction due to recommence late October 2020.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. Work yet to commence. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Construction complete December 2020. Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No Impact anticipated  No impact 

2. Scoping for location is underway and progressing. On target for Q4 
completion. On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Project now completed and in the Practical Completion stage Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2. Concept design completed for Louisa Street, to undertake further 
consultation and further design work and investigation in 21/22.  

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. No impact 
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CAP: 56 Key Priority: P7. Invest in the revitalisation of shopping and trading precincts  

Deliverable: P7d) Implement Brunswick Structure plan – Deliver streetscape upgrade projects 
within Brunswick Activity Centre 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Construct the Pitt / Lygon 
Street streetscape project  

Construction is progressed April 2021 4 

2 Complete concept design for 
the Wilson Avenue Project 

The concept design is completed June 2021 4 

Accountable: Kirsten Coster  Budget:   
Pitt / Lygon Street $265K CAPEX, 
Wilson Avenue $85K CAPEX 
Total budget will be over two years 

Resourcing: 
Unit Manager Urban 
Design, Senior 
Urban Designers 

Department: City Futures  

Responsible: Kate Shearer 

Branch: City Strategy and Design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. In adopting the 5-year Strategic Resource Plan as part of the 20/21 
budget, Council resolved to delay commencement of construction of the 
Pitt/Lygon Street streetscape project to the 2021/22 financial year. 

On hold 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. Community consultation in the form of ‘Have Your Say’ online survey 
occurred in July in relation to a draft concept. Civil engineers have been 
engaged. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: On hold this financial year. No impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. As reported in Quarter 1, this action is on hold and until the 2021/22 
Financial Year. 

On hold 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. Investigation work (i.e. consideration of drainage and other site analysis) is 
being undertaken to inform concept design. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: None anticipated No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: None anticipated  No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. As reported in Quarter 1, this action is on hold and until the 2021/22 
Financial Year. 

On hold 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2. Community consultation on concept design complete.  On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: None anticipated No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as on hold No impact 

2 2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: None anticipated  No impact 

 
 
CAP: 58 Key Priority: P.8 Strengthen and invest in the significant creative sector in 

Moreland and enhance its standing as a destination for the arts 

Deliverable: P8b) Create a hub for the Arts and invest in the Arts industries 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Partner with the LXRP to 
deliver public art along the 
Bell to Moreland rail 
corridor 

The Public Art Plan has been 
implemented, subject to LXRP 
approval and timeline 

March 2021 3 

Accountable: Arden Joseph Budget:   

Subject to LXRP budget 

  

  

Resourcing:  

Base budget 

   
Department: Community Development  

Responsible: Lisa Dempster 

Branch: Cultural Development 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Discussions regarding the draft public art proposal are continuing with the 
LXRP public art officer. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: None No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: None No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Plans, schedule, budget and locations for Public Art finalised by State 
Government. Artists shortlisted to develop concept proposals for three 
separate public art commissions. Assessment panel formed and convened by 
State Government. Waiting on final confirmation. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Negotiations with LXRP have been successful with a significant financial 
commitment secured for public art between Bell St and Moreland Rd. Final artists 
and artwork selected by authorised assessment panel (convened by State 
Government). Approval with State Government has been delayed and until 
finalised cannot procced with public announcement, contracting or installation.  

Behind target – 
some progress 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

 
CAP: 59 Key Priority:  P9. Enhance the environmental outcomes of Council waste 

services and increase the communities’ awareness/participation in 
environmental initiatives to reduce waste to landfill. 

Deliverable: P9a) Trial, education and implementation of initiatives to actively reduce waste 
to landfill 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Progress actions for the 
Waste and Litter 
Strategy Action Plan and 
to reduce reliance on 
single use plastics 

(i) Community take-up of service 
options and behaviours to 
minimise food waste to landfill has 
occurred 

June 2021 4 

(ii) The Bin Inspection Program (BIP), 
including more focus on hotspots 
to reduce contamination of 
recycling and organics bins and 
resource loss to landfill, has been 
refined 

Dec 2020 2 

(iii) Progress initiatives to foster plastic 
wise behaviour in Council ‘halls for 
hire’ and sporting clubhouses. 

June 2021 4 

(iv) Implement a Proudly Plastic Wise 
campaign to encourage 
businesses (especially cafes and 
takeaways) to avoid single-use 
plastics. 

June 2021 4 

2 Engage with the 
community, stakeholders 
and the Victorian 
Government to develop a 
new Waste Services and 
Charges Policy  

A Council report has given the draft 
Policy and recommended endorsement 
for public exhibition 

June 2021 4 
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Accountable: Kirsten Coster Budget:  

Base budget 

$735K OPEX 

 
Final budget informed by   
Waste Charge 

Resourcing: 
Unit Managers for Waste and 
Sustainable Communities,  
Towards Zero Waste and Food Waste 
Program Officers,  
Community Wellbeing 

Department: City Futures 

Responsible:  Olivia Wright 

Branch: City Change 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Targeted promotion saw community continue to take up options to 
minimise food waste from landfill: 

 Over 1100 additional households opted-in to the Food and Garden 
Organics (FOGO) service between 1 July and 31 August 2020, 
bringing the percentage of eligible Moreland households with 
access to a FOGO bin to 72%.  

 55 orders were made through Compost Community program for 
new compost bins, worm farms and bokashi bins in July and 
August. 

 2,037 tonnes of FOGO captured during July and August 2020. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: COVID-19 stay-at-home orders have seen an increase 
in household waste generation which has impacted landfill diversion and 
limited opportunity for print promotion of FOGO service. 

Minor impact 

(ii) A review of the Bin Inspection Program (BIP) was completed in 
July 2020, with an enhanced program now developed. Once 
COVID-19 restrictions ease (allowing for inspections to commence) 
a procurement process will determine contractor to deliver the 
enhanced BIP. 

Behind target – 
significant 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Bin inspections are currently not permitted during stage 
4 pandemic restrictions. Once restrictions ease the enhanced program will re-
commence. 

Moderate impact 

(iii) Short-listed 6 ‘halls for hire’ suitable for upgrades to provide 
dishwashers and crockery/cutlery to support Plastic Wise 
implementation. Joint implementation with Council Units - 
Sustainable Communities, Capital Works Planning & Delivery and 
Aquatic & Leisure Services.  

Planning underway for installation of 23 water fountains at sports 
clubs throughout year to reduce the need for provision of 
single-use bottled water at clubs. Collaborative implementation 
undertaken with Recreation Services, Open Spaces, Capital Works 
Planning & Delivery and Sustainable Communities. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Further engagement with clubs delayed until late 2020 / 
early 2021 due to pandemic impact on sports clubs.  

Minor impact 

(iv) Confirmed 4-month trial to reduce single-use plastic to be delivered 
by Boomerang Alliance. The trial will involve 30 – 40 food and café 
businesses along Sydney Road Coburg, from Feb – June 2021. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Trial deferred until 2021. Initial plans to implement in Q1 
– Q2 2020/21 not feasible. Trialling in late Q3 - Q4 2020/21 should allow for 
businesses to recover somewhat from pandemic impacts.  

Minor impact 
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2 Stage 1 community consultation for the Kerbside Waste Reform project 
ran from 20 July to 21 August 2020. A strong community response was 
received with 436 survey responses. Targeted CALD engagement was 
undertaken to increase inclusivity. Social research to inform policy 
development was completed. Planning for stage 2 consultation is 
underway. 

A draft Transition Plan for the 4-bin service was submitted to 
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (Victorian 
Government) on 30 September which will inform State Government 
grant funding and collaborative procurement planning.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Community engagement digital channels only due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. Community's ability/desire to participate in engagement 
also likely impacted. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Food waste initiatives anticipated to 
remain mostly restrained to digital channels. 

Minor impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Bin Inspection Program anticipated to 
be able to recommence at ‘Step 3’ on roadmap out of lockdown.  

Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Capital works retrofits to commence in 
Q2 with some likely impacts on timing. 

Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Trial commencement deferred to Q3 – 
Q4 2020/21. 

Minor impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Pending restrictions easing, planning for 
Stage 2 community engagement on Kerbside Waste Reform will continue 
heavy reliance on digital channels. Engagement design will include 
opportunities for face to face engagement in anticipation of ‘COVID Normal’ 
conditions. Community's ability/desire to participate in engagement likely to 
remain impacted. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Promotion of the food and garden organics (FOGO) service and 
Community Compost program has seen the community continue to 
take up options to reduce food waste to landfill: 
 73% of Moreland households now have a FOGO bin (may be 

shared)  
 84 orders were made through Compost Community program 

during Spring for new compost bins, worm farms and bokashi 
bins. 

 4,096 tonnes of FOGO collected between September and 
November 2020 and turned into compost. We donated and 
delivered compost created from FOGO to four community 
gardens in Moreland. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: We saw an increase in the amount of food and garden 
organics collected and an increase in demand for home composting equipment 
throughout Autumn, with more people at home due to COVID-19 restrictions.  

Minor impact 

(ii)  The Bin Inspection Program recommenced on 5 November 2020 
utilising staff through the Working For Victoria program to carry out 
inspections. Supervision and reporting are being provided by All 
Environmental Concepts. In November: 

On target 
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 224 Recycling and 145 Fogo bins were inspected for 
contamination 

 233 Garbage bins were inspected for resource loss  

 52% of recycling bins inspected were contaminated, soft plastics 
and bagged recycling were the most common contaminants  

 16% of fogo bins inspected were contaminated, soft plastics and 
food packaging were the most common contaminants.  

Bin capacity usage has been added to the revised bin inspection 
program. In November garbage bins were found to be the most 
likely stream presented at kerbside as either full (48%) or overfilled 
(11%). 
In December: 

 804 Recycling and 391 Fogo bins were inspected for 
contamination 

 718 Garbage bins were inspected for resource loss.  
 52% of bins inspected were contaminated, soft plastics and 

bagged recycling were the most common contaminants 
 14% of bins inspected were contaminated, soft plastics and food 

packaging were the most common contaminants 
 Recycling bins were found to be the most likely stream 

presented at kerbside as either full (38%) or overfilled (18%). 

Impact of COVID-19: The continuation of working from home has meant 
greater use of household waste bins, with impacts on contamination and bin 
capacity used. 

Minor impact 

(iii) ‘Halls for hire’ upgrades in progress, awaiting quotes for 
dishwashers and crockery/cutlery to support Plastic Wise 
implementation at 2 x town halls, 2 x small halls and 1 x party hire 
pack.  

 A bulk order of water fountains for sports clubs is complete with 
installation starting in December 2020 and proceeding throughout 
year to reduce the need for provision of single-use bottled water at 
clubs.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Continued delay in engagement with clubs Minor impact 

(iv Planning for the Plastic Free Places Trial is underway with the 
program advertised in the December edition of the Business Moreland 
newsletter. The trial will begin in March 2021, it is anticipated that 30 
cafes along Sydney Road will sign up to participate. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Timing of program launch modified to enable greater 
participation with sufficient time to engage directly with businesses 

Minor impact 
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2 Stage 2 consultation on the options for our 4-bin kerbside waste service 
was delayed until January-February 2021, to ensure a range of options 
can be included. The community will be consulted on various options for 
the 4-bin service, including the preferred option for weekly food and 
garden organics, and alternating fortnightly garbage and recycling 
collections, as well as the option to retain weekly garbage and recycling 
collections. Cost and environmental modelling on the different options 
has been completed to help communicate the impacts to the 
community. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Digital channels to continue to be key focus for stage 2 
consultation, however engagement design includes flexibility to include face to 
face opportunities in anticipation of eased conditions into the summer.  

Minor impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Food waste initiatives likely to remain 
mostly restrained to digital channels. 

Minor impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Bin usage likely to continue to be 
impacted by working from home requirements. Working for Victoria 
contracts will finish in Q3. 

Minor impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Level of engagement in program may 
be affected by the financial impacts to clubs of restrictions/lockdowns over 
2020. 

Minor impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Level of participation/interest in 
program may be affected by the financial impacts to businesses of 
restrictions/lockdowns over 2020. 

Minor impact 

2 Anticipated Impact of COVID-19: Planning for Stage 2 community 
engagement on Kerbside Waste Reform will continue with heavy reliance on 
digital channels. Engagement design includes flexibility to adapt digital 
opportunities into face to face opportunities. Community's ability/desire to 
participate in engagement, however, is likely to remain impacted. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Uptake of the food and garden organics (FOGO) service and 
composting programs slowed down over the third quarter, however 
the amount of food and garden waste collected continues to 
increase. 
 Approximately 74% of Moreland households now have a FOGO 

bin (may be shared). 
 38 orders were made through Compost Community program 

during Summer for new compost bins, worm farms and bokashi 
bins. 

 3,244 tonnes of FOGO was collected between December 2020 
and February 2021 and turned into compost. This is 390 tonnes 
more than the same time last year. 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: We continue to see an increase in the amount of food 
and garden organics collected, likely due to increasing home gardening as a 
result of COVID-19. Uptake of FOGO was likely lower over the quarter due to 
eased restrictions following lockdown, and the summer holiday period. 

Minor impact 
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 (ii) The revised Bin Inspection Program was confirmed, including 
additional qualitative indicators and repeat visits to identified hotspots. 
Inspections continued throughout January and February with repeat 
inspections (for program evaluation) conducted in March.  
Over the 5 months of inspections: 

 50% of recycling bins inspected were contaminated, with soft 
plastics and bagged recycling the most common contaminants. 

 120 recycling bins were rejected for significant contamination. 
 14% of FOGO bins inspected were contaminated, with soft 

plastics and food packaging the most common contaminants.  
 29 FOGO bins were rejected for significant contamination. 
 28% of garbage bins contained recyclable items. 
Repeat inspections in March helped test whether any change in 
recycling practices had occurred as a result of the first inspection. 288 
recycling bins, 154 FOGO bins and 261 garbage bins were inspected 
twice. The findings were: 
 The percentage of recycling bins with no contamination 

increased from 48% (1st inspection) to 66% (2nd inspection).  
 The percentage of recycling bins with moderate contamination 

decreased from 19% (1st inspection) to 4% (2nd inspection). 
Conversely results from the FOGO bin repeat inspections showed a 
slight increase in contamination from the 1st inspection to the 2nd: 
 The percentage of FOGO bins with no contamination decreased 

from 94% (1st inspection) to 91% (2nd inspection). 
 The percentage of FOGO bins with moderate contamination 

increased from 0% (1st inspection) to 2% (2nd inspection). 
The contamination results demonstrate the vast difference in 
contamination levels between the recycling stream and the FOGO 
stream. 
The repeat visits for garbage bins to identify resource loss also 
demonstrated a change in behaviour with a decrease in the 
percentage of bins containing recyclables from 39% (1st inspection) to 
26% (2nd inspection). 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Repeat inspections were delayed due to the 5 day 
lockdown. 

Minor impact 

(iii) In February 2020, Council contracted the non-profit organisation 
Sports Environment Alliance (SEA) to plan and deliver online 
Plastic Wise Policy Action Planning workshops for sports clubs in 
April and May 2021. Planning for the events occurred in March 
2021.  Activities this quarter include: 
 The first water fountain was installed in Martin Reserve (near 

the Hadfield Cricket and Netball Clubs) in January 2021, as 
part of roll-out to reduce the need for the provision/sale of 
single-use bottled water at clubs.  

 In March 2021, scoping, planning and location confirmation 
occurred for 7 further sports clubs, with installation to occur in 
April/May. 

 Scoping and confirmation of locations in April is planned to 
enable a further 6 fountain installations by the end of the 
financial year. 

Behind target – 
some progress 
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 Three fountain installations have been deferred to line up with 
Capital Works occurring in July-August 2021 and Master Plan 
tenders occurring in 2021/22.  

 Due to flow-on impacts of COVID-19, the ‘Halls for Hire’ Plastic 
Wise initiative was de-scoped in January 2020 to include 2 x 
Town Halls and 2 x Small Halls for Hire and 1 x party pack 
(crockery/cutlery for max capacity 100 people). Installation of 
crockery, retrofitting of storage and behaviour change 
education deferred due to COVID-19 impacts detailed below. 

Impact of COVID-19:  

 Plastic Wise sports club workshops delayed from February to 
April/May. 

 Water fountain installs at clubs delayed due to resourcing impacts from 
COVID-19 delays to capital works projects in units delivering the 
fountain installations. 

 Halls for Hire project significantly delayed due to increased resourcing 
constraints on management of venues to align with COVID-normal 
protocols, including Covid safe plans, impacts to senior’s and other 
user groups, increased cleaning and increased management of 
venues. 

Moderate impact 

(iv) Promotion/final planning for 4-month Plastic Free Sydney Road 
trial occurred in February with recruitment of café/food business 
beginning in late February 2021.  
Boomerang Alliance inducted 27 food businesses into the Plastic Free 
Sydney Road trial in March 2021. The participating Sydney Road 
precinct food businesses were in Brunswick (16) and Coburg (11).  

Boomerang Alliance worked individually with each business to confirm 
which single-use plastic items to focus on reducing/eliminating and 
developed an Action Plan with each business. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Recruitments of food businesses into the program was 
delayed due to 5-day February lockdown. Initial 2-week period allocated for 
recruitments was extended until mid-March to allow for businesses to recover 
from the snap lockdown. 

Minor impact 

2 Stage 2 community consultation was further delayed and ran from 4 
February to 14 March 2021. Community feedback on a range of service 
options was sought via surveys, quick polls, workshop discussions, phone 
drop-in sessions and email. Over 1000 survey responses were received 
and 6 focused workshops held with target cohorts. Reporting and draft 
policy development is underway. 
  
Due to the delay in commencing stage 2 consultation, the project timeline 
has been extended. The draft policy is now scheduled to be presented to 
Council in July 2021.  

Behind target – 
significant 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Due to the uncertainty of restrictions in the planning 
stages, stage 2 consultation continued to have a key focus on using digital 
channels. Participation in online workshops was lower than expected and 
CALD engagement opportunities were limited. These will be targeted in stage 
3 consultation during Q1 FY21/22. 

Minor impact 
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2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Due to the temporary suspension 
in new and upsized FOGO bins as a result of the increase in demand 
during COVID-19 stay-at-home restrictions, the uptake of the FOGO 
service won't increase in the fourth quarter. 

Minor impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact as action achieved.  No impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Flow on capacity constraints in 
capital works / open space (fountain installs) and facilities (Halls for Hire) 
likely to continue, with best efforts being made to maximise installs. 

Moderate impact 

(iv) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact assuming restriction 
levels remain the same. If snap lockdowns, participating businesses will 
be impacted and less likely to engage.spections will be impacted. 

Minor impact 

2 Anticipated Impact of COVID-19: No impacts related to COVID-19 are 
anticipated as there is no external engagement during this time. 

No impact 
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CAP: 61 Key Priority:  R1. Improve resident satisfaction to 90% with Council’s 
performance in customer service 

Deliverable: R1a) Customer Service strategy - Improve resident satisfaction to 90% with 
Council’s performance in customer service - various deliverables 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Actions to improve 
our customer’s 
experience and our 
standard of 
communication with 
customers  

(i) Process mapped and areas for 
improvement have been reengineered 

May 2021 4 

(ii) Customer service standards (including 
charter) and accountability framework 
has been developed and adopted 

December 
2020 

2 

(iii) Council’s website design has been 
improved to be task orientated for 
more effective customer service 

June 2021 4 

2 Apply complaints data 
to review high 
complaint areas and 
drive targeted 
improvements  

A system to share complaint data within the 
organisation has been implemented 

May 2021 4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco Budget:    
Base budget and 
$130K OPEX  
 

 

Resourcing:   
Implementation will 
involve Council 
services 

Responsible: Jessamy Nicolas 

Department: Engagement & Partnerships 

Branch:  Community Engagement 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Current State journey mapping has commenced on top 10 Customer 
Request System items received (volume based). 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Delayed timing in the program launch due to restrictions 
with COVID. A revision of the target date is sought - the proposal is July 2021, 
although additional resources from WFV have enabled commencement of 
phase 2 of the program (current state journey mapping) 

Minor impact 

(ii) Community at the heart program is planned to launch to the internal 
organisation with commencement planned for 12 October 2020. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19:  Delayed timing in the program launch due to restrictions 
with COVID, a revision of the target date is requested, the proposal is March 
2021.   

Moderate impact 

(iii) Research and initial external consultation complete.  Started internal 
stakeholder consultation and sourcing supplier. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Delayed timing in research phase due to demands in 
COVID, although the additional resources from WFV have enabled 
commencement of the website project. 

Minor impact 
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2 Information Technology team has developed the first draft complaint 
data report which draws new data from the customer request system. 
This requires further testing and examination to ensure the most 
valuable data is extracted. Once complete, the final version of this 
report will be customised for sharing with the Executive, managers and 
others across the organisation. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  Nil No impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  Dependent on Victorian COVID 
restriction roadmap development 

Moderate impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  Initial website deliverable was task 
based, but have had to pivot to COVID support 

Moderate impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Process mapping commenced and high frequency community reports 
and requests have been the first priority.  Complaints data along with 
opportunities for increasing community satisfaction are providing a 
criteria to assess the next journey maps to be re-engineered. 

(ii) The Moreland Promise (our charter) is complete and adopted by 
Executive.  The internal communications and tools to support its 
launch are scheduled for February.  Workshops have commenced to 
develop a robust accountability framework for the change that is 
required. 

(iii) Council’s website refresh is in full progress.  Research and 
consultation with community and experts has been undertaken.  The 
new design process has commenced. 

Behind target 

 

 

 

 

Behind target 

 

 

 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: The program is two months behind schedule as the 
start-up was delayed due to: 

 staff being unavailable, as they were required to pivot for emergency 
management priorities 

 required changes to delivery of the program to enable organisational 
wide participation with staff working remotely. This included changing 
the engagement methodology, increasing the quantity of activities and 
communications to reach staff. 

Moderate impact 

2 A complaint performance report has finished development and is ready for 
implementation in early February 2021. The report will be delivered monthly 
beginning February. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:  No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Delayed by two months, and now 
scheduled for completion by the beginning of the 2021/22 financial year. 

Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Now scheduled for completion during 
the third quarter. 

Moderate impact 

(iii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Nil No impact 

2 Anticipated Impact of COVID-19: Nil No impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Customer journeys identified and agreed via Executive. Resourcing 
being finalised and workshops to be scheduled to commence the re-
engineering with a customer lense. 

(ii) The Moreland Promise (our charter) is complete and adopted by 
Executive and launched within the organisation in March, this included 
internal communications and tools to support our leaders and staff. 
Workshops continue in order to deliver the supporting tools and training 
which will enable accountability across the organisation and make our 
Accountability Framework more meaningful to all staff. 

(iii) Council’s website refresh is in full progress.  Research and consultation 
with community and experts has been completed. The new design 
process has been agreed. There has been a delay in the functional 
code handover from the site designer which will impact launch 
timelines. Launch date is now Late May 2021.  

Behind target 

 

 

 

 

Behind target 

 

 

 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Impact of COVID-19: The program is two months 
behind schedule as the start-up was delayed due to: 

 staff being unavailable, as they were required to pivot for emergency 
management priorities 

 required changes to delivery of the program to enable organisational 
wide participation with staff working remotely. This included changing 
the engagement methodology, increasing the quantity of activities and 
communications to reach staff. 

Moderate impact 

2 A complaint performance report has finished development. The report 
provides council managers with a monthly snapshot of their complaint 
volumes and performance against timeliness standards. An additional 
detailed report provides additional insight into the services that cause 
complaints and how complaints are being resolved. The finished report is 
being shared each month. This data is now used to prioritise improvements 
on high complaint areas. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

(i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Nil No impact 

2 Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 
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CAP: 62 Key Priority:  R1. Improve resident satisfaction to 90% with Council’s 
performance in customer service 

Deliverable: R1b) Continuous Improvement in service delivery - To improve overall service 
delivery by streamlining processes and improving the customer service experience 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete improvement 
initiatives in the FY21 
agreed work program. 

95% of projects in the agreed work 
program have been completed  

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Sue Vujcevic  Budget:   

Base Budget 

Resourcing:   

Implementation will involve many 
services in Council, supported by the 
Continuous Improvement Lead 

Responsible: Trisha Love  

Department: Business Transformation  

Branch: Organisational Performance 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Continuous Improvement program of work progressed includes: 
 contribution to preparation of the tender package for a new payroll 

system 

 input into the Customer Service Transformation project, ‘Community at 
the Heart’ 

 commencing review of the organisational change request process 

 commencing review of the approach to management of training budgets 
across the organisation 

 further improvements made to the executive and Manager Dashboard 
using MS PowerBI 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Currently COVID-19 is not impacting on this CAP item  No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: This work will be affected if business areas are 
required to divert their resources due to COVID-19 or further lockdowns. 

Minimal impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Continuous Improvement program of work progressed in this quarter 
includes:  

1. Supported delivery of the Payroll system project by chairing the Tender 
Evaluation Panel to select a suitable Payroll Solution and assisted in 
delivering the recommendation to Council for approval 

2. Provided continuous improvement advice to the Customer Service 
Transformation project, ‘Community at the Heart’ 

3. Completed the first phase of the continuous improvement review of the 
organisational change request process with an implementation plan 
submitted for approval 

4. Commenced discovery phases for two projects; the training budget 
management across the organisation and Executive and Manager 
Dashboard using MS PowerBI. 

Other improvement opportunities actioned include: 

 Completed improvements to the Shine Nomination process and tool (part 
of Councils staff recognition program) 

On target 
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 Participated in the Better Approvals Phase 2 initiative to improve how 
Council supports local small business 

 Currently mentoring staff on Continuous Improvement fundamentals via: 
o Analysing the primary issue causing Customer Service Requests for the 

transport team 
o Improving the viability of the School Holiday Program 
o Improving employee on and off boarding processes. 

Impact of COVID-19: Currently COVID-19 is not impacting on this CAP item No impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1Anticipated impact of COVID-19: This work will be affected if business areas are 
required to divert their resources due to COVID-19 or further lockdowns. 

Minimal impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The program of work progressed in this quarter includes:  
1. Ongoing support to the delivery of the new Payroll system by reviewing 

current processes and workflows and recommending improvements.  
2. Provided continuous improvement advice for the customer service 

transformation project, ‘Community at the Heart’, focussing on the 
Accountability Framework. 

3. Providing Continuous Improvement consultancy as a member of the 
Aged & Community Support Steering Committee. 

  
Other improvement opportunities actioned include: 
 Continued mentoring of staff on continuous improvement fundamentals, 

including:   
 Driving improvement in the process and completion of Customer 

Service Requests for the Transport team. 
 Reviewing process of customer requests for Mayor and Councillor 

Support office. 
 Commenced review of the 2021 Shine (Council’s staff recognition 

program) nomination process and tool. 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: This work will be affected if business areas 
are required to divert their resources due to COVID-19 or further lockdowns. 

Minor impact 
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CAP: 63 Key Priority:  R2. Reach the top 25% of all Councils for improved community 
satisfaction with Council’s engagement practices 

Deliverable: R2a) Improved Community Engagement - Fundamental rethink and potential 
reorganisation 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 

 

Refresh the Community Engagement 
Policy to meet new Local 
Government Act requirements 

A Community Engagement 
Policy, established through 
deliberative engagement, has 
been adopted by Council 

March 
2021 

3 

2 

 

Implement the final year of the 
community engagement 
implementation plan’s deliverables 

Final year framework actions 
have been delivered 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco Budget:   

$24.5K OPEX 

  

 
Subject to 2020/21 mid-year review  

Resourcing: 

1.8 FTE Responsible: Jessamy Nicolas 

Department: Engagement & Partnerships 

Branch: Community Engagement 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1:  Currently carrying out consultation internally with Council officers. Public 
exhibition of the draft policy is planned for November 2020.CAP 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Nil.  No impact 

2:  All outstanding actions are progressing well and will be delivered by 
December 2020. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Nil. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Nil. No impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Nil. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Refresh the Community Engagement Policy to meet new Local Government Act 
requirements - This project is now complete. The Community Engagement Policy 
was adopted by Council in December 2020. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Nil No impact 

2.  Implement the final year of the community engagement implementation plan’s 
deliverables – This project is now complete. The implementation plan was finalised 
in December 2020 and a report provided to Council. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Nil. No impact 
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CAP: 65 Key Priority:  R3. Maintain and match our infrastructure to community needs 
and population growth 

Deliverable: R3b) Saxon Street Hub: implement Strategic Plan to guide future use and 
development of the Hub. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Progress the strategic 
redevelopment plan for the 
site and, depending on the 
resolved redevelopment 
plan, seek external funding 
opportunities as appropriate 

Progress at key project 
milestones has been reported 
at Councillor briefings and 
Council endorsement to 
progress site redevelopment 
has been achieved 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Joseph Tabacco Budget:  
$235K 

Resourcing:   
0.9 FTE, comprised of  
0.4 Project Support (OPEX) and 
0.5 Senior Officer (base budget)  

Department: Engagement and Partnerships 

Responsible: Sunny Haynes  

Branch: Places  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

In this quarter a report was presented to Council in July at which an option was 
endorsed by Council. Council officers are proceeding to implement the resolution 
actions as the project progresses towards the formal design stage. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: The existing facility, Siteworks, has been closed during this 
quarter. 

High 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  Moderate 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

In the second quarter of 20/21, the existing facility – Siteworks – has slowly re-
opened its doors in a COVID-safe manner. The contract to continue to operate 
Siteworks and Blak Dot Gallery has been extended for up to three years to 
allow construction of the new facility. 

Council has started the search for a design team to draw detailed plans for the 
new building and for an expert operator who will run the facility in accordance 
with Council’s vision. In 2021, another round of community engagement on the 
plans will happen. Engagement with the Brunswick Neighbourhood House 
about potential relocation is ongoing. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Siteworks is slowly emerging from lockdown and is again taking 
limited bookings for community and creative activities. 

Moderate 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The process to choose a design team for the redevelopment of 33 Saxon Street is 
in its final stage, following high levels of interest in the project from local design 
firms.  The process to find a site and community manager is also progressing. 

A relocation working group with the Brunswick Neighbourhood House held 
meetings throughout early 2021 to work through their involvement in the project.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minimal impacts, engagement with Brunswick Neighbourhood 
House has been carried out online. 

Minor 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor Minor  

 

CAP: 67 Key Priority:  R3. Maintain and match our infrastructure to community needs and 
population growth 

Deliverable: R3d) Fleming Park - Rejuvenate Fleming Park to meet the needs of the current and 
future community. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Implementing works to 
deliver the reimaging of 
the Grandstand and minor 
works    

Completion of 
construction works 

November 2020 2 
 

Accountable: Anita Curnow Budget:   

CAPEX 

Resourcing:   

Officer resources / 
Specialist Contractor 
Support 

Department: City Infrastructure 

Responsible: Greg Gale 

Branch: Capital Works Planning and design 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

On-site works were put on hold due to worker number restrictions on-site. Works 
recommenced following easing of restrictions issued on 27 September. Expected 
completion now mid-December 2020. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Cap on workforce for small construction sites had meant these 
works were unable to continue during the lockdown period. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: The current levels of restrictions enable the works 
to now progress. 

No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Works on-site continue to be delayed due to COVID-19 repercussions, with redesign 
required due to specific material supply issues.  Completion currently anticipated by 
March 2021. 

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: The lack of availability of specific materials in the design 
documentation has required elements to be redesigned, delaying progress on site. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Any further impacts should be negligible given the 
works are largely progressed. 

Minor impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Works to the reimagined grandstand were completed in late February and is now 
open and accessible to the community. 

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact as achieved. Not applicable 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Any further impacts should be negligible given the 
works are largely progressed. 

No impact 

 

 

CAP: 70 Key Priority:  R4. Provide transparent and effective governance of Council’s 
operations 

Deliverable: R4a) Review of the Local Government Act - Opportunity to input into State 
Government review 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Implement changes 
arising from the 
new Local 
Government Act 
(LGA) 

Support to the organisation 
has enabled relevant 
sections of the new LGA to 
be implemented for required 
timeframes 

As per required dates for 
key deliverables in the new 
LGA, and subject to the 
Victorian Government’s final 
timing 

4 

Accountable: Sue Vujcevic Budget:  

Base budget 

Resourcing:   

Existing team resources Responsible: Yvonne Callanan 

Department: Business Transformation 

Branch:  Corporate Governance  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The Governance Rules, Council Expense Policy and Public Transparency Policy 
were adopted prior to the 1 September deadline set by the Local Government Act 
2020. Mandatory candidate training was made available via Council’s website. 

A working group and oversight structure have been established to coordinate 
engagement delivery of the key plans associated with the Integrated Planning 
Framework and Act requirements – these include the Asset Plan, Financial Plan, 
Council Plan and Community Vision. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

All required items have been delivered by the set dates and robust plans are 
in place to ensure future deadlines are also met  

Leadership network discussions were held to provide further information 
about the principles based Local Government Act 2020 (the Act) and develop 
understanding of the Governance Rules requirements. A conflicts of interest 

On target 
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session was also facilitated for 70+ leadership staff to support written 
guidance. 

Eleven Councillors were sworn in following the election in accordance with 
the Act and relevant Regulations, and Councillor induction training has 
included some mandatory elements. Further induction sessions are planned 
to ensure all mandatory items are completed by the 24 April 2021 deadline. 

A Councillor Reference Group has been established to provide advice to the 
engagement approach and development of the Community Vision, 4-year 
budget, Council Plan, 10-Year Financial Plan and 10-Year Asset Plan.  

The Community Engagement Policy was adopted by Council on 10 
December 2020 and is being rolled out to the organisation with training for 
most staff. 

Personal Interest Returns were implemented with returns received from 
Councillors and nominated officers by the due date.  

Impact of COVID-19: No Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Councillor Reference Group provided update on the progress of the 
development of the Community Vision and Council Plan. 

Personal Interest Returns received from Councillors and nominated officers 
by the due date.  

At its Meeting held 23 February 2021, Council resolved to adopt a reviewed 
Councillor Code of Conduct (in line with requirements of the Act).  

At its meeting held 10 March 2021, Council resolved to Give public notice of 
its review of Mayoral and Councillor allowances (in line with requirements of 
the Act). 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact. No Impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impacts anticipated. No Impact 
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CAP: 72 Key Priority: R4. Provide transparent and effective governance of Council’s 
operations 

Deliverable: R4c) Define Environmental Management System (EMS) scope including 
environmental policy, environmental impacts and aspects register.  

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Complete development of 
the EMS 

The EMS is established and is 
being implemented 

January 2021 3 

Accountable: Sue Vujcevic Budget:  

$55K OPEX 

Resourcing:   

0.5 FTE Quality Assurance 
Officer for EMS 

Responsible: Yvonne Callanan 

Department: Business Transformation 

Branch:  Corporate Governance  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Two Project Board meetings were held and the new Quality Assurance Officer 
- EMS was recruited and commenced in August.  The project plan was 
revised, including timelines, budgeting, and deliverables. A Councillor Briefing 
was held on 31 August.  A revised internal EMS Communication Plan was 
also developed to meet the March 2021 deadline. 

Council is now subscribed to EnviroEssentials, a legal obligations and 
assessment provider for environmental legislation and risks. The 
Environmental Management System Policy was approved by the Chief 
Executive Officer on 1 October 2020.  An ISO14001 Gap Assessment report 
has been initiated, to be completed in Q2 2020/21. A Training, Competency 
and Awareness Procedure has also been drafted. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: There was unforeseen delay due to Project Lead re-
recruitment and coordinating environmental aspects & impacts risks but not 
significant impact to project deliverable timelines.  

The impact of COVID-19 is being felt in coordinating the environmental risk 
information (Environmental Aspects & impacts Register) as activity-based risks 
cannot be substantiated with on-the-ground audits, which may affect the quality of the 
project deliverables.  For example, auditing construction work sites, depot practices, 
open space landscaping projects, and resource consumption at leisure centres.  
Project Lead will resume on-site auditing of work practices and environmental risk 
management when possible, as soon as conditions permit. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact. Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

One Project Board meeting was held in December.  The Environmental 
Aspects and Impacts Register finalisation has been delayed further due to 
difficulty reaching out to all stakeholders.  Project Lead has been working 
throughout December from the Hadfield depot to build relationships and 
influence stakeholders for change management.  Roads, Fleets and Waste 
sections have been sent through to stakeholders for review, as well as 
Building Maintenance and Facilities and Venues.  Other sections will be 
finalised in Q3 2020/21.  High environmental risks in the Aspects and Impacts 
Register will be monitored via the Risk Management Committee.    

On target 
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The corporate incident reporting and management platform, Elumina, will ‘go 
live’ by January 2021 and will now include environmental incident categories.  
Following an incident, an Incident Causal Analysis Method (ICAM) 
investigation has been initiated to embed the culture of environmental 
awareness, for a risk rated ‘High’ on the Operational Risk Register.  
Environmental events reporting, investigation and management will be a 
priority over the period January to March 2021 as it is a major opportunity for 
the Environmental Management System. 

The EMS Portal on staff intranet has been launched and will be populated 
with EMS documents, forms, procedures and key documents as the EMS 
matures.     

Impact of COVID-19: Establishment and communication of EMS will be achieved by 
Q3, however, implementation and change management initiatives will continue 
through to Q4 2020/21 and beyond.   

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

The EMS has been established and being implemented.  The establishment 
of an Environmental Aspects and Impacts Register, has been developed 
through the Quality Assurance Officer EMS engaging in:  
- 68 individual EMS ‘discovery calls’ across the business 
- Site visits to Hadfield depot and across business units (Engineering 

Services, Road Maintenance, Waste Operations, Fleet, Open Space 
Maintenance, Aquatics and Leisure services).  Further site visits are 
programmed. 

 
Internal Environmental Management System (EMS) Portal established with 
EMS documents, forms, procedures and key documents made available to 
staff.     

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19:  No Impact No Impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated. No impact 
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CAP: 74 Key Priority: R5. Operate without seeking an exemption from the rate cap through 
efficient use of Council’s skills and financial resources 

Deliverable: R5b) Continuous Improvement in service delivery - To improve overall service 
delivery by streamlining processes and improving the customer service experience 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Implement program 
for roll out of process 
mapping software 

At least three work areas have undergone 
process review and defined processes, 
using the process mapping software 

June 2021 4 

Accountable: Sue Vujcevic  Budget:  

$50K OPEX 

Resourcing:   

Implementation will involve many 
services in Council, supported by the 
Process Mapping Lead. 

Responsible: Trisha Love  

Department: Business Transformation  

Branch: Organisational Performance 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Process mapping for Business Transformation teams: 

 10 Facilities processes documented and under review  
 1 Payroll process workshop template reviewed and then mapped. 

The Customer Service Transformation project (supporting the process 
mapping portion of this project): 

 20 waste processes mapped and with Waste Services (Commercial Plus 
and Tennant Management); these have been mapped as part of the 
frequently raised tasks within Council’s Customer Request System and 
will inform actions required as part of the Kerbside Waste Reform project 

 9 Utilities Invoice Processing processes mapped and consolidated into 6 
processes. 

Community Engagement: 

 Community Engagement process mapped.  

Additional process mapping outside of the above three focus areas included:  

 Standard Recruitment and Onboarding Process for Council and the 
Working for Victoria project 

 Commenced review of the Organisational Structure Change Request 
process 

 130 City Infrastructure department processes have been mapped:  
o Project Management Office - 35 
o Business Planning Unit - 57 
o Engineering Services - 8 
o Local Laws - 23 
o Road, Fleet and Waste - 1 
o Open Space – 2 
o Other – 4 

 Work has been completed to convert the processes delivered in FY 
2019-2020 to teams who are now be responsible for the ongoing review 
and maintenance.  A tender for an ongoing process mapping tool is in the 
final stages and will be considered by Executive in late 2020. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: There is currently no anticipated impact on the delivery of 
process mapping 

No impact 
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2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: This work will be affected if business areas are 
required to divert their resources due to COVID-19 or further lockdowns. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Process mapping program implementation has progressed significantly. 

Customer Service and the ‘Community at the Heart’ change project:  

 173 processes have been mapped from the list of most frequent customer 
requests. This work provides an insight into key community issues and will 
be used to inform improvement work in the next steps of the ‘Community 
at the Heart’ program. 

 104 processes have been reviewed and finalised with members of the 
customer service team. 

Information Technology team: 

 IT processes have been reviewed and defined, with initial focus on the 
Incident Management Process, Problem Management Process and 
Change Management Process. 

 The Records team have mapped 5 processes (including an overview of 
their service, Offsite Records Management, Record lifecycle and How to 
Create New Containers in the document management system). 

Organisational Performance 

 Workshops have been facilitated and process maps developed for 
Organisational Change Management process and the New SHINE staff 
awards process. 

Additional process mapping outside of the above three focus areas included: 

 Community Engagement 
 Governance 
 Waste 
 Finance 
 Building Projects 
 Transport 
 HR 
 Community Wellbeing 

A tender for an ongoing process mapping tool has been finalised. The 
process mapping team has met with the preferred provider and work has 
commenced to the roll out the platform. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No Impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: This work will be affected if business areas are 
required to divert their resources due to COVID-19 or further lockdowns. 

Minimal Impact 
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2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Process mapping program implementation has progressed significantly for 
the 3 key areas as follows (with a significant contribution made by temporary 
Working for Victoria staff):   

 Customer Service and the ‘Community at the Heart’ project have had a 
total of 133 processes mapped 

 Information Technology team have had 3 conceptual maps created for 
incident, problem and change management 

 Organisational Performance team have had 40 processes mapped. 
Additional process mapping outside of the above three areas included: 

 Community Development - Homelessness and Rough Sleeping (1 
process map) 

 Transport customer service request handling processes (5 processes) 
 Procurement (15 Processes) 
 Community Development and Social Policy (2 processes) 
 Neighbourhood Houses (1 process) 
 Environmentally Sustainable Development (1 process map). 
A new process mapping platform has been selected and rolled out, including 
a new and easily accessed central repository for process maps. 
The process mapping team have completed a new user training program and 
a training strategy is being developed to further inform the program for staff to 
support new users are competent in all areas relating to the process mapping 
platform (i.e. can create, change and promote the processes they create in 
the platform). 

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: No Impact No Impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact anticipated.  No Impact 
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CAP: 76 Key Priority: R6. Enable Council’s workforce to be mobile and accessible, 
supported by smart and efficient technologies 

Deliverable: R6a) IT Strategy - Set direction for IT resources allocation over 3 years and how this 
will add value to Moreland. Outcome will be more efficient use of time and money while addressing 
need for business intelligence and sustainable integration. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Implement the IT Strategy to 
transform the customer 
experience and agility of our 
workforce 

(i) Improved staff mobility has 
been achieved with 
allocation of devices 

June 21 4 

(ii) Council’s phone platform has 
been updated to improve the 
customer service 

June 21 4 

2 Integrate Smart Cities sensor 
data into business-as-usual 
operations, allowing staff to 
respond to business 
requirements in a more timely 
and efficient manner. 

Integrations with existing 
applications have been identified, 
tested and implemented 

June 21 4 

Accountable: Sue Vujcevic Budget:  

1(i) CAPEX 

1(ii) Base budget 

1(iii) CAPEX 

2) Base budget 

Resourcing: 

Existing team resources   Responsible: Robert Raiskums (A) 

Department: Business Transformation 

Branch:  Information Technology  

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Finalisation of the procurement approach has been undertaken this 
quarter.  

Behind target  

Impact of COVID-19: The focus in quarter one has been on deploying devices 
to temporary Working For Victoria staff.  

No impact 

(ii) Internal resources have been allocated and the procurement approach 
is being finalised.  

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Not applicable. No impact 

2 

Due to COVID, the implementation of the Smart Cities platform has not 
been finalised. Several sensors are yet to be installed as the vendor is 
subject to COVID travel restrictions. These sensors will be installed once 
travel restrictions are lifted. After all sensors are connected, reports and 
dashboards will be developed to assist with operational decision making.   

Behind target 

Impact of COVID-19: Travel restrictions have delayed the implementation of 
sensors and reporting platform. 

Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact. No impact 

2 Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact. Moderate impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 
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1 (i) Progress has been made in finalising the procurement approach for 
device replacement. 

Behind target – some 
progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Supporting the Working For Victoria initiative has 
delayed the rollout of new devices to staff by 3-4 months.  

Moderate impact 

(ii) A vendor has been engaged to develop an internal phone platform to 
improve remote working for staff. Tender documents for the external phone 
platform to be used by customers are being finalised before being released to 
market.   

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact  No impact 

2. Significant progress has been made in the implementation of the Smart Cities 
platform including testing and implementing data reporting. Although the staff 
device roll-out and Smart Cities data reporting is behind schedule in Quarter 2, 
they are expected to be completed by June 2021. 

Behind target – 
significant progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Travel restrictions delayed the implementation of some 
sensors. No further impact is expected.   

Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Moderate impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Replacement devices have been procured and are being progressively 
deployed to staff with the oldest devices.  

On Target 

Impact of COVID-19: Provisioning additional devices and software for the 
Working For Victoria initiative has delayed the rollout of new devices to 
permanent staff, but the backlog is expected to be cleared by June.  

Moderate impact 

(ii) The internal phone platform has been successfully configured and tested. It 
is currently being used by the IT team and will be progressively deployed 
across Council by the end of financial year. Due to the high quality and high 
number of tender responses received for the external phone platform, the 
procurement process is running behind schedule and the platform is now 
expected to be implemented in August 2021.  

Behind Target – 
significant progress 

Impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2. Council’s Smart Cities infrastructure has been installed, tested and is being 
used by the business areas. Community members are using their devices our 
Internet-of-Things network: https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/. Internal reports 
are being developed and updated to reflect business requirements. External 
reports for some sensors are expected to be available in August 2021.   

Behind Target – 
significant progress 

Impact of COVID-19: Travel restrictions delayed the implementation of some 
sensors, but this has been rectified and no further impact is expected.   

Moderate impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 (i) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

(ii) Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: No impact No impact 
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CAP: 77 Key Priority: Provide COVID-19 relief and recovery for the local community and 
economy 

Deliverable: COVID-19 relief and recovery – To support the local community, economy and 
provide employment. 

No: Actions Measures Targets  Qtr X  

1 Formulate and progress 
a comprehensive 
community relief 
recovery package in 
response to COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Delivery of a new traineeship program, 
delivery of an Artist in Residence 
program, support for improved food 
security, support for mental health 
support for young people, support for 
anti-racism measures and additional 
community grants 

June 2021 4 

2 Formulate and progress 
comprehensive economic 
relief and recovery 
package in response to 
COVID-19 pandemic 

Delivery of specialist hotline, buy-local 
campaign, business grants program, 
enhanced digital tools and shopfront 
improvement program 

June 2021 4 

3 Deliver the State funded 
Working for Victoria 
(W4V) initiative that 
provides temporary 
employment 
opportunities for 
individuals impacted by 
the COVID-19 pandemic 

310 full-time equivalent jobs offered 
over a six-month duration 

March 2021 3 

Accountable: Arden Joseph, Joseph 
Tabacco, Sue Vujcevic 

Budget:  
Base budget 

Resourcing: 

Existing team resources   

Responsible: Various 

Department: Community Development, 
Engagement & Partnerships, Business 
Transformation 

Branch: Various 

2020/21 FIRST QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Implementation of the following initiatives has progressed this quarter: 

 Artist in Residence Program 
 Mental Health Support for Young People 
 Food Security 
 Community Grants 
 Anti-racism Measures 
 Traineeship Program 

 

On target 

On target  

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: 

Artist in Residence Program - All engagement online 

 

Minor impact 

2 Implementation of the following initiatives has progressed this quarter: 

 Business Hotline 
 Love Moreland Buy Local Campaign 

 

On target 

On target 
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 COVID 19 Food Compliance Initiative 
 Online Interactive Map 
 Business and Community Grants Program 
 Accelerated Social Media and Promotions 
 Australian Small Business Advisory Service (ASBAS) Digital 

Mentoring Program 
 MORESpaces Program for key activity centres 
 Shop Improvement Program (Love Your Shopfront) for selected 

neighbourhood centres. 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19:   All programs (except the MORESpaces and Shop Front 
Improvement program) will be implemented under COVID conditions. 

Minor impact 

3 Working for Victoria Initiative: We have created 309 new jobs (full time 
equivalent) fixed term six-month roles funded with a $16.18 million Working 
for Victoria grant.  Some positions have not commenced due to State 
Government COVID-19 restrictions as they relate to permitted workders. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact, depending on recovery 
roadmap by the State Government. 

Minor impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact, depending on recovery 
roadmap by the State Government. 

Minor impact 

3. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact, depending on recovery 
roadmap by the State Government. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 SECOND QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 Artist in Residence Program: 

Mental Health Support for Young People: 

Food Security: 

Community Grants: 

Anti-racism Measures: 

Traineeship Program: 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2 Business Hotline: 
Love Moreland Buy Local Campaign: 
COVID 19 Food Compliance Initiatives: 
Online Interactive Map: 
Business and Community Grants Program: 
Accelerated Social Media and Promotions: 
 
Australian Small Business Advisory Service (ASBAS) Digital Mentoring 
Program: Low uptake – funds moved to Retail support initiatives 
 
MORESpaces Program for key activity centres: 
Shop Improvement Program (Love Your Shopfront) for selected 
neighbourhood centres: 

Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
On target 

 
Discontinued 

 
 

On target 
 

On target 
Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 
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3 Working for Victoria Initiative: We created 309 new jobs (full time equivalent) 
fixed term six-month roles funded with a $16.18 million Working for Victoria 
grant. 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2020/21 THIRD QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1 
Artist in Residence Program: 

Mental Health Support for Young People: 

Food Security: 

Community Grants: 

Anti-racism Measures: 

Traineeship Program: 

On target 

On target 

Completed 

Completed 

On target 

 

On target 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2 
Business Hotline: 
Love Moreland Buy Local Campaign: 
COVID 19 Food Compliance Initiatives: 
Online Interactive Map: 
Business and Community Grants Program: 
Accelerated Social Media and Promotions: 
 
Australian Small Business Advisory Service (ASBAS) Digital Mentoring 
Program: Low uptake – funds moved to Retail support initiatives 
 
MORESpaces Program for key activity centres: 
Shop Improvement Program (Love Your Shopfront) for selected 
neighbourhood centres: 

Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
Complete 
On target 

 
Discontinued 

 
 

Complete 
Complete  

 
 
 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

3 Working for Victoria Initiative: We created 309 new jobs (full time equivalent) 
fixed term six-month roles funded with a $16.18 million Working for Victoria 
grant.   

Achieved 

Impact of COVID-19: Minor impact with 5 day lockdown during this period.  No 
COVID impact anticipated for W4V program for quarter 4. 

Minor impact 

2020/21 FOURTH QUARTER REPORTING STATUS 

1. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

2. Anticipated impact of COVID-19: Minor impact 

3. Anticipated impact of COVID-19:  No Impact 

 
 



 

 

  MORELAND TRANSPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING - 
16 MARCH 2021         

 

  
 

A report of the Moreland Transport Advisory Committee meeting held on 16 March 2021 is 
provided for Council’s information. 

The Moreland Transport Advisory Committee further develops, promotes and assists Council 
to achieve the aims of its transport and sustainability strategies. 

Councillors appointed to the Moreland Transport Advisory Committee:  

• Cr James Conlan 
• Cr El Halabi 
Cr El-Halabi was an apology to 16 March 2021 meeting. 

Key Items Discussed: 
• Review of Draft Parking Management Policy 
• 10 Year Bike Program 
• 10 Year Pedestrian Program 
 

Committee Recommendation 
There are no recommendations from the Committee to Council.  

Attachment/s 
There are no attachments for this report.  



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

 

Councillors Cr Mark Riley, Deputy Mayor  

 Cr James Conlan  

Apologies -  

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Mark Hughes Unit Manager Urban Planning 
Vita Galante Planning Co-ordinator 
Lauren Lees Principal Urban Planner 

External presenters/ 
participants 
(include organisation 
represented) 

43 Objectors to Planning Application MPS/2020/674 
Planning Permit Applicant – Stockland Pty Ltd, 7 representatives 
Planning Permit Applicant – Millieu, 2 representatives 
Planning Permit Applicant - Planning Property Partners, 2 representatives 

 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

Objections to Planning Application MPS/2020/674    

1 Building height, scale, massing, visual bulk  -  

2 Overdevelopment  -  

3 Impact on property values  -  

4 Car parking reduction and traffic generation and 
safety to road network 

 -  

5 Impact on infrastructure including parkland and 
public transport 

 -  

6 Impact on heritage properties  -  

 

Record of Meeting 
Meeting  Planning and Information Discussion Meeting 
Date  29/04/2021 

Meeting time  6pm – 7.50pm 



Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

Objections to Planning Application MPS/2020/674    

7 Amenity impacts – overshadowing, overlooking, 
side and rear setbacks 

 -  

8 Setting a precedent  -  

Permit applicant representative  -  

9 Response by permit applicant to queries and detail 
of the proposal 

 -  

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Lauren Lees, Principal Urban Planner 



 
 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020. 

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees 

Councillors Cr Adam Pulford 

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan,  Mayor 

Cr Lambros Tapinos (apology) 

Cr Angelica Panopoulos 

Cr Helen Davidson (apology) 

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

• Cathy Henderson, Chief Executive Officer
• Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation
• Joseph Tabacco, Director Engagement and Partnerships
• Ruth Smithyman, Corporate Planner
• Natalie McGlone, Community Engagement & Public 

Participation Coordiantor
• Jessamy Nicholas, Manager Community Engagement and 

Partnerships

External presenters/ participants 
(include organisation represented) 

Todd Beavis, Principal Consultant from i.e.Community 

Items discussed 
 

Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict 
disclosed by 

Left 
meeting 

1 • Imagine Moreland Engagement Program update
• Deliberative Panel progress update
• Next steps for the community vision

90 mins - 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation

Record of Meeting 
Meeting Community Planning Councillor Reference Group Date 4/05/2021 

Meeting time 6.00pm 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees  

Councillors Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan, Mayor Cr Angelica Panopoulos 

 Cr Mark Riley, Deputy Mayor Cr James Conlan 

 Cr Lambros Tapinos  

Apologies -  

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Cathy Henderson, Chief Executive Officer 
From 6:55pm only 
Anita Curnow, Director City Infrastructure 
Greg Rodwell, Manager Open Space and Environment 
Cameron Schmelitschek, Urban Forestry Officer 

External presenters/ 
participants 
(include organisation 
represented) 

Nil 

 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

1 Hosken Reserve Grant Application Review 55 -  

2 Tree Canopy Update and Tree Planting 
Program 

35 -  

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Anita Curnow, Director City Infrastructure 

 

Record of Meeting 
Meeting  Councillor Briefing 
Date  5/05/2021 

Meeting time  6 pm 



 
 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees 

Councillors Cr Adam Pulford  Cr Angelica Panopoulos  

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan Mayor Cr Helen Davidson  

Cr Helen Pavlidis  Cr James Conlan  

Cr Lambros Tapinos  Cr Milad El-Halabi  

Cr Mark Riley Deputy Mayor  Cr Oscar Yildiz  

Cr Sue Bolton

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Cathy Henderson, Chief Executive Officer  
Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation  
Arden Joseph, Director Community Development  
Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures  
Anita Curnow, Director City Infrastructure  
Joseph Tabacco, Director Engagement and Partnerships  
Amanda Burgess, Chief Finance Officer  
Bernadette Hetherington, Manager Community Wellbeing 

External presenters/ participants 
(include organisation represented) 

NA 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

1 Budget discussion 10 mins 

2 Statement of Commitment to Wurundjeri Woi-
wurrung People and Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander People 

4 mins -

3 Hosken Reserve Refresh Project 55 mins -

4 Merri Creek Safety Audit 7 mins - 

Record of Meeting 
Date 10 May 2021 Meeting Councillor Briefing  

Meeting time 6.07pm 



5 Council Meeting Agenda 12 May 2021 49 mins -  

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees  

Councillors Cr Adam Pulford Cr Angelica Panopoulos 

 Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan, Mayor Cr Helen Davidson 

 Cr Helen Pavlidis Cr Oscar Yildiz  

 Cr Mark Riley Deputy Mayor Cr Milad El-Halabi 

 Cr James Conlan (leave of absence)  

 Cr Sue Bolton (apology) Cr Lambros Tapinos (absent) 

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Cathy Henderson, Chief Executive Officer 
Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures 
Anita Curnow, Director City Infrastructure 
Joseph Tabacco, Director Engagement & Partnerships 
Olivia Wright, Manager City Change 
David Santha, Acting Manager Roads, Fleet & Waste 
Dan, Unit Manager Waste Services 
Michaela Skett, Unit Manager Sustainable Communities 
Tammy Sherar, Towards Zero Waste Lead 
Kelly Barnes, Towards Zero Waste Program Lead 

External presenters/ participants 
(include organisation represented) 

Stephanie Gaylard, Facilitator 

 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

1 Kerbside Waste Reform Policy development 
workshop 

 -  

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures 

 

Record of Meeting 
Meeting Kerbside Waste Workshop  Date 18/05/2021 

Meeting time 6.00pm 



 
 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020. 

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees 

Councillors Cr Angelica Panopoulos 

Cr Helen Davidson (apology) 

Cr James Conlan  (apology) 

Cr Milad El-Halabi 

Cr Oscar Yildiz  (apology) 

Cr Adam Pulford 

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan Mayor 

Cr Helen Pavlidis (apology) 

Cr Lambros Tapinos 

Cr Mark Riley Deputy Mayor 

Cr Sue Bolton 

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

• Cathy Henderson, Chief Executive Officer
• Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation
• Arden Joseph, Director Community Development
• Kirsten Coster, Director City Futures
• Anita Curnow, Director City Infrastructure
• Joseph Tabacco, Director Engagement and Partnerships
• Sunny Haynes, Manager Property and Place
• Will Coogan, Place Manager Brunswick
• Robert Raiskums, Manager Information Technology
• Greg Gale, Manager Capital Works Planning and Delivery
• Barry Hahn, Manager Early Years and Youth
• Victoria Kapke, Unit Manager Strategy and Research
• Mike Collins, Principal Advisor Social and Affordable Housing
• Greg Rodwell, Manager Open Space and Environment
• Richard Tolliday, Acting Unit Manager Open Space Design

and Development

Record of Meeting 
Meeting Councillor Briefing Date 19/05/2021 

Meeting time 6.05pm 



External presenters/ participants 
(include organisation represented) 

NA 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

1 Outdoor Dining – ‘Love Moreland, Dine Local’ 17 mins -

2 CCTV Surveillance Policy 20 mins -

3 Road Management Plan 15 mins -

4 Children, Young People and Families Plan 17 mins 

5 Moreland Affordable Housing Project #1 37 mins - 

- 

- 6 Open Space Projects – Councillor and Community 
Engagement Process  

28 mins 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Sue Vujcevic, Director Business Transformation 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  
Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees  

Councillors Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan, Mayor Cr Adam Pulford 

 Cr Lambros Tapinos Cr Mark Riley 

 Cr Helen Davidson  

Apologies Cr Helen Pavlidis 
Cr Sue Bolton 
Cr Oscar Yildiz  

Cr Milad El-Halabi 
Cr Angelica Panopoulos 
Cr Conlan 

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Cathy Henderson – Chief Executive Officer 
Kirsten Coster – Director City Futures 
Narelle Jennings – Group Manager City Development 
Mark Hughes – Acting Unit Manager Urban Planning 
Vita Galante – Planning Coordinator 
Lauren Lees – Principal Urban Planner 
Kim Giaquinta – Unit Manager Strategic Planning 
Victoria Hart – Unit Manager Sustainable Built Environments 

External 
presenters/participants 
(include organisation 
represented) 

N/A 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting  

1 Planning Activity Report 2 mins -  
2 MPS/2020/515 - 57 Melville Road, Brunswick West 20 mins -  

3 MPS/2020/674 - 429 Albert Street, Brunswick 15 mins -  

4 ESD In planning – Vita Galante 20 mins -  

5 Zero Carbon in the Planning Scheme – Kim 
Giaquinta 

10 mins -  

 

Record of Meeting 
Meeting Planning Briefing   Date 25/05/2021 

Meeting time 6.00pm 



6 2-6 Ballarat Street, Brunswick – Vita Galante 15 mins -  
7 Bunnings Update – Mark Hughes 1 min -  

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record: Narelle Jennings, Group Manager City Development 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

This Record is kept in accordance with the Governance Rules adopted by Council on 12 August 2020.  

Rule 10.1 provides that a record of the matters discussed at meetings organised or hosted by Moreland 
that involve Councillors and Council staff will be kept. The record will include the attendees at the meeting, 
including the organisation(s) represented by external presenters, the title of matters discussed and 
whether a person with a conflict of interest left the meeting. 

Attendees  

Councillors Cr Mark Riley, Deputy Mayor Cr Sue Bolton 

 Cr Oscar Yildiz  

Apologies   

Council Staff 
(name and position) 

Mark Hughes Unit Manager Urban Planning 
Vita Galante Planning Coordinator 
Lauren Lees Principal Urban Planner 

External presenters/ 
participants 

21 Objectors to Planning Application MPS/2020/737 
Planning Permit Applicant – Mirvac, 3 representatives 
Millieu – 1 representative 

Fieldwork – 3 representatives 

Planning Permit Applicant Representative - Planning Property Partners, 2 
representatives 

 

Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

Objections to Planning Application 
MPS/2020/674 

 -  

1 Building height, scale, massing, visual bulk    

2 Overdevelopment    

3 Car parking reduction and traffic generation 
and safety to road network 

   

4 Impact on infrastructure including parkland    

 

Record of Meeting 
Meeting  Planning and Information Discussion Meeting 
Date  31/05/2021 

Meeting time  6pm – 7.25pm 



Items discussed Duration of 
discussion 
(minutes) 

Conflict disclosed by Left 
meeting 

Objections to Planning Application 
MPS/2020/674 

 -  

5 Impact on commercial properties at 413, 417 
and 423 Albert Street (crossover location and 
building setbacks) 

   

6 Overshadowing to parkland and impact to 
birdlife 

   

7 Materials and colour palette    

8 Location of development in the middle of the 
central Brunswick parklands 

   

9 The build to rent model – long term rental by 
applicant (Mirvac) 

   

10 Not in an activity centre location – in minimal 
change area 

   

11 Setting a precedent    

Permit applicant representative    

12 Response by permit applicant to queries and 
detail of the proposal 

15 mins   

 

Name and title of Council officer completing record:  Lauren Lees Principal Urban Planner 



 
Doc. No. D21/217363 
Enq: Greg Rodwell 
Tel:  

Ms Misbah Ishtiaq 
  

 
 
Dear Ms Ishtiaq 
 
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME ON NOTICE RESPONSE FROM MAY 2021 COUNCIL MEETING 

 
I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

• Question 1 – Charles Mutton Reserve Playground 
Regarding Mutton Reserve Fawkner. In council plans they are going to move adventure 
play area. Do that area has capacity to accommodate more than 20 families every day in 
summer. We use this park everyday even existing area doesn't accommodate all the 
kids. 

• Question 2 – Charles Mutton Reserve Playground 
We want an upgrade to Mutton Reserve adventure area. It is 20 years old and doesn't 
fulfil kids need. All the swings are rusty you don't want to touch them, not enough play 
equipment and not enough space to accommodate all kids. It is in miserable state. we 
strongly ask Moreland council to upgrade play area and don't move it to different 
location instead extend this area. We need this park as this is only entertainment for our 
kids. 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  I have 
provided responses to your questions below. 

Charles Mutton Reserve playground is currently classed as a Small Local Park in Council’s 
Play Strategy.  When the Open Space Strategy is upgraded next year, Council officers will 
also review the classifications of parks where usage levels have changed. 

At the 12 May Council meeting, Councillors voted to accept a motion raised by Cr Bolton to 
bring forward of the upgrade of the playground at this location, to be reflected in the draft 
budget released for public exhibition.  This would represent $100,000 in 2021-2022 and a 
further $60,000 in 2022-2023. 

Should the playground upgrade be funded in the final budget (which is to be decided by 
Council at its special budget meeting on 24 June) Council officers will undertake 
engagement about the upgrade using engagement approaches that meet community needs 



on the playground, allowing interested parties to take part.  The engagement will provide 
information on the usage of the playground and the preferred arrangements for supervising 
adults.  This will also help Council officers determine whether the location of the playground 
should be changed, as originally anticipated in the Charles Mutton Reserve Precinct Plan, or 
kept where it is, as well as determining the type of playground equipment that is 
appropriate for this location. 

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact Greg Rodwell, Manager Open Space and Environment on 

. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 
 
 
31/ 5 /  2021 
 



 
Doc. No. D21/217416 
Enq: Greg Gale 
Tel:  

Ms Stephanie Lavau 
  

 
 
Dear Ms Lavau 
 
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME ON NOTICE RESPONSE FROM MAY 2021 COUNCIL MEETING 

 
I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

 Question 1 – Stormwater drainage - Barry and Collier Streets, Brunswick 
Is Council committed to implementing a permanent solution to the stormwater flooding 
issue on Barry St Brunswick, and preventing further damage to cars and property, 
dangerous road conditions for all road users, and the health risk of exposure to 
blackwater 

 Question 2 - Stormwater drainage - Barry and Collier Streets, Brunswick 
Last weekend we collected 42 signatures from residents of Barry St and other users of 
this street. This frequent and severe flooding issue affects residents of Barry and nearby 
streets, but also the broader community of Moreland. Barry St is a popular route for: 
families, runners and dog walkers heading for Temple or Gilpin Parks; for people 
heading to the activity zone along Union St; and for cyclists using this well-frequented 
Brunswick north-south route. I have documented five over the curb floods in the south-
eastern section of Barry St in the past 18 months, with residents managing to clear the 
pit inlet on three of these occasions to prevent property and vehicle damage. I am 
grateful to the street cleaning crew for their frequent visits in response to our reports of 
the build-up of needles blocking the stormwater pit inlet. However, street sweeping is 
not the answer. As also expressed in the statements by other local residents, I look 
forward to a commitment from council for the redesign of the stormwater system in a 
way that is sensitive to the various uses and values of this streetscape 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  I provide 
you with the following response addressing both of your questions. 

Council first identified this issue following a flooding event some 18 months ago.  Inspection 
and subsequent cleaning of the Council drainage system has meant that our drainage 
assets are operating at close to their designed capacity.  However, on 4 May a further rain 
event caused flooding despite these day to day maintenance works. 
  
However, it is recognised that there are still two constraints to the operation of the drainage 
system affecting these streets: 



• The ability of water to get into the drains when there is debris covering drainage 
inlets.  As you note, Council’s street cleansing team undertakes street sweeping in 
these streets regularly. 

• As you point out, capacity constraints in this part of the system that mean even if 
everything to that point is working perfectly, there will be some water that finds its 
way overland along roads and low-lying areas.   

 
This was identified in the flood extent mapping that Council undertook in recent years and 
has now been designated under the Building Regulations (2018) to protect future 
developments from significant flooding events.   
 
To address capacity issues within Council’s control, the draft budget for 2021-22 has made 
provision in the Capital Works Program for $680,000 to upgrade the drainage system in 
Barry and surrounding streets.  (See page 47 of 103 in the draft Budget forming 
Attachment 1 of the Council Report item 7.2).  The detailed scoping of this work is yet to be 
done, and those affected by the works will be consulted in the next 3 to 6 months in order 
to ensure local insights are considered in the design.  Once these works are complete, we 
anticipate that the flooding impact of a one-in-ten-year rain event will be reduced in this 
area, although until upgrades occur to the drainage network downstream, including the 
Melbourne Water drainage system, there is still a risk of this occurring. 
 
I trust this answers your question however, if you require any further information, please 
don’t hesitate to contact Greg Gale, Manager Capital Works Planning and Delivery on 

 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Anita Curnow 
DIRECTOR CITY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
 01/06/2021 
 



 
Doc. No. D21/217383 
Enq: Greg Gale 
Tel:  

Ms Miriam Cahir 
  

 
 
Dear Ms Cahir 
 
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME ON NOTICE RESPONSE FROM MAY 2021 COUNCIL MEETING 

 
I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

• Question - Stormwater drainage - Barry and Collier Streets, Brunswick 
I live on Barry St and my property was flooded on 4 May, causing damage to the 
ground floor and walls, and incurring unwanted personal expense by way of 
insurance premiums. I lodged a report and a complaint (ref 1030350) but no contact 
from Moreland has been made to me yet. This will happen again and again unless 
some major rectifications to the storm water drains, street and trees are made. I have 
since heard that Moreland City Council actually has a solution at the ready.  
When will Moreland be able to communicate this solution to affected residents 
(ratepayers) and commence deployment of the necessary works? Otherwise we will 
keep getting flooded, risk our health with unsanitary water and our premiums will 
keep going up. 
 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation. 

Council first identified this issue following a flooding event some 18 months ago.  Inspection 
and subsequent cleaning of the Council drainage system has meant that our drainage 
assets are operating at close to their designed capacity.  However, on 4 May 2021, a further 
rain event caused flooding despite these day to day maintenance works. 

However, it is recognised that there are still two constraints to the operation of the drainage 
system affecting these streets: 

• The ability of water to get into the drains when there is debris covering drainage 
inlets.  To address this, Council’s street cleansing team undertakes street sweeping 
in these streets every 4 weeks. 



• Capacity constraints in this part of the system that mean even if everything to that 
point is working perfectly, there will be some water that finds its way overland along 
roads and low-lying areas.   

This was identified in the flood extent mapping that Council undertook in recent years and 
has now been designated under the Building Regulations (2018) to protect future 
developments from significant flooding events.   

To address capacity issues within Council’s control, the draft budget for 2021-22 has made 
provision in the Capital Works Program for $680,000 to upgrade the drainage system in 
Barry and surrounding streets.  (See page 47 of 103 in the draft Budget forming 
Attachment 1 of the Council Report item 7.2).  The detailed scoping of this work is yet to be 
done, and those affected by the works will be consulted in the next 3 to 6 months in order 
to ensure local insights are considered in the design.  Once these works are complete, we 
anticipate that the flooding impact of a one-in-ten-year rain event will be reduced in this 
area, although until upgrades occur to the drainage network downstream, including the 
Melbourne Water drainage system, there is still a risk of this occurring. 

I will ensure that you receive a response to your customer enquiry as soon as possible, if this 
has not already occurred. 

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact myself or Greg Gale, Manager Capital Works Planning and Delivery 
on  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 
 
 
31/5 /  2021 
 



 
Doc. No. D21/206025 
Enq: Olivia Wright 
Tel:  

Angus Ibbott 
 

Dear Mr Ibbott 

Community Questions from May 2021 Council Meeting 

I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, which 
also related to the Notice of Motion For a Safer Nicholson St/Albion St Bend, Brunswick East.  
Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation. 

Question 1  

• Why has Council built a bike and pedestrian path in Jones Park that leads straight onto 
the most dangerous part of the Nicholson Street Bend and with no safe or accessible 
crossing? 

Question 2  

• I have lived on this street for over 15 years and walked my children to and from school. 
There are daily near misses. Our kids have witnessed car crashing into footpaths, 
electricity poles, into the park and into houses and the trees including right outside their 
school. Cars have flipped upside down and impaled themselves into the barriers and 
into gates. We are used to the sirens of fire, police and ambulance and neighbours 
running onto the street in their pyjamas to make sure that no-one has been injured. Our 
friends/neighbours children were millimetres from injury or worse when a car ran off the 
road and onto the footpath and into a house. They were just walking to school. It should 
not take a headline (like the one in South Melbourne this week) saying that someone 
has died walking to school to get the Council to act. Passing the buck to VicRoads or 
the State Government is not good enough. We pay our rates and we belong to this 
community and Council needs to do more than just write letters of concern. You have 
responsibility to act in the interests of the safety of the school community, park users, 
the residents on the street and pedestrians who walk our streets to catch the tram or 
visit CERE’s. You can address the footpaths (that is your responsibility), you can call and 
urgent meeting with the Minister about the safety concerns and near misses and you 
can call a community meeting to deal with residents’ fears. 

Jones Park has multiple access points for pedestrians and cyclists including at the intersection 
of Albion Street and Nicholson Street. With the exception of the new path that becomes the 



timber walkway over the wetlands, all other paths and entry points have been in place for at 
least 20 years with no changes. In light of the accidents Council officers will look further into 
this access point to the park.  Consideration to the access at this location that may be needed 
to the stormwater harvesting system for maintenance will also need to be taken into account. 

In response to your second question the operation of Nicholson Street and Albion Street here is 
the responsibility of the Department of Transport (formerly VicRoads) and the crashes that 
have occurred are to do with the operation of the road. The Department of Transport are 
responsible for the road between kerb to kerb as well as ancillary infrastructure for the 
operation of the road such as signage and guard rails. 

Whilst Council has no jurisdiction here, officers are in regular contact with counterparts at 
Department of Transport to advocate for safety improvements.   Through this advocacy while 
some improvements such as reduced speed and line marking have been made, clearly further 
changes are needed from the State government. 

At our meeting where you asked this question, Council resolved to request an urgent meeting 
with the Minister to seek a State solution to the significant safety issues as the Nicholson and 
Albion Street, Brunswick East bend including the investigation into possible solutions such as: 

a) Reinstatement of a guard rail along the edge of the footpath to protect pedestrians 
and property 

b) Installation of traffic calming devices such as speed humps 
c) Road design improvements such as possible conversion to a t-intersection and 

removal of large trucks 
d) Creating a safe and accessible crossing from the Jones Park pedestrian bike path 

across Albion Street and installing a sign to indicate to motorists that this is a spot 
where large numbers of children cross 

e) Install a safe crossing on the Stewart and Nicholson Street intersection and consider 
shifting the current school crossing to the Stewart and Nicholson Street intersection 

I have sent this letter to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, Hon. Ben Carroll MP and look 
forward to his reply.   

I trust this answers your questions, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact myself or Olivia Wright, Manager City Change at 
owright@moreland.vic.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 

  25/05/2021 



 
Doc. No. D21/206010 
Enq: Olivia Wright 
Tel:  

Jane Holroyd 
 

Dear Ms Holroyd 

Community Questions from May 2021 Council Meeting 

Thank you for your contribution to question time at Council’s meeting 12 May 2021.  It is 
acknowledged that the e-scooter trial raises a number of potential issues which will need to be 
interrogated closely throughout any trial in participating Councils.   

In relation to your question regarding where e-scooters would be used in Moreland, should 
Moreland be selected as a trial area by the state government, further clarification has been 
provided which is contrary to the advice that I provided at the meeting which I write to bring to 
your attention.  Councillors have also been alerted to this clarification. 

The draft regulations provided by the Department of Transport (DoT) will in fact enable e-
scooters to be ridden on roads with speed limits up to and including 50km/h, bicycle lanes, 
bicycle paths and shared paths. I reconfirm however that they will not be allowed on footpaths.   

In effect this means that, under these regulations and within the trial areas, e-scooters would be 
able to be ridden only where bicycles (including e-bikes) can able to be ridden.  

As I advised the draft regulations state that the maximum speed limit for e-scooters would be 
20km/h and strict penalties will apply. The penalty for exceeding this limit is proposed to be 3 
penalty units ($495.66) which is greater than the penalty for a car driver exceeding the speed 
limit by 25-29km/h. 

As you are no doubt aware bicycles and e-bicycles, even though they must give way to 
pedestrians on shared paths, are capable of being ridden much faster than 20km/h and do not 
have a speed limit on shared paths.  The intent of the e-scooter speed regulations is to manage 
the potential issue of speed at the outset and with them in place, at this stage the use of e-
scooters on shared paths is not considered likely to represent a greater hazard to pedestrians 
than riding bicycles. 

I trust this information provides you with more clarity, however if you require any further 
information, please do not hesitate to contact myself or Olivia Wright on  or 
owright@moreland.vic.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Kirsten Coster 
DIRECTOR CITY FUTURES 

21/05/2021 



 
Doc. No. D21/217396 
Enq: Greg Rodwell 
Tel:  

Ms Hira Salman 
  

 
 
Dear Ms Salman 
 
PUBLIC QUESTION TIME ON NOTICE RESPONSE FROM MAY 2021 COUNCIL MEETING 

 
I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

• Question 1 – Charles Mutton Reserve Playground 
Last summer, 90% of the people using the adventure playground between 6pm and 
9pm were women and their kids, with up to 80% of them belonging to the Pakistani 
Muslim community. By relocating the playground to the other side of the park, close to 
the football field - a male dominated sport, has Moreland Council considered the comfort 
and need for a feeling of safety of the female community using the playground? 

• Question 2 – Charles Mutton Reserve Playground 
With the skyrocketing prices of Fawkner Land value, how is Moreland catering to the 
upgradation of amenities around it catering to the people buying land over there? 
If I buy land, I would want the area should accommodate the need and quality of 
amenities around. Since with growing number of townhouses increasing the population 
of the area. So does the playgrounds need to be big and having variety of equipment to 
cater the different age group coming to the play area. 
 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  I provide 
responses to your questions below. 

At the 12 May Council meeting, Councillors voted to accept a motion raised by Cr Bolton to 
bring forward of the upgrade of the playground at this location, to be reflected in the draft 
budget released for public exhibition.  This would represent $100,000 in 2021-22 and a 
further $60,000 in 2022-23. 

Should the playground upgrade be funded in the final budget (which is to be decided by 
Council at its special budget meeting on 24 June) Council officers will undertake 
engagement about the upgrade using engagement approaches that meet community needs 
on the playground, allowing interested parties to take part.  The engagement will provide 



information on the usage of the playground and the preferred arrangements for supervising 
adults.  This will also help Council officers determine whether the location of the playground 
should be changed, as originally anticipated in the Charles Mutton Reserve Precinct Plan, or 
kept where it is, as well as determining the type of playground equipment that is 
appropriate for this location. 

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact Greg Rodwell, Manager Open Space and Environment on 

. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 
 
 
31/5/ 2021 
 



 
Doc. No. D21/217399 
Enq: Greg Gale  
Tel:    

Mr Lewis Tuck 
  

 
 
Dear Mr Tuck 
 
Public Question Time on Notice Response from May 2021 Council Meeting 

 
I write to you in response to your question submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

  Fawkner parks and leisure budget 
Strong community perception is that Fawkner community has been neglected by 
Moreland City Council in its budgets, strategies and policies for far too long and that this 
is happening again in Moreland's Aquatic and Leisure Management Strategy 2018-38 
and associated budget– if this is not the case, prove it to us. 
 
What projects you have funded in Fawkner under the Parks and Leisure budget and the 
Capital works budget in the past 15 years and what was their total cost? 
What is the total Parks and Leisure budget and the Capital Works budget that Moreland 
City Council has spent in the past 15 years? 
 
What percentage of the total budget has been spent on Fawkner in the past 15 years?? 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  I provide 
you with the following answer to your question. 

Projects funded through Council’s Capital Works Program are identified through a range of 
inputs, such as strategies, service plans, master plans or asset condition assessments, and 
prioritised based on need rather than by location or suburb. 

As Council does not divide its budget by suburb, I am unable to provide you with the detail 
in the form you requested.  However, I can highlight numerous projects in recent times 
where Council has made significant investment in the Fawkner area.  These include: 

 Pavilion and grandstand construction in 2015 at CB Smith Reserve ($6.4M), 

 Fawkner synthetic pitch construction in 2010 ($1.1M) and its recent refurbishment 
in 2019 ($650k),  

 Fawkner Library refurbishment in 2016 ($450k) 



 CB Smith skate park in 2011 ($210k) 

 Bonwick Street shopping strip upgrade in 2019 ($2M) 

 Netball courts in Charles Mutton Reserve in 2017 ($790k) and refurbishment of the 
adjacent pavilion ($400k) 

 Stormwater harvesting project at Charles Mutton Reserve in 2014 ($1M) 

 Drainage upgrade in Somerlayton Crescent, Fawkner in 2018 ($950k) 

 Various upgrades and refurbishments to the Fawkner Leisure Centre (+$2M) 

As outlined in Moreland's Aquatic and Leisure Management Strategy 2018-38, Council has 
also recently commenced planning of a significant upgrade of the Fawkner Leisure Centre, 
with works expected to occur over 2023 to 2025. Council is investing approximately 
$20 million into the Fawkner Leisure Centre in coming years, which will be one of Council’s 
largest individual projects, and one that the Fawkner community can be proud of. 

I trust this answers your question however, if you require any further information, please 
don’t hesitate to contact myself or Greg Gale, Manager Capital Works Planning and Delivery 
on . 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
ANITA CURNOW 
DIRECTOR CITY INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
    /    / 2021 01  06



 
Doc. No. D21/206000 
Enq: Olivia Wright 
Tel:  

Caterina Cinanni 
 

Dear Ms Cinanni 

Community Questions from May 2021 Council Meeting 

I write to you in response to your question submitted to the 12 May Council meeting which 
also related to the Notice of Motion For a Safer Nicholson St/Albion St Bend, Brunswick 
East.  Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation. 

Question   

• Local residents living near last week’s truck accident in Southbank which injured 5 
pedestrians, had complained numerous times about near misses and traffic 
mounting the footpath. Residents have independently recorded over 60 serious 
accidents on the Nicholson street Bend that have involved cars mounting the 
footpath, knocking down poles and crashing into Jones Park and residents houses. 
What is the Councils internal processes for prioritising hazardous intersections and 
roads? How does Council record near misses and how many near misses and 
incidents are required to determine urgent upgrades for a road? What is the Councils 
internal trigger that escalates a footpath or road into a priority list for improvement? 
In addition to writing letters to DOT, what other practical measures has Council 
taken to address the safety risks on the Nicholson Bend? 

In response to your question, Council prioritises traffic management on our roads based on 
a number of factors including speed, volume, reported crashes, abutting land uses amongst 
others. Any crash requiring medical attention is required to be reported to the Victoria Police 
and information from that gets recorded on the Department of Transport (DoT) crash 
website which is available to everyone.   

There is no formal way to report “near misses” and this is not captured by the Police or DoT, 
but Council has setup a reporting page on its website where members of the public can 
report non-injury crashes and/or near misses - Vehicle accidents (moreland.vic.gov.au).  
This data along with the other factors is collected by Council officers to help to prioritise 
works on Council owned and managed roads and to advocate for works on State owned 
and managed roads. The DoT use similar methodology to prioritise it’s works program. 

https://www.moreland.vic.gov.au/parking-roads/road-safety/vehicle-crashes/


Whilst Council has no jurisdiction on this road, officers are in regular contact with their 
counterparts at the DoT to advocate for improved safety for all road users. Council officers 
have regularly discussed safety at Nicholson St / Albion St with DoT officers and some 
improvement works have occurred over time including reduced speed limit and linemarking 
works. Clearly further changes are required from the State government. 

At our meeting Council resolved to request an urgent meeting with the Minister for Roads 
and Road Safety to seek a State solution to the significant safety issues as the Nicholson 
and Albion Street, Brunswick East bend including the investigation into possible solutions 
such as: 

a) Reinstatement of a guard rail along the edge of the footpath to protect 
pedestrians and property 

b) Installation of traffic calming devices such as speed humps 
c) Road design improvements such as possible conversion to a t-intersection and 

removal of large trucks 
d) Creating a safe and accessible crossing from the Jones Park pedestrian bike 

path across Albion Street and installing a sign to indicate to motorists that this is 
a spot where large numbers of children cross 

e) Install a safe crossing on the Stewart and Nicholson Street intersection and 
consider shifting the current school crossing to the Stewart and Nicholson 
Street intersection 

I have sent this letter to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, Hon. Ben Carroll MP and 
look forward to his reply.   

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact myself or Olivia Wright, Manager City Change at 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 

 

25/05/2021 



 
Doc. No. D21/217343 
Enq: Greg Rodwell 
Tel:  

Ms Marria Noorani 
  

 
 
Dear Ms Marria 
 
Public Question Time on Notice Response from May 2021 Council Meeting 

 
I write to you in response to your questions submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as 
follows: 

• Question (regarding Charles Mutton Reserve playground) 
With regards to the upgrade of the adventure playground - I was curious whether there 
is possibly another site possible for relocation, I am not comfortable with the idea of 
having the playground so close to the public toilets, as well as being very close to the 
road. 

 
Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  Please find 
below the response to your question. 

Answer to Question  

At the 12 May Council meeting, Councillors voted to accept a motion raised by Cr Bolton to 
bring forward of the upgrade of the playground at this location, to be reflected in the draft 
budget released for public exhibition.  This would represent $100,000 in 2021-2022 and a 
further $60,000 in 2022-2023. 

Should the playground upgrade be funded in the final budget (which is to be decided by 
Council at its special budget meeting on 24 June) Council officers will undertake 
engagement about the upgrade using engagement approaches that meet community needs 
on the playground, allowing interested parties to take part.  I appreciate your feedback that 
the existing location may be preferable for a large number of users, and this will be taken 
into account.  The engagement will provide information on the usage of the playground and 
the preferred arrangements for supervising adults.  This will also help Council officers 
determine whether the location of the playground should be changed, as originally 
anticipated in the Charles Mutton Reserve Precinct Plan, or kept where it is in line with your 
suggestion.  What we discover through the engagement will also help in determining the 
type of playground equipment that is appropriate for this location.  



I trust this answers your question however, if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact Greg Rodwell, Manager Open Space and Environment on 

 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 
 
 
31/ 5 / 2021 
 



Doc. No. D21/206027 
Enq: Olivia Wright 
Tel: 

Rod Callander 

Dear Mr Callander 

Community Questions from May 2021 Council Meeting 

Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation.  I write to you in 
response to your question submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, as follows: 

Question: 

There are two shared cycling paths constructed by the Moreland Council that have 
never been properly completed with appropriate signage and line markings, namely: 

(i) the path on the south side of Hilton St between West St and Widford St,
constructed over ten years ago, and

(ii) the path on the north side of O'Hea St between Irvine St and Dale Ave,
constructed about four years ago,

Both of these paths are on the State Government’s principal bike network. 

Can the Moreland Council place signage and line markings on both of these shared 
cycling paths to improve safety for both cyclists and pedestrians? 

A Council Officer has inspected the sites and noted that while both paths are wide enough to 
support a shared path, there are multiple blind corners at driveways to properties that could be 
a risk for cyclists.  For this reason an independent Road Safety Audit (RSA) at both locations 
will be undertaken to determine the suitability of your suggested improvements.  

Once the audit is complete, if the risk and costs are low, the works can be undertaken within 
Council’s operational budget noting that consultation may also need to occur once Council has 
a better understanding of the project. This will allow the community to provide feedback and 
reduce the risk of a crash occurring on the path.  

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do not 
hesitate to contact myself or Olivia Wright on owright@moreland.vic.gov.au or by calling  

Yours sincerely 

Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 

25/05/2021



 
Doc. No D21/209006 
Enq: Olivia Wright 

Chris Ennis 
  

 

Dear Mr Ennis 

Community Questions from May 2021 Council Meeting 

I write to you in response to your question submitted to the 12 May Council meeting, which 
also related to the Notice of Motion Nicholson St/Albion St Bend, Brunswick East, Road 
Safety. Thank you for your interest in community engagement and public participation. 

Question   

• If the State Government continues to ignore residents' calls for action, as it has done, 
what is the City of Moreland going to do to protect pedestrians, residents and 
properties on the Nicholson/Albion corner from car accidents? 

Council recognises the ongoing road safety issues at this location and whilst Council has no 
jurisdiction here, officers are in regular contact with their counterparts at the Department of 
Transport to advocate for improved safety for all road users. Council officers have regularly 
discussed safety at Nicholson St / Albion St with DoT officers and while some improvement 
works have occurred over time including reduced speed limit and linemarking works, it is 
evident that further changes are required.  

At our meeting Council resolved to request an urgent meeting with the Minister for Roads 
and Road Safety to seek a State solution to the significant safety issues as the Nicholson and 
Albion Street, Brunswick East bend including the investigation into possible solutions such as: 

a) Reinstatement of a guard rail along the edge of the footpath to protect 
pedestrians and property 

b) Installation of traffic calming devices such as speed humps 
c) Road design improvements such as possible conversion to a t-intersection and 

removal of large trucks 
d) Creating a safe and accessible crossing from the Jones Park pedestrian bike path 

across Albion Street and installing a sign to indicate to motorists that this is a spot 
where large numbers of children cross 



e) Install a safe crossing on the Stewart and Nicholson Street intersection and 
consider shifting the current school crossing to the Stewart and Nicholson Street 
intersection 

I have sent this letter to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, Hon. Ben Carroll MP and 
look forward to his reply.   

I trust this answers your question, however if you require any further information, please do 
not hesitate to contact myself or Olivia Wright, Manager City Change at 
owright@moreland.vic.gov.au.  

Yours sincerely 

 

 
Cr Annalivia Carli Hannan 
MAYOR 

 

 25/05/2021 

mailto:owright@moreland.vic.gov.au


Environmental Sustainability Annual Achievements 
Report (2020/21)  
 

Executive Summary 

This report outlines the key achievements in 2020/21 across the following key sustainability 
strategy areas (excluding transport) for which the City Change Branch is custodian:  

 Zero Carbon Moreland (ZCM) Climate Emergency Action Plan  

 Waste and Litter Strategy (W&LS) 

 Integrated Water Management (IWM) Strategy / Action Plan  

 Sustainable design in new developments through the planning process and Council’s 
building projects team  

 Urban Heat Island Effect (UHIE) Action Plan. 

Key sustainability achievements for the 2020/21 financial year include: 

 Establishment of a dedicated team to lead coordination and implementation of the 
Zero Carbon Moreland Climate Emergency Action Plan, significantly boosting 
Council’s capacity to engage internally and with the community on climate action. 

 Launch of a new Zero Carbon Moreland website, monthly Eco e-newsletter and 
Community Skills for Climate Action workshop series.  

 Design and establishment of a grants program to provide support to low income / 
CALD homeowners through the process of installing solar PV or upgrading their 
home thermal efficiency, at no or low out-of-pocket costs.   

 Extensive planning and community engagement on Kerbside Waste Reform, 
responding to Council’s zero carbon and zero waste goals as well as State 
Government policy directions.  

 Completion of the construction of the City Oval Stormwater Harvesting Project. This 
system saves approximately 12 megalitres of drinking water per annum, $35,000 per 
year in irrigation costs and reduces stormwater pollutants entering Merri Creek and 
Port Phillip Bay. 

 Over 1,239 Environmentally Sustainable Development (ESD) planning permit 
referrals and related tasks (in the financial year to 4 May 2021) assessed against 
best practice sustainable design standards, as defined in the ESD Local Planning 
Policy of the Moreland Planning Scheme (Clause 15.02-1L). 

 A reduction of Council’s corporate carbon emissions of 69% compared to the 2011 
baseline year, in large part due to the purchase of electricity from the Crowlands 
Wind Farm (through the Melbourne Renewable Energy Project). 

 Over 1,000 re-charging sessions in April 2021 at the 100% renewably powered 
Brunswick Electric Vehicle Hub, the busiest public EV charging hub on the Chargefox 
Australian network. 

Additionally, the Sustainable Communities and Sustainable Build Environment units 
recruited 11 people (including several local residents) on six-month contracts through the 
Victorian Government’s funded Working for Victoria program, responding to the Covid-19 
pandemic. These talented and enthusiastic staff contributed greatly to the depth and 
range of sustainability outcomes delivered on behalf of the Moreland community. 



Policy Context 

These related environmental strategy and policy areas (ZCM, W&LS, IWM, Sustainable 
design in new developments and UHIE) contribute to achieving the Vision and Strategic 
Objectives of the Council Plan 2017 – 2021.  

In particular, implementation aligns with the Council Plan Strategic Objective 2 ‘Progressive 
City’ under the following key priorities:  

 Enhance liveability, affordability and sustainability by guiding growth, and excellence in 
urban design and development. 

 Enhance the environmental outcomes of Council waste services and increase the 
communities’ awareness/participation in environmental initiatives to reduce waste to 
landfill. 

 
The Moreland Council Action Plan 2020-21 includes the following relevant CAP actions: 

 CAP 33 - Water Map: Action 1: Progress delivery of stormwater harvesting and 
treatment systems for irrigation re-use. Action 2: Review and update Watermap 
targets, strategic directions and forward capital works schedule. 

 CAP 37 - Urban Heat Island Action Plan: Action 1: Coordinate the implementation of 
the Urban Heat Island Effect Action Plan 2016/17 – 2025/26. This includes Water 
Sensitive Urban Design, stormwater harvesting and tree planting initiatives.  

 CAP 52 - Zero Carbon Moreland: Action 1. Progress actions for the Zero Carbon 
Moreland (ZCM) Climate Emergency Action Plan; Action 2. Complete capital 
initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from Council operations and leased 
facilities, arising from fossil fuel use (gas, petrol, diesel) 

 CAP 59 - Waste: Action 1. Progress actions for the Waste and Litter Strategy action 
plan and to reduce reliance on single use plastic; Action 2. Engage with 
stakeholders, community and Victorian Government to develop a new waste services 
and charges policy.   

 

2020/21 Environmental Sustainability Achievements Summary 

Zero Carbon Moreland (ZCM)  

This is the first year of implementation for the ZCM Climate Emergency Action Plan (2020 – 
2025). It is the first time that Council has established dedicated in-house staffing to deliver 
on the ZCM 2040 Framework and 5-year Action Plan (note: strategy delivery was previously 
outsourced to Australian Energy Foundation, formerly Moreland Energy Foundation). While 
delayed by the Covid-19 pandemic, recruitment for three new dedicated positions was 
completed by August 2020 and an additional two project officers began in February 2021.  

The following are key ZCM achievements for the year to date, grouped to align with strategic 
directions in the 5-year Action Plan.    

Community mobilisation and campaigning for climate emergency response:  

 Development and launch of new Zero Carbon Moreland website 
(morelandzerocarbon.org.au) and monthly e-newsletter (2314 subscribers). 

 Held online Youth Climate Workshop in November 2020 and face-to-face workshop 
in early May 2021 in collaboration with CERES, working to develop a student climate 
leadership network. 

 In collaboration with Yarra and Darebin Councils, developed and started the 
Community Skills for Climate Action program, aiming to grow a broader movement of 



diverse groups and individuals actively leading and engaged in climate action in our 
communities. 

 Promotion and selection of Denise Cauchi as successful inaugural Moreland Women’s 
Environment Leadership Community Scholarship. 

 Moreland hosted two advocacy workshops for Climate Emergency Australia (CEA) to 
develop a national advocacy strategy and advocacy toolkit.  

 Contributed to CEA letter to Prime Minister calling on the federal government to work 
with local governments as part of the national recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic, 
to build jobs and resilience to climate change. 

 Taking lead on collaborative communications campaign with NAGA and WAGA on 
residents going off gas to all-electric homes. Aim to raise awareness that electric 
appliances are cheaper, healthier and better for the environment option than gas. 

 In collaboration with seven councils, holding the North West Communities for Climate 
Action online conference on 4 – 5 June as part of World Environment Day. 

 Developed and launched the Ride & Stride pilot program with Brunswick East Primary 
School and Coburg North Primary School. The program is designed to get more of 
Moreland’s children and families travelling actively, creating healthier and happier 
people and places in Moreland. 

 Held Australia’s first Open Streets trial where students at Brunswick East Primary 
School arrived by foot, bike, scooter or skateboard with a parts of Stewart street closed 
off during school drop off and pick up times.  

Energy transition:  

 For the first time, Council market-tested and contracted fee-for-service suppliers of 
over-the-phone energy advice (Australian Energy Foundation), energy efficiency 
assessments, quotes and installation services (Draught Busters), solar PV and battery 
assessments, quotes and installs (Solar Savers), as energy and solar advice, 
assessments, quotes and installs for businesses/organisations (EnviroGroup). See 
https://morelandzerocarbon.org.au/energy-switch/  

 In response to Covid-19, a grants program is enabling Council, with delivery partners 
at Draught Busters and Solar Savers, to offer additional targeted support to low income 
/ CALD homeowners to assist them through the process of installing solar PV or 
upgrading their homes thermal efficiency, at no or low out-of-pocket costs. While 
establishment of the grants program, and recruitment of households completing 
installs to date, has been impacted by Covid-19, momentum of assessments in building 
and installations are pending.  

 Council has continued to support and promote Environmental Upgrade Finance (EUF), 
a unique form of finance that offers businesses and commercial building owners to 
borrow money with very favourable terms, so they can upgrade their buildings to save 
on energy, water and waste. During 2020/21 Council entered into its seventh 
Environmental Upgrade Agreement (EUA) with the building owner (Terra Madre), and 
the financier, resulting in a 99kW solar installation. There are now 7 EUAs in Moreland, 
unlocking $655,765 worth of investment, seeing the installation of 413.5kW of solar 



that will generate 603 MWh of renewable energy, reduce emissions by 12,128 t-CO2e 
and save businesses $2.1M in operational costs over the life of these EUA projects.   

 According to State-supplied Renewable Energy Certificates (REC) data at April 2021 
(which can reflect up to a 12-month data lag), solar PV installations across Moreland 
totalled just over 35 MW (up from 27MW in April 2020). This is a substantial year-on-
year increase in installed solar capacity and puts Moreland well on track to achieve the 
ZCM Action Plan goal of doubling the amount of solar PV capacity across Moreland 
by 2025 (being 44MW up from 22MW at early 2019).  

 Of the approximately 35MW total solar PV capacity installed across Moreland, 
residential installations make up just over 25 MW (across an estimated 7749 or 11.6% 
of dwellings) and the balance being larger non-residential installations (across some 
351 non-residential buildings). Note: Since Clean Energy Regulator data does not 
distinguish between PV systems installed on residential and commercial buildings, for 
the purposes of their data, all PV systems greater or equal to 10kW are counted as 
'commercial' PV systems. 

 In partnership with Jesuit Social Services Ecological Justice Hub, Council is funding a 
pilot program to assist low income renters to make energy efficiency upgrades to their 
homes to be ‘ready for winter’. Evaluation of the pilot will inform a decision about its 
scalability. 

 Council has funded establishment of a Mike Hill Fellow at the Australian Energy 
Foundation, and the inaugural Fellow has commenced the first two pilots of the 
Moreland Energy Innovation Lab. 

 Council / corporate emissions:  

 Continued to support and expand Councill’s network of electric vehicle chargers, 
which consists of 16 chargers, 10 of which are public. The public network saw 
over 5,000 charging sessions in 2021/22.  

 Continued to maintain and expand Council’s portfolio of solar photovoltaic 
installations, which consists of 821 kW over 39 sites. New installations were 
carried out at Hosken Reserve (20kW) and initiated at Coburg Basketball Arena 
(60kW) and Coburg Velodrome (5kW).  

 Audited ‘watchman’ lights, floodlights owned by electricity distributors and paid 
for by Council. By upgrading some and removing others that are no longer 
needed, the project has estimated savings of $30k/year and 100tCO2e. 

 Commissioned report on moving Moreland aquatic centres off gas.   
 Identified approaches to further improve energy-efficiency at Brunswick Baths 

and Oak Park Aquatic and Leisure Centre, together responsible for 27% of 
Council’s corporate carbon footprint. 

 Maintained Council’s carbon neutral certification through Climate Active. 
 Advocated on behalf of our sustainability goals, including through a letter to the 

State Treasurer protesting their proposed electric vehicle tax, and a Council 
submission on Infrastructure Victoria’s draft 30-year infrastructure strategy.  
 

Climate Emergency (internal) integration:  

 Activities underway to integrate climate emergency into the policies, plans and 
strategies currently under development including the Health and Wellbeing Plan and 
Council Plan. 



 Online learning and workshops on climate risks and opportunities have been held with 
staff working in high priority Service Units. 

 An internal Climate Resilience Integration Board (CRIB) established to govern 
development of Council’s approach to climate risk, resilience and adaptation.  

 Work commenced on developing a strategic goal and framework for climate resilience 
integration.  

 Establishing Moreland in the How Well Are We Adapting? monitoring tool is underway. 

 Collaboration ongoing with other Councils, NAGA and DELWP to develop consistent 
approaches to climate emergency integration and leverage existing work programs. 

Waste and Litter Strategy 

Since adoption of the Waste and Litter Strategy in December 2018, of the 77 actions 
outlined in the action plan, 30 have been completed, 44 are in progress or ongoing. 

Last year the State Government released Recycling Victoria - A New Economy. This 10-year 
policy and action plan sets a new direction for waste management in Victoria, with an 
overarching goal to transition to a circular economy, ensuring material efficiency through 
repair, reuse and recycling. The key policy impacts on delivery of actions within Council’s 
waste strategy and services include: universal roll out of a kerbside FOGO service by 2030 
and a glass service by 2027; state-wide behaviour change/waste education program delivery 
and support for reuse/repair programs. 

Council’s resulting Kerbside Waste Reform project and draft Kerbside Waste Service and 
Charge Policy will be subject of a report to the July Council Meeting.   

During 2020/21 strategy implementation has progressed in all priority areas, as summarised 
below. 

Municipal food waste: 

 Targeted promotion saw the community continue to take up options to reduce the 
amount of food waste being sent to landfill. This included opting in to the Food and 
Garden Organics Service, with 74% of households now accessing the service, up 
from 70% in 2019/20.  

 Between July 2020 to March 2021, Council collected 10,399 tonnes of food and 
garden organics, a 20% increase on the amount collected for the same period last 
year. 

 Council facilitated free compost deliveries from Veolia, our organics processor, to 
community gardens across Moreland.  Over 30 cubic metres of compost was 
delivered to four community gardens in Spring 2020, with additional deliveries 
programmed for May 2021. 

 Council continued to partner with Compost Community to help households divert 
food waste from landfill through home composting, resulting in 177 orders being 
made for new compost bins, worm farms and bokashi bins between July 2020 and 
March 2021. 

 Implementation planning for the universal food and garden organics (FOGO) service 
has been rolled into the Kerbside Waste Reform project. Kerbside Waste Reform 
Stage 1 community consultation ran from 20 July to 21 August 2020. A strong 
community response was received with 436 survey responses. Targeted CALD 
engagement was undertaken to increase inclusivity. Social research to inform policy 
development was also completed.   



 Stage 2 community consultation ran from 4 February to 14 March 2021. Community 
feedback on a range of service options was sought via surveys, quick polls, 
workshop discussions, phone drop-in sessions and email. Over 1000 survey 
responses were received and 6 focused workshops held with target cohorts. 
Reporting and draft policy development is underway. 

Avoiding waste and increasing resource recovery: 

 Council’s Bin Inspection Program (BIP) was reviewed in 2020 with additional data 
collection requirements added to the program. In addition, repeat bin inspections 
were added to evaluate whether household behaviour changed as a result of the first 
inspection. The BIP is now also monitoring the issue of overfilled bins to assist with 
further education for residents and drivers. Covid-19 restrictions meant BIP 
inspections could not resume until November 2020. Staff employed through the State 
Government’s Working for Victoria conducted inspections from Nov 2020 to Feb 
2021. During this time 2,275 recycling bins and 1,253 FOGO bins were inspected for 
contamination and 2,062 garbage bins were inspected for resource loss. Headline 
findings were that 50% of recycling bins and 14% of FOGO bins contained 
contaminants, and 28% of garbage bins contained resources that could have been 
recycled. Detailed BIP findings are informing Council’s waste education and signage 
programs.  

 The Recycling Stations at Council’s 3 Customer Service Centres were expanded to 
accept digital cameras, pens/highlighters and markers, and VHS and tape cassettes 
at Coburg. Access to the recycling stations in 2020 was severely impacted by Covid-
19 restrictions. In the months when residents were able to access the recycling 
stations 406 kgs of household batteries, 248kgs of florescent tubes and globes and 
371kgs of mobile phones and digital cameras have been collected and diverted from 
landfill.  

 In partnership with Activ Group, Council launched the EcoActiv Digital Platform in 
July 2020. The online service is designed to supplement hard waste collections and 
increase the diversion of materials from landfill, it provides a convenient service for 
the home collection of unwanted household items. Due to Covid-19 restrictions 
during the year, the service was only able to operate sporadically, resulting in limited 
marketing. However, despite this, a total of 84 bookings were made between July 
2020 and March 2021, the highest proportion of which were for furniture (62%), 
followed by textiles / apparel (12.5%).  

 Procurement is in progress to complete a Waste Audit of Council’s three kerbside 
waste streams, which will provide valuable information for the Kerbside Waste 
Reform Project and waste education programs, updating kerbside data from a 2015 
audit. 

 Since the addition of all e-waste (not just computers and TVs) to the hard waste 
collection in response to the state government landfill ban on e-waste in 2019, a total 
of 97 tonnes of e-waste has been collected for recycling via the hard waste service. 

Supporting sustainability in schools and early learning centres 

 In partnership with CERES, Council has increased its support for integration of 
sustainability in schools and early learning centres, including through: 

 Facilitation support of the Early Years Sustainability Network, with professional 
development sessions and network meetings conducted online due to Covid-19 
restrictions.  

 Teacher Environment Network (TEN) for Schools online sessions included 
helping kids engage with climate change; citizen science projects for schools; 
and grant writing workshops and resources. 



 Subsidies for 8 Early Childhood Services to participate in the Resource Smart in 
Early Childhood program in 2021. 

 Subsidies for 9 schools to participate in the Student Environment Leadership 
Program (delivered by CERES) which supports students to improve 
sustainability at their school. 

Litter, plastic and dumped rubbish 

 Plastic Wise Policy implementation was heavily impacted by Covid-19 restrictions 
with many cafes refusing customer use of reusable coffee cups, and festivals and 
events only restarting in November 2020. The Coburg Night Market, Brunswick Music 
Festival and Fawkner and Glenroy Festivals Events all complied with the policy, with 
policy exemptions issued for single-use coffee cups. Four Plastic Wise Action 
Planning workshops for all Moreland Clubs, will be delivered online throughout May.  
Participating Clubs will map out their plans to reduce single-use plastic in line with 
policy compliance by June 2022.  

 In support of the Plastic Wise Policy, Council has funded accelerated roll-out of water 
fountains at sports clubs and retrofit of Halls for Hire to better enable a reduction in 
single use plastic. Scoping and implementation of the project was heavily impacted 
by Covid-19 restrictions. The retrofit of Halls for Hire includes upgrades (with 
dishwashers and reusable crockery/cutlery at select sites) and availability of ‘party 
packs’ with reusable crockery/cutlery for up to 100 people. Installation of additional 
drinking fountains at sports clubs will increase access to drinking water and use of 
refillable water bottles, reducing need for the single-use bottled water at clubs. The 
first additional water fountain was installed at Martin Reserve (near the Hadfield 
Cricket and Netball Clubs) in January 2020. Planning for the installation of up to 13 
fountains by the end of the financial year is underway, subject to resource 
constraints. 

 The Plastic Free Sydney Road trial was launched in early 2021. The four-month trial, 
being delivered in partnership with Boomerang Alliance, aims to reduce single-use 
plastics at food businesses. Twenty-seven cafes and restaurants in the trial area 
along Sydney Road Coburg and Brunswick have volunteered to participate between 
March and June 2021. Participating venues are listed on Council’s website and will 
receive ongoing promotion throughout the program. Boomerang Alliance has worked 
individually with businesses to develop an action plan identifying items to eliminate. 
Trial evaluation will inform future program implementation. 

 To increase recycling at sports clubs and reduce contamination, three leased sports 
clubs will trial a waste flow assessment program in May, to be delivered by 
EnviroCom. A report on the trial in June will provide recommendations for any 
recycling infrastructure improvements and educational signage. Assessment of the 
trial will review the feasibility of rolling out improved waste infrastructure across clubs 
in Moreland.  

 Council continues to support the Merri Creek Management Committee (MCMC) 
Community Litter Collection Program. While community litter events were put on hold 
due to Covid-19 restrictions for much of 2020, new guidance to support individual 
and household litter collection – in line with physical distancing and exercise 
restrictions – was developed and shared online via a new Facebook group and 
MCMC and MCC websites. In person community collections were able to resume in 
November 2020. 

 A new Litter and Plastic Pollution Stormwater Action Plan (formerly the GPT Action 
Plan) has been developed and finalised with structural and non-structural actions to 
reduce litter and plastic pollution within stormwater. Where appropriate these actions 
will be incorporated into the next Waste and Litter Strategy to avoid duplication. 



 Working for Victoria staff developed methodology and undertook an extensive litter 
data project between August 2020 and February 2021, with data collected across 
multiple site types in Moreland. The final report establishes baseline litter data across 
225 sites in 10 site type categories (including waterways, recreation, activity centres, 
voting bins, transport, residential, construction sites, WSUD, MUDs and schools). 
The total litter count was 8,540 with most of litter counted (53%) in the Plastic litter 
category. The top five plastic subcategories were cigarette butts (2,186), fragments 
(678), food/beverage (553), industrial litter (262), cigarette-related litter (170). 

Integrated Water Management  

 The new Integrated Water Management (IWM) Strategy 2040 and a five-year action 
(2020/21 – 2024/25) plan was developed and adopted by Council in August 2020. 

 Construction of the stormwater harvesting system integrated within the landscape of 
City Oval (Southern Bridges Reserve, Coburg) has been finalised. This system saves 
approximately 12 megalitres of potable water per annum (approximately 4 Olympic 
size swimming pools of drinking water), saving Council $35,000 per year in irrigation 
costs. This project also reduces stormwater pollutants, with approximately 118 Kg of 
total nitrogen reduced from entering Merri Creek and Port Phillip Bay per annum.  

 Detailed design of Gavin Park Bio filtration and sedimentation ponds was finalised 
and the construction of the system will be started in mid-May.  

 The concept design, community consultation and detailed design of Moomba Park 
Wetland has been undertaken. 

 The Brunswick Parklands Masterplan (including IWM) project to develop an 
innovative plan that can meet the future needs and demands of the local community 
while striving to deliver higher than best practice sustainable and innovative 
landscape and urban design practices and principles has been started and will be 
completed in Jan 2022. 

 A new Passive Irrigation Trial with Melbourne University and Melbourne Water has 
started with funding support from Melbourne. As part of this project, Council will also 
trial implementation of pervious asphalt with recycled tyres.  

 Council continues to advocate for inclusion of IWM into the Level Crossing Removal 
Project (LXRP), to incorporate passive irrigation in stormwater overland path and the 
inclusion of bioretention basins. 

 Council continues to participate actively in IWM Forums which has been established 
across the state by DELWP. IWM Forum formed a Catchment Expert Group (CEG) 
and Strategic Oversight Group (SOG) across five catchments in Melbourne 
Metropolitan areas to identify, prioritise and oversee the implementation of 
collaborative water opportunities. Moreland’s Integrated Water Management Lead 
and Director City Futures are representing local government in CEG and SOG 
respectively.  

 Council continues to support the Waterwatch Program, delivered by the Merri Creek 
Management Community, working with the community on supporting the health of 
our waterways. Waterwatch is a community education and engagement program 
connecting local communities with river health and sustainable water management 
issues.  

 Council: 

o Continues to work collaboratively incorporate IWM approach in delivery of 
capital projects e.g. street upgrades, new buildings, road renewals. e.g. 
Wilson Avenue upgrade project and Stewart Street.  



o Proactively identifies and rectifies issues with WSUD maintenance and 
stormwater harvesting systems to make sure they are functional and 
maintained.  

o Continues to work on embedding WSUD Asset Management processes 
across organisation. An IWM project governance framework including sign off 
and hold points, and handover have been developed and meetings held. 

o Has updated its WSUD Asset inventory and undertaken catchment mapping 
for all its WSUD assets and will be included in the GIS system. 

o Is undertaking an audit of the performance of two harvesting systems 
(Hosken and Sewell) this financial year.  

o Will undertake an audit of all Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) Assets 
across the Municipality. This will be started in early July with potential 
financial support from Melbourne Water (yet to be confirmed). 

Sustainable Design in Planning / Local ESD Planning Policy  

Overview of achievements: 

 Council continued to play a leading role in shaping a positive and net zero ESD 
industry in Victoria. This included continued advocacy for an equivalent State ESD 
planning policy, including key discussion with DELWP Officers when the Victorian 
Government Roadmap for a state-wide ESD policy was released in late 2020. 
Moreland also continued its role on the Working Group and Governance Board of the 
Built Environment Sustainability Scorecard (BESS) which continues to be the leading 
ESD planning tool in Victoria.   

 Council continued to promote emerging positive ESD and environmental trends. 
Strategic Planning and SBE Units actively involved in creating future standards for a 
revised and updated ESD planning policy (Zero Carbon in the Planning Scheme 
Project) amendment, which is intended to establish a pathway to zero carbon private 
developments through the Moreland Planning Scheme. This has included the 
creation of prescriptive requirements for solar photovoltaics and electric vehicle 
infrastructure, as well as other improvements in on-site waste management and 
green infrastructure and will continue Moreland’s excellent ESD program and 
excellent ESD outcomes.  

ESD Officers also continued using the Moreland Design Excellence Scorecard 
across various scales of new development. The Scorecard was also widely utilised in 
discussions with external applicants as it provides a consistent and explicit 
benchmark of Moreland’s higher ESD expectations. This has led to the continuation 
of positive ESD trends in many applications (not just Scorecard development), such 
as all-electric buildings (no gas) and very high NatHERS ratings in more 
developments across Moreland.   

 Officers continued to ensure the ESD referral process and implementation of 
required ESD measures on-site (during construction) improved. ESD Officers helped 
investigate on-site compliance with endorsed ESD planning permit conditions 
alongside Council’s Proactive Planning Enforcement team and took part in joint site 
visits to support on-site ESD measures during construction. Utilising funding through 
the Working for Victoria program, the team conducted a thorough research project 
investigating the level of on-site ESD compliance in townhouses. This unique project 
revealed excellent findings that have already been used to improve processes to 
ultimately lead to improved compliance and will be further progressed in the FY21/22. 
Actions include mandatory preliminary energy modelling for proposed dwellings and 
assessment of conflicting building permit documentation, as well as the creation of a 
more detailed evidence basis highlighted the necessity for proactive ESD 



compliance. In the coming FY, the Unit will be presenting this data to Councils across 
Victoria and potentially State Government to share the important research findings 
and improve Victorian-wide ESD knowledge.    

 Officers have assessed over 1,239 ESD planning permit referrals and related tasks 
(in the financial year to 4 May 2021) against best practice sustainable design 
standards, as defined in the ESD Local Planning Policy of the Moreland Planning 
Scheme (Clause 15.02-1L). This represents an increased workload and spikes in 
workloads in early 2021 compared to the 19-20 financial year (1 July 2019 – 25 April 
2020) where 1002 planning permit referrals and related tasks were completed.  

Following these assessments, responses from applicants and amendments required by the 
SBE Unit should deliver the following environmental outcomes: 

Energy 

        Officers continue to mandate that new multi-residential developments (2+ 
dwellings) (NatHERS scores) must greatly exceed the base National Construction 
Code required minimum of an average 6.0 stars, and instead meet the Moreland 
requirement for the minimum average to be increased to 6.5 stars. Data collected 
by Officers indicates an average of 6.6 stars is being committed to at the planning 
stage for our new dwellings (including both townhouses and apartments). Official 
CSIRO data of constructed dwellings provides a further breakdown of this data, 
and from July 2020 – March 2021 observed that in Moreland the average 
NatHERS rating of class 1 detached dwellings (including townhouses) was 6.4 
stars and for class 2 apartments the average rating was 7.0 stars, thus equating to 
an average of 6.5 stars during construction.  

        Non-residential development such as offices, shops, supermarkets and 
warehouses etc, have an energy performance improvement of 10% above the 
minimum National Construction Code requirements, via initiatives such as 
improved glazing performance, external shading, building layout and insulation. 
This is an excellent improvement above the previous financial year, as the NCC 
2019 requirements (which superseded the NCC 2016) require much greater 
energy performance improvements.  

        Approx. 865kW solar PV committed to being installed (as of 04/05/21).    
        An increasing trend for applications to be ‘all-electric’ and avoid the use of gas 

encouraged by the ESD officers. This initiative will be rewarded in the BESS 
energy section, which is the product of Moreland ESD officers  

        5 developments have been successful in applying and getting planning approval 
via the Moreland Design Excellence Scorecard with targets of achieving carbon 
neutrality. Over these 5 developments, dwellings have had an average of 7.5 stars, 
with one development of 108 dwellings having an average of 7.8 stars. All 
dwellings will be gas free and many will have an embedded network with 100% 
green power. The developments will together contribute to a total of 120kW of solar 
PV power generation.  

Water and stormwater 

        2,208kL of rainwater tanks approved in Moreland (as of 4 May 2021), therefore 
displacing a great amount of potable water use and supporting the health of Merri 
and Moonee Ponds Creeks through reducing stormwater flows.  

        BESS data for planning applications submitted indicates on average new 
developments achieve 34% potable water savings compared to baseline 
conventional buildings. 

Good design practice 

        The majority of developments with exposed north and west facing glazing were 
required to demonstrate appropriate shading. For west facing glazing this was 



predominantly achieved with operable shading devices to reduce peak cooling 
loads and heat stress for occupants. 

        Improved natural ventilation and natural cross ventilation in developments. 

Transport 

 2306 new bicycle spaces in developments committed to and shown on plans for 
new developments.  

 Increased number of electric vehicle infrastructure, including spaces with 
chargers installed and ready to plug in within commonly accessible spaces (i.e. 
not allocated to a particular dwelling).  

Urban ecology 

Increased assessment of green infrastructure, including green roofs, green walls and green 
facades, including ensuring adequate physical spacing and maintenance considerations to 
ensure they are successfully implemented. The use of the City of Melbourne’s Green Factor 
tool is also being proposed for trial and will lead to improved uptake of green infrastructure 
elements.  
 

Sustainable design in Council’s new and refurbished buildings  

Officers continue to proactively apply the Moreland Sustainable Building’s Policy when new 
Council facilities are progressed, or existing facilities are renovated. Examples over the last 
year have included initial design work to refurbish the Fawkner Aquatic Centre and provide 
new facilities for various sports and community groups at Fleming Park, Brunswick; provide 
new sports pavilions and club rooms in sports fields across the municipality; and the 
construction of Glenroy Community Hub. ESD inclusions in these projects have included the 
installation of heat pumps across the municipality, the removal of existing gas infrastructure 
as part of refurbishments, and the installation of on-site solar PV and electric vehicle 
charging. 
 

Urban Heat Island Effect (UHIE) Action Plan 2016/2017 – 2025/2026 

During 2020/21 financial year, the Council has progressed the UHIE Action Plan objectives, 
including through:  

 Continued localised measures to mitigate the urban heat island effect via new 
canopy tree planting, passive irrigation, raingardens and lighter-coloured materials. 
This has included the progression of the design for Stage 2 of the Wilson Avenue 
streetscape improvements between Sydney Road and Jewell Station, and improved 
tree planting, raingardens and pavement in the Gaffney Village (Gaffney Street), 
Pascoe Vale.  
 

 The adoption of the Moreland Nature Plan, which represents Moreland’s first 
dedicated plan towards the protection of enhancement of biodiversity in Moreland. 
The accompanying Implementation Plan includes actions which will help ameliorate 
the UHIE in Moreland, including: increasing vegetation (and revegetation) of 
streetscapes and open space; naturalisation of concrete sections of creeks including 
Edgars Creek in Coburg North; and the creation of new wetlands and creek habitat. 
 

 The adoption of the Moreland Integrated Water Management (WM) Strategy 2040 
and associated Action Plan. Similar to the Moreland Nature Plan, the Moreland IWM 
Action Plan includes many key actions which will help ameliorate the UHIE in 
Moreland. Key actions over the last year have included the initial concept design of 
the creation of a new wetland at Moomba Park in Fawkner; initial design for an 
integrated stormwater harvesting and IWM precinct in AG Gillon Reserve, Clifton 
Park and Gilpin Park, Brunswick West; and progression of maintenance standards 



for Council’s existing WSUD assets (including raingardens and stormwater 
harvesting basins and wetlands).  
 

 The ongoing progression of the Moreland A Park Close to Home Strategy: The first of 
these parks, the Bulleke-bek Park on West Street, Brunswick, has been designed, 
constructed and completed. Launched in early 2021, the new park has already 
provided a noticeable green and cool space for respite during warm weather within a 
high-density residential and commercial area of Moreland. It has been greatly 
received by the local community. Future parks which have been progressed in the 
last year and are initiating final design and construction are Garrong Park, Brunswick 
(55 – 61 Tinning Street); a new park at 14 Frith Street, Brunswick; a new urban park 
132 – 134 Cardinal Road, Glenroy; and a new park adjoining the Wheatsheaf hub in 
Glenroy.  
 

 Council has advocated for initiatives to address the UHIE on major State 
Government Infrastructure Projects, including the Level Crossing Removal Projects 
between Moreland and Coburg Stations along the Upfield Corridor and around the 
Glenroy Station corridor. This has included substantial advocacy to improve the on-
site WSUD, passive irrigation and canopy planting (as well as overall ESD 
improvements including energy and materials), taking advantage that these large-
scale infrastructure projects present for UHIE amelioration.  
 

 Preparation of a formal Council submission to the Victorian Government’s 
Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) proposed Roadmap 
for a state-wide ESD Planning Policy. This included a thorough submission critiquing 
the proposed policy against our extremely successful local ESD planning policy. 
Items such as a lack of support for urban greening and urban heat amelioration were 
raised, and strongly advocated as being essential for a Victorian-wide policy. Officers 
also attended two in-depth Council sessions with DELWP Officers (facilitated the by 
the Municipal Associated of Victoria and the Council Alliance for a Sustainable Built 
Environment) where this feedback was also verbally communicated, as well as 
through a formal Councillor-adopted submission.  
 

 Council was one of a small number of Council’s invited to provide feedback to 
Department of Environment Land Water and Planning (DELWP) on new standards to 
increase new tree canopy planting standards through the State Planning Scheme. 
The guidelines aim to introduce new standards through the State Planning Scheme 
(ResCode) to increase new canopy tree planting as a response to Melbourne’s 
declining canopy and increasing UHIE - a critical issue for Moreland. Officers 
reviewed the draft standards against typical Moreland townhouse developments and 
compared it to the in-progress Amendment C189 ‘Canopy Trees in Moreland' 
(Amendment C189 is still awaiting Planning Ministerial review and approval). DELWP 
has since updated the draft standards and has commenced public consultation 
considering our feedback. These standards are extremely important in ameliorating 
the UHIE in new residential development, as currently there is little state Planning 
Scheme support for new canopy trees, space for these trees and UHIE reduction 
during townhouse development. 

 
 Progression of the local ESD planning policy and continued effort made to ensure 

new development in Moreland more appropriately responds to the UHIE. This 
includes the assessment of WSUD within new development, promotion of rainwater 
harvesting tanks for vegetation irrigation, retention of significant vegetation on private 
allotments during development, and passive building design measures including 
external shading and assessment of cooling loads in new homes.  
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